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INFLUENCE OF PLASMA-TREATED LIQUIDS ON
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF LIPID MEMBRANES
M. U. Hammer1, S. Kupsch1, E. Forbrig1, H. Jablonowski1, K. Masur1, K.-D.
Weltmann2, A. Beerlink4, T. Gutsmann3, S. Reuter1
1

Centre for Innovation Competence (ZIK) plasmatis at the INP Greifswald, Felix-Hausdorff-Str. 2,
17489 Greifswald, Germany
2
Leibniz Institute for Plasma Science and Technology (INP Greifswald e.V.), Felix-Hausdorff-Straße
2, 17489, Greifswald, Germany
3
Divisions of Biophysics, Leibniz Centre for Medicine and Biosciences, Research Centre Borstel,
23845 Borstel, Germany
4
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Notkestraße 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany
E-mail: Malte.Hammer@INP-Greifswald.de
In plasma medicine, cells and bacteria are treated with cold atmospheric plasma that create
reactive species both in the gas and in the liquid phase. A dogma of membrane biophysics is, that
any externally applied substance has to interact or overcome the most outward interface of a cell to
its environment -the membrane- before a cellular reaction takes place. Therefore the membrane is
the first cellular target of reactive species during plasma treatment of eu- and prokaryotes. We
used model systems composed out of lipids to investigate the effect of plasma treatments on
cellular membranes. We studied the modification of important biophysical parameters of the
membrane by plasma treatment. The observed effects on a membrane model representing
eukaryotes were significantly reduced compared to the effects on a model representing
prokaryotes. The findings help to understand the observed lower susceptibility of eukaryotes
compared to prokaryotes against plasma treatment.
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Z. Machala IL-02

WATER ELECTROSPRAY THROUGH AIR CORONA AND
SPARK DISCHARGES AND INDUCED WATER CHEMISTRY
B. Pongrác, V. Martišovitš, M. Janda, B. Tarabová, K. Hensel, and Z. Machala
Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics, Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovakia
E-mail: machala@fmph.uniba.sk
Decontamination of water polluted with organic and microbial pollutants, and biomedical effects
on cells mediated through aqueous solutions can be efficiently achieved by using various nonthermal plasma discharges. These effects can be further enhanced when air discharges are
combined with water electrospray. The presence of the electrical discharge generating non-thermal
plasma in the spraying area allows for very efficient mass transfer of plasma-generated species
into the water [1, 2].
We investigated the effect of the electrospraying of water in combination with positive DC corona
discharge. Our key finding is that the discharge has a significant effect on the electrospray
behavior and vice versa [3-6]. Such water electrospray-air discharge system was demonstrated to
be very efficient in inducing bactericidal and various chemical effects in treated water [1, 7].

1. Imaging of corona generation during the intermittent electrospray
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Fig. 1. iCCD time sequence images of electrospraying of water (illuminated, columns 1-4 with
exposure time 10 µs) with corona discharge (dark, columns 1-4 with exposure time 100 µs) in spindle
mode for water conductivity 500 µS/cm, + 6 kV, gap 1 cm, nozzle 0.8 mm o.d. and 0.6 mm i.d. iCCD
dark image in column 0 with exposure time 5 s represent an integrated emission over the long period
with many droplet formation cycles. [5]
The experimental setups, materials and methodology have been described in great detail in our
previous papers. [1-2, 5-7]
We investigated the corona discharge generation during the electrospray of water. Fig. 1 shows
different stages of the electrospraying event and the discharge propagation from 0 to 3 ms.
The glow corona is first visible at the tip of the water cone (column 1). As the water cone gradually
elongates and creates the filament which propagates axially towards the grounded electrode, the bright
spot of the glow corona remains present at the tip of this filament and propagates with it (column 2).
After the detachment of the elongated water fragment, and the contraction of the water meniscus back
towards the nozzle, the glow corona disappears (column 3). Finally, after a few ms, a new cone is
formed, and the filamentary discharge occurs from the cone tip (column 4).
The dark image in column represent an integrated emission over the long period (5s) with many cycles
of droplet formation and corona discharge on the water cone tip during this intermittent
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electrospraying mode, and its movement with elongating water filament. The image also represents the
visual appearance of the discharge during the electrospray.
We showed that the appearance of the corona on the water filament tip is primarily the electric field
effect due to the various curvatures of this water filament tip [5].

2. Measurements of the electrosprayed droplet size and time of flight
The fast camera image sequences also enabled us to estimate the average time of flight (time between
the water filament disintegration and the droplet fall on the grounded electrode) in 1 cm gap and the
sizes of the sprayed water droplets between the electrodes. For instance, in the case of low
conductivity water (2 µS/cm) this average time of flight is ~100 µs for the first incoming droplets from
the head of the filament, and ~2.5 ms for the last one. The characteristic size of the water droplet
(approximating to a spherical shape) vary approximately from <10 µm to ~250 µm in diameter. The
droplet size becomes larger with higher liquid conductivities (from ~190 µm to ~280 µm for 400
µS/cm). The same applies to the time of flight which becomes longer (from ~2.7 ms to ~6.3 ms for
400 µS/cm). Since the droplets are formed by disintegration of the thin water filament, the sizes of
droplets are determined by this filament thickness. The time of flight is related with the velocity of
filament propagation and its length before disintegration. Both of these parameters (filament size and
filament velocity) depend on the water conductivity, as also described elsewhere [6].
Knowing the typical droplet size and time of flight is important in water decontamination applications
when considering the mass transfer of plasma generated active species into the water droplets while
they are sprayed through the discharge. Our results on bio-decontamination of water in streamer
corona or transient spark showed that even such short times of flight enable efficient mass transfer of
air plasma generated reactive oxygen and nitrogen species in the sprayed water to induce significant
bactericidal effects [1,7]. In addition, water activated by the electrospray with very low flow rates
(~0.05 ml/min) demonstrated enhanced bactericidal effects when sprayed on the surfaces [2]. The key
is probably in very high surface to volume ratio of the droplets.

3. Influence of the water conductivity on the corona properties

Fig. 2. I-V characteristics of the electrospray with corona discharge. Different breakdown voltages for
corona-to-spark transition are due to different conductivity effect.
Depending on the conductivity, various spray properties were observed: pointy, prolonged, and fast
spreading water filaments for lower conductivity; in contrast to rounder, broader, and shorter quickly
disintegrating filaments for higher conductivity. When the conductivity increases, the breakdown
voltage for corona-to-spark transition decreases (Fig. 2).
Since the highly conductive liquid acts as a good conductor, the electric field is stronger on the highly
conductive water meniscus. The discharge is thus permitted to occur at the liquid surface and the
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discharge activity on the water filament tip is then enhanced as the filament proceeds toward the
ground electrode.
For poorly conductive liquids, the liquid acts more as an insulator and the electrical resistance of the
growing water filament suppresses the corona activity on its surface. So the discharge is forced to
occur on the metal electrode. Subsequently, the spark does not occur until the higher voltage [6].

4. Chemistry induced in water electrosprayed through air discharges
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Fig. 3. Nitrite (NO2 ), nitrate (NO3 ) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) concentrations measured in
modeled tap water (acidification occurs) and phosphate buffer (no acidification occurs) solutions air
transient spark plasma treatment via electrospray. [1]
Chemical and bactericidal effects induced by plasma in water upon electro-spraying through DCdriven positive transient spark discharge in air were investigated. Inactivation of E. coli bacteria in
water was determined in dependence on pH (controlled by buffers) and correlated with chemical
changes induced in water, namely generation of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) that
play significant roles in cell physiology and many medical therapies [8]. The discharges in humid air
(or air with water microdroplets) produce OH radicals, nitrogen oxides and in some cases ozone,
resulting in the formation of hydrogen peroxide, nitrites, nitrates, peroxynitrites and pH changes in the
sprayed water. The degree of inactivation and oxidative damage of bacteria increased with the
increasing acidity of the solution. Acidified nitrites interacting with hydrogen peroxide were
determined as the most important bactericidal ROS/RNS agents in plasma-treated water leading to
peroxynitrites (peroxynitrous acid) [1, 9].
In the specific case of low power corona discharge with water electrospray, the bactericidal effect of
ozone dissolved in water may play an important role. Since the diffusive solubility of ozone in water is
relatively low, the interaction of non-thermal plasma with the micrometric droplets of water in the
spraying area allows for very efficient mass transfer of ozone into the water.
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Non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasma is extensively applied as an efficient decontamination
medium; however, the decontamination is usually evaluated by the simplest classical cultivation
method. We investigated the plasma induced inactivation by the conventional cultivation and
fluorescent LIVE/DEAD BacLight™ Bacterial Viability techniques. The decontamination effect
was studied on a culture of Escherichia coli deposited either on a solid surface or dispersed in a
saline solution. We observed that the bacterial counts decreased with increasing treatment time of
atmospheric pressure plasma jet and coplanar surface dielectric barrier discharge. We assume that
interaction of plasma with bacteria induces a stress which does not lead to the death of bacteria,
but to the loss of their ability to be cultivated, thus viable but nonculturable state (VBNC) occurs.

1. Introduction
The application of non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasma appears to be promising in a field of
medicine and biology. Plasma decontamination related research has been carried out recently. Plasma
produces synergistic reactions through physical and chemical processes which are able to kill
microorganisms. The processes potentially involved in plasma-induced bio-decontamination are heat,
UV radiation, electric field, various reactive species and charged particles [1]. Recently, it has been
suggested that significant pathway of dry gas plasma inactivation is erosion of the bacteria by primary
reactive species. However, plasma generated in humid environment changes significantly the bioinactivation mechanisms due to numerous plasma-chemical reactions which produce secondary
reactive species interacting with living cells [2]. Major part of reactive species is generated in a very
thin plasma layer close to the surface of the electrode system in the case of coplanar surface dielectric
barrier discharge (CSDBD) [3]. In the case of atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ) driven
inactivation, it was reported that the contribution of reactive oxygen species and reactive nitrogen
species is significant [4]. Generally, reactive species interact with cells causing oxidative damages to
microorganisms on cell envelope, proteins, DNA or other cellular components.
The production of plasma generated reactive species and the plasma treatment itself induces bacterial
cell stress, which may not cause cellular death. The most frequently used technique to evaluate
bacterial inactivation is growing cells in a suitable medium using the classical colony counting
cultivation [5]. Generally, variations in the surrounding environment, such as lack of nutrients or
oxidation stress, can lead to higher bacterial inactivation assayed by cultivation, even though they still
possess cellular activity. Remaining cellular activity of nonculturable bacteria suggests that bacteria
entered a VBNC state [6, 7]. The VBNC state relates to an inhibition of bacterial growth assayed using
the conventional cultivation technique under conditions in which they would normally grow and
develop colonies. It was reported that VBNC bacteria possess measurable cellular activity and can be
resuscitated in proper conditions; therefore, they are able to be cultivated again [8]. In this case,
evaluation of bacterial inactivation using exclusively colony-counting methodology would be
inaccurate [9]. However, critical point in the VBNC definition is the resuscitation. Many published
studies did not reveal whether resuscitation of bacteria was caused by the regrowth of a small number
of persisting culturable cells, or by recovery of the VBNC. Kell et al. suggested the term active but not
culturable (ABNC) for cells exhibiting measurable activity but failing to grow to a detectable level.
The ABNC state is related to the cells possessing activity independently on the recovery [10]. The
activity of VBNC/ABNC bacteria can be determined using various techniques that evaluate
intracellular metabolic pathways or the intactness of the cellular membrane [11]. Generally, the
VBNC/ABNC state of bacteria represents potential threat to public health [12].
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In this work, we investigated the plasma-induced bacterial inactivation and VBNC/ABNC state of
bacteria after treatment induced by plasmas generated by the APPJ and CSDBD discharge devices.
Cultures of Escherichia coli were used as a model organism in both cases. We assayed the bacterial
counts with both conventional cultivation on agar plates and fluorescent method using the
LIVE/DEAD® BacLight™ Bacterial Viability kit.

2. Materials and methods
We used the non-thermal APPJ (kINPen® 09, Greifswald, Germany) placed in contact with the water
surface (E. coli dispersed in liquid phase) and the CSDBD single microdischarge generator [3] placed
at a fixed distance from the target holder (E. coli deposited on the surface of the solid target).
2.1 Single streamer CSDBD
The CSDBD was produced on the surface of a diameter 25.4 mm disc (5 mm thick) made from
MACOR® machinable glass-ceramic sealed in a polyamide holder (Fig. 1). The filamentary streamer
micro-discharges were initiated by an electric field formed by the high-voltage waveforms imposed
between 2 silver electrodes embedded approximately 0.4 mm below the disc’s surface with a
minimum distance of 1 mm between them [13]. The CSDBD was powered by an AC high voltage
power supply composed of the TG1010A Function Generator (TTi), Powertron Model 250A RF
Amplifier, and a high-voltage step-up transformer. The surfaces (diameter 25 mm) contaminated with
bacterial suspensions of E. coli were exposed to single micro-discharges at a fixed distance of 2 mm.
The discharge was fed humid synthetic air with a fixed flow rate 0.1 l/min.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the single micro-discharge CSDBD reactor: (1) electrode system, (2) sample holder,
(3) filter with bacteria, (4) body of the reactor with observation windows [13].

2.2 The atmospheric pressure plasma jet
The APPJ (kINPen ® 09, Greiswald, Germany) was generated in contact with the water surface (Fig. 2)
[14]. The argon plasma jet consisted of a quartz capillary with a 1.6 mm inner diameter. A pin-type
electrode (1 mm diameter) was attached to the centre of the capillary. Argon flowed through the
capillary, and we used a fixed argon flow rate of 4.9 l/min. A radio frequency voltage (1-5 kV, 1.5
MHz) was connected to the pin-type electrode, and a grounded ring electrode was placed near a
nozzle. The plasma was generated on the top of the pin-type electrode and expanded from the nozzle
to a sterile Petri dish (diameter 6 cm) containing 6 ml E. coli suspension. The suspension was shaken
to equally disperse the effect of the plasma. The distance of the nozzle from the water surface was 6
mm.
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Fig. 2. Experimental procedure for bacterial decontamination by plasma jet kINPen® 09 (1) in a 60
mm diameter Petri dish (2) [4].

2.3 Bacterial cultures and procedures
Bacterial suspensions of E. coli (ATCC 25922) were prepared by dissolving bacteria in gelatine discs
in a physiological solution (8.5 g NaCl in 1 l distilled water). For CSDBD treatment, 10 ml of initial
bacterial suspension (106 CFU in 1 ml) was filtered through nylon filter (diameter 25 mm, porosity
0.45 μm) and placed at the sample holder. After the treatment, the sample was transferred to sterile
dilution bottle with 10 ml of physiological solution with 3 balottini beads and shook for 45 seconds in
order to disperse all bacteria from filter to solution. Direct inoculation method of 1 ml of the bacterial
suspension to Petri dishes (9 cm) was used after both treatments. E. coli was cultivated on selective
nutrient medium plates (M-FC agar base and supplement Rosolic acid, HiMedia, Mumbai, India) at
temperature 37 °C for one day.
LIVE/DEAD staining (Molecular Probes Inc., Leiden, The Netherlands) was used as the fluorescent
staining for determining live or dead bacteria. Staining solution was prepared by adding 6 μl of SYTO
9 dye and 6 μl of PI to 2 ml of sterile deionised water. 100 μl of staining solution was added to 100 μl
of a cell suspension. Each sample was prepared in a microtiter plate and measured by a microplate
reader. We incubated mixture at room temperature for 15 minutes at dark and measured with
excitation wavelength centred at 485 nm and the fluorescence intensity emission at 530 and 630 nm.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 ABNC/VBNC state after plasma treatment
The number of surviving organisms in liquid and surface culture treated by CSDBD and APPJ was
assayed by conventional cultivation techniques and fluorescent LIVE/DEAD kit assay (Fig. 3). The
survival number decreased with time of treatment with both plasma sources; however, the survival
number assayed with LIVE/DEAD kit assay was always higher than the number assayed by
conventional cultivation. These results indicate that (1) plasma treatment does not necessary lead to
the death of bacteria and (2) bacteria may have entered in the VBNC/ABNC state due to plasmainduced stress. This stress may have been caused by the plasma treatment itself or by consequences of
the plasma generated reactive species [15].
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Fig. 3. Inactivation effect of plasma treatment A) bacteria on surface treated by CSDBD, B) bacteria in
liquid treated by APPJ. The bacteria were assayed by the conventional colony counting methodology
and using the LIVE/DEAD® BacLight™.

Furthermore, we observed the VBNC/ABNC bacteria after the APPJ treatment and we examined their
ability to recover and grow again in a suitable medium. Resuscitation of nonculturable bacteria is the
key to the VBNC hypothesis; however, many authors argue that such resuscitation occurs because of
survival of culturable cells [10, 16]. We observed that nonculturable bacteria did not grow in Petri
dishes up to 6 months of resuscitation after plasma treatment. Therefore, because we did not observe
cell recovery, we believe that bacteria were rather in the ABNC state. We assume that the bacteria did
not grow because of unsuitable resuscitation or inhibition of the replication process by the plasma
treatment. The integrity of bacterial membranes retained up to 3 months after the plasma treatment;
therefore, we assume that cells still possess the ability to be virulent. Several studies observed
persisting bacterial pathogenicity when bacteria were no longer able to grow and form colonies [8, 12].

Fig. 4. Amplification of E. coli DNA [4].

The resuscitation of plasma-treated nonculturable bacteria did not occur; therefore, we performed a
preliminary experiment to determine whether the plasma causes damages of the DNA strand. We
treated solution of the isolated DNA by plasma and subsequently observed the approximate
concentration of target gene on DNA strand (Cq). We measured the concentration of DNA by
comparing the Cq values of known copy number and the plasma-treated/untreated DNA solution
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(Fig. 4). A higher concentration of DNA was detected in the initial solution than in the plasma-treated
solution. We assume that it was caused because plasma induced DNA strand damage, and thus,
inhibited the polymerase progression. Sikorsky et al. showed that the polymerase stop assays could be
used to determine whether a single DNA damage can block the polymerase progression. The presence
even of a single 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-20-deoxyadenosine (8-oxodA), an apurinic/apyrimidinic site or a
thymine dimmer in DNA can dramatically reduce amplification [17].

4. Conclusions
We studied the ability of plasma treated Escherichia coli to enter the VBNC/ABNC state under
different conditions of plasma-inactivation experiments. E. coli was treated by the APPJ in liquid
culture and by the CSDBD on the surface of solid target. Bacterial samples were evaluated both by
conventional cultivation and fluorescent LIVE/DEAD assay. We conclude that the treatment of the
bacteria appears effective when assayed by conventional cultivation; however, only a slight reduction
was observed when assayed by fluorescent staining. These results confirm that the bacteria may have
entered the ABNC state during the plasma-induced treatment performed both in the liquid and on the
solid surface. We did not observe resuscitation of the nonculturable cells in liquid culture after APPJ
treatment; therefore, we propose that bacteria were rather in the ABNC state. We assume that the
regrowth of bacteria did not occur because of unsuitable technique of resuscitation or inhibition of the
replication process by transformation of DNA strands by the plasma treatment. Experiment with the
plasma-treated DNA indicated that the APPJ treatment inhibited replication by transformation of DNA
strand.
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Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liquid (PLAL) has significantly emerged in the past years as a versatile
and efficient method for the production of nanoparticles, and it is nowadays an established
approach for the synthesis and commercialization of stable colloidal solutions of pure
nanoparticles. In this seminar PLAL technique is presented and several examples are discussed.

In PLAL a solid target is ablated by pulsed laser irradiation in liquid creating a plasma plume that
expands, cools down and collapses due to the pressure of the surrounding liquid environment. Inside
this micro-reactor the constituents of the plume, i.e., atoms and ions, nucleate during the cooling down
process to form nanoparticles. The process depends on many factors like laser parameters (i.e., pulse
time duration, fluence on the target, wavelength, and repetition rate) and liquid properties (optical
transparency and chemical composition).
Two PLAL examples will be discussed in details, i.e., PLAL of semiconductors (silicon) and of metals
(silver and gold).
Luminescent silicon nanoparticles (Si-NPs) are very good candidates for various applications ranging
from optoelectronics to nano-labels for imaging. The size control, the optical properties of the silicon
nanoparticles produced by PLAL with femtosecond laser, their in-situ bioconjugation, and application
as light emitting nano-labels for imaging are presented [1-4]. In the perspective to achieve high
production yield of NPs by PLAL, the use of picosecond laser is more attractive due to recent
advancements of such lasers towards high average power. PLAL of silicon with picosecond laser
pulses is investigated [5,6] and it is found that 40 nm and 3 nm silicon nanoparticles are produced with
the fundamental beam and the UV third-harmonic beam respectively due to photo-fragmentation. An
ablation/photo-fragmentation model is developed to describe the productivity of silicon nanoparticles,
and an outlook is given towards the gram scale synthesis of Si-NPs by ps-PLAL. The
phenomenological model has a general validity and it can be applied to investigate and optimize
PLAL also with other materials.
Metallic nanoparticles are usefull for plasmonic and catalytic applications. In both cases ligand free
nanoparticles, i.e., without the presence of stabilizers on their surface, are more efficient. Such
colloidal solutions are efficiently produced via PLAL of metals and a method for the production of bimetallic nanoparticles with tunable plasmonic resonance is discussed [7].
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We present a short review of our recent studies of electron interaction with pure, mixed and argon
covered clusters. Fundamental electron induced reactions in argon – water and argon – acetylene
systems are discussed with emphasis on the differences between the gas phase chemistry and the
cluster chemistry. Such differences could have novel applications in plasmas as well as plasma
generated chemistries.

1. Introduction
Argon is the most frequently used rare gas in low temperature plasmas. Ar is used to stabilize
plasmas in variety of applications ranging from micro discharges [1] through industrial equipment [2]
up to large scale facilities [3]. In the contribution we will explore how the Ar buffer gas can change
the electron induced chemistry of water and acetylene clusters. Both species are well known for
plasma physicists.
The water as an important gas impurity accompanies the low temperature plasma physics since
its foundations [4]. Protonated water cluster ions are then typical mark of this impurity in the low
temperature plasmas [5]. The interest in water aerosol plasmochemistry is on the rise due to novel
applications [6][7] as well as the water cluster occurrence in variety of atmospheric pressure ionization
sources used in analytical chemistry [8,9,10].
Acetylene clusters in plasmas has been studied as a dusty plasma precursor [11]. They have
been reported also in the technical applications such as plasma polymerization or deposition [12, 13].
Electron ionization is a primary ion formation channel in low temperature plasmas. We will
show how the structure of cluster influences the electron ionization reaction. We will focus on the
reactions which are of particular interest for low temperature plasmas.

2. Experiment
Experiments have been carried out by the means of the cluster beam (CLUB) experimental setup
at the J. Heyrovsky Institute of Chemical Physics in Prague. The setup is described in the publication
[14].
Clusters were prepared by the expansion of studied molecules through a conical nozzle into
vacuum. This way molecular beam was formed which allowed us to study individual cluster particles
by vacuum restricted methods. The clusters were ionized ~ 1m downstream the nozzle by electrons
produced in the pulsed electron source. The energy of electrons has been changed in the 5eV – 70eV
range and the formed ions were analyzed by the reflectron TOF mass spectrometer. Three dimensional
mass over charge - electron energy - intensity spectra were obtained. The electron energy resolution
during the studies was ~ 0.7 eV and the mass resolution was M/M ~ 4000. The ionization thresholds
were obtained by the fitting of the electron energy dependent ion yields by the method of Matejcik
[15]. The detail information about the expansion conditions used for the preparation of particular
species could be found in the corresponding publication [16] for acetylene expansions an [17] for
water expansions.
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3. Ionization of pure clusters
The electron ionization of pure water clusters is dominated by the formation of well known
(H2O)nH3O+ species. Similar to the bulk, these ions are formed by the water ionization and subsequent
dissociation of the water dimer ion in the reaction:
(1)
(H2O)2+  H3O+ + OH
The ultrafast reaction results into formation of energetic OH radical with ~ 1 eV of kinetic energy that
is enough to leave the cluster [18]. The diffusion path of such OH radical in water has several
nanometers and one can expect the stabilization of OH(H2O)nH3O+ above this cluster size. However,
two facts act against the OH stabilization within the cluster. First, the OH is generated near the cluster
surface, since the electron predominantly interacts with surface layer of the cluster. Second, we are
dealing with weakly bound isolated system and the energy deposited in the system by stopping of the
radical produced in reaction (1) significantly violates its equilibrium. Similar to plasma instabilities the
result is a rapid cluster fragmentation. After the electron ionization, the fragmentation is extremely
efficient even at electron energis near the ionization threshold, as we have shown recently [19]. It is
interesting to note that contrary to this result photon induced ionization near threshold is much softer
[20].
Ionization of pure acetylene clusters is dominated by the formation of (C2H2)n+ cluster ions.
That species are accompanied by [(C2H2)n − k × H]+, type cluster ions up to the size of n=7. The
dehydrogenation can be explained by the formation of the covalently bound ionic species. [16] This
phenomenon was observed previously. By the way of example, significant efforts have been done to
assign the C6H6+ structure to the benzene cation [21]. Small acetylene clusters could be therefore good
polymerization precursors. At higher energies above 21 eV acetylene can dissociate and (C2H2)nCH+
species are observed. Similar to (C2H2)n species these are followed by dehydrogenated ions.

Fig. 1: The schematic cluster structures discussed in present contribution with the indication of
ionization thresholds for particular ionization channels. More details can be found in the
works [17] and [19] concerning water clusters and in the work [16] concerning the acetylene
clusters.
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4. Ionization of mixed clusters
Ionization of mixed argon – water and argon – acetylene clusters by the near threshold energy
electrons results in the formation of the (H2O)n H3O+; (C2H2)n+ and (C2H2)nCH+ ions similar to the
pure water and acetylene clusters. Additionally, mixed cluster ions are formed containing Ar atoms.
The typical electron energy dependent ion yield for pure clusters also changes upon the mixing. The
yield changes at energies above the argon ionization threshold (in clusters ~14.5eV) due to the
contribution of the Ar excitation and ionization.
The main change of the acetylene chemistry in co-expansion with argon is in suppression of the
dehydrogenated [(C2H2)n − k × H]+ and [(C2H2)nCH − k × H]+ cluster ion yield and therefore less
polymerization. The suppression of the yield can be caused by two facts. First, the cluster formed in
Ar co-expansion can be significantly colder. Both colisional and evaporative cooling are more intense
in the case of Ar co-expansion. By the way of example, evaporative cooling in the expansion is limited
by the binding energy of the cluster constituents. The binding energy of acetylene is ~ 120meV [22]
and the binding energy of argon can be as low as 12meV [23]. The suppression of polymerization
reactions is then caused by low energy carried by the cluster which is not enough to overpass the
energy barriers in the polymerization process. Second, the ion can be stabilized by evaporative cooling
after the ionization. Instead of the hydrogen release the ions are stabilized by the evaporation of Ar
atoms. The polymerization reaction is therefore suppressed due to competition with another
stabilization mechanism – collision with Ar atom. We believe that the second process is dominant in
observed systems similar to the behavior known for RF plasmas in rare gas – acetylene mixtures [24]

5. Ionization of argon covered clusters
The characterization of cluster structure is not trivial task. In the particular case of studied
molecules we exploit the simple fact that the electron ionization threshold of Ar is significantly
different of that of acetylene or water. By careful change in the molecular beam parameters we found
the conditions at which the appearance potential of all the observed ionic species shifts up to the value
for argon (in clusters in between (14.5-15.5)eV ). This is unambiguous evidence of the shielding of the
interaction between the incoming electron and the cluster by the Ar solvent. We are speaking about the
argon covered cluster.
We will focus here on the water cluster case since we explore this in the more details [17]. The
shielding effect is not restricted to the low energies and the energy dependent ion yield changes in the
whole studied range up to 70eV. In the comparison to mixed clusters the change is more pronounced
and the energy dependent ion yield copies the curve of argon. The shape of the ion yield can be used to
identify the nature of different ion formation channels. E.g. in the studied energy range Arn(H2O)m+,
Arn(H3O)m+ and (H2O)n+ clusters are formed exclusively in the interaction of embedded water clusters
with the ground state Argon ions. On the other hand, ArnH+ type ions are formed exclusively at higher
energies, where the excited Ar+ ions are observed and (H2O)nH3O+ ions are then formed in both
processes.
It is interesting to compare the near threshold ionization of mixed clusters to the ion molecule
reactions in the gas phase. By the way of example the Ar++H2O reaction in gas phase results into the
formation of unstable (ArH2O)+ complex with at least ~0.6eV excess energy [25]. In clusters, the
complex can be stabilized after the reaction by Ar evaporation and we can observe the mixed cluster
species. The nature of ionization process can be also different in clusters, where the neutral precursor
of the reaction is under the influence of neighboring molecules. We believe that such collective
influence can better explain the observed behavior. The neutral cluster is stabilized and the
polarization of the solvent causes significant lowering of the ionization potential of the Ar. According
to our observation the ionization threshold is 14.9 eV that is ~0.6eV below the Ar ionization threshold
in the gas phase. The difference is exactly the difference between the (ArH2O)+ ground state and
unstable Ar++H2O reaction product.
Summing up the entire part, the electron interaction with molecular cluster can be shielded by Ar.
The electron ionization is then changed to Ar+ ion reaction with molecular cluster. However, the
character of ion molecule reaction is different in clusters due to the the “solvated” nature of the Ar+ ion.
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6. Conclusions
We used the simple plasma relevant molecules as an example to demonstrate the main solvent
induced effects in electron induced chemistry. These are:
cooling of precursors and products of the electron interaction  suppression of the polymerization
process.
caging of electron interaction products and preventing the dissociation  initialization of the
polymerization process.
covering of clusters by Ar solvent and shielding the interaction of the embedded molecule with
incoming electron  shift in the ionization potential.
catalysis of the electron ionization reaction to the ion induced reaction  suppression of one type of
reaction products at the expense of second one.
We believe that introduction of molecular clusters into plasmas can help to identify different
processes in plasmas by controlling the plasma chemistry, e.g. by suppression of particular electron
induced reaction or cluster ion polymerization. The cluster ion polymerization can also result into the
formation of novel materials and reactive species in the plasmas as well as in the plasma deposits.
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Chemical effects in aqueous solutions induced by DC transient spark discharge generated in
atmospheric pressure air were investigated. Changes of pH, conductivity and formation of reactive
oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen (RNS) species were observed in water or PB solutions after treatment
by water electro-spray system or water electrode system. The concentrations of hydrogen peroxide,
nitrites and nitrates were measured. By addition of the enzyme catalase we showed that hydrogen
peroxide does not have any influence on the Griess reagent colorimetric method for nitrites
detection. We found out that the indigo blue method for measuring ozone in water is not selective
in plasma treated solutions. It seems that hydroxyl radical is responsible for the false positive
reaction of the indigo method.

1. Introduction
Bio-decontamination by cold atmospheric plasmas under wet conditions is very important. Plasmas
generated in air and in contact with liquids generate a number of primary reactive species in the gas
phase, which induce formation of secondary reactive species in the liquid phase through the gas-liquid
interface. Reactive oxygen and nitrogen species such as hydrogen peroxide H2O2, hydroxyl
radical .OH, nitrites NO2-, nitrates NO3-, hypochlorite OCl- and peroxynitrites ONOO- induce chemical
changes in water solutions and various biocidal effects on microorganisms or therapeutic effects for
biomedical applications [1, 2]. It was shown that the acidic environment with plasma agents
(especially hydrogen peroxide, nitrites, nitrates) lead to the strong bacterial inactivation [3,4].
However, it is not clear enough yet, which ROS/RNS play dominant role in bio-decontamination and
biomedical applications of cold plasma. According to some papers, the key species responsible for
bio-decontamination in plasma treated water solutions or tissue and cell injuries in vivo may be
peroxynitrites [4,5,6].
In this work we focused on the formation of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) induced
by plasma gas-liquid chemistry in treated aqueous solutions. We measured formation of hydrogen
peroxide, nitrites, nitrates, and dissolved ozone in water treated by DC-driven positive transient spark
discharge generated in ambient air. We compared the accuracy of the Griess reagent method for
nitrites detection with the (high precision) ion chromatography (IC) method. We also attempted to
increase the detection limit of Griess assay by addition of the catalase to decompose hydrogen
peroxide thus avoid its potential effect on the nitrite detection. The chemistry was also investigated in
synthetically prepared aqueous solution that should simulate the plasma activated water (PAW).

2. Experimental set-up and methods
Aqueous solutions with different initial pH and electrolytic conductivities σ were used for plasma
treatment. The solutions were prepared by the dissolution of different salts in deionized water:
 water = NaH2PO4 solution (pH 5-5.5 and σ = 0.6 mS/cm) mimics the conductivity of
tap water and has similar chemical composition with the phosphate buffer but no
buffering capacity,
 PB = Na2HPO4/KH2PO4 buffer (pH 6.9 and σ = 0.56 mS/cm),
 solution of 1 mM H2O2 + 1 mM NaNO2 (at pH 3.3 (in H3PO4) or 6.8 (in PB)) =
simulates the chemistry of the plasma treated water without plasma.
The transient spark discharge was generated in ambient air in two systems: the water spray [4] and
the water electrode system. Their set-ups are depicted in Figure 1. The main difference between these
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systems was that in the water spray (WS) system, the solution was electro-sprayed through the active
zone of the discharge and in the water electrode (WE) system the solution was repetitively circulated
by peristaltic pump. DC transient spark discharge was generated in ambient air in point-to-plane
geometry with hypodermic hollow needle used as the high voltage (HV) electrode. In the WE system
the treated solution circulated repetitively 28 times through the discharge zone, while in the WS
system solution passed the inter-electrode gap once and then was collected under the metallic mesh in
contrary to the WE system, where the water circulated for 28 times during the treatment. In both
systems we tried to keep the similar conditions: voltage 10-13 kV, spark pulse frequency ~ 1 kHz,
inter-electrode gap 10 mm, treatment time 10 min and treated volume of water solution 5 mL. A
positive DC HV was applied through the ballast resistor R (10 MΩ). The voltage signal was measured
by the HV probe Tektronix P6015A and the current signal was measured on 1 Ω resistor or by
Rogowski current monitor Pearson 2877. These signals were processed by a digitizing 200 MHz
oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 2024

Fig.1 The experimental set-up of the water electrode and water spray systems.
ROS and RNS in plasma treated water (plasma activated water PAW) were detected mostly by
colorimetric methods (UV/VIS absorption spectrometer UV-1700 SHIMADZU), but also additional
comparative methods were used:
1. Analysis of H2O2: Titanyl ions Ti4+ react with H2O2 in the presence of NaN3 and create pertitanic
acid with the absorption maximum at 407 nm [4].
2. Analysis of NO2-: Nitrites NO2- react with Griess reagents and create azo-dye with the absorption
maximum at 540 nm. We used two different Griess reagents: Griess 1 [7] and Griess 2
(Nitrate/Nitrite Colorimetric Assay Kit, Cayman Chemical). Furthermore, to verify the accuracy
of the Griess reagents while keeping in mind the possible interaction of NO2- and H2O2 at acidic
pH [6], we also measured the concentration of NO2- and NO3- by ion chromatography (IC) using
the HPLC system Shimadzu LC-Avp with UV (210 nm) and suppressed conductivity detection.
Treated samples for ion chromatography were fixed by buffer to stop the acidic decomposition of
nitrites. We also used the Griess reagents in combination with the enzyme catalase (Catalase from
Bovine Liver, Sigma-Aldrich) due to the possibility that NO2- could be consumed by the reaction
with hydrogen peroxide during the peroxynitrites chemistry in PAW. Catalase is the enzyme
which catalyzes the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to hydrogen and oxygen. The working
solution of catalase with the activity ~ 10.6 units/mL was prepared in 50 mM K2HPO4 solution.
3. Analysis of O3: Indigo dye with the absorption maximum at 600 nm is supposed to react with O3
and the colorless product isatin is created by the bleaching process [8]. The presence of dissolved
ozone was also verified by other indirect analytical method: phenol was used as a chemical probe
to characterize the reactive pathways of the ROS and RNS, especially of the dissolved ozone in
solutions produced by air plasmas. The specific chemical products of these pathways were
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detected after direct air plasma treatment by HPLC system Shimadzu LC-Avp with UV and
fluorescence detection.

3. Results and discussions
3.1 Transient spark discharge
Transient spark discharge was operated in atmospheric air in electro-spray or water electrode systems
in contact with water. Electric parameters and emission spectra of TS were documented in detail in
our previous works [4,9,10]. In the WS system, water was sprayed through the HV hollow needle
with the water flow rate 0.5 mL/min and in the WE systems water was circulated with the flow rate
14 mL/min, which increases the number of the discharge contacts with the treated water [12].

3.2 PAW chemistry with focus on the nitrite detection
The transient spark discharge was generated in ambient air at atmospheric pressure in the direct
contact with treated liquid samples. It was shown that the bactericidal effects of plasma treatment of
bacterial suspensions are accompanied with the decrease of pH and the chemical changes (formation
of ROS and RNS: H2O, NO2-, NO3-, O3, ONOO-). Figure 2a shows concentration of H2O2
(colorimetric method), NO3- and NO2- (HPIC) determined in water and PB solutions after treatment
by the water spray system. Dissolution of NOx along with the formation of NO2-, NO3- was
responsible for the acidification of the plasma treated solution:
NO2( aq)  NO2( aq)  H 2 O  NO2  NO3  2H 
(1)

NO( aq)  NO2( aq)  H 2 O  2 NO2  2H 

(2)
.

.

Nitrites decompose under acidic conditions via NO and NO2 cytotoxic intermediates to nitrate ions
or react with H2O2 to peroxynitrites, which are also very reactive through their decay products OH
and NO2 radicals. Therefore, so called acidified nitrites posses strong bactericidal properties [1,11].
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Fig.2 a) H2O2, NO2 , NO3 (average +/- SD) in water and PB treated by the WS system.
b) NO2- (average +/- SD) measured by Griess 1, 2 (with or without added catalase) compared
to IC measurements in water and PB treated by the WS system.
In this work we focused on the nitrite detection in PAW. We used the colorimetric method based on
the Griess assay using two different Griess reagents: Griess 1 [7] and Griess 2 (Cayman Chemical)
and as a comparative method we used the high precision ion chromatography. To avoid possible
interference of hydrogen peroxide on Griess assay, we used the catalase (CAT) as a H2O2 scavenger.
In PAW H2O2 react with NO2- in time by forming peroxynitrites and so the concentration of NO2- is
decreasing (very fast at acidic pH). The water and PB solution was treated by the WS system and
each sample was divided for nitrite analysis by IC, Griess 1 and 2 (with or without catalase) and the
results are shown in Figure 2b. The results of the Griess assay showed no significant difference
between the samples with or without added catalase. It seems that the reaction of Griess reagents with
NO2- is faster than the reaction of hydrogen peroxide with NO2-. Also due to the dilution of the treated
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samples for Griess assay, the concentration of hydrogen peroxide in the analyzed sample was 10 to 40
times lower and perhaps this decreased concentration does not affect the reaction of Griess reagents
with nitrites. The comparison of the measured nitrites concentration by Griess reagents (Griess 1 and
Griess 2) and by ion chromatography showed no significant difference in the nitrite concentration.
3.3 The dissolved ozone detection
The water solution of 1 mM H2O2 + 1 mM NaNO2 (at pH 3.3 or 6.8) was used to mimic the plasma
treated water (or PB). We measured the time developments of H2O2 and NO2-, as shown in Figure 3.
At pH 6.8 (Fig. 3b), the concentrations of H2O2 and NO2- were time-stable, unlike at pH 3.3 (Fig. 3a),
where we observed the decrease of these species. The reason for this decrease was the reaction
between H2O2 and NO2- via formation of peroxynitrites occurring under acidic conditions [6]:
(3)
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Fig.3 Time developments of important reactive species in the simulated plasma treated water at pH
3.3 (a) and pH 6.8 (b). Apparent ozone means bleaching of the indigo dye.
We previously observed the dissolved ozone in the PAW by the indigo method and detected the
concentrations 0.6-0.8 mg/L of dissolved ozone in the plasma treated deionized water by the WS and
WE systems [12]. Because TS discharge treatment bleached the indigo more than pure ozone bubbled
through the deionized water in much higher concentrations, we had to check the selectivity of the
indigo method in the simulated plasma treated water solution with similar chemical composition and
pH as our plasma activated water but with no presence of ozone (Fig. 3). Interestingly, we detected
“ozone” even in this simulated solution without plasma treatment where no ozone could have been
present. The degradation of the indigo dye in the solution without ozone was caused most likely by
the formation of hydroxyl radical .OH created as a decay product of peroxynitrites. This was probably
also the reason for false positive response of indigo dye method on the presence of ozone in PAW
[6,11] in our previous experiments [12]:
(4).
O  NOOH  .OH  NO2.
Furthermore, 500 μM phenol solution was used a chemical probe to characterize the specific primary
products of the degradation of the phenol by the reactive species during the plasma treatment [6]. In
water and PB solutions treated by the water spray system were detected the hydroxylated degradation
products (catechol, hydroquinone, 1,4-benzoquinone, hydroxyl-1,4-benzoquinone) and nitrated byproducts (4-nitrocatechol, 2-nitrohydroquinone, 4-nitrophenol, 2-nitrophenol). The most important
product we focused at was the cis, cis-muconic acid (and its cis, trans-isomer) as a specific product of
the reaction of ozone with phenol [6]. Contrary to seemingly detected ozone by indigo method, the
results from the phenol degradation product analyses (Tab. 1.a, b) showed no muconic acid. This
result support the fact that the indigo method is not selective to ozone in PAW and more examination
is needed to truly measure ozone and determine reasons for indigo bleaching. It seems that the ozone
reacts with nitrite in PAW [13]:
NO2  O3  NO3  O2
(5).
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Table 1. Summary of the degradation products of phenol (hydroxylated, nitrated and specific ozone
products) in air spark treated water and PB solutions (average +/- SD).
c [μM]
catechol
benzoquinone
hydroquinone
hydroxybenzoquinone
4-nitrocatechol
2-nitrohydroquinone
4-nitrophenol
2-nitrophenol
cis,cis-muconic acid
cis, trans-muconic acid

water
15.4+/-4.6
1.6+/-0.4
6.4+/-1.7
3.1+/-0.9
4.7+/-1.4
3.4+/-1.0
1.8+/-0.6
1.0+/-0.2
0.0+/-0.0
0.0+/-0.0

PB
9.5+/-3.2
2.9+/-0.9
6.1+/-1.7
2.6+/-0.7
1.1+/-0.0
0.2+/-0.1
0.5+/-0.0
0.1+/-0.0
0.0+/-0.0
0.0+/-0.0
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In this paper, an investigation of the degradation of amoxicillin using DBD discharge is shown. It
was found that amoxicillin can be degraded in 100% using DBD discharge but the degradation
products are still present. Using HPLC/MS analysis a mechanism of amoxicillin degradation was
proposed showing three degradation products.

1. Introduction
With the introduction of modern day pharmaceuticals and in particular antibiotics in the
treatment and therapy of humans and animals there is much concern of the possible accumulation of
the pharmaceuticals and their degradation products and metabolites in surface waters and the
environment. That’s why there is growing interest in the development of antibiotics degradation
processes [1-4]. Due to the complex structure of antibiotics their diagnostics in water matrix can only
be done using high performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry to analyze, indentify
and quantify the antibiotics and products of their degradation.
The investigated antibiotic is amoxicillin 6-{[amino(4-hydroxyphenyl)acetyl]amino}-3,3dimethyl-7-oxo-4-thial-1-azabicyclo[3.2.0]heptanes-2-carboxylic acid, which belongs to β-lactam
antibiotics of penicillin group. It is widely used all over the world and there is evidence of presence of
it in the surface waters. Worldwide investigations of this potential risk have led to the detection of
pharmaceuticals, particularly antibiotics in wastewater, surface water, groundwater, fish ponds,
hospital effluents and even seawater.

2. Experimental setup
Chemicals and compounds used in the experiment:
Amoxicillin trihydrate (98.7%) analytical standard was purchased from Fluka Analytical.
For eluent and sample preparation, high purity MiliQ water was used of pH 5.5 and conductivity 1 µS.
The structure of amoxicillin is presented in fig 1.

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of amoxicillin
HPLC analysis were performed using the chromatograph by Thermo Separation Products
which constituted of pump system P2000 Spectra System and diode detector UV6000LP. Two types
of column were used: Gemini C18 150 x 4.6 and Zorbax SB C18 150 x 4.6 mm, 1.8 µm. The first set
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of eluents used were acetonitril plus 0,1% formic acid and H2O plus 0.1% formic acid, but the
amoxicillin compound is very polar and comes out of the column fast. So we changed the eluents for
better peak separation in HPLC to 99:1 H2O and acetonitril plus phosphate buffer with pH of 2.2.
HPLC/MS analysis was performed using Agilent Technologies mass spectrometer with ion
trap MSD Trap SL model G2245D with ESI and HPLC series 1100 with binary pump model G1312A.
The MS parameters were as follows: positive polarity; N2 dry gas temperature 3500 C, N2 flow 10
L/min. N2 pressure 60 psi, capillary voltage 4000 V, mass acquired from 50 to 500 a.m.u, acetonitril
gradient from 5% to 100% in 20 min.
The decomposition in the discharge was followed by FTIR Nicolet 5700 spectrometer in order
to observe the CO2 emission from the solution using a 10 cm cell with CaF2 windows 38 mm in
diameter. Observed wavelength of CO2 was 2340 cm-1 and area of peaks was integrated and converted
in a concentration value with a calibration curve. The final carbon mass emitted from the solution was
calculated via integration of the concentration of CO2 over volume of air passed through plot and
converted for the carbon mass according to calculated carbon mass of the initial amoxicillin solution.

Fig. 2. Non-thermal plasma reactor vessel schematic
The reactor is a glass vessel (internal dimensions 95 × 75 mm and 60 mm height) closed by a
PTFE cover with four passing electrodes of stainless steel which support two parallel stainless steel
wires (0.15 mm diameter × 75 mm length) fixed upon their tips (Fig. 2). The wires are set 38 mm
apart and about 15 mm above the solution to be treated. Volume of the solution was 70 mL. The
outside surface of the reactor base is covered with a film of silver and connected to a grounded plate.
Humidified air is swept through the reactor above the solution at a flow rate of 30 mL/min. The
reactor is powered with an AC high-voltage transformer with 18 kV and a frequency of 50 Hz to
produce discharge in the gas chase above the liquid surface. During the experiments the voltage was
maintained constant. Current and voltage profiles were monitored with a digital oscilloscope
(TDS5032B, bandwidth 350 MHz, sample rate 5 Gs/s) to assure the reproducibility of the electrical
conditions.

3. Results and discussion
The experiment was performed with two initial concentration values: 3*10-4 M and
1*10 M. Amoxicillin degradation rate constants for the two plasma discharge experiments were
extrapolated from the plots and presented in fig 3. These plots were made using HPLC analysis of
samples taken during the treatment.
-5
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Fig. 3 Degradation of amoxicillin of two initial concentration.
The rate constant of amoxicillin degradation was higher when the initial concentration was
lower. It seems that the order of the reaction changed to zero order. This means that the advanced
oxidation processes are influenced by the concentration of treaded solution.
The HPLC chromatograms are shown in fig 4. It is seen that there is a 100% degradation of
amoxicillin after 180 min of discharge time, but we still have large amounts of degradation
intermediates in the solution. This chromatogram is for initial concentration of 3*10-4 M. Also nitric
acid is formed by detaching the NH2 group.

Fig. 4. HPLC chromatogram of amoxicillin degradation. A – Amoxicillin, P1 – Degradation product 1;
P2 – Degradation product 2, N – Nitric acid.
The emission of CO2 during the discharge with the initial concentration of amoxicillin of
3*10 M is shown in fig 5. The flow of humid air was 30 mL/min and the discharge time was 180 min.
It is seen that when about 8.5 L passed through the reactor and the discharge was turned off but we
observed some CO2 emission. This is because active species were still present in the solution and
chemical reactions occurred that emitted CO2 after the discharge was turned off.
-4
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Fig. 5. CO2 emission during discharge in respect to volume of air passed through the reactor.
At the initial concentration of 3*10-4, the total carbon mass emitted from the solution in 180
min discharge treatment time was 5% of the initial carbon mass in the solution. However at the initial
concentration of 1*10-5 M the total carbon mass emitted in 6 hours of discharge time was 100%. This
means that lower concentration of amoxicillin is easier to decompose under DBD discharge which is
preferable for practical use because of the low concentration of amoxicillin found in the environment.
A further study should be proposed to investigate the most effective time of degradation with respect
to different initial concentrations.
The chromatography charts of total ion current and fragmented chromatograms are presented
in figs 6-8. The degradation mechanism under DBD discharge treatment was found through mass
chromatography analysis and is presented in fig 9.
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Fig. 6. Amoxicillin and fragmentation spectra at retention time of 4.1 min.
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Fig. 7. Degradation product P1 and P3 at retention time of 1.7 and 2.5 min oxidation of aliphatic acid
in two different positions amoxicillin of mass 382 m/z.
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Fig. 8. Degradation product P2 at retention time of 2.2 min is a double oxidation product of mass 398
m/z.
Summary of indentified degradation species of amoxicillin is shown in table 1.
Table. 1. Chemical species observed by HPLC/MS
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#
1
2
3
4

Retention time (min)
1.7
2.2
2.5
4.3
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MS fragments (m/z)
148; 189; 247; 274; 337; 365; 382
148; 176; 233; 291; 370; 381; 398
148; 189; 247; 274; 337; 365; 382
114; 160; 208; 366; 388

Observations
Identified as P1
Identified as P2
Identified as P3
Amoxicillin (A)

The HPLC/MS analysis of degradation products showed that 3 degradation products are
formed. The proposed mechanism of degradation is shown in fig 9.
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Fig. 9. Degradation mechanism of amoxicillin under DBD plasma discharge above water.
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Naphthoquinone (NQ), eleven of its hydroxyl-derivatives, pyromellitic diimide (PMDI),
anthraquinone (AQ), azobenzene (AB) and phthalimide (PTI) were investigated by means of
Negative Ion Mass Spectrometry (NIMS). All molecules under investigation, except PTI, form
long-lived (a>10 s) molecular anions in the 0-2 eV energy range. NI lifetime measurements by
means of a modified NIMS instrumentation can provide quantitative data of Electron Affinity
(EA). A simple Arrhenius approximation seems to be adequate to describe the process of electron
detachment from molecular anions.

1. Introduction
The energies of the frontier molecular orbitals (MOs), namely, the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO)
and the highest occupied MO (HOMO), define the so-called energy gap which is often used as a
descriptor to correlate the molecular electronic structure with chemical reactivity[1] and biological
properties[2,3] in quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) studies. The energy of the LUMO
and the electron affinity (EA) of a neutral molecule play an important role in the properties of the
corresponding molecular negative ion (NI), defining its stability relative to electron detachment (mean
autodetachment lifetime, a).[4,5] Therefore, quantitative evaluations of the EAs and the
characterization of empty-level structures constitute a highly topical question. One of the most
widespread methods for measuring EAs in the gas phase is the electron transfer reaction (ETR)
method,[6] which supplies adiabatic EA (EAa) data. EA values can be measured with various
experimental methods, although their availability is still relatively limited. We have recently applied
the NIMS technique to a series of compounds which form long-lived molecular anion.[7-10]

2. Results and discussion
The negative ion mass spectrometer features and method of experiment were described in detail
earlier.[ 7] The signals associated with formation of long-lived molecular NIs by electron attachment to
six naphthoquinone derivatives, as a function of incident electron energy, are shown in Fig. 1, and
summarized in Table 1 for all compounds under investigation. In all cases, these molecular anion
signals are more intense than those associated with negative fragments produced by dissociative
electron attachment (DEA). The temperature of the collision chamber for the various DEA spectra is
reported in Table 1. It easy to see that the mean detachment time a is a function of molecular structure,
collision chamber temperature and also the number and nature of substituents.
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Fig. 1. Upper panels: Currents of mass-selected molecular negative ions (solid lines), signals from the
corresponding neutral molecules (dashed lines) and SF6ˉ˙currents (open circles) as a function of
incident electron energy; Lower panels: Electron detachment time (a) from the molecular negative
ions as a function of incident electron energy. The collision cell temperature was 70 °C. Vertical lines
indicate the VAEs measured in the ET spectra of NQ and Juglone.
The spectra of all sixteen compounds display an Mˉ˙ peak at zero energy (see Fig. 1) because of the
formation of vibrationally excited ground anion states. The occurrence of these long-lived molecular
NIs is thus ascribed to formation of nuclear excited Feschbah resonances (NEFRs).[4,5] In the cases of
juglone, and 3-OH-juglone the zero energy signal looks like a shoulder on the low-energy side of the
next (more intense) signal (see Fig. 1).
Measurements of electron autodetachment lifetime are based on detection of a beam of neutral species
formed in the free drift region between the mass analyzer and the secondary electron multiplier. NI
lifetime measurements include two stages. Firstly we measure the sum of the ions and neutrals (which
are formed in the second free drift region, see supporting information) currents. Secondly we deflect
the negative ions from the input slit of the secondary electron multiplier using special deflection plates,
and measure the neutrals current only. The NI lifetime a, assuming an exponential NI decay, can be
evaluated according to the formula:

(1)
where t0 is the anion drift time from the magnet mass analyzer and secondary electron multiplier, In is
the neutral species current, and I is the total current of the neutral and charged components of the
beam.[7] This method was used for the first time in a time-of-flight experiment,[11] and later
implemented by Khvostenko and colleagues using a magnetic mass analyser.[5]
The excess energy of anions formed through higher-lying resonances includes the energy ()
of the incident electron beam[8,10]:
,
(2)
where Em is the vibration energy storage of the target molecule.
Tab. 1. Parameters of the molecular negative ions.  is the electron energy corresponding to a lifetime
(a) of 103 µs, N the number of internal degrees of freedom, T the temperature of the ionization
chamber. The column LUMOsc reports the scaled LUMO energies (see text). The EAa values were
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obtained with equation (4), E with DTF B3LYP/6-31G+(d) calculations, as the
between the optimized neutral and anion states. All energy values in eV.
#
Compound
N
T, K
LUMOsc
EAa

1
NQ
0.56
48
343
1.64
1.78*
2
Juglone
0.91
51
343
1.78
1.95
3
Lowsone
0.79
51
343
1.65
1.85
4
Naphthazarine
1.10
54
343
1.86
1.97
5
3-OH-Juglone
1.16
54
343
1.76
2.01
6
Naphthopurpurin
1.42
57
343
1.84
2.07
7
Spinochrome B
1.30
60
433
1.74
2.16
8
Spinochrome C
2.80
78
413
1.94
2.30
9
Spinochrome D
1.45
63
423
1.78
2.11
10
Spinochrome E
1.57
66
433
1.75
2.12
11
Echinochrome A
2.40
81
393
1.71
2.01
12
Spinochrome A
2.40
75
383
2.00
2.12
13
PMDI
0.85
54
350
2.08
2.07
14
Anthraquinone
0.44
66
353
1.37
1.61**
15
Azobenzene
0.85
66
363
0.83
1.25
16
PTI
0.0
42
363
0.86
1.23

N. Asfandiarov HT-04

energy difference
E
1.99
2.22
2.05
2.34
2.24
2.35
2.29
2.62
2.36
2.35
2.23
2.67
2.31
1.75
1.19
1.11

* The EAa obtained with the ETR method is 1.81 eV.[6]
** The EAa obtained with the ETR method is 1.59 eV.[6]

The simplest relationship between the detachment time of the anion state and other parameters
of the system is an Arrhenius approximation:
,

(3)

where ka=0-1 is the autodetachment rate constant, ω0 is the typical anion vibrational frequency (0 is
the vibration relaxation time[13]), k is the Boltzmann constant, Tˉ is the anion effective temperature.[14]
Therefore, accurate measurements of anion lifetimes should allow us to evaluate the EAa of the target
molecule. Although an accurate calculation of the anion lifetime from EAa, vibrational frequencies and
temperature is not a simple routine task,[7,9] we can try to solve the inverse problem of EAa evaluation
from NI lifetime data through the simple use of equation (3). In a rough approximation,
kTˉ=(EAa+Em+)/N, where N=3n-6 is the number of internal degrees of freedom.[15] In the same way
we can evaluate Em=NkT, where T is the temperature of the target molecule (ionization chamber
temperature). Assuming that the pre-exponent factor ω0/2 is equal to the inverse of the intramolecular
vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) time (0) of the anion[13], then eq. (3) may be written as:

 N  EAa 


N  EAa
 EAa 





exp

exp
0
0




 kT 
 EAa  Em   
 EAa  NkT    .

 a   0  exp 

(4)
The results of adiabatic EA evaluation using eq. (4) are shown in Fig. 2. The EAa values obtained with
eq. (4) display a trend quite similar to those of the calculated EAs, lying between the EA vs predicted
by the scaling procedure EAv = -0.8065ELUMO -0.9194 (DFT B3LYP/6-31G(d)[16]) and the EAas
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G+(d) level as the neutral/anion energy difference. The only
experimental EA values available for the compounds under investigation are those of NQ (EA a=1.81
eV) and AQ (EAa=1.59 eV).[6] The present results are satisfactory, and demonstrate that NI lifetime
measurements can supply reliable EAa evaluations.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the EAas calculated from eq. (4) (circles) with the EAvs supplied by the scaled
LUMO energies (squares) and the Es obtained with B3LYP/6-31G+(d) calculations (triangles).
NI lifetime measurements by means of a modified DEAS instrumentation can provide quantitative
data of EA. A simple Arrhenius approximation seems to be adequate to describe the process of
electron detachment from molecular anions.
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Cassini CAPS-ELS spectrometer revealed the presence of large negative ions in the ionospehere of
Titan [1]. Recently, a mechanism has been proposed for the possible formation of these ions, in whith
the cyanoacetylene, HC3N, played a key role [2]. Chemical ionization technique (NCI and APCI-)
were used successfully to prepare model complex (HC3N)x.CyN- anions in the gas phase. The reaction
itself and CID experiments was studied using a Waters Quattro Premier TM tandem quadruple mass
spectrometer operating in negative ion mode and VG
ZAB2-SEQ mass spectrometer. CID mass spectra of these
anions, as well as their ion molecule reactions with HC3N
support the previously proposed reaction scheme [2].
Quantum chemistry calculations revealed details of the ion
structures, energetics and reaction mechanisms. Highenergy CID spectra of (HC3N)x.CyN- anions showed a
complexity of ionic and neutral products that can be
expected to be formed by the high-energy ion precipitation
observed at Titan [3].
Fig.1. Pressure dependent mass spectra of reactions CxNanions (x =3,5,7,9) with HC3N
Presented experiments shows that in spite of its low
abundance in Titan atmosphere [4], the cyanoacetylene is
probably one of the most important species in the
ionospheric chemistry of Titan.
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Atmospheric pressure non-equilibrium plasmas (APPs) are effective source of large densities of
reactive radicals, metastables and ions and also high fluxes of photons with wavelengths down to
the 60 nm in the vacuum UV range. The resulting high reactivity of these APPs can be used in
many surface treatment applications such as activation of polymer surfaces, treatment of living
tissues (decontamination, acceleration of wound healing) or in deposition of thin films or
nanostructured materials. However, the complexity of plasma-chemical processes in the discharge
requires combined experimental and theoretical approach in plasma analysis, where quantitative
and qualitative plasma diagnostics are compared with theoretical plasma simulations. In this
contribution, the mass spectrometry for detection of neutral and ionized species and the
windowless VUV spectroscopy will be introduced and discussed in details. The mass spectrometry
of neutral species measures the plasma composition directly at the surface and is not limited by
existence of accessible optical transitions. When properly designed and carefully calibrated mass
spectrometry provides absolute densities of the measured species. It can even provide information
about vibrational excitation of the detected species. The ion mass spectrometry can provides
information about the formation of positive and negative ions (and ion clusters) in the effluent and
provides supporting information about the influence of variety of species (including impurities) on
plasma chemistry. The windowless VUV spectroscopy allows detection of VUV photons from
excited states into the ground states and provides hence additional qualitative information about
processes occurring in plasma. These experimental results serve for validation of plasmachemistry models and rate-equation calculations, which can provide deep insight into the whole
plasma process.

1. Mass spectrometry
The plasma chemistry of cold atmospheric pressure plasmas is rich in neutral and charged species as
for example demonstrated by recent simulations [1,2]. Mass spectrometry (MS) can provide absolute
densities and ion fluxes to validate these models and to provide more insight into plasma chemistry
processes. The general principles of quadrupole MS of reactive plasmas has been provided recently [3],
here we will focus on the investigation of atmospheric pressure discharges.
The one of the most critical issues is the proper gas sampling into the mass spectrometer. The gas
mixture is usually sampled through a very small orifice (diameter from 20 to 100 m diameter) into
differentially pumped system with typically three pumping stages. By aligning the sampling orifice
with orifices connecting the pumping stages, the molecular beam (MB) is formed and the gas mixture
including ions and very reactive species can be transported into the ionizer or ion optics of the mass
spectrometer [3]. The challenge by sampling from the atmospheric pressure is the fact that it is
collisional and that the gas is accelerated to the supersonic velocities. An example of the fluid
simulation of the expansion of Argon gas into the 100 Pa background pressure vacuum chamber
trough a 100 m diameter and 250 m long sampling orifice, using compressible Navier-Stokes
equations, is shown in Fig. 1. The pressure 100 Pa is still high enough that the mean free path in the
low pressure region (~ 100 m at 100 Pa) is still large enough to justify the fluid simulation approach.
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Fig. 1. Fluid simulation of the expansion of argon gas into the 100 Pa background pressure of the first
pumping stage of the mass spectrometer. The log10 of the pressure (colour scheme) and the gas
streamlines are show. The steep pressure drop behind the orifice, the zone of silence (region with
supersonic gas velocities visible as a dark area with the pressure lower than the background pressure)
and the Mach disc shock are visible.
The background pressure of 100 Pa is often reported in the literature as a pressure in the first pumping
stage, but as the simulation shows, the species undergo a shock equilibration with the background gas,
which can result into a loss of reactive species and formation of new ones, especially in the case of
ions. This leads to composition distortion in the MB. Therefore, the sampling system with much lower
background pressure in the stage behind the sampling orifice should be used. Our approach for
realising this low pressure is the use of a beam chopper with a rotating skimmer (see Fig. 2 and [4]).
The MB is formed only for 1% of the period and the background pressure is reduced in the remaining
99% resulting in the effective background pressure of 10-2 Pa.

Fig. 2. Differentially pumped sampling system with rotating chopper with imbedded skimmer.
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This approach avoids composition distortion during the sampling and have been used in the past for
measuring effectively reactive species in cold APPs [5-8].
Fig. 3 shows as an example the electron energy scan of a He/0.3%N2 gas mixture measured at the
nozzle of a microscale atmospheric pressure plasma jet (-APPJ). This source uses radiofrequency
voltage to ignite a homogeneous discharge between electrodes 1 mm apart from each other (see
[5,6,9]).

Fig. 3 Two scans of the electron energy of the electrons in the ionizer of the mass spectrometer
performed at mass 28 amu (N2) for the cases of plasma off and plasma on. The curve for the case with
plasma running (full symbols) could be fitted by combining the curve measured for plasma off case
(open circles) with the same curved, which was scaled and shifted 2.2 eV on the energy scale (dashed
line). This fit (solid grey line) reproduces the measured data very well.
By scanning the electron energy in the ionizer of the mass spectrometer, the species can be identified
based on their ionisation energy. The scans at mass 28 amu (mass of N2) taken without and with
plasma running clearly shows that some N2 molecules can be ionized at lower electron energies. The
additional signal can be fitted by rescaling and shifting the curve for N2 ionization by 2.2 eV, which
corresponds to the vibrational excitation of N2 molecules into the 7th vibrational level. Fig. 4 compares
the measured absolute atomic nitrogen densities and the relative signal of the vibrationally excited N2
molecules as measured by MS. This comparison shows that more energy goes to the vibrational
excitation of the N2 compare to its dissociation at higher N2 concentrations, an expected behaviour for
a plasma with increasing fraction of a molecular gas.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the N density (taken from [8]) with the relative presence of vibrationally excited
N2 molecules.
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2. Windowless VUV Spectroscopy
The APPs are also emitting photons in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) range below 200 nm. This
photons cannot propagate through air, but since many of the APP sources are operated in argon or
helium, they can propagate through the gas channel formed by the noble gas and can therefore reach
the surface even at the distance of several tens of mm from the jet. It is, therefore, important to
investigate at least quantitatively the VUV spectra of APPs. A windowless VUV spectrometer has
been designed for this measurements and is schematically shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Windowless VUV spectrograph: principle of coupling the plasma emitted VUV and UV
photons into the He-filled VUV spectrograph without necessity of having any window between the
plasma and the spectrograph. All the potentially absorbing species in the plasma (such as molecules
introduced into the plasma) are steered by the additional helium flow into the side and cannot enter the
spectrograph. Additionally, controlled atmosphere around the jet is used to prevent air to diffuse into
the light path.
Fig. 6 shows the measured spectrum of the -APPJ operated with helium gas in the 50 to 140 nm
wavelength range. Next to the few atomic oxygen lines, resulting from the excitation of the gas
impurities, the clear emission of the 1st and 2nd helium excimer continuum is visible.

Fig. 6. VUV spectrum of the -APPJ operated in the 5.0 grade helium gas.
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These photons can propagate through the helium gas without being absorbed, since the first photon
absorption by ground state helium is possible to the (1s)(2p) level corresponding to the wavelength of
58.44 nm only. The spectrum in Fig. 6 is very similar to the spectrum reported for a micro-hollow
cathode discharge in helium [10].
The windowless VUV spectrograph have been used to analyse emission spectra of several gases
admixed at concentrations below 1% into the helium in the -APPJ. Three examples of the plasma
with O2, N2 and Ar are compared to the spectrum of helium gas only from Fig. 6 in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Exemplary VUV and UV spectra of -APPJ with He, He/O2, He/N2 and He/Ar.

The VUV spectra, and their dependence on the variety of plasma parameters, can be used as
an additional information for the analysis of the plasma-chemical processes in APPs. Special
feature of this high energy VUV photons is that they can photoionize species at larger
distances from the jet, which should be considered for example in the treatment of the
biological materials. We have reported the possible effect of protonated water cluster ions,
which formation was initialized through photoionization, on bacteria recently [11].

3. Summary
Some examples of application of advanced APPs diagnostics, namely molecular beam mass
spectrometry and windowless vacuum UV otpical emission spectroscopy, to atmospheric
pressure plasmas have been demonstrated and discussed above. The obtained data provide
information about plasma-chemical processes in the plasma and its effluent and can be used
for calculation/estimation of fluxes of detected species to the treated surface or for
benchmarking of the simulation results.
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A streamer-to-spark transition in a self-pulsing transient spark (TS) discharge of positive polarity
was investigated using a fast iCCD camera. The entire temporal evolution of the TS, including the
primary streamer, the secondary streamer, and the transition to spark was recorded with 2 ns time
resolution. Additionally, a streak camera like images were obtained using spatiotemporal
reconstruction of the discharge emission detected by a photomultiplier tube with light collection
system placed on a micrometric translation stage. With increasing TS repetition frequency f (from
~1 to 6 kHz), the increase of the propagation velocity of both the primary and the secondary
streamer was observed. Accelerating propagation of the secondary streamer crossing the entire gap
could explain short streamer-to-spark transition times τ (~100 ns) at f above ~3 kHz. Acceleration
of the primary and secondary streamers and shortening of τ with increasing f was attributed to the
memory effect composed of pre-heating, pre-ionization, or gas composition changes induced by
the previous TS pulses.

1. Introduction
Streamer-to-spark transition leading to the gas breakdown is a critical issue when working with
various atmospheric pressure electrical discharges, as well as in the design of high voltage (HV)
devices and switches. The most typical approach preventing the spark breakdown is to maintain the
low temperature plasma character and to prevent excessive discharge currents. On the other hand,
periodic streamer-to-spark transition with restricted spark phase can bring multiple benefits in various
applications of non-thermal plasmas, such as local and transient elevation of the gas temperature,
formation of hydrodynamic expansion, producing high concentrations of reactive species, etc. [1-5].
A relatively simple discharge operating with periodic streamer-to-spark transition and controlled spark
phase is the transient spark (TS) discharge [5-7].
The TS is typically generated in atmospheric pressure air or other gases between metal electrodes in
point-to-plane configuration with distance d = 4-10 mm, by a DC HV power supply connected to the
electrodes via a series resistor R = 5-10 MΩ (Figure 1). Both polarities are possible, but here we
present a study of positive polarity TS discharge with anode as the HV point electrode. The TS is
initiated by a primary streamer creating a relatively conductive plasma bridge between the electrodes.
It enables partial discharging of the internal capacity C of the electric circuit, and a local gas heating
inside the plasma channel [7]. When the gas temperature T inside the plasma channel reaches ~1000 K,
a very short (~10-100 ns) high current (>1 A) spark current pulse appears (Figure 2).
During the spark phase lasting only a few tens of nanoseconds, the internal circuit capacity C
discharges completely and the potential V on the HV electrode drops to almost zero. Transition to
steady-state arc after the spark is restricted by the ballast resistor R, and the discharge starts to decay
after the V drop. Eventually, the potential V starts to gradually increase as the capacity C recharges.
A new TS pulse, initiated by a new primary streamer, occurs when V reaches the breakdown voltage
again. The TS is thus characteristic of the repetitive primary streamer formation transiting to the spark,
with the frequency f in the kHz range. The increase of f, achieved by increasing the generator voltage
[6], is accompanied by changes of several TS characteristics (decrease of the breakdown voltage,
smaller and broader spark current pulses). It also influences the breakdown mechanism via shortening
of the streamer-to-spark transition time (τ) [7]. These frequency-dependent phenomena occur due to
the various 'memory' effects (especially pre-heating, pre-ionization and gas composition changes by
previous TS pulses) in the gap. The objective of this paper is to explore the changes of the breakdown
mechanism in the TS discharge due to the memory effects in greater detail.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.

Fig. 2. Typical waveforms of transient spark discharge.

2. Experimental setup
Besides electrical measurements, various non-invasive optical spectroscopic methods are commonly
used to investigate the plasma characteristics. Due to fast changes of plasma properties in short pulsed
discharges such as TS, time-resolved techniques with ~1 ns time resolution must be used. This can be
accomplished by using intensified high speed CCD cameras [3, 7-9]. In order to achieve high spatial
resolution, iCCD microscopy technique can be employed [10]. Fast streak cameras and cross-
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correlation spectroscopy also provide valuable information about the evolution of transient discharge
events [11, 12]. We performed time resolved imaging of the TS using a fast iCCD camera Andor iStar.
Since the TS is a self-pulsing discharge, the synchronization between TS current pulses and the iCCD
camera cannot be provided by an external trigger generator. Instead, the current signal of the TS itself
was used to trigger the acquisition of the optical signal. The discharge current signal, linked to the
200 MHz digitizing oscilloscope Tektronix TDS2024, was measured on a 50 Ω or 1 Ω resistor shunts.
The measurement of the discharge current on these shunts enabled us to synchronize the acquisition of
the emission either with the beginning of the primary streamer (50 Ω shunt), or with the beginning of
the spark (1 Ω shunt). As the current pulse reached a specified value, a TTL generator sent a voltage
pulse to the iCCD camera to initiate the light acquisition. However, the initial ~45 ns of the emission
were impossible to acquire due to a delay caused by the trigger generator, the transmission time of the
signal by BNC cables, and the camera insertion delay. For this reason we built an optical system
consisting of two parabolic and five planar mirrors so that the light emitted by the discharge travels
~16 m before it reaches the iCCD camera (Figure 1). The disadvantage of this approach was a
complicated alignment of the optical system and weak signal. However, resulting delay of the optical
signal enabled us to visualize the entire evolution of the streamer-to-spark transition in the TS.
Additionally to the iCCD temporal imaging, the spatiotemporal evolution of the discharges was
analyzed by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The light collection system was set on a micrometric
translation stage to enable mapping of the light emission along the electrode's axis (2 points/mm).
A cylindrical lens was used in the optical system to collect all the light in the plane perpendicular to
the electrode's axis to avoid missing any discharge channel. The waveforms of the discharge current
and PMT signal averaged over 128 individual discharges were recorded by the oscilloscope and
subsequently processed and visualized. Processing of the PMT signals in the gap space and in time
(2 ns resolution) enabled us to reconstruct the propagation of the streamer, secondary streamer and
spark, with the visual output equivalent to a streak camera.

3. Results and Discussion
When the iCCD camera was synchronized with the beginning of the primary streamer current pulse,
the propagation of the light from the anode to the cathode was observed. Figure 3 shows a sequence of
the iCCD images obtained for the TS with f ≈ 4 kHz, gate width 2 ns, ~250 accumulations, d = 5 mm.
The light propagation from the needle anode across the gap to the cathode in the time interval from 2
to 12 ns was appointed to the primary streamer. This streamer created a relatively conductive plasma
bridge that after a certain delay enables transition to the spark. The spark itself is preceded by another
light wave starting from the anode (time interval 16-36 ns), appointed to the so called secondary
streamer. This name was given by Loeb who suggested it was a new ionization wave [13], but it is
governed by the attachment processes [14]. The distribution of the attachment rate along the plasma
filament generated by the primary streamer results in the reduced electric field E/N increase near the
anode [14-17]. A decrease in the gas density N leads to the extension of this region with the increased
E/N, i.e. the secondary streamer propagation, as was shown in the model of Bastien and Marode [14].
After the secondary streamer reaches the cathode, the spark may be launched. It takes a few tens of ns
more before the actual spark appears (Figure 3). The earliest sparks appeared ~70 ns after the
beginning of the streamer, the highest probability of the spark onset was around 90 ns. The delay
between the onset of spark and the moment when the secondary streamer reaches the cathode is
probably because an additional heating of the plasma channel up to observed ~1000 K is needed. This
suggests that the final step in the breakdown is governed by the mechanism suggested by Marode [18]:
the increase of T in the channel leads to an increase of the pressure, which is followed by
a hydrodynamic channel expansion that empties the core of the channel and decreases the gas density
N. For this reason, a reduced electric field strength E/N in the plasma channel increases and accelerates
the electron-impact ionization. When the iCCD camera was synchronized with the beginning of the
spark pulse, the emitted light appeared simultaneously in the entire plasma channel: no propagation of
the light from the anode to the cathode was observed. We suppose that the E/N was high enough so
that the ionization processes dominate along the entire discharge channel.
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Fig. 3. Time resolved iCCD images of the TS discharge, f ≈ 4 kHz, d = 5 mm, camera gate width 2 ns,
accumulated over ~250 pulses. The time delay with respect to the streamer initiation is indicated on
individual frames. The brightness of images is shown relative (normalized) in each frame, the actual
light emission of the secondary streamer is stronger than of the streamer, and that of the spark is much
more intense than both streamer and secondary streamer.
The average streamer propagation velocity estimated from Fig. 3 was ~5×107 cm/s, the secondary
streamer was only ~2 times slower. More precise determination of these velocities, including their
evolution along the gap was possible from the spatiotemporal reconstruction of PMT measurements
(Figures 4 and 5). While the primary streamer accelerates as it approaches the anode, the secondary
streamer slows down. The velocities of both primary and secondary streamers increase with f
(Figure 6). According to the model of Bastien and Marode [14], the propagation of the secondary
streamer can be explained by the increase of N. From faster propagation of the secondary streamers at
higher TS frequencies we could thus deduce faster decrease of N. Assuming that decrease of N is
caused by the heating of the gas inside the plasma channel, the heating should be faster at higher TS
frequencies. This agrees with our previous experimental findings [7].

Fig. 4. Visualization of the streamer and secondary streamer from spatiotemporal reconstruction of the
PMT signals (i.e. streak camera-like image), TS, f ≈ 2.2 kHz, d = 7 mm.

Fig. 5. Visualization of the streamer and secondary streamer from spatiotemporal reconstruction of the
PMT signals (i.e. streak camera-like image), TS, f ≈ 6 kHz, d = 7 mm.
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Fig. 6. Primary and secondary streamer propagation velocities as functions of TS repetition frequency.

The fast propagation of the secondary streamer through the whole gap could explain short streamer-tospark transition times in TS at repetition frequencies above 3 kHz. At lower TS repetition frequencies,
the initial velocity of the secondary streamer is also relatively high, but it does not propagate through
the whole gap (Figure 4). These implies that the role of the secondary streamer on the breakdown
increases with the increasing f. We suppose that this change in the streamer-to-spark transition
mechanism is due to the memory effects induced by the previous TS pulses. The secondary streamer is
governed by the attachment controlled processes, and the pre-heating can decrease the attachment rate
due to decrease of N or by the acceleration of thermal detachment reactions. Accumulation of species
such as atomic oxygen could increase the collisional detachment rate.

4. Conculsions
We investigated the breakdown mechanism in the Transient Spark (TS) discharge in atmospheric
pressure air, using time resolved imaging techniques. The TS is a self-pulsing discharge initiated by a
streamer, with the subsequent short spark current pulse. The TS repetition frequency (1-10 kHz) can
be controlled by the applied voltage. Despite this repetition frequency is not absolutely regular, we
succeeded to observe the emission from the complete TS event. The iCCD camera was triggered by
the rising slope of the streamer current pulse and the light was delayed by the system of mirrors.
The disadvantage of this approach is complicated alignment of the optical system. Less effort was
needed to obtain streak camera like pictures from set of optical emission intensity profiles measured
by the PMT module. The signal from the PMT module was also synchronized by the rising slope of
the streamer current pulse.
Based on the obtained images we suppose that the role of the so called attachment control processes
[14] and secondary streamer on the breakdown mechanism increases with the increasing TS repetition
frequency. The fast propagation of the secondary streamer through the whole gap at TS repetition
frequencies above 3 kHz can explain the significant shortening of the streamer-to-spark transition time.
The increasing propagation velocities of streamers and secondary streamers with increasing TS
repetition frequency is probably due to a memory effect (pre-heating, pre-ionization, or gas
composition changes) induced by previous TS pulses. Further research is required, including kinetic
modeling, to verify this hypothesis and distinguish the respective contributors to the memory effect.
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We study the effects of including fast neutrals and using energy-dependent secondary electron
emission coefficients for heavy particles in PIC/MCC simulations of capacitively coupled plasmas
(CCP) operated in argon at 13.56 MHz. We find that the plasma density and the ion flux to the
electrodes increase, if fast neutrals are traced in the model. The plasma parameters are
significantly affected also by implementing a realistic description of the secondary electron
emission induced by ions and fast neutrals at the electrodes. The simulation results indicate that
fast neutrals and energy-dependent secondary electron emission coefficients have to be included in
simulations of CCPs in order to obtain more realistic discharge characteristics.

1. Introduction
Capacitively coupled plasmas (CCP) are widely used in plasma processing applications such as
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition and plasma etching in the semiconductor industry, as well
as in medicine for surface treatment [1]. In these applications, the separate control of the particle
fluxes and energies at the electrodes is of key importance. The self-consistent kinetic description of
low-pressure CCPs is mainly realized by using the Particle-in-Cell simulation method combined with
Monte Carlo type treatment of collision processes, known as the PIC/MCC numerical technique [2].
By tracing “superparticles”, representing a large number of real plasma particles, this method makes it
possible to follow the spatio-temporal evolution of discharge characteristics and to obtain information
about various plasma parameters in a very efficient way.
In most PIC/MCC studies of CCPs, several simplifications are common: (i) the plasma species
that are included in the model are the electrons and the ions of the background gas; other plasma
species, such as metastables and fast neutrals, are usually not traced, (ii) excitation and ionization
induced by heavy particles are neglected, (iii) secondary electron emission from boundary surfaces
due to neutral particle impact is not taken into account, and (iv) a constant value for the secondary
electron yield, γ, is assumed, that is independent of the incident particle energy and the surface
conditions. However, besides ions, the fast neutrals, metastables and VUV photons can also contribute
to secondary electron emission, depending on the surface conditions and the energy of the incident
particle [3]. Their effect can be considered in the simulations by defining an „effective” secondary
electron emission coefficient, γ*, as the ratio of the secondary electron flux to the ion flux at the
electrode [3,4].
The importance of including fast neutrals and realistic secondary electron yields in the
calculations have been pointed out in several previous studies for specific geometries and discharge
conditions, e.g. in low-pressure DC and RF analytical glow discharges in argon [5], in a lowfrequency CCP [6], in single-frequency and dual-frequency CCPs [7], in capacitive hydrogen
discharges [8]. Secondary electrons have a great effect on the realization of the separate control of the
ion flux and the mean ion energy at the electrodes in dual-frequency CCPs [9]. A different electron
emission property of the two electrodes in a CCP can induce an asymmetry effect [10], which
significantly influences the independent tuning of the ion properties in electrically asymmetric
discharges [11]. These studies indicate that it is very important to carefully select the plasma species
included in models of CCPs and to describe precisely the processes that are implemented in the model.
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Here we report a study of the effects of fast neutrals and realistic energy-dependent secondary
electron emission coefficients on the calculated discharge characteristics resulting from PIC/MCC
simulations of single-frequency CCPs in argon, under conditions relevant for plasma processing
applications. Simulations are performed by switching on and off the tracing of fast neutrals in the
model and including different implementations of the secondary electron emission from the electrodes
due to heavy particle impact. The simulation method is described in section 2. The results obtained for
the different simulation settings are presented and compared to each other in section 3.

2. PIC/MCC simulation
The calculations are based on an electrostatic Particle-in-Cell code complemented with Monte Carlo
treatment of collision processes (PIC/MCC) [12]. The code is one-dimensional in space and threedimensional in velocity space. The plane, parallel, and infinite electrodes are separated by a distance
of 2.5 cm. The discharges investigated are geometrically symmetric. The electrodes are assumed to be
made of the same material with identical surface conditions, hence characterized by the same electron
emission and particle reflection properties. At the electrodes, 20% of the electrons are reflected [13].
The discharge gas is argon with a constant temperature set to 350 K. One of the electrodes is grounded,
the other one is driven by the following voltage waveform:

V (t) = V0 cos (2 π f t).

(1)

The discharges are operated at f =13.56 MHz.
Tracing of fast atoms (neutrals with energy above 23 eV) can be switched on/off. For the
description of the secondary electron emission due to heavy particle impact, using a constant
secondary electron emission coefficient or using a secondary electron yield dependent on the energy of
the incident particle can be set in the simulations. The energy-dependent secondary yields for ions and
fast atoms, γi and γa, respectively, are calculated based on the formulae given in [3,14] for “dirty”
electrode surfaces (typical for laboratory conditions). The effective secondary yield is determined as in
[4]:

* 

Ni

Na

k 1

k 1

  i ( k )   a ( k )
,

Ni

(2)

where Ni and Na are the total number of ions and fast atoms reaching a given electrode during a RF
period, and εk is the energy of the ion or fast atom noted by k.
As elementary processes, the collisions of electrons, ions, and fast atoms with thermal neutrals
(elastic scattering, ionization, excitations) are implemented. The cross sections for these processes are
taken from [15].
In order to clarify the effect of fast neutrals on the calculated discharge characteristics,
simulation results obtained by (i) tracing only ions as heavy particles and (ii) tracing both ions and fast
atoms are compared, while the secondary electron emission is neglected (γ = 0). To study the effect of
considering energy-dependent secondary yields in the model, simulation results are compared for the
following conditions: (i) only ions are traced and a constant secondary electron emission coefficient, γ
= 0.1, is used – this corresponds to conditions often found in PIC/MCC simulations of CCPs; (ii) only
ions are traced as heavy particle species and the energy-dependence of the secondary electron yield is
taken into account; (iii) both ions and fast neutrals are traced and energy-dependent secondary yields
for these species are used.

3. Results
Here, PIC/MCC simulation results obtained for 20 Pa neutral gas pressure are presented. In Figure 1,
the ion density in the discharge center, the ion flux, Γi, and the mean energy of ions, <Ei>, at the
electrodes are shown as a function of the driving voltage amplitude for conditions when (i) tracing of
fast atoms is switched off in the model and (ii) both ions and fast neutrals are traced. It is assumed that
no secondary electron emission is induced by the heavy particles hitting the electrodes, i.e. γ = 0 for all
cases.
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Tracing fast atoms in the model influences the calculated discharge characteristics at high
voltage amplitudes: at 1000 V, an increase of the plasma density by a factor of about 1.3 is obtained
compared to the case when only ions are included in the model [Figure 1(a)]. The higher plasma
densities can be explained by the ionization caused by fast atoms in the sheath and the effective
multiplication of these electrons in the sheath, which finally leads to higher ion fluxes at the electrodes
[Figure 1(b)].

Fig. 1. Ion density in the center of the discharge (a), ion ﬂux (b), and mean ion energy (c) at the
electrodes as a function of the driving voltage amplitude, obtained by tracing only ions (line with
squares) and both ions and fast neutrals (line with circles) in the PIC/MCC simulation. Discharge
conditions: 20 Pa, 13.56 MHz, 2.5 cm electrode gap, γ = 0.
Tracing fast atoms in the model results in slightly higher mean ion energies at the electrodes for high
voltage amplitudes compared to the scenario of tracing only ions [Figure 1(c)]. This is due to the
influence of fast atoms on the length of the sheath: as it can be seen in Figure 2 for 1000 V driving
voltage amplitude, when fast atoms are traced, higher plasma densities and shorter sheath lengths are
obtained. The decrease of the sheath length leads to less collisions involving ions in the sheath.
Therefore, ions reach the electrodes with higher energies.

Fig. 2. Time averaged charged particle density distributions for V0=1000 V voltage amplitude,
obtained by tracing only ions (continuous lines) and both ions and fast neutrals (dashed lines) in the
PIC/MCC simulations. Discharge conditions: 20 Pa, 13.56 MHz, 2.5 cm electrode gap, γ = 0.
Figure 3 shows the central ion density, ion flux, and the mean ion energy at the electrodes as a
function of the driving voltage waveform for conditions when (i) only ions are traced as heavy particle
species and γ = 0.1 is used – this corresponds to the conditions typical in PIC/MCC simulations of
CCPs, (ii) only ions are traced as heavy particles and an energy-dependent secondary electron yield is
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implemented, and (iii) ions and fast atoms are traced and energy-dependent γ-coefficients for both
heavy particle species are used.

Fig. 3. Ion density in the center of the discharge (a), ion ﬂux (b), and mean ion energy (c) at the
electrodes as a function of the driving voltage amplitude, obtained from PIC/MCC simulations using
an effective secondary electron emission coefficient, γ*, and tracing only ions (line with squares ) and
both ions and fast neutrals (line with circles). Simulation results obtained by using a constant
secondary electron emission coefficient, γ = 0.1, and tracing only ions in the model are also shown
(line with triangles). Discharge conditions: 20 Pa, 13.56 MHz, 2.5 cm electrode gap.
Tracing only ions as heavy particles in the simulation and using energy-dependent γ-coefficient results
in lower ion density, flux, and mean ion energy compared to the case of tracing fast neutrals in
addition to ions and using realistic energy-dependent γ-coefficients. This can be explained by the
influence of fast neutrals on the ionization dynamics and the generation of secondary electrons at the
electrodes by fast neutral impact. These effects lead to the divergence of the simulations for driving
voltage amplitudes above 700 V, if energy-dependent γ-coefficients are included and fast neutrals are
traced in the model.

Fig. 4. Effective electron emission coefficient, γ*, as a function of the driving voltage amplitude
obtained from PIC/MCC simulations using energy-dependent secondary electron emission coefficients
and tracing only ions (line with squares) and both ions and fast neutrals (line with circles) in the model.
Discharge conditions: 20 Pa, 13.56 MHz, 2.5 cm electrode gap.
Tracing only ions and using γ = 0.1 in the simulations (typical PIC/MCC simulation settings) results in
the highest central ion density, flux, and mean ion energy, because the calculated γ* is lower than 0.1
for all voltage amplitudes (Figure 4).
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In conclusion, our results show that tracing fast neutrals and including realistic energydependent γ-coefficients in PIC/MCC simulations of CCPs has a considerable effect on the calculated
discharge characteristics at high driving voltage amplitudes. In particular, our results demonstrate that
the plasma density as well as the ion fluxes and energies at the electrodes strongly depend on the
treatment of the heavy particles and of their surface reaction. In order to obtain more realistic results
from the simulations, fast neutrals and energy-dependent surface coefficients have to be included in
PIC/MCC simulations of CCPs.
This work was supported by the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund through the grant OTKA-K105476.
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WRITING NOVEL NANOSCALE MATERIALS WITH
FOCUSED ELECTRON BEAMS AND VOLATILE METALCONTAINING COMPOUNDS
Ivo Utke
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Feuerwerkerstrasse 39, 3602 Thun, Switzerland
E-mail: ivo.utke@empa.ch

The control of products from electron triggered adsorbate dissociation reactions takes the pole position
in the wish list of further development in focused electron beam induced processing (FEBIP) [1,2],
presently tackled in a the European CELINA (Chemistry for electron-induced nanofabrication,
http://celina.uni-bremen.de/celina/) COST Action. FEBIP relies on local surface reactions of
physisorbed molecules with energetic electrons, see figure 1.

Fig. 1. Focused electron beam induced deposition and focused electron beam induced etching. Note
that the process conditions are chosen such that writing is naturally localized to the vicinity of the
focused electron beam and does not proceed spontaneously. This is due to the fact that electrons
trigger the dissociation reactions with surface physisorbed molecules in contrast to thermal
dissociation or surface chemisorption prevailing in thin film CVD and ALD deposition methods.
These electron triggered dissociation reactions have been recognized to be often distinctly different to
thermal dissociation or dissociative chemisorption mechanisms prevailing for volatile molecules
designed for chemical vapour deposition (CVD) or atomic layer deposition (ALD) techniques. Figure
2 schematically illustrates a few possible dissociation pathways: complete dissociation (2a) would be
the most desired pathway which removes all the ligands and leaves only the central atom as deposit.
Incomplete dissociation (2b) [3] or ligand codeposition (2c) are the more frequently observed
pathways for organometallic compounds, leaving the central atom together with a matrix of ligand
elements. The addition of gases (2d) allows a greater control of deposit composition and can be used
to remove part of the co-deposited ligand elements [4].
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Fig. 2. Schemes of electron triggered dissociation reactions leading to different products and deposit
composition. a) to c) is for one adsorbate species while d) involves an additional gas, like H2O
becoming reactive when irradiated with electrons.
We will review the use of molecules in FEBIP and their dissociation products and discuss which
classic and novel materials can be synthesized and used in sensor applications [5-7].
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SYNTHESIS OF GRAPHENE-LIKE NANOMATERIALS BY
CARBON ARC DISCHARGE
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1 Pasteur str., 02-093 Warsaw, Poland
E-mail: olabedz@chem.uw.edu.pl
Fluorographite polymer, CFx, was efficiently exfoliated using carbon arc plasma into few layered
graphene, FLG. The product was characterized using the SEM and TEM electron microscopy,
XRD diffraction, and Raman spectroscopy. These results show that carbon arc discharge
exfoliation technique is a good approach for the preparation of FLG.

1. Introduction
Graphene, a single-atom-thick sheet of hexagonally arrayed sp2 bonded carbon atoms, is considered to
be the most attractive and ground-breaking material for scientific community, because of its
exceptional, mostly electronic and mechanical properties [1]. Since the first isolation of single
graphene sheet by Scotch tape method [2], there have been many efforts to develop efficient routes for
bulk synthesis of graphene [3]. There are dozens of possible methods of producing graphene currently
being researched [4]. Each known approach for graphene synthesis possesses, however, its own
advantages and disadvantages. Regarding prosperous electronic applications, the chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is one of the mastered techniques to directly grow large surface graphene on metal
(mostly Cu and Ni ) foils [5] to be later transferred to any desired substrate [6], even in a continuous
mode of operation, but its cost is high. High quality graphene sheets for electronics can be also
produced via epitaxial growth on SiC [7]. This is, again, a very costly approach due to the specific
process environment [8]. Physicochemical exfoliation of graphite has been commonly used for the
synthesis of bulk graphene [9] mostly for composites [10]. It is, however, a very tedious, timeconsuming wet-chemistry approach which involves highly hazardous chemicals (strong oxidants and
reducers) thus creating severe environmental problems. In the first step, the graphite is oxidized (by
wet chemistry) into graphite (or graphene) oxide GO which is followed by subsequent reduction into
graphene or reduced graphene oxide (rGO). Such drastic chemical treatment also introduces different
defects in graphene morphology. A thermal exfoliation of GO was also proposed [11], but the product
suffered from high oxygen-containing defects and structural defects. The arc discharge has been
extensively used for the production of different nanocarbons for many years [12, 13, 14]. Recently,
Wu et al. [15] synthesized graphite sheets by hydrogen arc discharge exfoliation from graphite oxide,
but the process yield was low (10 mg). We propose here a rapid and reactive heating of CFx by carbon
arc discharge in a mixed buffer gas to produce few layered graphite, FLG.

2. Experimental
Fluorographite polymer, CFx (x=0,72) was used as obtained (abcr, Germany). The plasma splitting of
the starting material was carried out (batch mode of operation) in carbon arc plasma reactor (Fig. 1)
described in details elsewhere [16]. During the arcing a composed graphite anode was consumed and
the fluorine eliminated from the polymer while the vapors condensed forming the desired exfoliated
graphite. Required amounts of fluorinated graphite CFx and graphite powder (below 50µm) was mixed
properly and a homogeneous, composite anode (dia. 8mm) was manufactured following the procedure
presented elsewhere [17]. Drilled and filled heterogeneous anodes were also arced in reference runs.
The powders from the reactor walls were characterized using the SEM (Zeiss Merlin) and TEM (Zeiss
Libra 120) electron microscopy, XRD diffraction (Powder Diffractometer, Bruker D8 Discover, Cu
Kα radiation), and Raman spectroscopy (Jobin Yvon T-64 000). Table I presents the operational
parameters of all runs.
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Fig. 1. Carbon arc reactor and the scheme of experimental set-up
Tab. 1. Operational parameters of carbon arc exfoliation of fluorinated graphite
Run
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

Anode composition

Plasma gas
Ar

Pressure,
mbar
600

Arc
current, A
10-70

Drilled anode,
50 wt% CFx/50 wt% graphite
Drilled anode,
50 wt% CFx/50 wt% graphite
Homogeneous anode,
20 wt% CFx
Homogeneous anode,
60 wt% CFx
Homogeneous anode,
20 wt% CFx
Homogeneous anode,
40 wt% CFx

He/H2 (1:1)

600

10-70

Ar/H2 (1:1)

600

40-60

Ar/H2 (1:1)

600

40-60

He

600

40-60

He

600

40-60

Product
Soot-like,
ca 50 mg
Soot-like,
ca 100 mg
Soot-like,
few mg
Soot-like,
few mg
Soot-like,
several hundreds mg
Soot-like,
several hundreds mg

3. Results and discussion
Following the procedure presented elsewhere and taking into account the self-absorption phenomenon
[18], the C2 emission spectra from the interelectrode gap (2mm distance) were collected and the
plasma temperatures were estimated (Fig. 2). It is evident from the results obtained the arc plasma
temperatures are high enough to sublime the carbon anode material.

Fig. 2. Left: C2 emission spectrum, homogeneous anode (40 wt% CFx), Ar/H2 (1:1) plasma gas, arc
current 40 A, Right: Interelectrode gap temperature distribution estimated from C2 emission spectrum,
homogeneous anode (40 wt% CFx), Ar/H2 (1:1) plasma gas, arc current 40 A and 60 A
Fig. 3 presents the results of SEM observations of products.
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Fig. 3. SEM images of arc discharge-exfoliated and reduced FLG: A, B, C – run #1; D – run #2; E–
run #6; F – run #4
The product morphology depends upon the process operating parameters. It has a loose, accordion-like
structure (A). Most of CFx were efficiently defluorinated into FLG to form separate ultrathin platelets
(B) or petal-like (D, F) nanostructures (specifically under hydrogen atmosphere). Evidently, however,
the individual sheets in the FLG were agglomerated and overlapped. Therefore, the following
sonication is required to obtain single-layer graphene. Surprisingly, carbon nanotubes can also been
spotted in the raw product (C). In case of He atmosphere (e), only soot-like product was obtained.
TEM was used to further characterize the structure of as-prepared FLG (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Structural TEM characterization of arc discharge-exfoliated and reduced FLG: A – starting
CFx; B – starting electrode, test 5; C – run #1; D – run #2; E – run #4; F – run #6
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There is definitely the profound difference between the morphology of starting CFx (A, B) and the
product (C-F). The arc discharge exfoliated CFx looks like a transparent thin sheet with few folds
within its plane. The micrographs of as prepared FLG show randomly aggregated sheets. This is quite
different from the graphene sheets obtained via conventional thermal exfoliation, which generally look
like a wrinkled thin paper-like structure with many folds. This suggests that arc discharge is a more
effective route to remove functional groups (than the commonly used thermal exfoliation and postreduction) thus yielding the FLG. Hydrogen atmosphere definitely intensifies the de-fluorination
process (C, D, E) comparing to He environment (F).
To further access the nature of products, XRD analysis was carried out (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. XRD patterns of structural characterization of arc discharge-exfoliated and reduced FLG: A –
starting CFx; B – run #2; C – run #4
It is evident from the comparison of XRD spectra between starting polymer (A) and the products (B,
C) that a profound transformation of the CFx into well-graphitized FLG has occurred. The patterns B
and C are typical for graphitic materials with large ordering in c direction due to the presence of very
well defined (002) reflection at 26.5°. The (100) and (101) peaks are absent (Fig 5B) or have very low
intensity (Fig 5C). This observation shows that the ordering in the basal planes is weak. Interestingly,
the (002) reflection in the sample obtained in run#4 is composed of two peaks. This finding indicates
that this product comprises of graphitic phases of two distinct interlayer distances.
Raman spectroscopy is considered to be a fingerprint characterization for graphene and carbon
materials. The representative Raman spectra are shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Raman spectra of products obtained in run#1 (a) and run#6 (b).
Two typical first order bands appear, i.e. the G band (located at 1590 cm-1) and the D band (at 1350
cm-1). The first spectral feature is related to stretching vibrations of C-C bonds in hexagonal graphitic
lattice. The second band is due to disorder and defects. Importantly both spectra are influenced by
relatively strong fluorescence. This effect plausibly originates from the presence of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, which could be synthesized during the arc plasma processing of fluorinecontaining electrodes. The fluorescence can be also related with fluorine containing small hydrocarbon
compounds. The second order 2D (ca. 2700 cm-1) peak is absent on each spectrum. This observation
along with the moderately low G/D ratio shows that the synthesized carbon materials do not have high
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degree of graphitization. Moreover, the spectra in Figure 6 do not resemble the typical spectrum of
single layer graphene. These spectra are similar to spectra reported for low-graphitized few-layer
graphene [20]. In fact, this statement is coherent with electron microscopy images (Figure 3).
In summary, we have coined an effective arc plasma route for the reduction/exfoliation of CFx to bulk
amount of FLG as shown in Fig. 7. The optimization and further study is, however, required. The
following research will concentrate on the further splitting of the produced FLG into singular
graphene sheets.

Fig. 7. Efficient and smooth plasma transformation of CFx to FLG within minutes
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Although the physics for breakdown initiation in gases is generally well understood, the process
of breakdown initiation in liquids is much less clear. We studied the mechanism which
determines the electrical breakdown and the formation of a plasma channel in water vapor based
on the experimental results for the breakdown voltage curves and volt-ampere (V-I)
characteristics. Measurements were performed for the pressures of 24.15 Torr, 20.85 Torr and
14.55 Torr with the gap size ranging from
40 μm to 900 μm in oreder to to establish a
relationship between the discharge structur and the electrical properties in a wide range of
discharge currents for steady-state conditions. Having in mind that the atmospheric pressure
sources operate in ambient air which unavoidably contains water vapor it is of great importance
to study the basic processes and properties of discharges in water vapor.

1. Introduction
In the past few decades, a considerable number of studies on liquid discharges and discharges in the
gas and vapor phase in and around liquids have been made due to a wide range of potential
applications such as water decontamination or purification [1], microorganism destruction [2],
biomedical and environmental applications [3]. The overall electrical breakdown and streamer physics
in liquids is quite complicated. Two competing theories of liquid breakdown have been discussed in
the literature: a bubble-initiated breakdown process [6] and an electronic impact-ionization process
within the bulk liquid [7]. Despite of growing demand for better understanding of water vapor
breakdown, existing data on breakdown and discharge properties are scarce and often not well
documented. Most of the previous measurements of the breakdown voltage curves for water vapor
span a very limited range of conditions [8,9] without the data for a minimum breakdown potential. An
exception is the recently published data for the breakdown voltage curves for direct-current (DC)
breakdown of water vapor over a full range of pd product [10]. In the case of microgaps, although
results for the DC electrical breakdown characteristics in water exist [11], there are no such data for
water vapor. Actually, the fundamental knowledge of the electric breakdown in water vapor has not
kept pace with these increasing interests, mostly due to the complexity of the phenomenon related to
the plasma breakdown process.
We studied the mechanism which determines electrical breakdown and the formation of a plasma
channel in water vapor based on the experimental results for the breakdown voltage curves and voltampere (V-I) characteristics. Measurements were performed for the pressures of 24.15 Torr, 20.85
Torr and 14.55 Torr with the gap size ranging from 40 μm to 900 μm. The breakdown voltage curves
were recorded near or slightly below the pressure of water vapor at room temperature. For the gas
pressure of 24.15 Torr, the breakdown minimum voltage was found to be 575V at a pd value of around
0.36 Torr x cm. At pressures of 20.85 Torr and 14.55 Torr, the values of the minimum are higher
(627V and 618 V) and shifted toward higher pd values. The primary aim was to establish a
relationship between the discharge structure and the electrical properties in a wide range of discharge
currents for steady-state conditions, but also in transient stages during formation of the discharge.
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2. Experimental arrangements
The experimental system was similar to the one presented in [12,13] and it is shown in Figure 1. The
discharge system consists of two planar tungsten electrodes of 2mm in diameter. The gap distance is
possible to adjust between 40 μm to 900 μm with an accuracy of 1 μm. The vacuum chamber itself
consists of three parts: positioner for centering the electrode position in three directions and tilting the
upper electrode which is located in the upper part. In the middle part there is a glass crux with four
fused silica windows. In the bottom part there is also positioning system for tilting electrode as well as
an improved system for very ultrafine tilting. The electrode is fixed in the cradle with micrometric
screw enabling to achieve parallelism of the electrodes with an accuracy of 1 μm. One of the
electrodes was fixed and the other was movable continuously with micrometer scale linear feedthrough. The 0 μm separation of the electrodes was established by checking the electrical contact
between the electrodes and then the movable electrode was pulled away by the means of the
micrometer screw. The electrodes gap was varied in the range from 40 μm to 900 μm. The vacuum
was generated by the turbo-molecular pump and membrane pump. The low pressures were measured
by the ionization gauge (Pfeiffer Vacuum, PKR 261) and the vapor pressures were measured by the
capacitance gauge (Pfeiffer Vacuum, PCR 260).

Fig. 1. The general layout of the experimental arrangement used for the measurements of the
breakdown voltage and volt-ampere characteristics in water vapor.
Two types of electrodes were used: electrodes with Bruce profile for recording the right-hand side of
the breakdown voltage curve and electrodes melted in glass for measuring the breakdown voltage in
the whole range shown on the left- and on the right-hand side of Figure 2, respectively. The image on
the left of Figure 2 shows that at the left-hand side of the Paschen curve the discharge burns on the
edges stressing the importance of the isolation of the electrodes for the Paschen curve measurements.
The electrodes were mechanically polished and chemically cleaned in ultrasonic bath. The water vapor
was prepared from bi-distilled water, which was subjected to several pump freeze-thaw procedures. By
applying a very slowly rising potential to one of the electrodes (ramp speed 0.05V/s), the potential
across the discharge tube was increased until the breakdown occurred and the potential across the
discharge tube decreases rapidly. The DC breakdown voltage was determined based on the maximum
potential achieved across the discharge gap. The images were recorded by camera connected to a
microscope. For recording voltage current characteristics, we used AD card (National Instruments NI
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USB-6211) with sampling frequency 10 kHz and averaging 200 or 10 samples. The discharge current
was limited to 2mA for protection electrode. In most cases, R1 was 300 kΩ and sometimes 5MΩ,
resistor R2 was always 520Ω.

Figure 2. Electrodes with Bruce profile (left) and melted in the glass (right).
There are several key issues in the experimental measurements of electrical breakdown potentials in
liquids. The first one is ensuring that the lowest voltage limit associated with Townsend discharge
formation is observed, rather than the higher voltage associated with streamer, is detected. Here this is
overcome by observing the light emission from the gap region and more specifically the axial
emission profile. The second is related with the water vapor stems from gases dissolved in the liquid
water, condensation on surfaces and hydration of charged particles in the gas phase. It is thus
necessary to ensure that the water vapor is devoid of any dissolved oxygen and other volatile

constituents.

3. Results
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Figure 3. The breakdown voltage as a function of pd product. Red, green and blue symbols represent
results obtained at the pressure of 24.15 torr, 20.85 torr and 14.55 torr, respectively.
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The dependence of the breakdown voltage on the pd product (pressure times the electrode gap) for
various gas pressures is shown in Figure 3. Red symbols represent the data obtained near the pressure
of water vapor at room temperature by varying the gap size from 40 μm to 800 μm. The curve displays
a minimum voltage of about 575V at pd of the order of 0.36 torr · cm. At lower pressures of 20.85 torr
(green symbols) and 14.55 torr (blue symbols), the minimum breakdown voltages have higher values
(627V and 618 V, respectively) and shifted toward higher pd values (0.63 torr · cm and 0.72 torr ·
cm). On the left-hand branch, all three Paschen curves have the same trend and breakdown voltage
values agree well within the experimental errors. Discrepancies are noticeable around the minimum
and probably caused by condensations of water on the electrode surfaces. At lower pressures, our
measurements are in good agreement with the previously published experimental results [10]. The
establishment of the connection between V-I characteristics and the structure of the discharge permits
us to identify the main processes that participate in the breakdown and the discharge processes. As an
illustration, we show V-I characteristics of the discharge at fixed pressure, but at different gap sizes
with corresponding images of the discharge for typical regimes of non-equilibrium discharges in water
vapor. As can be seen from Figure 4, at a pressure of 20.85 torr and a gap of 400 μm, an interesting
behavior was observed on the right side of the Paschen curve. Up to a current of 500 μA an oscillating
regime exists. With the further increase of the current, the discharge became stable (some kind of
plateau region in V-I characteristics) which was observed optically as a contraction of the discharge
and electrically as a small voltage drop.

Figure 4. V-I characteristics and images of the contraction of discharges at 20.85 torr and 400 μm.
The breakdown in time at the same pressure but at a gap size of 80 μm is depicted in Figure 5. The
applied voltage was increased and the current-voltage characteristics was recorded. When the
breakdown occurred, the discharge immediately came to oscillating regime. With the increase of the
voltage, the current continues to increase. Thus, the discharge spreads and the voltage remains in the
same range of oscillation. As the discharge current increases sharply, simultaneously, the voltage
across the discharge gap drops below extinction voltage within a very short time, thus ending the
discharge. Subsequently, the potential difference between electrodes again increases until the firing
voltage of spark discharge is achieved as given in Figure 6. Regions of spark creepage in which the
charges are predominantly of one sign induce charges of opposite sign on the surface of the dielectric,
as a result of which the spark channels spread over the surface of the dielectric. Figure 7 clearly
demonstrates columns observed in glow discharges.
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Figure 5. V-I characteristics and images of the spreading of discharges at 20.85 torr and 80 μm.

Figure 6. Sparking observed at the gap size of 50 μm and the gas pressure of 24.15 torr.

Figure 7. Columns observed in glow discharge.
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ION MOBILITY SPECTROMETRY FOR THE DETECTION
OF TOXIC GASES– OVERVIEW OF THE TECHNOLOGY
AND IMPROVEMENTS
Walte Andreas, Bert Ungethüm, Wolf Münchmeyer
Airsense Analytics GmbH, Hagenower Str. 73, 19061 Schwerin Germany
E-mail: walte@airsense.com
Different ion mobility spectrometers (IMS) are reviewed and the limitations regarding the
detection of toxic gases are discussed. Actual and future solutions of IMS systems as well as their
relevant components, especially their ion sources, will be presented.

1. Introduction
First responders need instrumentation that is capable to detect hazardous gases instantly. Besides the
detection also identification or at least a first hint of the nature of the released chemical is required.
The most common and toxic chemicals transported in Germany are listed in the ETW list (EinsatzToleranz-Werte) with values similar or identical to the AEGL-2 (Acute Exposure Guideline Levels)
for 4 hours exposure [1]. The instrumentation should detect the 44 compounds of the list and should
also be capable to detect the most common chemical warfare agents (CWA). Portable, easy to use and
fast responding (in a few seconds) instruments are required.
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is already widely used in military applications for detection of
chemical warfare agents and also for trace detection of explosives at airports. It is the most promising
technology which could fulfill the requirements. This article will show the advantages and
disadvantages of IMS for the detection of the toxic chemicals. Different solutions for improvement
will be shown with a special focus on different ionization technologies.

2. IMS- Overview of Main Components
The main components of an IMS are an inlet, an ion source, a device for separation of the ions at
atmospheric pressure and an ion detector. Portable instruments usually have a small pump for guiding
the toxic gases to the inlet, which usually consists of a membrane or a switching valve. The toxic gases
entering the ionization chamber are then ionized, usually by a radioactive ion source. Depending on
the toxic gas positive and negative ions, in form of ion clusters containing molecular ions or fragments
ions, are produced. The separation of the ions is performed by applying electric fields in a drift gas
consisting of filtered air. Detection of the ions is done by a Faraday plate.
The main advantage of IMS when comparing it to sophisticated laboratory instruments, such as mass
spectrometry, is that no vacuum system is required, permitting the development of really portable and
hand-held instruments. This advantage is also its disadvantage, because the ionization is always
accompanied by complex chemical reactions at atmospheric pressure.

3. Common Ion Sources for IMS
The most common ion sources are radioactive sources using 63Ni, 241Am or 3H (Tritium). The sources
are stable and do not require external power, but often need special permits and licensing procedures.
With radioactive sources the high energy electrons emitted by the ß-source (e.g. 63Ni) will first hit and
ionize the nitrogen in the air. The electrons will continue to ionize the main molecules in air until they
lose their kinetic energy. Due to collisions at ambient pressure the charge is transferred to a water
cluster H+(H2O)n which is called the reactant ion. Usually the humidity of the drift gas in the IMS is
kept at very dry conditions (a few ppm) such that the reactant ion consists of 2 or 3 water molecules
(n=2..3). Negative ions are formed by thermalized or low energy electrons which attach to oxygen.
Through collisions a negative reactant ion containing oxygen and water clusters is formed: O2-(H2O)n.
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After a while the reactant ions will hit the unknown molecules (toxic gases) in order to produce a
product ion. Positive reactant ions will produce a product ion through association or transfer of a
proton to the analyte molecule. The proton affinity of the analyte molecule plays an important factor.
The higher the proton affinity of the analyte molecule compared to the reactant ion the higher the
probability that the charge is transferred. Aromatic amines, amines and phosphorous compounds (such
as nerve gases) have the highest proton affinities. Negative reactant ions will produce a hydrated
adduct ion between the negative oxygen and the analyte molecule. Reactions by charge transfer and
proton abstraction may also occur. Similar to the proton affinity for positive ions the electro negativity
of the analyte will provide an indication if the analyte will keep the charge and can be detected by the
IMS. It is important to keep in mind that in complex mixtures only the molecules with the highest
proton affinities or the highest electro-negativities will be seen.

4. Separation of Ions by DC and AV voltages
First “time of flight” IMS (ToF-IMS) systems appeared in the 70s and used drift tubes for separation
of ions in weak electric fields. Ions from the ion source are injected into a drift tube by an ion gate.
The ion gate often consists of wires with alternating polarity (Bradbury-Nielsen design). By switching
off the voltage from the shutter gate during micro seconds the ions are attracted by the electric field
from the drift chamber and are injected into the drift tube. The drift tube consists of a series of
electrodes building up a homogeneous field with field strength of about 200 to 300V/cm. Fig. 1 shows
a sketch of a ToF-IMS.

Fig. 1. Main components in a ToF-IMS.
The ions collide constantly with the molecules of the drift gas and reach the faraday cup in
milliseconds. Different ions arrive at different times at the detector. The polarity of the drift tube has to
be changed in order to measure positive and negative ions.
The drift velocity v is directly proportional to the electric field E (eq.1). The different shape and mass
of the ions is reflected in the mobility factor K.

v  K E

(1)

The mobility factor also depends on the temperature and the pressure. For comparison purposes the
temperature
and
pressure
compensated
mobility
value
K0
is
used
(K0 = K (273°K/T)  (p/1013hPa). The IMS spectrum consists of a graph showing the ion current (in
pA) as a function of the time of flight (in ms). Fig. 2 shows a spectrum of a toxic gas (toluene
diisocyanate).
Typically portable ToF-IMS have resolutions of 15 to 40. A resolution of 30 to 40 is enough for most
of the toxic gases of the ETW list, but not for all. Benzene for example cannot be detected by a low or
medium resolution IMS because the product ion co-elutes with the positive reactant ion.
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Reactant ion

Product ion
(K0=-1.47)

Fig. 2. Time of flight IMS spectrum of 0.2ppm toluene diisocyanate (negative ions)
When increasing the electric field by some orders of magnitude the linear equation (1) is not valid
anymore because nonlinear effects start to dominate the equation, which can be expressed by equation
(2).

v  K (E)  E

(2)

with

K ( E )  K  k1  E 2  k2  E 4  ....

(3)

When an asymmetric alternating electric field, having high field strength during a short time and low
field strength during a long time, is applied a separation of different ions can be achieved because of
the non-linearity of equation (3). Fig. 3 shows the main components of a Field Asymmetric IMS
(FAIMS) also known as Differential Mobility Spectrometer (DMS) including the path ways of three
different ions in the alternating electric field.

Fig. 3. Main components in a FAIMS.
Positive and negative ions from the ion source are transported by a constant gas flow through two
parallel electrodes from the drift gas inlet to the drift gas outlet. By applying an asymmetric voltage
between the electrodes the ions can be separated depending on the substance specific mobility
coefficients. The mean velocity of the ions is directed to one electrode if the mobility value at high
electric fields is higher than the mobility value at low electric fields. The mean velocity is directed to
the other electrode if the mobility value at high electric fields is lower than the mobility value at low
electric fields. In order to avoid the loss of ions at the electrodes a DC compensation voltage is
applied. By changing the amplitude of the compensation voltage with time a spectrum can be
achieved. Fig. 4 shows a spectrum of a FAIMS at fixed amplitude of the AC voltage. It can be seen
that with the dimensions of the actual spectrometer a compensation voltage of ca. -10V is needed in
order to guide the product ions to the detector. It is important to emphasize that the separation of ions
is based on the differences of the mobilities at low and high electric fields. Therefore the separation is
different to the time of flight based IMS systems and can be considered as an orthogonal detection
system.
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Product ion
Reactant ion

Fig. 4. Field asymmetric IMS spectrum of 1ppm sulfur dioxide (negative ion, ACV=1000V)
If after each scan, where the compensation voltage is changed, the amplitude of the AC voltage is also
changed a so called dispersion plot can be generated. The next Fig. 5 shows a dispersion plot of sulfur
dioxide (negative ions). With this dispersion plots more information can be gathered with the
drawback that some minutes are needed for the acquirement of the data.

SO2 1ppm Negative Spectra
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Fig. 5. Dispersion plot of 1ppm sulfur dioxide generated by a series of FAIMS spectra (negative ions,
ACV=500 to 1500V). The black line shows the position of the spectrum of Fig. 4.

5. Detection of Toxic Gases with IMS and Comparison of Separation
Techniques
The list of toxic compounds was analyzed with two IMS systems, a FAIMS (DMS) system from
Sionex (SVAC with a 370MBq 63Ni source) and a ToF-IMS from Airsense (GDA2 with a 100MBq
63
Ni source), both IMS systems had the same gas inlet (membrane inlet). Additionally also simulants
for warfare agents were measured. The next examples show some of the main differences in the
detection of the toxic gases.
The detection of benzene is not possible with a ToF-IMS with low or medium resolution, because the
product ion has nearly the same time of flight than the reactant ion. The FAIMS system can clearly
separate the benzene ion as shown in the dispersion plot in Fig.6.
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Fig. 6. Dispersion plot of 300ppm benzene (positive ions).
Product ion
(K0=-2.52)
Reactant ion

Fig. 7. ToF-IMS spectra of 1ppm cyanogen chloride (negative ions)
Fig.7 shows the ToF-IMS spectrum of cyanogen chloride. The cyanide fragment ion can be seen at the
left side of the negative reactant ion. Fig. 8 shows the dispersion plot and the spectrum at a fixed AC
voltage. The response of both systems is similar.
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Fig. 8. Dispersion plot and FAIMS spectrum (at 1000V) of 1ppm cyanogen chloride
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The last example shows in Fig.9 ToF-IMS spectra of two nerve gas simulants, one is diisopropyl
methyl phosphonate (DIMP, a phosphor organic compound) and the other is dipropylene glycol
monomethyl ether (DPM).
Reactant ion
Product ion
(K0=1.54)
Product ion
(dimer)
(K0=1.08)

Reactant ion
Product ion
(K0=1.67)
Product ion
(dimer)
(K0=1.21)

Fig. 9. ToF-IMS spectra of 0.1ppm of DIMP (upper spectrum) and 0.1ppm DPM (positive ions).
When comparing the ToF-IMS spectra both compounds can be clearly distinguished. Fig.10 shows the
FAIMS spectra at the same concentration. It can be seen that the resolution of the FAIMS system is
not high enough in order to distinguish both compounds.

Fig. 10. FAIMS spectra of 0.1ppm of DIMP (upper spectrum) and 0.1ppm DPM (positive ions,
ACV=1200V)
When comparing the systems with similar gas inlets it can be concluded that for small molecules (ions
with high mobility) FAIMS seems to be better. The drawback is that for a clear discrimination often a
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time consuming dispersion plot is needed. For bigger molecules, such as the warfare simulants a better
resolution is possible with the ToF-IMS.
Although there are differences in the two independent ion separation technologies, they have also
same advantages and disadvantages. Both technologies use the same ion sources and therefore have
similar detection limits but also the same problems. Molecules with lower proton affinities or electro
negativities than the water clusters cannot be measured. In complex mixtures only the toxic gases with
the highest proton affinities or highest electro negativities can be detected. This means that for
example high concentrations of acetone will prevent the detection of aromatics such as benzene. Some
toxic compounds cannot be measured with both systems, examples are carbon monoxide, phosphine
and arsine.

6. Methods to Improve IMS Technology
Very low detection limits in the low ppb region can be achieved with IMS due to the ionization at
ambient pressures. The drawback is that also complex ion reactions occur in the ion source making it
impossible to detect some toxic gases with IMS. Therefore the technology is not optimal for the
detection of compounds in complex mixtures. Problematic is also the use of radioactive sources as ion
sources.
Non-radioactive sources are also available, but they require additional power and are less stable.
Examples are electron gun sources, corona discharge and photoionization. Electron gun sources are
new non-radioactive sources which behave exactly like radioactive sources. Electrons are produced in
vacuum by a heated filament. The electrons are accelerated by a high voltage in order to hit a thin
membrane, which separates the vacuum from the atmospheric pressure. The electrons have enough
energy in order to trespass the membrane and to undergo the ionization processes explained above.
Another version of the electron gun uses membranes which are coated with a metallic layer in order to
generate soft X-rays, which can also be used as ion sources.
All other ion sources do not produce the same spectra as the radioactive ion sources. Corona discharge
or barrier discharge produces also nitrogen oxides (air is usually used as drift gas) which have a high
electro negativity leading to problems for the detection of some negative product ions because of the
high electro negativity of nitrogen oxides.
With photoionization ultraviolet light is used in order to ionize molecules directly. Glow discharge
lamps with energies of 10.6 eV (VUV-light) can be used for example in order to directly ionize
molecules with lower ionization potentials (IP), such as aromatic hydrocarbons. With this ion source
no reactant ions are produced and different spectra, with only positive ions, is generated. In complex
mixtures only molecules with the lowest IP can be seen, because also here charge will be transferred
from molecules with higher IP to molecules with lower IP during collisions. Some VUV-light sources
are also used to generate photoelectrons by illumination of metallic surfaces. The electrons can then be
used to ionize compounds by electron attachment (negative ions, e.g. explosives).
The following table Tab.1 shows some of the compounds from the ETW list and some ionization
mechanisms which could be used to detect them. It shows that the combination of different ionization
techniques can be used to improve detection capabilities but it also shows that not all compounds can
be detected with an IMS.
Tab. 1: Selection of compounds from the ETW list and ionization capabilities of ß-radiation and VUV
radiation
Name

ß-radiation
/ electron
impact

VUV radiation
(10.6eV)

Acetic acid

(+/-)

no

Acetone

(+)

(9.7eV) (+)

Acrolein

(+)

(10.1eV) (+)
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Ammonia

(+)

(10.2eV) (+)

Benzene

(+)

(9.25eV) (+)

Phosgene

(-)

no

Chlorine

(-)

no

Cyanogen
chloride

(-)

no

Hydrogen
cyanide

(-)

no

Carbon
monoxide

no

no

Ethylenoxide

(+)

(10.57eV) (+)

Methanol

(+)

no

Phosphine

no

(9.87eV) (+)

Sulfur
dioxide

(-)

no

Toluene
diisocyanate

(-)

(?eV) (+)

(+)= positive ions, (-) =negative ions, (+/-) =positive and negative ions

As shown in the chapters before, ToF-IMS and FAIMS are orthogonal detection techniques. A
combination of both technologies could increase the selectivity considerably. A solution was presented
2005 at the ISISM conference in Paris by Eiceman et.al. and published in 2007 [2]. The construction
was basically a planar FAIMS system as shown in Fig. 3, with the difference that two ToF-IMS (one
for positive, the other for negative ions) were positioned instead of the detection electrodes. The next
Fig. 11 shows the results obtainable with such a system. At a fixed AC voltage a two dimensional
graph is displayed showing the compensation voltage of the FAIMS system against the time of flight
of the ToF-IMS system. Measuring acetone shows that a monomer and a dimer peak are present, even
at relatively low concentrations. The monomer peak is normally not seen with portable ToF-IMS
systems, but is now separated due to the FAIMS.
Reactant ion
(K0=2.11)
Product ion
(K0=2.12)

Product ion
(dimer)
(K0=1.82)

Fig. 11 2D-Plot of Acetone (1ppm) measured with a FAIMS-ToF-IMS² system.
FAIMS and especially the tandem FAIMS-ToF-IMS systems are very suitable for detecting toxic
compounds which are known a priori. In case of emergencies the first responder normally does not
know what he has to look for. Due to the time required for obtaining dispersion plots with actual
FAIMS systems, which can take minutes, the technology is not ideal for first responders. ToF-IMS
systems are much faster, providing results in seconds.
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As mentioned before IMS technology cannot detect all toxic gases, therefore the Gas Detector Array
GDA system was developed by Airsense. It consists of a combination of ToF-IMS with a photo
ionization detector (PID), an electrochemical cell (EC) and two metal oxide sensors (MOS). The next
Fig. 12 shows the newest version, the GDA-X system, which is also suitable for detection of
explosives through a wipe desorption unit which has to be connected to the front of the system.
By combining different gas detectors also compounds which cannot be detected with IMS can be
detected now. Phosphine at very low concentrations for example will react with the electrochemical
cell and the metal oxide sensors. Carbon monoxide will only react with the MOS sensors. Benzene
will give a sensitive response on the PID.

Fig. 12 The new GDA-X based on a combination of ToF-IMS and other detectors suitable for the
trace detection of TICs, CWA and with the new desorption tool also for explosives.
Besides the improvement in detection capabilities the additional detectors can be also used to improve
selectivity. The next Fig.13 shows ToF-IMS spectra of two very toxic compounds: hydrogen cyanide
and cyanogen chloride. Both gases cannot be distinguished by portable ToF-IMS. Interesting is, that
only one of the two gases also reacts with the electrochemical cell.
Cyanogen
chloride
(K0=-2.52)

Hydrogen
cyanide
(K0=-2.52)

Fig. 13 The upper picture shows the ToF-IMS spectra of ClCN und HCN. The negative ions have the
same mobility. The lower picture shows the response of the IMS (B=blue line) and the response of the
electrochemical cell (G=green line) after exposure to the gases.
This example shows that the response of the other sensors can be used to improve identification.
A detection of the toxic compounds is performed in only a few seconds. The polarity of the IMS tube
is switched very fast so that positive or negative spectra are available every 1.5 seconds.
As mentioned before in complex mixtures the identification of toxic gases is often very difficult. In
this situation a gas chromatographic (GC) separation is often helpful. A combination of GC with a
ToF-IMS and further detectors was developed during the research project DACHS [3] funded by the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
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The prototype instrument has an array of 2 electrochemical cells, a PID, 3 metal oxide sensors and a
new ToF-IMS. The IMS consists of two tubes with an unique ion injection system in order to measure
positive and negative ions simultaneously, which is important when placing an IMS behind a GCcolumn. With this system complex mixtures can be separated by a short GC-column and the eluted
gases can be analyzed by the detector array. A special inlet system allows the utilization of the
detector similar to a GDA system for instant detection. In case of detecting something a further GC
separation and analysis can be started in order to validate the results.

7. Conclusions
First responders need portable instrumentation that detects and alarms in case of release of toxic gases
such as industrial gases or warfare agents. IMS is a promising technology suitable to fulfil many of the
requirements. Some gases cannot be measured with IMS, therefore further detectors are required. ToFIMS and FAIMS are IMS technologies suitable for the task, but they have some advantages and
disadvantages. In case of a release of unknown compounds fast detection is a necessity which is one of
the reasons why ToF-IMS is preferred by the authors. Resolution for bigger molecules is also better
with ToF-IMS. In the near future gas detector array systems using ToF-IMS with an optional GC seem
to be the optimal solution, but the GC increases the complexity of the systems. Further work is
necessary to replace existing radioactive ion sources. In terms of IMS resolution FAIMS-Tof-IMS
tandem systems seem to be the optimal IMS-solution, but the speed of analysis has to be increased
considerably.
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Here we present a compact review of some of the most recent technological advancements in
Proton-Transfer-Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS), now termed Selective-ReagentIonization Mass Spectrometry (SRI-MS), because it is no longer limited to ionization via PTR
using H3O+ as the reagent ion. The reported developments include measures for a considerably
improved selectivity, such as a novel fastGC inlet system and changing the ion chemistry via
switching of the reagent ions. Furthermore, we report on two new Time-Of-Flight (TOF) based
SRI-MS instruments: the compact PTR-TOF 1000, which has already proven its ruggedness in a
NASA flight campaign and the PTR-QiTOF, which is the most sensitive SRI-MS instrument ever,
reaching up to 4,700 cps/ppbv sensitivity and a limit of detection of 750 ppqv. In addition to this
short review, we present unpublished data from a case study focusing on the analysis of a new
psychoactive substance ("designer drug") called ethylphenidate. These substances have
dramatically grown in importance over the past few years, but only little scientific literature is
available. The data we discuss here represent a useful contribution to harm reduction among users
and an improvement to the general scientific knowledge about new psychoactive substances.

1. Introduction
In the recent past a series of technological advancements has revolutionized Proton-Transfer-Reaction
Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS). In the first ten years following the introduction of commercially
available PTR-MS instruments in 1998 [1] the technical development focused on increasing the
sensitivity and improving the Limit-of-Detection (LoD), while the principal instrumental setup
remained unchanged: Water vapor originating from a reservoir containing distilled water enters a
hollow cathode ion source. The combination of well-tuned plasma conditions in this source and a
subsequent short recombination zone leads to the production of H3O+ ions with over 99% purity, thus
making a mass filter for selecting the reagent ions obsolete. The hydronium and normal air containing
the analytes are injected into a drift tube, where PTR takes place between H3O+ and all compounds
which possess a higher Proton Affinity (PA) than water. Eventually, the product ions are separated
according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio in a quadrupole mass spectrometer and detected by a
secondary electron multiplier. The advantages of this design are the possibility of direct gas injection
without the need for sample preparation, real-time quantification capability and high sensitivity.
In 2009 minor modifications on a "classic" PTR-MS setup considerably improved the performance
and led to a sensitivity of close to 1,000 cps/ppbv and a LoD of 890 ppqv [2]. However, the same
publication can also be considered as the starting point of a new PTR-MS era: a novel ion source was
introduced, which is capable of switching the reagent ions between H3O+, NO+ and O2+. At the same
time Jordan et al. published a PTR-MS setup where the quadrupole mass filter is replaced by a TimeOf-Flight (TOF) mass spectrometer with a mass resolution of up to 7,000 m/Δm [3]. That is, within
one year two of the major drawbacks in PTR-MS had been eliminated: the restriction to compounds
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Number of publications
per year

possessing a higher PA than water and the inability of separating isobars due to the unit mass
resolution of quadrupole filters. These developments had a noteworthy impact in the analytical
community, which is for example reflected by the trend in the number of PTR-MS related publications,
abstracts and scientific contributions per year (compare Fig. 1). According to Google Scholar [4] this
number slowly increased over the years to about 350 in 2008, but experienced a persistent boost to 550
in 2009 and 1200 PTR-MS related publications per year in 2013. Thus, we believe that there is a
strong demand of technological advancements in PTR-MS instrumentation and invested a considerable
amount of development work in the recent past, which we will summarize here.
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Fig. 1: Number of publications per year containing the term "PTR-MS" [4]
Moreover, from the very beginning environmental chemistry and atmospheric research, as well as food
and flavor science and medical research have been the main fields of application for PTR-MS. With
new instrumental developments and improved performance the applications grew more diverse. One
field of particular note is the detection and identification of threat compounds, like e.g. explosives,
chemical warfare agents, toxic industrial compounds, illicit drugs, etc. where PTR-MS appears to be
ideally suited due to its high sensitivity and fast response. Very recently Ellis and Mayhew published a
book where they give a detailed overview of both, the established and the emerging applications of
PTR-MS [5]. Here, we present an extensive study on one of the latest PTR-MS applications: the
analysis of new psychoactive substances (NPS). Over a time-span of three years we repeatedly
purchased the NPS ethylphenidate, a strong stimulant that is not controlled in many countries, via the
Internet and analyzed the variability of the different batches. This previously unpublished data can act
as a scientific base for evaluating some of the dangers associated with NPS compared to those of wellknown illicit drugs.

2. Instrumental Developments and Application Examples
Besides its continued use in the scientific community, the term PTR-MS is not appropriate any more
for state-of-the-art instruments, because they are not limited to proton-transfer-reactions. Therefore, in
2012 Karl et al. [6] introduced the abbreviation SRI-MS (Selective-Reagent-Ionization Mass
Spectrometry), which we have adopted and will use in the following, where we present the most recent
instrumental developments including examples of their application.

2.1 Universality - SRI-MS
Chemical ionization of analytes via charge transfer reactions is energetically allowed when the
Ionization Energy (IE) of the analyte is below the recombination energy of the reagent ion. Several
molecules of high importance for environmental research (e.g. CH4, CO, O2, CO2, etc.) possess IEs
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between 12 and 14 eV, i.e. they cannot be ionized when O2+ or NO+ is used as the reagent ion.
Therefore, in 2012 we introduced a novel version of SRI-MS which is capable of switching reagent
ions between H3O+, NO+, O2+ and additionally Kr+ and Xe+ [7]. Kr has an IE of 14 eV, so that the
above-mentioned molecules can be ionized and subsequently detected. In order to prove this detection
capability we performed a study on laboratory air and the exhaust of gasoline and diesel cars in 2013
[8]. Fig. 2 represents two typical examples from this study. For the first 350 measurement cycles in the
left diagram pure He is sampled by the instrument. Afterwards laboratory air is admixed to the helium
stream and after a short settling phase of the mass flow controllers stable concentrations of O 2 (solid
blue line) and CO2 (dashed grey line) are visible (starting at about cycle 450). The obtained values of
about 20.8% for O2 and 770 ppmv for CO2, respectively, are in excellent agreement of what is
expected to be found in an indoor working environment. The right diagram in Fig. 2 shows a CO
analysis of gasoline (dashed orange line) and diesel (solid black line) engine exhaust. It should be
noted that we did not follow a standardized car exhaust sampling procedure, thus the obtained
concentrations cannot be directly compared to those reported in literature. However, gasoline engines
are known to emit a considerable higher amount of CO than diesel engines, which is well reflected in
our study.

Fig. 2: Quantification of O2 and CO2 in lab air (left) and CO in gasoline and diesel car exhaust (right)
From these first proof-of-principle investigations we conclude that SRI-MS with H3O+, NO+, O2+, Kr+
and Xe+ as selectable reagent ions indeed transforms classic PTR-MS, which is limited to mostly
organic compounds with PAs higher than the PA of water, to a universal trace gas analyzer. All
advantages of the established H3O+ chemistry are preserved when the instrument is running in this
mode. By simply switching the instrument to Kr+ chemistry additionally most inorganic compounds
can be detected.
2.2 Selectivity - E/N, SRI and fastGC
Although classic PTR-MS clearly outmatches Gas Chromatography (GC) in terms of speed of analysis
and sample handling, GC is the analytical "gold standard" when it comes to selectivity. Thus, one of
the main goals in the development of SRI-MS has been the improvement of selectivity using various
strategies. An obvious advancement was the introduction of high mass resolution TOF mass
spectrometers, which, in contrast to unit resolution quadrupole mass filters, enable the separation of
isobaric compounds. However, even with very high mass resolution the technique remains one
dimensional, i.e. substances are identified solely based on their exact m/z in the mass spectrum. Thus,
probably the most promising way to increase the selectivity is to add additional data dimensions. In
the following we present three ways of complementing m/z information with additional data, which all
have already proven to be highly effective.
The E/N value can be changed by modifying the voltage applied across the drift tube and is virtually
instantaneous, i.e. the real-time capability of SRI-MS is preserved. The product ion branching ratios of
many molecules can be considered characteristic or even unique and thus can be utilized for substance
identification. In some cases it might yet be sufficient to analyze the protonated parent ion yield in
dependence of E/N. This procedure is exemplified here using the common solid explosive
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pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN). In Fig. 3 a 3D diagram with the x-axis representing the m/z, the yaxis representing the applied E/N value and the z-axis representing the detected ion yield for the mass
region around protonated PETN (C5H8N4O12.H+; 317.02 Da) is shown. At the lowest E/N value of
about 100 Td (1 Townsend = 10-17 V cm2) a strong signal at the exact m/z of PETN.H+ is observed,
whereas at elevated E/N this signal virtually disappears. In [9] we reported the E/N dependence of
another common explosive, trinitrotoluene (TNT). Interestingly the situation for TNT.H + is the
opposite of PETN.H+, i.e. the ion yield increases with increasing E/N. Thus, for both explosives (and
many other compounds) the detection selectivity can be seriously increased by comparing the ion
yields at the m/z of the protonated species at two (or more) E/N values.

Fig. 3: Protonated parent ion yield for PETN in dependence of E/N

Changing the reagent ions and thus altering the ion chemistry in the drift tube has proven to be another
powerful instrument for improving the selectivity in SRI-MS [10]. Prior to its ban in 2010
"mephedrone" (4-methylmethcathinone) had been one of the most popular NPS with effects that are
described as a mixture of cocaine and MDMA. Therefore, it is not surprising that following this ban a
whole series of substitutes has been introduced to the market, with the isomers 4-methylethcathinone
(4-MEC) and N-ethylbuphedrone (NEB) being just two examples. For both isomers proton transfer
ionization via H3O+ predominantly leads to the formation of the protonated parent ion at m/z 192.14,
i.e. 4-MEC and NEB are indistinguishable. As soon as the SRI-MS instrument is switched to e.g. NO+
reagent ions, this situation changes drastically: the most abundant product ion for 4-MEC is at m/z
72.08, whereas for NEB a product ion at m/z 86.10 appears (Fig. 4). That is, by switching the reagent
ions from H3O+ to NO+ the two isomeric compounds can be easily separated and identified. It is
noteworthy that the switching process only takes some seconds and that NO+ is simply produced using
clean, charcoal filtered air.
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Fig. 4: Most abundant product ions upon ionization with NO+ for 4-MEC and NEB, respectively
The most recent measure for selectivity improvement is the integration of a fastGC setup into the SRIMS instrument's inlet system. Although GC has already been successfully coupled to PTR-MS in the
past (e.g. [11]), the fastGC-SRI-MS setup can be considered as novel, because unlike previous
realizations, the utilized column enables full GC spectra within a timeframe of about 1 min (fastGC)
and the instrument can be rapidly switched between fastGC and normal inlet mode. That is, the SRIMS instrument is normally being operated in direct injection, i.e. real-time, mode. However, in case
the sample contains compounds that cannot be identified unambiguously (e.g. isomers) a fastGC run
can be started, via simply pressing a button in the operating software that triggers some electronic
valves in the inlet system, so that the sample air is loaded in a sample loop and subsequently injected
into a fastGC column. Fig. 5 exemplifies this process while Manuka tea and spruce resin are analyzed,
respectively. In direct injection mode for both samples a peak in the mass spectra appears at m/z
137.13, which can correspond to a multitude of monoterpenes that are not further distinguishable.
After switching to fastGC mode the different compounds contributing to m/z 137.13 are separated
according to their retention times in the column. The whole process is completed in less than 1 min,
which is when the instrument can be switched back to direct injection mode. Thus, by performing an
automated fastGC run every 10 to 60 mins (depending on the expected dynamics within the isomers)
the two main advantages of SRI-MS and GC-MS are combined: real-time quantification and extremely
high selectivity.

Fig. 5: Monoterpenes in Manuka tea (left) and spruce resin (right) separated by fastGC-SRI-MS
2.3 Compactness and Sensitivity - PTR-TOF 1000 and PTR-QiTOF
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Depending on the field of application there are varying demands on the analytical instrument, such as
increased sensitivity, high mass resolution, small size, low weight, etc. In some cases these demands
can be conflicting (e.g. size and weight vs. instrumental performance) so that they cannot be combined
in one universal device. Therefore, in 2014 we introduced two novel PTR-TOFMS instruments, which
satisfy both extremes, i.e. the rugged and compact PTR-TOF 1000 and the extremely sensitive high
mass resolution PTR-QiTOF. The abbreviation "Qi" in the latter stands for Quadrupole ion guide and
indicates the feature point of this instrument: an improved transfer interface between the drift tube and
the mass spectrometer which utilizes a quadrupole ion guide instead of the common lens system [12].
This results in a considerably reduced ion loss in the transfer region and optimized injection conditions
into the TOF spectrometer, i.e. higher sensitivity and higher mass resolution, compared to state-of-the
art PTR-TOFMS devices (e.g. the PTR-TOF 8000 [13]).
On the other hand, the PTR-TOF 1000 originated from a collaborative project with the University of
Innsbruck. The requirement for this project had been the development of a compact and rugged PTRTOFMS instrument that can be installed in an aircraft for airborne missions, i.e. the instrument had to
withstand shocks and vibrations, variable pressure and temperature in the cabin, etc. Meanwhile the
developed prototype was successfully utilized in a NASA campaign, with the results recently
published by Müller et al. [14] and based on this prototype the commercial PTR-TOF 1000 has been
introduced.
In Fig. 6 the most important performance data of all three PTR-TOFMS models are compared. In Fig.
6a) the m/z dependent sensitivities are presented. It can be seen that for all TOF instruments the
sensitivities increase with increasing m/z. However, the maximum sensitivities are about 120 cps/ppbv,
210 cps/ppbv and 4,700 cps/ppbv for the PTR-TOF 1000, PTR-TOF 8000 and the PTR-QiTOF,
respectively. These values are reflected in the LoDs (Fig. 6b)), which have been calculated using the
3σ method (with σ being the standard deviation): 10 pptv, 3 pptv and 750 ppqv, respectively, after an
integration time of 1 min. It should be noted, that for the PTR-QiTOF a LoD of 10 pptv is achieved
with an integration time of 500 ms, thus making this instrument predestined for application where time
per analysis is a critical issue (e.g. flux measurements or nose-space analysis in food and flavor
research).
The measurement data displayed in Fig. 6c) prove that the calculated LoD values are indeed correct, as
the linearity ranges of the three instruments are shown down to and even below the 10 s LoDs. Finally,
Fig. 6d) gives a comparison of the maximum mass resolutions. Similar to the sensitivities, the mass
resolution also increases with increasing m/z, so that at m/z 181 (protonated trichlorobenzene) the fullwidth half-maximum resolutions are: 1,700 m/Δm (PTR-TOF 1000), 6,200 m/Δm (PTR-TOF 8000)
and 10,500 m/Δm (PTR-QiTOF). Thus, these data underline that the newly developed PTR-QiTOF is
the most sensitive high mass resolution SRI-MS instrument reported in literature so far. On the other
hand, the compact and rugged PTR-TOF 1000 performs with an only somewhat reduced performance,
compared to the established PTR-TOF 8000 as a reference standard.

a)

b)
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c)

d)

Fig. 6: Performance comparisons between the novel PTR-QiTOF, PTR-TOF 1000 and the established
PTR-TOF 8000: a) sensitivity vs. mass, b) LoD vs. dwell time, c) linearity and d) mass resolution

3. Case Study on NPS Product Variability
New psychoactive substances is a generic term for various substances which induce drug-like effects
in the human body, but do not belong to the group of common narcotics (e.g. cocaine, heroin, MDMA,
etc.). Commonly referred to as "designer drugs" or "legal highs", NPS can also be found as "research
chemicals" in the Internet. However, the reason for the existence of this kind of substances is rather
simple: in most countries the laws for illicit drug possession are draconian, the substances are only
available via the black market and the purity and composition of the drugs are completely
unpredictable. Hence, there are people looking for a high or state of intoxication without getting into
conflict with the law or the underworld and having some kind of quality control for the substances
taken. These people are the target group for NPS vendors [15].
The major downside of NPS is that for most substances virtually no knowledge about toxicity and long
term side actions exists. Recently, the time-span between the market release of novel NPS and the
substance being controlled by drug laws and thus becoming illegal has significantly been shortened.
This means that as soon as some knowledge about the dangers of a particular NPS has been gathered,
it usually is made illegal and other, unexplored NPS enter the market. This prohibition policy has
already led to fatalities [16], as in case of the NPS 5-EAPB, which is a replacement of the banned 5APB, but is presumably much more toxic. Remarkably, a broad scene of internet forums has emerged,
with users, chemists and physicians discussing the risks of NPS (e.g. [17], [18]). These not only
provide profound resources for harm reduction but also act as information sources for scientists
working with these kinds of substances.
Here we present results on a case study on product variability of the NPS ethylphenidate (EPH,
C15H21NO2), of which we purchased a series of samples between 2012 and 2014 from an online vendor.
EPH is an exceptional NPS for two reasons: i) it has been readily available for several years and is still
not controlled in many countries and ii) toxicity and side effects are rather well-known as it is formed
as a byproduct of the prescription drug methylphenidate (aka Ritalin®) [19]. The targeted effects of
EPH are according to user reports: increased focus, motivation, alertness, endurance and mood lift,
while the main adverse effects are: vasoconstriction, tachycardia and long-lasting residual stimulation.
Especially the (local) vasoconstrictive effects can be harmful as the preferred route of administration
for EPH is insufflation, which can cause permanent danger to the nasal mucous membrane. This
process is aggravated through the possible presence of irritant residuals of the synthesis process. To
avoid these damages, some users recommend the administration of EPH via the sublingual, oral or
rectal route [17]. However, even for the sensitive nasal route of administration reports about the
resultant damage diverge, ranging from a light burning sensation during insufflation to permanent
damage after only a few uses. While this can be partly attributed to the individual's constitution, it can
also originate from varying levels of irritant impurities in different batches. Although, we do not
provide any identification of the observed impurities (this would be beyond the scope of this
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contribution), we want to give some indication on product variability of EPH during the past three
years.
3.1 Experimental Setup
All experiments were performed utilizing a state-of-the-art PTR-TOF 8000 operated with H3O+
reagent ions at an E/N value of 130 Td. Each sample was analyzed shortly after purchasing using the
following procedure. The inlet and outlet lines (1/16th inch PEEK tubing, internal diameter 1 mm)
were inserted into a sealed glass vial containing a few milligrams of the compound. The inlet line was
connected to a charcoal filter to provide a supply of pure air. The outlet line was connected to the
instrument and maintained at a temperature of 110 °C in order to minimize adsorption of chemicals
onto surfaces. The glass vial was kept at a temperature of 90 °C, in order to increase the dynamic
headspace concentration and avoid any possible concentration variations, as a result of changes in the
room temperature. An empty vial was used to measure the background spectra, which were subtracted
from the respective sample spectra.
3.2 Three random samples
In a very recent publication [20] we showed that H3O+ reactions with EPH lead to the protonated
molecular ion at m/z 248 (81%) and to two fragments at m/z 84 (18%) and m/z 165 (1%), respectively.
In Figs. 7-9 these product ions are identified with the letter "E", with the exception of m/z 165, which
is neglected here due to its low abundance. The sample from 2013 displayed in the middle panel of Fig.
7 represents the sample with the highest purity of our three year study. Only some minor product ions
at nominal m/z 43, 45 and 63 cannot be attributed to the EPH molecule. In this mass range the samples
from 2012 and 2014 show the same impurity products, although in considerable different abundances.
However, the most remarkable difference between the samples from 2012 and 2014 is at a higher m/z
range. For the 2012 sample (upper panel Fig. 7) we see a product ion at m/z 149, whereas for the 2014
sample (lower panel Fig. 7) products at m/z 151 and 156 appear, but none at m/z 149. From this result
we conclude that most probably different synthetic methods have been used in the production of the
2012 and the 2014 sample, because of different residual impurities. The 2013 sample has been either
synthesized with the highest accuracy or has been purified before dispatch (compare 3.3), as it
contains virtually no impurities.

Fig. 7: Three samples of EPH purchased in 2012, 2013 and 2014, respectively. The letter "E" marks
the mass spectral peaks previously identified as originating from EPH.

3.3 Powder vs. crystal EPH
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Most Internet vendors offer EPH in two forms: fine powder and small crystals (although as of 2014 we
have also spotted vendors offering "sugar-like" EPH and "rock" EPH, which consists of marble-sized
crystals). The reason for this has been intensely discussed in forums. While some users assume that the
crystal form should be of higher purity as the synthesis process allegedly would need more attention,
the majority is convinced that powder EPH is just the milled version of crystal EPH. The latter one is
usually being sold at a somewhat higher price, as some users presumably find some "coolness" in
grinding up the crystals to a fine powder using a credit card prior to insufflation [17].
In Fig. 8 mass spectra of powder (upper panel) and crystal EPH (lower panel), which had been bought
at the same time, are shown. It gets immediately clear that the two spectra cannot originate from one
and the same sample with one being just the milled version. The ratios of most product ion yields are
considerably different and for the crystal EPH some mass spectral peaks show up that are not present
(or only in minute amounts) for the powder form: m/z 58, 107, 125 and 156. However, because we
have shown in 3.2 that significant variations are observed between different EPH batches, we cannot
exclude that powder EPH is simply the milled crystal EPH, because although as we have purchased
both samples from the same vendor at the same time, this does not necessarily mean that the vendor
packed them from the same batch.

Fig. 8: Comparison of EPH mass spectra in powder (upper panel) and crystal form (lower panel). The
letter "E" marks the mass spectral peaks previously identified as originating from EPH.
3.4 The "EPH crisis"
In December 2013 one Internet vendor after the other announced EPH being out of stock and in
forums discussions about an EPH shortage arouse. This is an indication that most vendors are just
reselling NPS from a stock they have purchased from a wholesale laboratory. However, in January
2014 the vendor from whom we got our samples announced that he had synthesized EPH in his own
lab, so that it would be available again. Reactions of people who had tried this new "home-made"
batch read, e.g., "feels wrong", "gives brain-zaps", "feels different" and reported adverse reactions
included extreme burning sensations in the nose, headaches and a feeling of extreme physical
exhaustion the day after consumption [17]. We purchased a sample during this period and present the
mass spectrum in the upper panel of Fig. 9. It can be seen that this sample has by far the highest level
of impurities with some product ions that had not appeared for any other batch. This indicates that this
EPH was indeed produced in an at most semi-professional lab. Some of these "new" impurities include
product ions at m/z 47 and 86 in the low mass region and very abundant products at m/z 174 and 220.
The compounds corresponding to these product ions are likely being the cause of the very bad
experiences with this sample reported in the forums.
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However, assuming that the impurities are mainly (semi-)volatile residuals from the synthesis process,
we placed some mg of the sample in an open glass vial, heated it to about 80°C and left it under the
fume hood over night. The result of the analysis of this sample can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 9.
Virtually all impurities have disappeared and the mass spectrum is now comparable with the ones from
the samples we considered as "pure". We conclude from this observation that heating a newly obtained
sample to about 80°C for at least several hours could be a measure for harm reduction, as it minimizes
toxic effects from possible residuals in the sample.
According to forums this "bad" batch disappeared at the end of February 2014, so we purchased a
sample in March, which was indeed comparable to the previous ones and has already been discussed
in 3.2.

Fig. 9: Comparison of EPH mass spectra of a sample during the "EPH crisis". The upper panel
represents the spectrum of the sample directly from the delivered bag, the lower panel shows the
results of the same sample after one night of heating to 80°C. The letter "E" marks the mass spectral
peaks previously identified as originating from EPH.

4. Conclusions
In this contribution we combine a compact review of recent technological advancements in PTR/SRIMS and novel data on a NPS case study. Like every other existing technique PTR-MS has
characteristic advantages, but also several drawbacks. Introducing SRI-MS, including a series of
technological developments and add-ons, we are able to eliminate most drawbacks, while preserving
the advantages of PTR-MS. Examples for such advancements are the switchable reagent ions, which
not only enable the detection of a huge amount of additional substance classes, but also increase the
selectivity because the ion chemistry in the drift tube can be changed, and a novel fastGC inlet system
which enables a level of selectivity that previously could only be achieved with GC-MS.
Furthermore, the introduction of two novel SRI-MS instruments now covers a much broader variety of
fields of application than before: the PTR-TOF 1000 is designed for applications where dimension,
weight and ruggedness matter, whereas the PTR-QiTOF performs with a sensitivity (max. 4,700
cps/ppbv) and a mass resolution (max. 10,500 m/Δm) that has never been reported for an SRI-MS
instrument so far. Thus, the latter instrument is ideally suited for fields of application that focus on
sensitivity and speed.
In the second part of this contribution data on a three-year study of the NPS ethylphenidate are
presented. All six samples purchased during this time definitely contain the advertised ingredient
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ethylphenidate, which is remarkable as this is very often not the case for illicit drugs (e.g. the active
ingredients of "ecstasy" pills, which often do not contain MDMA, but various other substances).
However, we detected impurities in all samples, but in considerably different amounts. Additionally,
the impurity compounds (product ions observed in the mass spectra) varied between different EPH
batches, which is an indication that different synthesis routes are being used in the production of EPH,
even if the product is purchased from the same vendor. This leads to the conclusion that one cannot
assume if one batch of a particular vendor was pure, that the subsequent batches will be also nearly
free from impurities, i.e. great care should be taken upon every new batch.
Finally, during an EPH shortage, we were able to obtain a presumably "home-made" batch in which
we found the highest amount of impurities of all samples tested. This could be a possible explanation
for the vast amount of negative comments from users in Internet forums on this particular batch. After
one night of heating this sample to 80°C in an open vessel, the impurities could be considerably
reduced. We conclude that this procedure could be a simple method for the reduction of harm caused
by impurities, although it certainly does not reduce the harm caused by the active ingredient.
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IONIZATION CHARACTERISTICS OF AMINO ACIDS IN
DIRECT ANALYSIS IN REAL TIME MASS SPECTROMETRY
USING ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE HELIUM PLASMA
Kanako Sekimoto, Mitsuo Takayama
Graduate School of Nanobioscience, Yokohama City University
E-mail: sekimoto@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
The positive and negative ionization characteristics of 20 different -amino acids were
investigated using Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART) mass spectrometry using an atmospheric
pressure helium plasma source. Almost all of the amino acids M were ionized to generate the
(de)protonated analytes [M ± H]± via proton transfer reactions with the typical background ions
H3O+(H2O)n and O2- and resonant electron capture by M. The application of DART to amino acids
also resulted in oxidations involving oxygen attachment and hydrogen loss, and formation of
adducts [M + R]- with negative background ions R- (O2-, HCO2-, NO2- and C3H5O3-), depending on
the physicochemical and/or structural properties of individual amino acids. The relationship
between each amino acid and the ionization reactions observed suggested that oxidation and [M +
R]- adduct formation originated from reactions with active oxygens such as hydroxyl radicals HO,
indicating that the typical background neutral species involved in analyte ionization in DART mass
spectrometry contain HO.

1. Introduction
The recent development of ambient desorption/ionization (ADI) mass spectrometry offers numerous
advantages, including direct analysis of solids and liquids under ambient conditions with little or no
sample preparation. For these reasons, ADI sources have become important tools in cleaning
validation, forensic analysis, and drug discovery. Although several different types of ADI sources have
been developed so far, a large amount of interest has been placed on direct analysis in real time
(DART) using an atmospheric pressure helium plasma source [1], which is the origin of ADI sources.
DART combines separate desorption and ionization processes into a single method. The desorption is
carried out using hot helium gases, whereas the ionization goes through an atmospheric pressure
chemical ionization (APCI)-like process with reactions involving excited helium. It has been reported
that DART is a soft ionization technique forming abundant (de)protonated analytes [M ± H]± via
proton transfer from background ions such as H3O+(H2O)n and O2- to the analytes M, while analytes
with certain specific features can be ionized to form additional analyte ions. For instance, DART
ionization of nonpolar compounds such as alkanes leads to the production of analyte ions originating
from hydride abstraction, oxygen attachment, or hydrogen loss, instead of [M ± H] ±. The mechanism
of formation of those analyte ions is not well understood, although the involvement of NO+, one of the
background ions in DART gas flow, has been suggested. A lack of knowledge concerning the
ionization characteristics in DART results in difficulty in the interpretation of DART mass spectra, and
limits its analytical utility. In order to overcome these issues, it is necessary to investigate the
ionization characteristics of DART in detail, i.e., to identify the background ionic and neutral species
formed in DART sources and to systematically understand the influence of these individual
background compounds on analyte ionization.
Herein, the positive and negative ionization characteristics of 20 different -amino acids were
investigated by DART mass spectrometry. The amino acids used have a wide variety of
physicochemical and/or structural properties originating from their side chains, including the
nonpolarity associated with aliphatic or aromatic character, and the polarity due to the presence of
specific functional groups (hydroxyl, amino, carboxyl and thiol groups). All of the amino acids except
for arginine were positively and negatively ionized via various different reactions including
(de)protonation, oxygen attachment, hydrogen loss, and the formation of adducts with negative
background ions. The relationship between the physicochemical and/or structural properties of the
individual amino acids and ionization reactions observed contributes to the understanding of the
formation of background ionic and neutral species and the resulting effects on analyte ionization in
DART [2].
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2. Experimental
All mass spectra were acquired with an LCQ ion-trap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
San Jose, CA) equipped with a DART-SVP source (IonSense, Saugus, MA). The DART-SVP source
was operated with a needle voltage of 5000 V and an exit grid electrode voltage of 350 V. Helium
(He) at 350 °C was used for the DART gas at the factory-preset flow rate (2.5 Lmin-1). The DART
source exit was directed toward the orifice of the mass spectrometer, separated by a gap of ≈ 10 mm.
The analytes used were the 20 standard -amino acids, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Tokyo, Japan).
Analyte desorption and ionization was accomplished by an insertion of a 1.5 mm i.d. glass tube
containing the analyte in the He gas flow between the DART source exit and the mass spectrometer
orifice. The resulting gas-phase analyte ions were introduced into the orifice. The orifice was heated at
275 °C and applied a voltage of 20 V. The ions were focused onto the skimmer and the tube lens and
were transported into the ion-trap analyzer through ion guides consisting of a quadrupole, gate lens,
octapole and entrance lens. The voltages applied to the skimmer and tube lens were 0 and 50 V,
respectively. The applied RF voltages on the quadrupole and octapole were 400 V peak-to-peak. The
gate lens regulating the ion injection into the ion-trap analyzer utilized an applied voltage of 16 V,
whereas the voltage on the entrance lens for the eventual focusing of the transported ions was 30 V.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 (De)protonation
The positive- and negative-ion DART mass spectra of L-aspartic acid (Asp) shown in Figure 1 are
representative examples. The mass spectra show the dominant ion peaks of the (de)protonated analytes
[Asp ± H]±, which are the major ion species commonly observed when ionizing various other amino
acids. The protonated analytes [M + H]+ are most likely produced via proton transfer reactions
involving H3O+(H2O)n, the typical positive background ions in DART (reaction 1). Proton affinities of
analytes M used are higher than that of H2O (691.0 kJ mol-1) and its clusters (H2O)n,.
M + H3O+(H2O)n → [M + H]+ + (H2O)n+1
(1)
+
The reactant ions H3O (H2O)n can be formed via a Penning ionization to form H2O+ (reaction 2), due
to the energy transfer from an excited He with 19.8 eV excitation energy, He(23S), to H2O having an
ionization energy of 12.6 eV, and subsequent reactions involving additional H2O (reactions 3 and 4).
He (23S) + H2O → H2O+ + He (11S) + e-slow
(2)
+
+
H2O + H2O → H3O + HO
(3)
+
+
H3O + (H2O)n → H3O (H2O)n
(4)
In contrast, the formation of deprotonated analytes [M – H]- are most likely attributed to two
different processes, i.e., proton transfer from analytes M to the negative background ions O 2- and
resonant electron capture by M. The O2- ions are formed via attachment of thermal electrons having
kinetic energies at the ambient temperature, i.e., e-slow (≈ 0 eV), to O2 (reaction 5):
O2 + e-slow (≈ 0 eV) + P → O2- + P (P: N2, O2)
(5)
where P represents common air constituents such as N2 and O2 corresponding to a third body. Slow
electrons e-slow with low kinetic energies can be produced via Penning ionization (reaction 2) and/or
the following surface Penning ionization (reaction 6).
(6)
He (23S) + surface → He (11S) + surface + e-fast
The electrons formed via reaction 6, e-fast, are rapidly thermalized by collisions with common air
constituents P (reaction 7).
e-fast + P → e-slow + P (P: N2, O2)
(7)
The collision of O2- with analytes M efficiently brings about the formation of [M – H]- via proton
transfer from M to O2- (reaction 8), due to higher proton affinity of O2- (1477 ± 2.9 kJ mol-1) rather
than [M – H]-.
M + O2- → [M – H]- + HO2
(8)
The slow electrons having kinetic energies over the range of 1 – 1.5 eV, e-slow (1 – 1.5 eV), can also
resonantly attach to analytes M and subsequent dehydrogenation leads to produce [M – H]- (reaction
9).
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M + e-slow (1 – 1.5 eV) → M-* → [M – H]- + H
(9)
The formation of deprotonated amino acids [M – H]- via reaction 9 has been previously reported by
numerous studies regarding resonant electron capture and dissociative electron attachment using low
energetic electrons. On the basis of those previous studies, the [M – H]- ions resulting from reaction 9
have carboxylate anion structures occurring via either electron capture into the * orbital of the
carboxylic group or hydrogen-atom tunneling through the barrier that separates a dipole-supported
minimum and repulsive valence state.

Fig. 1. (a) Positive- and (b) negative-ion DART mass spectra of L-aspartic acid (Asp).

3.2 Oxidation
DART ionization resulted in the formation of (de)protonated analytes with the addition of one and/or
two oxygens, [M ± H + nO]± (n = 1, 2), for sulfur-containing, aromatic, and aromatic heterocyclic
amino acids such as Met, Phe, Tyr, Trp and His (see Figure 2a). It has been previously reported that
these five amino acids can be easily oxidized with oxygen attachment due to hydroxyl radical HO as a
strong oxidizing species, formed in ozonated solutions or via Fenton reactions and/or radiolysis in
aqueous solutions. The oxidation of Met with HO results in the formation of sulfoxide. Reactions of
HO with the aromatic rings in Phe and Tyr lead to the addition of HO to the rings, and subsequent
reactions of the radical species with oxygen generate 2-amino-3-(hydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid and
dihydroxyphenylalanine, corresponding to the monoxides of Phe and Tyr, respectively. It has been
reported that aromatic amino acids are oxidized to form quinones, e.g., 2-amino-3-(3,4-dioxocyclohexa-1,5-dienyl)-propanoic acid which is a quinone structural oxidation product for Tyr.
However, no observation of ions related to quinones in the mass spectra of Phe and Tyr indicates less
occurrence of quinone formation in DART. Trp and His can be oxidized at the conjugated double
bond moiety with HO to form oxindole-3-alanine ([Trp + O]), N-formylkynurenine ([Trp + 2O]) and
2-oxo-histidine ([His + O]). The oxidation reactivity for individual amino acids M can be estimated
using relative abundances of [M ± H + nO]±. The reactivity order obtained here is Trp > Met > Phe >
Tyr > His > other amino acids ≈ 0. This order is in agreement with the previous report using ozonated
solutions with pH 5.8: Met > Trp > Tyr > His > other amino acids [3]. In the case of higher pH
conditions, oxidation of Cys to form trioxide products [Cys + 3O] proceeds most dominantly. Taking
into account the results obtained, the oxidation with oxygen attachment reactions occurring in DART
most likely originate with HO in the ionization area under relatively acidic conditions.
In negative-ion DART, deprotonated analytes with two hydrogen loss, [M – 2H – H]-, were
observed when analyzing Gly, Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, Ser, Thr, Asn, Cys, Met and Phe, which have
aliphatic or non-ionic side chains (see Figure 2b). The peak abundances from [M – 2H – H]- were
rather low compared to the abundances of [M – H]-. Such [M – 2H – H]- ions have also been observed
in the negative-ion DART of aliphatic compounds such as hexanes, heptanes, cyclohexane and
hexatriacontane, although the precise mechanism of the 2H loss reactions in DART and its
dependence on the structural properties of the analytes have not yet been clarified. It has been
previously reported that deprotonated Ser in aqueous solution with HO and O2 loses two hydrogens
from the backbone of Ser via sequential oxidation reactions, as shown in Scheme 1. This scheme could
be applied to the reactions observed here, i.e., the gas-phase 2H loss from deprotonated analytes for
various amino acids including Ser. In contrast, the ion peaks of [M – 2H – H]- have been observed in
the mass spectra of Gly and Val resonantly capturing low energetic electrons (≈ 1.5 eV). It is likely,
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therefore, that the 2H loss reactions occurring in DART can be interpreted in terms of alternative
oxidation processes due to HO and/or involvement of slow electrons e-slow (≈ 1.5 eV) formed via
reactions 2 and 7.

Fig. 2. (a) Positive-ion DART mass spectrum of L-tyrosine (Tyr). (b) Negative-ion DART mass
spectrum of L-serine (Ser).

Scheme 1. Reaction of deprotonated amino acids with HO and O2 to lose two hydrogens.

3.3 Formation of adducts with negative background ions
All of the amino acids M, except for acidic and amidic amino acids such as Asp, Glu and Gln, formed
negative ion adducts [M + R]- with background ions R-, such as O2- (m/z 32), HCO2- (m/z 45), NO2(m/z 46) and/or C3H5O3- (m/z 89). Those ions R- are typical negative backgrounds formed in DART.
The adduct ions [M + R]- were most likely formed via three-body reactions with a third body P such
as N2 or O2.
M + R- + P → [M + R]- + P
(P: N2, O2)
(10)
The results obtained showed that whether [M + R]- are formed or not varies with each combination of
R- and M, which are not dependent upon the chemical properties of M, such as whether the analyte is
aliphatic or aromatic, or has certain functional groups. The results obtained suggest that the formation
of the [M + R]- adducts is attributed to the affinity or ability of complexation between individual Rand M, although the factors determining its affinity or ability can not be readily proven. Similar
phenomena have been also observed in atmospheric pressure corona discharge ionization (APCDI) [4,
5].

3.4 Ionization characteristics of DART
The notable reactions observed in DART were oxidations involving oxygen attachment and hydrogen
loss. As described above, those oxidation processes in DART are most likely attributable to reactions
with HO. It can be presumed, therefore, that the analyte ionization area between the DART source exit
and the mass spectrometer orifice includes a number of active oxygens such as HO. Figure 3 shows
the proposed sequential reactions for the formation of HO in DART involved excited He, He(23S)
having 19.8 eV, as an energy source. Collisions of He(23S) with O2 can occur homolytically and
heterolytically in terms of bond dissociation to form an O atom in a ground-level triplet state, O(3P),
and the O- ion, respectively (reactions c and a in Figure 3). The oxygen atom O(3P) can combine
rapidly with O2 to generate ozone O3 (reaction d in Figure 3), whereas O- ion reacts with H2O resulting
in the formation of HO and HO- ion (reaction b in Figure 3). It has been reported that O3 molecules
can dissociate with an energy above 3.87 eV to produce an O atom in an excited singlet state, O( 1D),
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which is likely achieved involving He(23S) (reaction e in Figure 3). Subsequent reaction of O(1D) with
H2O leads to the formation of HO (reaction f in Figure 3). The radical species HO can also be formed
via reactions of H2O with He(23S) and via reactions forming H3O+ (reaction g and h in Figure 3,
respectively). It is most likely that the sequential reactions shown in Figure 3 can occur inside a DART
source, and the resulting HO are introduced into the analyte ionization area by the He gas flow,
independent of the polarity of the voltage applied to the grid electrode of the DART source exit.
Therefore, the oxidation reactions due to HO can occur easily in both positive- and negative-ion
modes.

Fig. 3. Proposed sequential reactions for the formation of HO in DART using helium plasma.

4. Conclusions

The positive and negative ionization characteristics of 20 different -amino acids were investigated in
Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART) mass spectrometry using an atmospheric pressure helium
plasma. All of the amino acids except for L-arginine (Arg) were ionized via various reactions
depending on the physicochemical and/or structural properties of the individual amino acids, as
follows:
1) (De)protonation for almost all of amino acids except for Arg via proton transfer reactions with
the typical background ions H3O+(H2O)n and O2- and resonant electron capture by M.
2) Oxygen attachment for sulfur-containing, aromatic and aromatic heterocyclic amino acids.
3) Hydrogen loss for aliphatic or non-ionic amino acids.
4) Attachment of negative background ions R- (O2-, HCO2-, NO2- and C3H5O3-) for almost all of the
amino acids to form [M + R]-.
Oxygen attachment and hydrogen loss can be interpreted as oxidation processes involving active
oxygens such as hydroxyl radical HO. The results suggest, therefore, that analyte ionization in DART
can be oxidatively influenced by HO.
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In this work we will present new technique developed of direct liquid sampling for Ion Mobility
Spectrometry (IMS) equipped with corona discharge (CD) ionization source. The direct liquid
sampling for CD-IMS will be demonstrated on explosives (TNT, RDX, PETN, C4 and SEMTEX)
and on amino acids and dipeptides.

1. Introduction
Already for half century are IMS instruments important tool in the security area, especially detection
of explosives, illicit drugs and gas ware agents[1]. To main advantages of these instruments belong
their compact design, high sensitivity fast response and high reliability. The IMS spectrometers are
easy to use for detection of volatile and semivolatile compounds[1]. However, the analysis of liquid
samples becomes more challenging task. One solution of this problem was the implementation of the
electrospray ionization (ESI) method for IMS [2]. The implementation of ESI to IMS puts additional
demands on construction of the instruments [2]. Additionally, in the ESI solvents like methanol,
formic acid, etc. are used, which unfluence the nature of the detected analytr ions and in decrease of
the sensitivity of the instrument. In this work we will for the first time present new direct liquid
sampling (DLS) technique suitable for IMS instrument equipped with CD ionization source. The DLS
technique was successfully demonstrated for detection and analysis of explosives, aminoacids and
dipeptids.

2. Experiment
The IMS instrument used in this work was developed at Department of Experimental Physics, in
collaboration with MaSaTECH. The picture of the instrument is shown in Figure 1. The IMS is
constructed from stainless steel rings isolated by the Teflon. IMS was equipped with CD ionization
source. The length of the IMS drift tube was 11,05 cm, the drift electric field intensity was 582 V/cm.
The drift gas flow of purified air was 1 L/min and sample gas flow (atmospheric air) was 0,6 L/min.
The instrument was operated in reverse gas flow mode [3] where the gas outlet was located behind the
CD. The instrument was operated in both negative and positive polarity. The negative polarity was
used for detection of explosives while the positive one was used for analysis of aminoacids and
dipeptids.
The CCl4 was used as a dopant gas[4] in the negative polarity in order to generate Cl- reactant ions
for explosives detection.
The explosives: TNT, RDX, PETN, C4 and SEMTEX were obtained from Slovak ministry of
defense with purity up to 99 %. The small amount of explosives was diluted in methanol or in
methanol/aceton mixture. The solution was in next step diluted with the pure methanol in order to
reach sufficient concentration.
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The aminoacids Glycine, Leucine, Iso-leucine, Phenylalanine, Serine and dipeptids GlycineAlanine and Aspartame were ordered from SigmaAldirch. The aminoacids and dipeptids was diluted
in deionised water.
The liquid samples were introduced to DLS unit by syringe pump (Kent Scientific). The liquid
flow rate used in this experiment was in range from 20 to 200 µL/min.

Fig. 1. The photograph of IMS instrument used in this work

3. Results and discussion
The IMS spectrum of most common explosives TNT, RDX and PETN analyzed directly from the
liquid solution via the DLS unit is depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. The IMS spectrum of TNT, RDX and PETN
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The reduced ion mobilities of the ions associated with the explosives were 1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1 for TNT,
1.48 cm2.V-1.s-1 for RDX and 1.24 cm2.V-1.s-1 for PETN. These values were in very good agreement
with the values reported in literature [5]. The IMS supported by the DLS unit also allowed detection of
explosives from solution like diesel fuel. Figure 3. Demonstrating detection of RDX, C4, PETN and
SEMTEX directly from the diesel fuel.

Fig. 3. The IMS spectrum of RDX, C4, PETN and SEMTEX detected directly from the oil sample.
The DLS method with CD IMS was also used for the study of aminoacids and dipeptids. The
aminoacids glycine, leucine, iso-leucine, phenylalanine and serine were dissolved in deionised water.
The water sample was in next step directly introduced to the DLS unit for analysis via the IMS. Here
we see the main advantage of DLS compare with ESI. While the ESI requires for spray stabilisation
special solutions (usually the methanol is used for stabilisation of ESI) the liquid sample introduced to
DLS can be analysed without any further treatment. The IMS spectrum of investigated aminoacids is
shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. IMS spectrum of investigated aminoacids
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The aminoacids were investigated in the positive polarity. The reduced mobilities of the
aminoacids were 1.86 cm2.V-1.s-1 for Glycine, 1.78 cm2.V-1.s-1 for Serine, 1.61 cm2.V-1.s-1 for Leucin,
1.62 cm2.V-1.s-1 for Isoleucine and 1.51 cm2.V-1.s-1 for Phenylalanine. As in positive polarity
H3O+.(H2O)n ions are the maior reactant ions we assume that M.H+ species were the products ions of
interaction between reactant ions and samples. In order to confirm this assignment, we have to
perform in future IMS-MS study on these samples.
The DLS technique was also used for detection of dipeptides, the results of this study we plan to
present at the conference.

4. Conclusion
In this work we have demonstrated the new liquid sampling technique DLS suitable for CD-IMS. The
ability of this technique was demonstrated on applications in two different fields. In the area of
detection of explosives as well as for biochemical applications with analysis of aminoacids and
dipeptides.
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This contribution deals with application possibilities of microchip electrophoresis in the analysis
of complex biological and environmental samples. Microchip electrophoresis was performed on a
polymethylmethacrylate microchip with coupled separation channels and integrated conductivity
detection. Various application areas of microchip electrophoresis, e.g., analysis of drinking waters,
as well as biofluids are shown.

1. General aspects of MCE
One of the fastest growing separation methods in the field of miniaturized analytical systems, also
called as lab-on-chip (LOC), is microchip electrophoresis (MCE). A common feature of LOC is
integration of sample preparation, separation and detection of the analytes, as well as sample handling
into one compact miniaturized system. This system enables a high level of automatization of analytical
procedure, decrease of the overall analysis time and significant reduction of financial costs, and also
the reduction of (toxic) waste produced during the analysis. An analytical use of MCE in practice is
still limited in terms of availability of appropriate resources for miniaturized sample preparations and
new technologies for miniaturized detection systems. In this context, a technology of coupling the
separation channels (CC), known in conventional electrophoretic systems as the technique of column
coupling, can be seen as a very efficient tool for integration of sample preparation with MCE
separation of analytes in terms of the LOC concept [1]. In addition, a coupling MCE to miniaturized
spectrometric detection systems, e.g., ion mobility spectrometry, could have a high analytical potential
for the analyses of environmental and biological samples.

2. Practical applicability of MCE
Some theoretical and practical aspects of microchip electrophoresis (MCE), as a dominant method in
LOC analytical systems, are to be discussed. MCE has shown a rapid development over the past few
years. This technology, compared to the conventional capillary electrophoresis (CE) systems, has
significant advantages in terms of high speed, high throughput, easy integration, low sample
consumption and automation. However, a routine analytical use of MCE is still limited because of
some serious problems resulted from downscaling [2].
The analytical possibilities of MCE with on-line conductivity detection in the analysis of complex
environmental and biological samples have to be shown in this respect. Various types of sample pretreatment techniques integrated prior to the MCE separations are to be discussed, as well. On-line
combinations of electrophoresis methods can be considered as very promising tools in integrating
sample pre-treatment with the electrophoretic separations on the microchips. Therefore, we pay a
special attention to this topic with a focus on the combinations that integrate (electrophoretic) sample
pre-treatment with the electrophoretic separations on the microchip.
In this context, the use of different electrophoresis methods combined on-line on the microchip with
coupled channels, e.g., isotachophoresis (ITP) – capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), ITP-CZE and
CZE-CZE in the analyses of complex biological samples are to be demonstrated [1]. Application
possibilities of MCE separation systems with integrated conductivity detection are to be shown on a
set of analytical methods suitable for rapid monitoring and analysis of complex environmental and
biological samples, e.g., ITP-CZE determination of pesticide – glyphosate in drinking water [3], ITPCZE determination of nitrate and nitrite [4] as biomarkers of various neurological diseases in the
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cerebrospinal fluid, CZE-CZE determination of metabolic organic acids in body fluids [5] and
sequential CZE separations of cations and anions in various body fluids [6].

3. Instrumentation for MCE
Separations were carried out on polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) CC microchip with integrated
conductivity sensors (IonChipTM 3.0, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, Fig. 1a). MicroCE analyzer
consisted of electrolyte and electronic unit (Fig. 1b, c). Main components of an electrolyte unit were
peristaltic micropumps and membrane driving electrodes. Peristaltic micropumps were used to
transport BGE and sample solutions to the microchip. The membrane driving electrodes were used to
suppress disturbances due to the bubble formation during the separation run. An electronic unit
delivered the stabilized driving current to the counter-electrode, drove the peristaltic micropumps and
interfaced the MCE analyzer to a PC. This unit also included the measuring electronics of the contact
conductivity detectors. Monitoring of the analysis, as well as collecting the data from conductivity
detectors and their evaluation were done using MicroCE Win software, version 2.4 (Merck).
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Fig. 1. Scheme of MCE equipment with CC microchip and contact conductivity detection.
(a) Arrangement of CC chip channels: C-S, sample injection channel with 0.9 µL volume; C-3, a nonseparative part of the first separation channel; C-1, the first separation channel (4.5 µL volume; 59 ×
0.2–0.5 × 0.14–0.2mm [length × width × depth]); C-2, the second separation channel (4.3 µL volume;
56 × 0.2–0.5 × 0.14–0.2 mm); CD1, CD2, conductivity sensors; BF, bifurcation section; S, sample
solution; W, waste channel. Arrows indicate inlets for buffers and S into the chip channels and outlet
hole from the chip channels to W.
(b) Electrolyte unit: P1, P2, P3, PS, peristaltic micropumps for filling C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-S channels
with buffers and S, respectively; E1, E2, driving electrodes for the C-1 and C-2 separation channels,
respectively; E3, the driving electrode connected to a high voltage pole of HVPS.
(c) Electronic unit: HVPS, high-voltage power supply (0–50 µA, 0–7 kV); HVR, high-voltage relay.
Driving current passed between the electrodes E1 and E3 (the first channel) or E2 and E3 (both the
first and the second separation channels).
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Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a highly sensitive, very fast and inexpensive analytical
technique for detection and monitoring many kinds of volatile organic compounds. There are many
known ion sources used in the IMS, but the radioactive source has the advantage, that there is no
need for an additional power source. In our laboratory we have launched a new ion mobility
spectrometry apparatus with radioactive ion source (238Pu). We present the first results obtained for
a few tested compounds.

1. Introduction and experimental
IMS allows the detection and monitoring of trace amounts of volatile organic compounds in the
sample after its ionized. The most commonly used ionization sources in the IMS is a corona discharge.
Other used methods include photoionization, electrospray ionization, laser-based ionization, surface
ionization, flames, plasma and radioactive sources [1]. The advantage of this latter is stable and
reliable ionization of the sample, with no need for additional power and damaging parts, which
significantly affects on the cost of research/analysis and quality of the results. The most commonly
used radioactive sources are 63Ni, 241Am and 3H.
In our laboratory we have launched an ion mobility spectrometry apparatus with radioactive
ionization source, which is the 238Pu. The IMS was home made with broad participation and
collaboration with the Faculty of Experimental Physics of the Comenius University in Bratislava. The
schematic view of experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the IMS apparatus.
The ionization region consist the seven cone-shaped rings isolated by Teflon. Inside, between the
first and second rings (made of aluminum ,diameter 14 cm), is placed a ring containing the alpha
particles source (diameter 9 cm). Alpha particles are emitted in the plane of the ring (inside diameter
8.5 cm). The sequence of the other five rings of stainless steel allows the movement of ions to the
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shutter grid (SG). The distance between the ionization source and the shutter grid is 6.5 cm.
The Bradbury-Nielsen type SG was manufactured using tungsten wires (diameter 100 μm) separated
by a distance 0.7 mm and it was located at the ninth ring. The opening time of shutter grid was 80 μs.
The drift tube consist the 17 stainless steel ring electrodes (diameter of 6.5 cm) isolated by Teflon. The
distance between the SG and ion collector is 18.6 cm. The ion collector is shielded by an apperture
grid (AG). The ion current measured at the ion collector is amplified using a current to voltage of
2×109 V A-1 (FEMTO Messtechnik). To record the IMS spectra we use digital oscilloscope
(Tektronix). The SG is controlled by a fast high-voltage transistor switch and is triggered by a TTL
generator. Electric potential is reduced by resistors placed between them, and the last electrode was
connected to a grounded plate. Electric field intensity of the IMS is 422.8 V cm-1. The experiments
were performed at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.

2. Results
To check whether the spectrometer is working properly we have measured pure nitrogen IMS
spectrum (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Ion mobility spectrum observed in pure nitrogen.
We observe two very intense signals with drift time 17.7 ms and 39.4 ms. The corresponding
reduced ion mobilities of these peaks are 2.27 cm2V-1s-1 and 1.26 cm2V-1s-1. The reduced ion mobility
for the first peak corresponds to a literature one [2]. Several smaller peaks may be the result of
impurities detection.
We also have measured IMS spectra for a few organic compounds include benzene derivatives to
form the base of output spectra for further studies of different organic and bioorganic molecules, for
example amino acids, amines, etc.
The sample results for a few of investigated molecules are presented on Fig 3.
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Figure 3. Ion mobility spectra registered for: a) nitrobenzene, b) bromobenzene, c) benzonitryle.
It seems that our spectrometer with radioactive ionization source is a good tool to determine the ion
mobilities. The spectra obtained for the benzene derivatives allow for the distinction of generated ions.
Further investigation for different kind of compounds will be continued.
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REACTION AND TRANSPORT OF PLASMA-GENERATED
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When a low-temperature plasma generated in ambient air is exposed to a liquid surface, reactive
species are generated in the liquid through the plasma-liquid interface. Such reactive species in the
liquid are generally qualitatively and significantly different from those generated in the gas phase
by the same plasma. In this study, dynamical equations of mass transport of charged and chargeneutral chemically reactive species in pure water were solved numerically in one-dimension (in the
direction of depth) under the assumption that the water surface is exposed to a flux of incident
reactive species in the gas phase at room temperature. The model incorporates 37 species and 111
chemical reactions. It has been found from the numerical simulation that a thin boundary layer of a
thickness 100 nm ~ 1 µm is formed just below the water surface, where highly reactive species in
the gas phase exist and rapidly generate less reactive species, which are then transported to the
bulk liquid by diffusion. Chemical reactions that take place in this layer (which may be called a
“reaction boundary layer”) play important roles that control generation of less reactive (and
therefore long-lived) chemical species in the liquid phase. If biological systems such as bacteria or
living tissues exist in liquid, it is such long-lived and less reactive species that may cause
biological reactions in those systems.

1. Introduction
Low temperature plasmas have been applied to a wide range of industrial processes such as fabrication
of micro and nano-scale structures on the surfaces of semiconductor chips and thin film deposition for
surface coating of various materials. Recently, as one of such applications, use of low-temperature
plasmas for medical treatment and material processing for medical applications has attracted much
attention in the plasma research community. This subfield of plasma science and technology is now
collectively called “plasma medicine.” Atmospheric-pressure plasma (APP) at room temperature
formed in ambient air can produce various species such as ions and free radicals in air. Effects caused
by such species on living tissues and cells have been widely studied in the field of plasma medicine.
One of such effects on bacteria is sterilization [1-4]. Including commercial products such as plasmabased air purifiers, plasma sterilization has seen much technological development in recent years in
areas beyond medical equipment although the fundamental mechanisms of bactericidal effects by
plasmas have yet to be understood better. Furthermore, there are other sources for infectious diseases
that are still difficult to remove by plasmas, such as spore forming bacteria, viruses, and prions, and
inactivation of them is still a topic of active research. Usually difficulty of treating such pathogens by
plasmas lies in the fact that, in reality, removal of them needs to be done without damaging the
environments (such as human bodies or medical equipment) where they exist, and often in a cost
effective manner.
Chemically reactive species generated by low-temperature APP are also known to have some
therapeutic effects such as blood coagulation, angiogenesis, prevention of organ adhesion, and wound
healing [5] if they are directly applied to animal or human bodies. Under typical discharge conditions
in air, plasma efficiently generates reactive oxygen species (ROS) /reactive nitrogen species (RNS)
such as atomic oxygen O, hydroxyl radical OH, hydroperoxyl (or perhydroxyl) radical HOO, singlet
oxygen 1O2, and nitric oxide (or nitrogen monoxide) NO. Such chemically reactive species are often
generated from endogenous sources in living bodies and play crucial roles in controlling cell signalling
pathways and maintaining homeostasis. In this sense, perhaps it is not surprising that externally
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generated ROS/RNS by plasmas can have some significant effects on living cells and tissues under
certain conditions.

2. Simulation Model
We have developed a simplified computational model that governs reactions and transport of various
chemical species in water facing a gas-phase plasma. The conceptual diagram of the system we
consider in this study is shown in Fig. 1. In the model, fluxes of gas-phase species are given as
boundary conditions (as functions of time in general). In this study it has been assumed that a plasma
is generated in air whose composition is constant in time and uniform in space at the plasma-water
interface, so that the system can be modelled as a one-dimensional system in the direction normal to
the plasma-water interface (i.e., water surface). At time t = 0, gas phase species are assumed to be
exposed to the water surface suddenly and concentrations of chemical species that are transported
from the gas phase to water as well as those generated in water are evaluated by the numerical
simulation. Charge neutral species are assumed to enter water at their thermal velocities whereas
fluxes of charged species are specified by their current densities. Typically charged species are
assumed to enter water with charge neutrality of water should be maintained. In this study, we usually
use data of gas phase species from published literatures (such as [6-8]).

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the system

The governing for reactive species may be derived in the following manner. The concentration of
chemical species A is denoted by

nA  t , x    A
as functions of time and space. Here the x coordinate represents the direction of depth. Equations of
the mass and momentum conservations are then given by
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nA
    nA v A   RA
t
mA n A

dv A
 kBT nA  q A nAE  A mA nA  v A  vC 
dt

where v A and RA denote the fluid velocity and reaction rates of species A and mA , k B , T , q A , E ,
 A ,and v C denote the atomic or molecular mass of species A, Boltzmann constant, water temperature,
electrical charge of species A, electric field, collision frequency of species A and water molecules, and
the convective flow velocity of water. Here we assume that temperature T is room temperature and
uniform in space and constant in time. It should be noted that parameters mA , q A , A are also constants
and the water velocity v C is given (as a function of time and space in general). The above equations
are coupled to Poisson’s equation

   E   qk nk
k

where  is the dielectric constant of pure water and the right hand side represents the total charge
density obtained from the sum of charges of all charged species.
If collisions of chemical species with water are sufficiently frequent, the inertia of the momentum
conservation can be ignored, i.e.,

d v A dt  0
and then the fluid velocity of chemical species may be written as
v A  vC   AE 

DA
nA
nA

where  A and DA are the mobility and diffusion coefficient, which are related with the parameters
defined above as
qA
k T
and DA  B
.
 A mA
 A mA
From the derivation above, it is clear that Einstein’s relation

A 

DA

A



k BT
qA

holds between  A and DA . Assuming that the water flow is incompressible, i.e.,

  vC  0
and combining the mass conservation equation above with the expression of velocity v A above, we
obtain
nA
 RA  vC nA   A   nAE   DA nA
t
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which is the governing equation of our simulation.
The reaction rate RA is given in the same manner as that in the global simulation given in, e.g., Ref. [9].
For example, if species A is lost through a chemical reaction
A + B  C +D
with a rate constant k , then we may write

RA  knA nB 
and

represents other source and loss terms for species A.

The outward flux of chemical species from water to the gas phase is determined based on the
assumption that, in steady state, it balances with the influx of the same species via Henry’s law. The
gaseous species entering water are assumed to be dissolved into water without any barrier (e.g. with no
reflection from the water surface). In other words, the sticking coefficients of gaseous species at the
water surface are assumed to be unity. The rate constants of reactions are cited from NIST online
database and other references on biology, pulse radiolysis, and tropospheric chemistry.
The simulations have been performed as a one-dimensional model in the direction from the water
surface to the bottom. The model incorporates 37 species and 111 chemical reactions in water at room
temperature. The initial condition of the liquid is assumed to be pure water (pH=7) with dissolved
oxygen and nitrogen in equilibrium with air at 1 atm. The simulation has been parallelized with
Message Passing Interface (MPI) based on the domain decomposition to simulate for many seconds of
physical time within the reasonable computational time. Details of reaction rates and other transport
coefficients will be published elsewhere.

3. Simulation Results
As a sample simulation, we have evaluated generation and transport of chemical species in pure when
6 gaseous species H2O2, HO2, NO, NO2, NO3, and O3 that are known to be generated by lowtemperature APP enter the water surface for one second. In an actual plasma, many other species,
including charged species such as ions and electrons are also generated in the gas phase, we only
consider these 6 species for the sake of simplicity. The gas-phase densities of these species at the
plasma-water interface assumed for the simulation are summarized in Table 1, where the references
from which these densities are quoted from are also listed. Of course, these densities are not derived
from a single plasma generated in a particular experiment but the values used here are considered to be
within a range of realistic densities of a typical low-temperature APP. All gaseous species are in
thermal equilibrium at room temperature and enter the water surface at their thermal velocities.
Therefore the dissolving rates given in Table 1 are the same as their fluxes at the plasma-water
interface. In the simulation presented here, it is also assumed that there is no water convection, i.e.,
vC  0 and no external electric field is applied. As mentioned earlier, water begins to be exposed to
the plasma at t = 0.
Figure 2 shows the depth profile of all chemical species present in water at t = 1 sec. The horizontal
axis represents the position in the direction of depth measured from the water surface in linear scale
and the vertical axis represents the concentration of each species in water. It is seen that there are far
more species generated in water than those initially supplied to the water surface from the gas phase. It
is seen that the dominant species in water are hydrogen peroxide H2O2 and nitric acid H+ and NO3-.
Charge neutrality is clearly satisfied and the diffusion of charged species such as H+, NO3-, O3-, O2-,
and OH- follows the ambipolar diffusion. Since the profiles seen in this figure are expected to expand
to the deeper region if the water continues to be exposed to the same gaseous species, the solution is
shown to become acidic with a rising concentration of H+.
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Tab. 1. Gaseous species assumed in the simulation.

Fig. 2. Concentration profiles of chemical species at t = 1 sec. when the water surface has been
exposed to the gaseous species given in Tab. 1 since t = 0. The horizontal axis represents the depth in
linear scale. It should be noted that NO3, which is supplied from the gas phase, is not seen at all in this
scale.
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Fig. 3. The same concentration profiles as those shown in Fig. 2. The horizontal axis represents the
depth in logarithmic scale. It is seen that concentrations of highly reactive species such as NO 3, NO2,
and NO falls quickly in a thin layer of a thickness of 100 nm  1 µm below the water surface. Beyond
this layer, which we call the “reaction boundary layer,” NO3 and NO2 are generated by different
reactions. It is also seen that OH are generated in this system.

Although NO3 gases are supplied to water, NO3 is not seen at all in Fig. 2. Also the concentrations of
NO and NO2, which are supplied from the gas phase, are very low at the plasma-water interface and
rise along depth. This indicates that NO and NO2 at the deeper region are generated by some chemical
reactions rather than transported from the surface. It should be also noted that the concentrations of O3-,
HO2NO2, O2-, and ONOOH at the plasma-water interfaces are relatively large and decrease along
depth although they are not supplied from the gas phase. This indicates that they are formed in water
at or near the water surface. Peroxynitrous acid ONOOH [10,11] is known as a source of OH

radicals via homolysis of its O-O bond, i.e.,
ONOOH  NO2 + OH .
Figure 3 plots the same concentrations of chemical species shown in Fig. 2 with the horizontal axis
represented in logarithmic scale. It is seen that concentrations of highly reactive species such as NO3,
NO2, and NO falls quickly in a thin layer of a thickness of 100 nm  1 µm below the water surface.
We call this layer the “reaction boundary layer” as most chemical reactions involving highly reactive
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species supplied from the gas phase take place in this layer. Beyond this layer, NO3 and NO2 are
generated by chemical reactions in water.

4. Conclusions
Numerical simulations of chemical reactions and diffusion of reactive species in water exposed to an
APP have been performed based on one-dimensional reaction-diffusion equations. When a living
tissue is exposed to a low-temperature APP, there is almost always a liquid layer, such as blood,
lymph, or other body fluid, that separates the gas phase and the tissue. Therefore charged and
chemically reactive species generated by the plasma are transported through the liquid before reacting
with the tissue surfaces. The aim of this research is to understand how and where such chemically
reactive species that affect biological matters are generated and transported through a liquid. While a
variety of ions, excited atoms and molecules as well as chemically reactive charge-neutral species
(including free radicals) are generated in the gas phase, the majority of highly reactive species may
decay or be converted to more stable species before reaching the liquid surface. On the other hand,
charged species and highly reactive charge-neutral species generated in the gas phase near the plasmaliquid interface are likely to be adsorbed by the liquid surface and to generate highly reactive species
in a very thin layer (with a thickness of 100 nm ~ 1 µm) of liquid just below the liquid surface. In the
simulation, gas phase species generated by APP are assumed to enter pure water at their thermal
velocities and dissolved without any barrier. The model incorporates 37 species and 111 chemical
reactions in water at room temperature. The simulation has indicated the presence of such a thin liquid
layer (which we call a “reaction boundary layer”) at the plasma-liquid interface, only in which highly
reactive species (such as NO3 in our sample simulation) exist and rapidly generate less reactive species
(such as NO3-), which are then transported to the bulk liquid by diffusion.
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Dielectric Barrier Discharges (DBDs) are self-sustaining electrical discharges between at least two
electrodes, with the space between these electrodes containing an insulating (dielectric) material
and are a typical example of non-thermal (or non-equilibrium) plasmas generated at elevated
pressure (i.e. at or around normal pressure). Initially developed for the generation of ozone they
have opened up many other fields of application, e.g. surface treatment, degradation of pollutant
molecules, pumping of gas lasers, construction of plasma displays and generation of excimer
radiation. They have been developed for the biological decontamination of medical devices, air
flows, and tissues and are considered as sources for the electric wind in gas flow and aerodynamic
control systems. Furthermore, DBD-like plasmas have a great importance for energy transmission
networks as so-called partial discharges.
The generation and structure of DBDs is controlled by processes in the discharge volume as well
as on surfaces. Depending on the operation conditions filamentary or diffuse discharge regimes
can be obtained [1]. The breakdown and discharge development of single discharges can be
influenced by means of residual active species (ions, electrons, excited states) in the discharge
space. This will be discussed for pulsed operated single DBDs in nitrogen/oxygen gas mixtures [2].
Furthermore, the role of residual surface discharges on the discharge generation and the
mechanisms leading to diffuse DBDs will be discussed [3, 4, 5].
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Low pressure microwave and atmospheric plasma discharge can be used in agricultural
applications. Seeds are often contaminated by fungi and their secondary products – mycotoxins.
Plasma treatment can reduce the contamination, but germination of seeds is also affected. This
paper deals with application of low pressure microwave plasma discharge and atmospheric plasma
discharge of Gliding Arc type to influence germination rate of the rape seeds.

1. Introduction
Almost 25 % of the crops is contaminated by fungi and their secondary products mycotoxins.
Contamination can be transferred from seeds to feed stuff and food products [1, 2]. There are well
known some methods of post-harvesting seed treatment to decontaminate the seeds, such as
application of various chemical agents, radiation illumination, ozonation, thermal treatment, gas
treatment by chloric oxide or other [3, 4]. Low temperature plasma treatment can be applied as
alternative to the chemical and other treatment. Low temperature plasma generates chemical active
radicals and high-energy UV radiation which are well known for their sterilization effect [5-8]. The
layer of seeds behave as porous material. The reactive particles generated in plasma can easily
penetrate through the gaps between individual seeds and interact with the surface of seeds in deeper
layer. Thus it is possible to kill various pathogens and their spores with non-equilibrium plasma [9,
10]. Plasma on its own can also sterilize surgical tools [11] and foodstuffs [12]. Therefore the aim of
the paper is focused on application two different types of plasma discharge on rape seeds germination.
The treatment with better results was also used for consequent pilot field experiment.

2. Experiment
The two types of plasma discharge were used, plasma discharge of Gliding Arc type burned at
atmospheric pressure (APD) and microwave plasma discharge generated at low pressure (LPMD).
The experimental setup based on APD used in experiments was described in detail in [13]. High
voltage transformer (10 kV) with power input 750 W was used as power source operated with
frequency of 50 Hz. Compressed air was used as a carrying gas. The overpressure of the flowing gas
was maintained at the values about 600 kPa by the air compressor. The air flowmeter Omega was used
for sustaining of the carrying gas flow. It is capable to change the air flow in the range from 10 to 100
SCFH (gas flow 1 Nm3.h-1 corresponds to 35.3 SCFH). The airflow was set to 30 SCFH in the
experiments. Two stainless steel electrodes are placed into the atmospheric plasma jet. The shape of
electrode was rectangular with one rounded corner with diameter of 6 mm. The minimal gap between
the electrodes was 2 mm. Electric field distribution in the vicinity of electrodes was in detail described
in [14]. The distance between electrodes edges and treated samples was set to 10 cm in the
experiments.
Because of completely new electrodes of the plasma jet in the equipment it was necessary to perform
some characterization of the plasma. The emission spectrum overview was captured for verifying of
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the reactive species presence. Some experiment with distilled water was also performed for proving of
the reactive species effect on distilled water pH. The pH of the treated water was measured after every
30 s of treatment duration up to 5 min treatment. Subsequently H3O+ ions concentration was
calculated. Due to the fact that temperature plays crucial role in the treatment of biological materials
some temperature measurement of the plasma discharge was also carried on to determine the adequate
temperature distribution along the longitudinal axis of the working gas flow.
LPMD is commonly used for polymeric powder treatment and surface modification (scheme is in Fig.
1). The characteristics of the system were described in detail in [15]. The device consists of stainless
steel vacuum chamber of cylindrical shape with inner diameter of 250 mm. Upper and lower side is
equipped with a standard ISO K 250 flange. Chamber contains stainless steel blender with a horizontal
propeller stirrer. The stirrer axis is placed through a vacuum through-out at the bottom of the reactor.
Outside the reactor the electrical engine is placed and moves the stirrer with vertical shaft. The engine
adjusts the stirrer speed to approximately one revolution per second. MKS mass flow controllers and
VAT regulating valve are used to control the working gas and the working pressure. The microwave
plasma is generated from pulsed microwave power unit MNG 1K-08 by Radan Ltd. The air was used
as carrier gas with flow of 100 sccm. The working pressure was sustained at the value 100 Pa.
The both types of plasma devices were used to test the treatment influence on the germination of the
seeds. The rape seeds were used as model corns. The treatment time was the same for seeds treated by
both types of discharges, 3, 5, and 10 min. The amount of the untreated seeds germinated after 7 days
after start of experiment was taken as reference value (100 %). The percentage of germinated seeds 7
days was determined with relation to the untreated seeds.
Results proved that the LPMD has a better effect on the germination rate. Therefore LPMD was used
for consequent field experiment with the same type of seeds. Three variants of the samples were
prepared and sowed in the field. 4 min treated, 8 min treated and untreated variants were sowed in the
minimal area of half hectare for each one. The growth of the plants was monitored during the whole
vegetation season and per hectare yields were calculated after harvest in the summer.
MW
power
supply

G

Vacuum chamber

Process gas

MFC
Vacuum
pump
Exhaust

Seeds in blender
E

Engine

Fig. 1. The scheme of LPMD.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Atmospheric plasma device characterization
The results of verifying of the reactive species presence and their effect on distilled water are shown in
Figs. 2, and 3. Typical spectrum overview of the APD system is shown in Fig. 2. It is evident that the
device can be used as source of highly reactive species as OH-, ozone or atomic oxygen and not only
as a source of strong UV light. For example the typical peak corresponding to OH- band can be seen
around the value of 310 nm. Next Fig. 3 shows the H3O+ ions concentration in treated distilled water in
the dependence on treatment time. It is obvious that treatment has substantial influence on the H3O+
concentration and it is increasing almost linearly with the treatment duration.
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The results of temperature measurements are demonstrated in Figs. 4, and 5. In Fig. 4 the temperature
dependence on distance from electrodes edges is shown. It is evident that for gas flow 30 SCFH the
working gas temperature is rapidly decreased with the distance from electrodes and in the distance of
6 cm dropped to approx. half of the value corresponded to 2 cm distance. The downtrend of the
temperature with the distance from electrodes is also visible for other flows but it is not as rapid as for
30 SCFH. Fig. 5 shows the analogous situation in case of temperature dependence on working gas
flow for various distances from the jet. The very fast temperature fall is well visible in the case of the
shortest distance from the jet whereas the temperature downtrend is not so fast for longer distances.
Hence it is possible to adjust the temperature of the plasma process by the suitable choices of
appropriate working gas flow and distance from the jet.

Fig. 3. H3O+ concentration dependence on
treatment time.

Fig. 2. The spectrum overview of the APD.

Fig. 4. The temperature dependence on the
distance.

Fig. 5. The temperature dependence on the gas
flow.

3.2 Application of plasma on rape seeds
The result of the experiment focused on comparison of both types of plasma discharges is depicted in
Fig. 6. The results discovered that the APD markedly reduces the germination rate of rape seeds. It can
be caused by relatively high temperature of the plasma jet (see Figs. 4, and 5), which can strongly
affect the seeds, mainly oilseeds. The different situation could be in case of cereals treatment but these
experiments are the aim of the research in progress in this time.
On the other hand the LPMD shows slight improvement of the germination rate in comparison with
untreated seeds. It reaches about 18 % for 5 min or about 6 % for 10 min treatment. It can be very
promising for higher yields after harvest. Due to this result LPMD was selected as a main type of
plasma discharge for the field experiment.
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Fig. 6. The germination rate dependence on treatment time for both types of plasma.
Some photos of the area sown by the rape are in Fig. 7. The left side is a snapshot of the field taken in
autumn approx. 3 months after sowing. The snapshot does not prove any significant difference
between the treated samples and the untreated one (untreated rape on the left, 8 min treated in the
middle, 4 min treated on the right). The snapshot of the same field in spring is on the right side of Fig.
7. The boundary line between untreated rape and 8 min treated is well visible. The flowers of rape
plants have much more yellow petals on the left side (untreated rape) in comparison with treated rape.
It was caused by accelerated growth and plant formation after winter. The plants from treated seeds
already lost blossoms and they started to create the seed pods whereas the plants from untreated seeds
were only in phase of full blossom.

Fig. 7. The photos of the rape field (left in autumn, right in spring).
The comparison of the per hectare yields is shown in Fig. 8. It is evident that LPMD treatment has
a positive effect on the per hectare yield of the rape. The maximal yield was achieved in case of 4 min
treated rape and it was about 10 % higher than for untreated rape. In case of 8 min treatment the yield
was not so high but it still was about 5 % higher in comparison with untreated one. It is in very good
agreement with the test of germination (see Fig. 6) where longer treatment time has not as positive
effect as shorter treatment.

Fig. 8. Per hectare yields after harvest. (CTRL) untreated sample, (plasma 4 min) 4 min treatment,
(plasma 8 min) 8 min treatment.
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Due to the very good results of the field experiment we decided to repeat it to avoid some anomalies.
The rape seeds were treated by LPMD as last year but only for 4 min. In addition some treated seeds
were covered by biological substances of two types. The first of them features phytopathogenic
activity against fungi (coating 1) the second one features entomopathogenic effect against insects
(coating 2). Five variants of the seeds were prepared: raw untreated, only plasma treated, plasma
treated and subsequently covered by coating 1, untreated covered by coating 2, and plasma treated and
subsequently covered by coating 2. The worst germination rate was achieved in variant that was
plasma treated in combination with phytopathogenic coating 1.
The standard laboratory germination test (100 seeds in 2 replicates) was performed for each variant
and adequate germination rates after 3 days and 7 days of experiment were determined. The results are
depicted in Fig. 9. It is obvious that untreated seeds have very good germination. The third day two
variants (only plasma treated and untreated covered by coating 2) have even better germination. The
seventh day the germination rate of untreated sample and plasma treated sample without any coating is
comparable and it is no longer significant difference. On the other hand plasma treatment combined
with coatings noticeably slows down the germination.

Fig. 9. Three-day and seven-day day germination rate of the rape seeds. (CTRL) untreated, (plasma)
only plasma treated, (plasma with coating 1) plasma treated and subsequently covered by
phytopathogenic substance, (coating 2) only covered by entomopathogenic substance, (plasma with
coating 2) plasma treated and subsequently covered by entomopathogenic substance.
Each of prepared variant is sown in the field in recent time and their growth is monitored. The yields
per hectare will be calculated again after harvest in the summer next year and it will be compared to
the results obtained this year.

4. Conclusion
The APD has a strong negative effect on the germination of the rape seeds. On the other hand decrease
of the germination can be related to better plasma effect on seed decontamination and protection
against fungi (the research in this field of interest is in intensive progress in recent time). It can be very
important in application for treatment of the seeds intended as man food or animal feed.
The LPMD has a positive effect on germination of the rape seeds. It causes that the germination rate
increases up and this leads to higher yields during the harvest. The germination rate is higher in case
of the only plasma treatment in comparison to combination with any biological coating.
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Hybrid PVD–PECVD process is used for preparation of superhard metal carbon
nanocomposites or low-friction low-stress DLC layers. The aim of this paper is to describe
and understand non-monotonous dependence of cathode voltage, discharge current and
other quantities on acetylene supply which was observed to take place at both
laboratoratory scale device with planar magnetron and industrial scale device with rotating
cylindrical cathodes.

Hybrid Physical Vapour Deposition – Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PVDPECVD) process of titanium sputtering in argon and acetylene atmosphere combines aspects of both
conventional techniques: sputtering of titanium target (PVD) and supply of acetylene gas into the
plasma-chemical deposition chamber as a source of carbon (PECVD). This process can be used for
preparation of metal carbon nanocomposites (n-TiC/a-C(:H)) or DLC layers doped with metal
(DLC:Ti). Typically optimized n-TiC/a-C(:H) coatings show hardness over 40 GPa, reduced Young’s
modulus over 300 GPa and internal stress lower than -1 GPa [1]. High carbon content coatings
(DLC:Ti) show friction coefficient lower than 0.1 and wear rate bellow 2·10-7 mm3/Nm [2]. The
deposition rate of the hybrid PVD-PECVD process is satisfactory comparing to low deposition rates at
co-sputtering experiments and moreover, the hybrid PVD-PECVD process shows many advantages
such as the possibility to easily prepare gradient layers at high deposition rates or to switch the
industrial deposition process conventionally used for the production of TiN coatings to preparation of
n-TiC/a-C:H layers simply by changing the reactive gas. For the specific case of the titanium target
sputtering in hydrocarbon containing atmosphere there exits variety of papers that are focused on the
influence of process parameters on properties of deposited coating. Deposition process features are
however often omitted.
Behaviour of the hybrid PVD–PECVD process was compared to the conventional reactive
magnetron sputtering. Even though the addition of the hydrocarbon is very similar to the adding of
oxygen or nitrogen as a reactive gas in reactive sputtering, it was found [3] that hysteresis behaviour
typical for reactive magnetron sputtering described by Berg model [4] was completely suppressed
during the hybrid PVD–PECVD process. Therefore, the hybrid PVD–PECVD depositions do not
require complex feedback control. The absence of the hysteresis region was explained [3] by the
capability of surfaces to be covered by thick carbon rich layers. In these thick carbon rich layers the
carbon atoms can be bound mutually in contrary to metal oxides/nitrides formation on surfaces during
classical reactive magnetron sputtering where oxygen/nitrogen can be bound only to the metal.
Nevertheless, the target covering by these carbon rich layers during the hybrid PVD–PECVD process
is still similar to the target poisoning by a reactive gas, because it prevents the sputtering of the metal.
So for description of both the processes the phrases ‘target poisoning’ and ‘target cleaning’ can be
understood and used.
The aim of this paper is to describe and understand elementary processes influencing the hybrid
PVD-PECVD process and to use the knowledge to control the deposition process at both laboratory
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and industrial scale. Laboratory measurements were performed using laboratory magnetron sputtering
system Alcatel SCM 650. A planar titanium target (purity 99.99%) 20 cm in diameter was mounted on
a well balanced magnetron head and sputtered in mixture of argon (purity 99.999%) and acetylene
(purity 99.6%). DC generator operated in constant power mode was used to drive the deposition
plasma. Figure 1 shows the dependences of cathode voltage on the acetylene supply flow for 2 kW DC
power applied on the magnetron target. The full black square points denote the measured values with
increasing acetylene flows - on the way from the clean target. When measuring with the decreasing
acetylene flows, the cleaned target was exposed for 3 min to 30 sccm of C 2H2 for full poisoning; the
hollow red circle points denote measured values with decreasing acetylene flows - on the way from the
poisoned target. Fig. 1 demonstrates that the hybrid PVD–PECVD process does not exhibit hysteresis
behaviour typicall for reactive magnetron sputtering [3,4]. The discharge voltage is however nonmonotonous; three zone behaviour with a certain local minimum is observed [5].
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Fig. 1: Evolution of discharge voltage with acetylene supply, planar magnetron.
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For reactive magnetron sputtering, it was reported [6] that the discharge voltage is related to the
state of the target; the target poisoning by a compound (oxide or nitride) of different coefficient of
secondary electron emission from the original target material results in a change in the target voltage.
In classical reactive magnetron sputtering the cathode voltage decreases/increases monotonously with
the partial pressure of the reactive gas as the target gets monotonously covered by compound.
However the discharge voltage plotted in Fig. 1 shows distinctive evolution on the acetylene flow. A
characteristic local minimum was observed. The pressure was observed to evolve only a little with
C2H2 supply, so its influence on the electrical characteristics should be negligible and the presence of
the local minimum should be related to the evolution of the state of the target in a different way during
hybrid PVD–PECVD process than during classical reactive magnetron sputtering.
In the following set of experiments, the hybrid PVD-PECVD process was operated at constant
acetylene supplies and after the steady state was reached, the chamber was opened and the target
surface was photographed. Typically, the photograph revealed that the target was covered by three
differently ‘coloured’ regions. The following can be distinguished: a metallic region, a black region,
and a grey region. The metallic region is of the same colour as the original titanium target, so it is
denoted as titanium (Ti). The black layer which was easily removable by hand or an abrasive
resembles the soots and so it is denoted as carbon (C). The grey region which is matt, compact and
very difficult to remove by an abrasive is a transition between the metallic and black regions. It is
similarly coloured to titanium carbide so this region is denoted as titanium carbide (TiC). Calculation
of the relative target racetrack coverage by Ti, TiC and C parts was performed by the software
counting of pixels of corresponding colours. Figure 2 shows the racetrack coverage percentages
together with discharge voltage evolution as a function of the acelylene supply. At the range of C 2H2
supply from 0 to 6 sccm, Ti regions are diminishing on behalf of TiC regions. Between 6 and 12 sccm
of C2H2 the racetrack is composed mainly by TiC region. For higher flows of C2H2 the TiC parts are
overtaken by C, the racetrack becomes carbon rich. Combining information from discharge voltage
characteristics with the racetrack coverage we can conclude that the voltage increase between 0 and 6
sccm of C2H2 is connected with the creation of TiC on the target racetrack. Between 6 and 12 sccm of
C2H2 presense of local minimum in the discharge voltage should be related with the evolution of TiC.
Invoking the phase diagram of Ti–C, we suppose the voltage decrease to be caused by the evolution of
the TiC stoichiometry in the racetrack region from the substoichiometric TiC (at 6 sccm of C 2H2) to
stoichiometric TiC (around 11 sccm of C2H2). The rapid voltage increase at acetylene flows higher
than 12 sccm is clearly related to the carbon formation in the racetrack. Qualitative analyses of the
target composition evolution by EDX technique agreed well with the proposed explanation [5].
Hybrid PVD-PECVD process of Ti sputtering in mixture of Ar and C2H2 was also studies
performing experiments with an industrial coating machine developed by the Platit company. A single
central rotating cylindrical titanium cathode (size Ø110 x H510 mm) was driven by 20 kW DC power.
Fig. 3 depicts the evolution of the cathode voltage and pressure in the deposition chamber with
acetylene supply. Increasing the acetylene supply from 0 to 25 sccm caused the the cathode voltage to
increase. Further increase in the acetylene supply led to the slow cathode voltage decrease, probably
in response to the pressure increase. At a critical acetylene supply of approximately 55 sccm, a sudden
drop in the cathode voltage is observed, and further increase in the acetylene supply leads to another
gradual decrease of the cathode voltage. To compensate for the reduction of the observation-window
transparency during the long deposition process, the line-intensity ratios of Ti (521 nm) to Ar (750
nm) and H (656 nm) to Ar (750 nm) were monitored. The drop in the cathode voltage is accompanied
by a drop in the Ti/Ar line-intensity ratio; however, the H/Ar line-intensity ratio reaches a maximum at
this moment, see Fig 4. At the same moment, the increasing trend of the pressure with the increasing
acetylene supply terminates, and after the drop of the cathode voltage, the pressure decreases as the
acetylene supply increases. We suppose that when the critical acetylene supply is reached, the whole
target surface undergoes a phase transition from Ti/TiC to TiC, according to the phase diagram. As the
phase composition of the target surface changes, the secondary electron emission coefficient also
changes, and to sustain the magnetron discharge at the desired power, a lower voltage must be applied.
The phase-composition change from Ti/TiC to TiC leads to lower sputtering of titanium atoms from
the magnetron target, which is indicated by the drop in the optical emission spectral lines of titanium.
During the voltage drop, the coating composition changes from titanium rich to carbon rich [7], and
the amorphous carbon matrix grows extensively alongside the TiC phase. The a-C matrix can
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accommodate hydrogen into the coating, which causes a decrease in the hydrogen optical emission and
also in the pressure itself.

Fig. 3: Evolution of discharge voltage and pressure for sputtering of titanium target while
acetylene supply was slowly linearly increased from 0 to 70 sccm at rate of 0.15 sccm/min,
rotating cylindrical magnetron.

Fig. 4: Evolution of discharge voltage, pressure and ratios of Ti(521 nm) /Ar(750 nm) and H(656
nm)/Ar(750 nm) optical emission lines while acetylene supply was slowly linearly increased from 50 to 65
sccm at rate of 0.3 sccm/min, rotating cylindrical magnetron.

The sudden drop in the cathode voltage observed in Figs 3,4 for central rotating cylindrical
titanium cathode resembles the observed evolution illustrated in Fig. 1 for planar magnetron; however,
in the case of sputtering of the cylindrical magnetron, the voltage drop was very sudden, while in the
case of sputtering with a planar magnetron, a gradual decrease in the cathode voltage was observed.
This difference in behaviour can be explained as follows. In a hybrid PVD-PECVD process, the target
is exposed to a flux of carbonaceous species originating from acetylene dissociation, which causes the
poisoning of the titanium target with carbon. Simultaneously, the target is being sputter cleaned by Arion bombardment. A cylindrical rotating target is equally influenced by target cleaning and target
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poisoning over almost its entire profile, and the average target composition is expected to be constant
over the entire target surface. Consequently at certain critical acetylene supply, the whole target
surface can undergo a phase transition from Ti/TiC to TiC and as the phase composition of the target
surface changes, the secondary electron emission coefficient also changes, and to sustain the
magnetron discharge at the desired power, a lower voltage must be applied. However, in the case of a
planar magnetron, there exists a position-dependent evolution of the target’s surface composition from
the racetrack centre, which is very intensively sputter cleaned, to its edges, which become poisoned
even at very low acetylene supplies. Thus, the gradual evolution of the process parameters observed
for the planar magnetron are caused by the gradual change of the phase composition of the target
surface, while in the case of a rotating cylindrical magnetron, this phenomenon manifests as a sudden
change in the process parameters caused by a sudden change in the phase composition of the entire
target surface. The non-monotonous behaviour of the process is used to determine the optimal supply
of acetylene gas to always lead the process to the required state to growth hard titanium-carbon
coatings at an industrial scale device.
This research has been supported by GACR contract 205/12/0407 and project R&D center for lowcost plasma and nanotechnology surface modifications CZ.1.05/2.1.00/03.0086 funded by the
European Regional Development Fund.
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In this work tungsten coated HOPG (highly ordered pyrolytic graphite) surfaces were investigated
by means of scanning tunnelling microscopy. The coating was performed via magnetron sputtering
deposition. Previous works [1, 2] showed, that other materials like silicon or titanium could easily
be manipulated with the help of the STM tip, whereas the tungsten layer is not affected at all
during the manipulation process, even under extreme tunnelling conditions.

1. Motivation
High melting metals like tungsten or molybdenum are used in a wide range of applications. Especially
tungsten is planned to be used as a plasma facing component in the fusion reactor ITER [3, 4]. In this
application, the tungsten surface has to withstand a high heat load and evaporation processes of
surface material have to be minimized in order to not contaminate and cool down the fusion plasma.
On the other hand, thin metal or semiconducting films are used in wafer production where the
nanoscale-surface structure and its physical properties play an important role. Especially for thin-film
transistor liquid crystal displays (TFT-LCD) and as the contact material for high efficiency solar cells
molybdenum turned out to be an interesting material. In this work we investigate such surfaces and
concentrate on local heat load deposition with the help of an STM tip.

2. Experimental Setup
The experiment consists of two parts. In the preparation chamber the HOPG sample is placed in front
of a low pressure DC magnetron sputter source and is coated for several minutes at a sputter current of
up to 70mA. This leads to a thin layer of tungsten clusters with a radius of about 2-3 nm on the HOPG
surface. As a sputter target material we use 99.97% pure tungsten (Plansee Group). The prepared
surface is then transferred into an Omicron® variable-temperature STM without breaking the vacuum,
and measured with the help of a tungsten STM tip. As shown in [1], a local heat load can be applied to
the sample by using high tunnelling currents which enables the investigation of cluster evaporation
processes.

3. Results
Figure 1 shows three measurements of the tungsten-coated sample under different tunnelling
conditions. The size of the images is 100 nm x 100 nm each. For the different images, tunnelling
conditions were constantly raised from low (a) to extremely high (c) tunnelling currents.

Fig. 1. STM topographs of a tungsten coated HOPG sample under different tunnelling conditions. The
size of the images are 100 nm x 100 nm. Even very high tunnelling currents do not result in a
manipulation of the surface. The bias voltages were -0.6 V for images (a) and (c) and -2.7 V for image
(b). The tunnelling currents were 20 pA (a), 1 nA (b) and 100 nA (c).
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In the case of a silicon-coated sample evaporation of surface material could already be achieved with a
bias voltage of 2.7 V and a tunnelling current of 1 nA. Depending on the manipulation time, it was
possible to remove a few monolayers of the material up to the entire silicon film, and to resolve the
underlying HOPG structure atomically. These conditions correspond to image (b) in figure 1. It can be
seen, that no manipulation has been taken place. The tungsten layer remains unaffected, even when
very high currents of up to 100nA were applied during the manipulation process. Further raising of the
current resulted in a demolition of the STM tip rather than a surface manipulation. The measurements
underline the high heat resistance of the tungsten layer and show that even a locally applied heat load
does not result in material evaporation. Similar experiments are currently investigated with
molybdenum coated HOPG.
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This paper we present results of experimental investigations of the direct current up to radio
frequency (RF) breakdown voltage curves in hydrogen. Electrical characterization (Paschen curves,
V/I waveforms) were collected for low frequency and high frequency at different condition of
pressure and distances. All measurements were performed with a molybdenum parallel-plane
electrodes melted in glass separated from 2.5µm to 100 µm for the pressures range from 40mbar
up to 930mbar. Additionally, optical emission spectroscopy analyses were obtained.

1. Introduction
Radio frequency low pressure plasma is extensively used as a source of energetic ions, chemically
active species, radicals andalso energetic neutral species in many industrial processes including
microelectronics, semiconductors, aerospace or biology [1-3]. In recent years, RF driven atmosphericpressure glow discharge APGD plasmas have received an increasing amount of attention as an
alternative to low pressure glow discharges. However, with increasing pressure and frequency,
discharge are much more susceptible to rapid transition into a constricted - mode. Essential
parameters for a control transition from -mode into -mode and sustained glow discharge at higher
pressure is a frequency and electrode distance [4,5]. Breakdown of gases at micrometer separation at
radio frequency is still not well known thus the aim of the present research is to extend investigations
of the RF discharges at high pressure towards the microdischarges generated from 2.5µm up to 100µm
from low up to atmospheric pressure.

2. Experimental setup
The experimental apparatus consisted of two parallel molybdenum cylinders(diameter of 2mm) melted
in glass. Fig. 1 The plasma was maintained by supplying AC/DC power to the bottom electrode, while
the top electrode was grounded. A current and voltage IV probe was attached directly to the source,
eliminating any cable connections, which might add inductance to the system. Probes were connected
to an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO5032A) a calibrated with procedure to ensure accurate phase and
power measurements [6].

Fig.1 Schematic of the experimental apparatus (left) and picture of hydrogen discharge at f=4.3MHz,
p=930mbar and d=30µm
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3. Results and Conclusion
In Fig, 2 are shown the Paschen curves at atmospheric pressure (930mbar) from DC up to 13.56 MHz
for electrode distance ranging from 2.5µm up to 100µm. The general shape of AC curves agrees with
that obtained for dc discharge. At low frequencies (100Hz -10kHz ), breakdown process is basically
the same as in case of static field due to short transit time of electrons cloud compare to the period of
the field.Thus, breakdown voltages obtained for low frequencies are identical with DC measurements.
For higher frequencies a significant lowering of voltage can be observed explained by the incomplete
removal of the electrons and ions from the gap during half period of the field [7].
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Fig.2 Paschen curve for Hydrogen at 930mbar and different electrode separation
In Fig. 3 we present current and voltage waveforms for 5 µm and 100 µm electrode separation at
4,3MHz. Both waveforms show the process at the beginning of the discharge breakdown. Immediately
after breakdown a ringing occurs with a self frequency of ~70MHz due to parasitic capacitance and
inductance of wires and probes within chamber. Stabilization of discharge is only visible in case of
100 µm probably due to space limitation and fast losses of charge particles with electrode walls at
electrode distance of 5µm. From V-I waveform it is clearly seen a distortion of voltage due to
formation of space charge between electrodes with similar behavior observed in low pressure glow
discharges.
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Fig. 3 V-I waveform for different electrode distances at frequency of 4.3MHz
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The contribution reports on the characterization of a cold atmospheric pressure plasma jet driven
by high-voltage pulses with rise time and duration of few nanoseconds. As diagnostic techniques,
iCCD imaging was employed to investigate the discharge structure, Schlieren imaging for the
study of the jet fluid-dynamic behaviour and Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) to
qualitatively evaluate the chemical composition of the discharge. Moreover, plasma plume
temperature was measured by means of fiber optic temperature sensors and total UV irradiance
through a UV power meter. Results attest the suitability of the plasma source for biomedical
applications.

1. Introduction
Atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs) are widely investigated for plasma assisted medical
therapies due to their versatility, granted by the diverse possible combinations of driving power supply,
gas employed and source architecture [1-5].
In this work, a single electrode (SE) plasma jet driven by voltage pulses with nanosecond rise time and
pulse duration in the order of few tens of nanoseconds is characterized; this plasma source has been
previously used for the treatment of polymer solutions to improve their electrospinnability [6-7] and to
increase nanoparticle dispersion [8]. Here a set of diagnostic techniques is adopted to get deeper
insights on the correlation between the plasma structure and fluid-dynamic behaviour of the jet (by
means of iCCD and high-speed Schlieren imaging) and to assess the compatibility of the plasma jet for
the treatment of thermo-sensible materials and for biomedical applications (by means of temperature
measurements, Optical Emission Spectroscopy and UV absolute radiometry).

2. Experimental setup
The plasma source adopted in this work is a single electrode plasma jet developed in our laboratory
and previously reported in [6-9], as shown in Fig. 1. The high voltage single electrode is a stainless
steel sharpened metallic needle with a diameter of 0.3 mm; the electrode protrudes from a quartz
capillary (outer diameter of 1 mm) by 3 mm. The plasma is ejected through a 1 mm orifice [6,9] and in
this work helium (He) is used as plasma gas. The plasma source is driven by a commercial pulse
generator (FID GmbH - FPG 20-1NMK) producing high voltage pulses with a slew rate of few kV/ns,
pulse duration around 30 ns, a peak voltage (PV) of 7-20 kV and an energy per pulse of 50 mJ at
maximum voltage amplitude into a 100-200 Ω load impedance.
A Schlieren imaging setup in a Z configuration [9], composed of a 450 W Ozone Free Xenon Lamp
(Newport-Oriel 66355 Simplicity Arc Source), a slit and an iris diaphragm, two parabolic mirrors with
a focal length of 1 m, a knife edge positioned vertically and a high-speed camera (Memrecam K3RNAC Image Technology, operated at 4000 fps and 1/50000 s shutter time), has been adopted to
visualize refractive-index gradients generated in the region downstream the plasma source outlet by
the plasma gas mixing with the surrounding ambient air.
An iCCD camera (Princeton Instruments PIMAX3) was used to investigate the temporal evolution of
the plasma discharge. A pulse generator (BNC 575 digital pulse/delay generator) has been used to
synchronize the generator, the oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 40034) and the iCCD camera. Two
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configurations of the iCCD camera have been adopted: in the first configuration, several sequential
frames at time steps of 0.25 ns and with an exposure time of 3 ns (50 accumulations collected on the
CCD sensor for each frame) have been acquired in order to track the temporal evolution of the plasma
discharge during the high-voltage pulse; in the second configuration, a single frame with exposure
time of 35 ns covering the entire voltage pulse has been acquired with the aim of comparing the
discharge structure and the fluid-dynamic behavior of the jet observed through Schlieren imaging.

Fig. 1. Three dimensional cross-section representation of the plasma source adopted in the experiments [6].

Plasma jet temperature has been measured by means of ﬁber optic sensors (OPSENS OTP-M) since
they are immune from electro-magnetic interferences [10]; sensor head was positioned coaxially with
the source orifice during the measurements.
An iCCD camera (PIMAX3, Princeton Instruments) mounted on a 500 mm spectrometer (Acton
SP2500i, Princeton Instruments) has been adopted to collect spatially resolved optical emission
spectra in the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) regions. Details of the
experimental setup can be found in [6]. Exposure time has been set at 20 µs and for each spectrum a
set of 50 accumulations has been collected on the CCD sensor.
UV irradiance has been measured using the UV power meter Hamamatsu C9536/H9535-222
(measurement range of 0.001 mW/cm2 – 200 mW/cm2, high spectral response in the range 150-350
nm). The sensor head, covered with a quartz disk to avoid direct exposure to the plasma jet, has been
positioned downstream the plasma source outlet. The protecting quartz disk (thickness = 0.5 mm,
diameter = 35 mm) is characterized by an integral UV transmission of 93% across the sensor spectral
range.

3. Results
The structure of the plasma jet and its evolution in time have been investigated for the following set of
operating conditions: peak voltage 25 kV, pulse repetition frequency 1000 Hz and mass flow rate 3
slpm He. The iCCD camera was set to scan the voltage pulse with a exposure time of 3 ns. The iCCD
gate opening for the first recorded frame of each scan was set at the start of the voltage pulse and
subsequent frames were recorded at fixed time steps of 0.25 ns; therefore two consecutive frames
overlap for 2.75 ns.
A sequence of representative frames is shown in Fig. 2a where the time values reported on top of each
frame are indicative of the time lapse between the start of the voltage pulse and the corresponding
opening of the iCCD gate. For the sake of clarity, the exposures of the most relevant frames depicted
in Fig. 2a are reported, together with the high-voltage pulse waveform, in Fig. 2b.
The plasma plume appears 4.5 ns after the start of the voltage rise, which corresponds to a voltage in
the range 5-10 kV, and it can be observed in all the subsequent frames taken during the voltage pulse.
Nevertheless, its intensity and extension seem to fluctuate during the high-voltage pulse with a period
(5 ns). Considering only the brightest frame in each fluctuation, a progressive elongation of the plasma
plume is clearly visible. Moreover, it is possible to see that the final part of the plasma jet is at first
distorted (frames at 11 and 11.25 ns in Fig. 5) and then branched in several fronts connected to the
plasma source by converging tails characterized by weaker emission (frames at 16 and 16.25 ns). This
aspect, as well as the subsequent branching of the plasma jet front, is probably related to
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hydrodynamic instabilities of the He gas flow, which result in turbulent mixing of He species with the
surrounding ambient air; to investigate the correlation between gas flow instabilities and discharge
structure, further investigations exploiting Schlieren imaging have been conducted.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2. a) iCCD frames (3ns exposure time, 50 accumulations); b) Voltage waveform with superimposed exposures for
relevant iCCD frames. The time values reported on top of each exposure and frame are indicative of the time lapse between
the start of the voltage pulse and the corresponding opening of the iCCD gate.

Schlieren high-speed recordings of the fluid-dynamic behaviour of the plasma jet and iCCD images of
the discharge structure have been acquired for the different operating conditions of the plasma source.
Results are here reported for He flow rate and pulse repetition frequency kept fixed at 3 slpm and 1000
Hz, respectively, while the peak voltage was set to 17 kV or 30 kV. Since the duration of the highvoltage pulse driving the plasma source is less than the time span of each Schlieren high-speed camera
frame (0.25 ms at 4000 fps), the fluid-dynamic phenomena occurring during the voltage pulse are
observed in a single frame. This frame has been reported in Fig. 3 together with the corresponding
iCCD acquisition performed with an exposure window of 35 ns to collect light emitted during the
whole high-voltage pulse.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Comparison of synchronized iCCD (left) and Schlieren (right) acquisitions of the plasma jet operated at: a) He flow
rate 3 slpm, pulse repetition frequency 1000 Hz and peak voltage 17 kV; b) He flow rate 3 slpm, pulse repetition frequency
1000 Hz and peak voltage 30 kV.

From Schlieren images, it can be noted that the flow at the source outlet is almost laminar while fluiddynamic instabilities can be observed in a more downstream position. With peak voltage increasing
from 17 to 30 kV, the length of the laminar region becomes shorter and fluid-dynamic instabilities of
higher intensity can be observed. From iCCD images, it can be noted that the length of the plasma
plume is increased as the peak voltage is increased. From the comparison of Schlieren frames and
iCCD images, a clear correspondence between fluid-dynamic instabilities and branching of the plasma
plume can be observed. Branching appears in the ending part of the plasma plume in the cases in
which the operating conditions induce the plasma plume to propagate into the spatial region where the
flow is turbulent. This phenomenon is mostly evident for the case peak voltage 30 kV; on the contrary,
in the cases with peak voltage 17 kV, the plasma plume is propagating in the laminar region only and
no branching of the front is observed.
Plasma jet temperature has been measured during operation with pulse repetition frequency set at 1000
Hz, peak voltage in the range 17-25 kV and He flow rate at 1 or 3 slpm. Axial temperature proﬁles
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(with the axial position defined as the distance measured from the sensor tip to the source outlet; so
axial position = 0 mm corresponds to the source outlet) are presented for four different operative
conditions in Fig. 4. Three different measurements have been carried out for each operating condition.
It should be noted that in all the investigated cases the maximum gas temperature measured by means
of fiber optic sensors in the region downstream the source outlet is lower than 45 °C.

Fig. 4. Axial temperature profile of the plasma jet at constant pulse repetition frequency (1 kHz) for different values of peak
volatage (17 and 25 kV) and He flow rate (1 and 3 slpm). Room temperature during measurements: around 29 °C. Axial
position = 0 mm corresponds to source outlet.

Optical emission spectra in the UV-VIS-NIR regions as a function of both the wavelength and the
distance from the source outlet are shown in Fig. 5 for the plasma jet operated with a peak voltage of
20 kV, a pulse repetition frequency of 125 Hz and a He gas ﬂow rate of 3 slpm.

Fig. 5. Optical emission spectra in UV-VIS (top) and VIS-NIR (bottom) range as a function of both the wavelength and the
distance from the source outlet. Plasma jet operated with PV = 20 kV, PRF = 125 Hz and He flow rate = 3 slpm.

Optical radiation is emitted mainly in the UV-VIS region, where bands of excited molecular nitrogen
(Second Positive System of N2), OH radicals in the UVB region, First Negative System of N2+ are
detected. A faint emission in the UVC region between 250 and 280 nm due to NO radicals was also
observed. In VIS-NIR only few lines of He and O and the second order diffractions of N2 and N2+
systems can be observed. He lines and emission of atomic oxygen were also observed. Spectral bands
observed between 675 and 760 nm are generated by second order diffractions of the monochromator
and are related to N2 emission bands. As the plasma gas is He, at the axial position corresponding to
the outlet of the plasma source only the emission from He lines is observed. At higher distance from
the source outlet, the surrounding air is diffusing into the plasma gas and the emission bands of excited
N2, OH and NO can be observed, which are characterized by maximum intensity positioned
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approximately at 6 mm downstream the source outlet. A qualitatively similar emission spectrum can
be observed also for other operating conditions, which have been investigated; in particular, emission
intensity was observed to increase for higher values of peak voltage and He gas flow rate. The reactive
species of oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen (RNS) observed are widely known to play an important role in
bacterial decontamination or in the interaction with living tissue [11-12].
An indirect measurement of the influence of different operating parameters on the total irradiance in
the UV range of the plasma plume is reported in Tab. 1; this was performed by measuring the distance
at which an irradiance of 1 µW/cm2 can be detected using a UV power meter: the higher is the
distance at which UV irradiance = 1 µW/cm2, the higher is the plasma total UV irradiance. The values
obtained for our plasma jet are below those reported in literature for several similar non-equilibrium
atmospheric pressure plasma sources, which range between 10 µW/cm2 and 1 mW/cm2 [4,13-15].
Plasma gas flow Pulse repetition
rate
frequency
1 slpm He
83 Hz
1 slpm He
83 Hz
3 slpm He
83 Hz
3 slpm He
83 Hz
3 slpm He
125 Hz
3 slpm He
125 Hz
3 slpm He
1000 Hz

Peak voltage
17 kV
20 kV
17 kV
20 kV
17 kV
20 kV
20 kV

Distance from source
outlet at which UV
irradiance = 1 μW/cm2
<3 mm
<3 mm
<3 mm
9 mm
7.5 mm
12 mm
15 mm

Tab. 1. UV irradiance measurements for different plasma jet operating conditions

4. Conclusions
The discharge generated by an APPJ developed by the Authors and driven by high-voltage pulses with
rise time and duration of few nanoseconds has been investigated. Depending on the operating
conditions, the plasma plume was reported to present a single front or several branched sub-fronts;
comparing results from Schlieren and iCCD imaging, it was observed that branching of the plasma jet
front occurs in spatial regions where the flow is turbulent. Moreover, oscillations both in light
emission intensity and plume length were observed during the temporal evolution of the plasma
discharge. The plasma plume spectrum, measured by OES, was characterized by N2, N2+, NO, OH
spectral bands as a consequence of mixing with ambient air. UV irradiance of the APPJ and
temperature of the plasma plume were also measured and found to be compatible with biomedical
applications.
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Glide arc in four noble gases was studied under normal and hypergravity conditions. Here, we
present the details of hypergravity influenced glide arc motion, frame by frame images of arc
ascending in various g-levels, the distribution of maximum heights achieved in individual
experiments and the discussion of flow pattern differences in high gas flow and hypergravity.

1.

Introduction

Arc and glide arc discharges operated at atmospheric pressure are both good examples of plasma
employed widely in industry. Wool surface treatment, decontamination of bacterial- contaminated
water [1,2] or dry methane reforming [3] are only a few of many industrial fields where they are
exploited. Their industrial applicability and also their theoretical fundamentality predestined the arc
discharges to be intensively studied under variety of operating conditions, including extreme cases of
hyper- and micro-gravity. One of the first to be investigated in that way was the arc discharge in free
fall [4,5]. Recently, carbon species were synthesized in microgravity [6] in the 28th ESA Parabolic
Flight Campaign. Single-walled carbon nanotubes were produced by arc discharge method in
hypergravity [7] and also microgravity [8,9]. The flow phenomena in metal-halide arc discharge lamps
were intensively investigated under varying gravity conditions [10,11,12]. Although the arc
applications surely profit from the gravity oriented research, a hypergravity plasma research is also of
direct importance to safety precautions in space flight (high g-levels during the take off alters the
behaviour of various forms of discharges that might arise from malfunction in electric systems), ion
thrusters design or understanding of plasma related processes in atmospheres of other planets, where
the gravity is significantly different from that on Earth.
In this paper, we present the results of experimental studies of glide arc in laboratory (normal 1g
gravity) conditions as well as in hypergravity conditions (1g-18g) achieved at Large Diameter
Centrifuge (LDC) [13] in ESA ESTEC centre (Noordwijk, The Netherlands).
The mechanisms that govern glide arc are very similar to those of more known stable arc discharge.
Both can be easily produced by applying the voltage high enough for gas electrical breakdown
between two electrodes. After a breakdown, electric current starts to flow in previously nonconductive working gas. Due to its electrical resistance, the plasma channel is intensively heated and
the difference in mass density of the heated gas in the discharge column and the cold surrounding
atmosphere gives a rise to buoyant force. Buoyancy lifts up the arc and it assumes a typical arc-like
curved shape. In gliding arc, the electrodes typically have divergent slanted shape promoting the
upwards movement of contact points of arc to electrodes, thus creating typical gliding motion, from
which also the glide arc name is derived. The plasma properties are changing during the rise of the
gliding arc channel, as the length of the plasma column increases to its maximum extent. When the
power requirements needed for further sustainment of the elongated plasma channel can not be
satisfied, the discharge extinguishes and a new arc forms between the nearest points at the two
electrodes. This discharge evolution cycle then repeats itself.
The gliding arc is can be operated without any gas flow, or in a flow regime, which is the more
often case. In flow regime, the working gas is blowing into the discharge volume and the flow is
usually oriented in the same direction as buoyancy. In such case, the arc is not only lifted up by
buoyancy, but also a gas drag contributes to its movement. Consequently, the higher the gas flow, the
faster the arc moves. As the role of gas drag and buoyancy are essentially similar, one should expect
the same effect to accompany the increase of buoyant force. The buoyancy is closely related to the
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gravitational force and thus the increase of buoyant force can be achieved by placing the discharge
into a hypergravity environment.

2.

Experimental

The glide arc was ignited between slanted copper electrodes with a minimum distance of 4.5 mm
and an initial angle between them of 36°. These electrodes were connected to a current limiting high
voltage transformer supplying 0-10 kV at 50 Hz AC. The configuration was enclosed in
nonconductive discharge chamber with 2 dm3 inner volume. Front and back walls were made of heat
resistant glass allowing direct optical observation by digital cameras. More detailed description of the
experiment can be found in [14,15].

3.

Results

As already outlined in introduction, it was found out, that increased gravity has similar effects on
glide arc as increased gas flow – the velocity of arc channel rises, height and maximum extension of
channel are reduced and thus the increase of gliding frequency is even bigger. As the movement of
gliding arc generally determines its behaviour to a great extent, other parameters exhibit similar
dependencies on gravity. These results were already briefly reported in our previous papers [14,15,16].
In this paper we will present the details of hypergravity glide arc motion, frame by frame images of its
ascending in various g-levels, the distribution of maximum heights achieved in individual runs and the
discussion of flow pattern differences in high gas flow and high gravity.
In Fig. 1, there are frame by frame images of glide arc in helium, neon and argon at 1g, 4g, 8g,
12g and 18g as taken by the fast camera. The time delay between each two images in rows is 0.01 s for
(a) helium and (b) neon and 0.03 s for (c) argon, except for the last photo in each row, where the time
delay may be shorter. It can be seen, that for helium and neon the arc is stable (not gliding) for low glevels. However, it started to move upwards after the increase of artificial gravity, when buoyancy
force became strong enough to evoke such movement. For helium it was already at 4g, while glide arc
in neon started to glide at g-levels above 8g, but one must keep in mind that the gas flow conditions
were more favourable for helium than for neon. The glide arc in argon is gliding for each gravity
condition. Glide arcs in all three gases show the same attribute of shortening of duration of one glidecycle in hypergravity. For glide arc in helium, this length decreased from 40 ms (in 4g) to 29 ms (in
18g), in neon from 139 ms (in 12g) to 89 ms (in 18g) and in argon the length of duration of one full
glide-cycle decreased continuously from 260 ms (in 1g) to 63 ms (in 18g). From Fig. 1 (b) it can be
seen, that the velocity of upwards movement is not constant during the one glide-cycle. The ascending
is much faster in second half of the period, while the movement is only reluctant in the first one. The
decrease of maximum height can be seen the most evidently in Fig. 1 (c), where the maximum height
in 18g is less than one half of original maximum height in 1g.
(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Images of one glide arc glide-cycle at 1g, 4g, 8g, 12g and 18g in (a) helium (gas flow 0.65 slm,
discharge voltage 8 kV, time delay between each two images in rows 0.01 s), (b) neon (gas flow 0.15
slm, discharge voltage 4 kV, time delay between each two images in rows 0.01 s) and (c) argon (gas
flow 0.15 slm, discharge voltage 4 kV, time delay between each two images in rows 0.03 s), as taken
by the fast camera.
However, the above presented Fig. 1 describes only individual glides with no statistical value.
Glide arc is a very complex system, extremely sensitive on experimental conditions and even with
signs of hysteresis. Not only is its behaviour significantly different for different input conditions, but
also for the same conditions each glide is unique. Therefore we present also the distribution of
maximum heights reached by the individual arcs, which can be seen in Fig. 2. The working gas in this
experiment was krypton, the gas flow was 0.4 slm and the discharge voltage was 4 kV. The maximum
height in 1g is around 12-13 cm, the maximum height reached in 18g is around 1-2 cm. The decrease
of maximum height occurs mostly in the range of few g, where the maximum heights are dispersed
significantly. Before this region (1-4g) and after this region (12-18g) the dispersion is relatively low,
as the height of individual arcs deviates only ±1 cm. However, in the middle of the transition region
(8g) the maximum heights are distributed almost homogenously between 13.5 and 2 cm.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of maximum heights reached by glide arc in krypton (gas flow 0.4 slm,
discharge voltage 4 kV) in various g-levels just before quenching.
Finally, in Fig. 3 we present the long exposure photographs of glide arc in helium, neon, argon and
krypton. The upper set of photographs (a) represents the glide arc at high gas flow conditions, while
the lower set was taken during hypergravity experiments from inside the centrifuge gondola at 18g. At
both high gas flow and high gravity conditions, the upwards force was very strong and the gliding
frequency was very high, so each photograph comprises of many individual glides overlaying each
other and thus carrying also statistical information, eliminating the importance of random
irregularities. It can be seen from the upper set of photographs, that the influence of gas flow is not
homogeneously spread in the discharge chamber space, resulting in turbulent flow and plasma channel
deformation. The deformation of arc by the gas drag became evident predominantly in the lower parts
of inter-electrode region, where the flux of gas is the strongest. Occasionally, individual arcs were able
to escape this turbulent region. In those cases, the arc then could expand to its maximum elongation as
in the case of low gas flow, with almost non-deformed appearance in the upper parts.
In contrast with effects of increased gas flow, the deformation of the arc in hypergravity wasn’t so
evident (see Fig. 3 lower set). The disruption of regularity wasn’t concentrated in the discharge axis,
nor restricted to lower part. The deformation of arc shape consisted rather of random warping, creating
small undulations. The origin of the hypergravity-induced deformation could consist in local
temperature variation in arc channel. While these deviations from homogeneity throughout the plasma
channel might not be significant enough to cause a major deformation in normal gravity, their
influence becomes intensified in higher g-levels, which then results in uneven force acting on
colder/hotter sections of the arc channel and finally the arc deformation. The consequence of gravity
being homogeneous in the whole volume of the discharge chamber (unlike the gas drag which is
strongest at the bottom) can further be seen in the absence of seldom break out of arc to the full
expansion for high g-levels.
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Fig. 3. Long exposure photographs of glide arc in helium, neon, argon and krypton. Upper set of
photographs - normal gravity conditions, high gas flow; lower set of photographs – 18g hypergravity,
low gas flow.

4.

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented some results of hypergravity glide arc study performed in ESA ESTEC
centre in The Netherlands. Glide arc in four noble gases (helium, neon, argon, krypton) was studied in
artificial gravity ranging from 1g to 18g. It was found out, that the increase of gravity dependent
buoyancy results in faster glide arc movement and lower maximum height, which is achieved before
extinguishing of the arc. Frame by frame study of high speed video revealed the uneven velocity of the
upwards movement, which seems to accelerate in higher positions. Many of the hypergravity effects
on glide arc are similar to those of increased gas flow, but the different nature of gas flow and
hypergravity reveals itself for example in differences in the flow pattern and the arc deformation.

5.
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We investigate the interaction of free electrons of different energies with various nano-solvated
biologically relevant molecules. In this context we present our results of mixed biomolecule/water
clusters ionized via electron impact as well as electron attachment.

In recent years there has been a significant interest in the understanding of damage processes of DNA,
also induced by low energy electrons. It has been suggested that ionizing radiation releases a large
number of secondary electrons in human cells. These electrons achieve kinetic energies in the range of
up to a few of tens of eV [1, 2]. In this energy range electron ionization and electron attachment
processes may cause chemical transformation of biological matter. The studies by Sanche and coworkers [3, 4] demonstrated that these low energy electrons can induce single and double strand
breaks in a film of plasmid DNA upon dissociative electron attachment (DEA). In DEA an electron
attaches resonantly and the transient negative ion formed may decay via dissociation of the molecule.
This dissociation can be fast and often has only spontaneous electron emission as competitive channel.
A large number of studies on electron ionization and electron attachment to various simple
biomolecules (e.g. DNA bases, sugars, amino acids) in the gas phase have been carried out [5, 6].
Thereby, it turned out that biomolecules often substantially decompose upon electron collisions. In
addition, DEA is a very bond and site selective process, i.e. only certain bonds are cleaved in a
molecule after capture of an electron with specific kinetic energy [7].
However, for applications like in radiotherapy it is highly important to understand how the
fragmentation process of biomolecules is modified by surrounding environment. For example, it was
shown that electron attachment to nucleobases embedded in helium droplets is strongly modified in
terms of the molecular fragmentation pattern compared to the isolated molecule [8, 9]. In this case
extensive and slow fragmentation processes have been quenched effectively in the droplet, while
direct dissociations via repulsive potential energy surface upon DEA remain.
The studies with doped helium droplets represent a very first approach to investigate the effect of
environment. Living cells consist of up to 70% water. To account for more realistic conditions in
comparison to a living cell, we are using clusters of biomolecules solvated with several water
molecules. Therefore, we built up a cluster source producing the mixed biomolecule/water clusters.
In the present study we are investigating pyrimidine which is a derivative of the nucleobases cytosine,
thymine and uracil. Hence, pyrimidine (C4H4N2) is often used as a model system for collision studies
on radiation damage. Compared to those nucleobases, pyrimidine has a much higher vapour pressure
and thus it is experimentally easier to create the clusters of interest. These clusters are produced via
supersonic expansion into vacuum of both components water and pyrimidine. To enhance the cluster
efficiency we use argon as seeding gas. The filament of a Nier type ion source provides the free
electrons with a tuneable kinetic energy in the range of interest (0 to 70 eV). To identify the created
ions we are using a double focusing sector field mass spectrometer which additionally allows us to
measure metastable products. In this context we present results of electron attachment as well as
electron impact ionisation to pyrimidine/water clusters.
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Fig. 1. Detailed view of an electron ionization mass spectrum of pyrimidine/water clusters in the range
between pyrimidine monomer (80 amu) and dimer (160 amu). For the mixed clusters the protonated
series () as well as un-protonated series () are visible. Additionally, one can see the well-known
protonated pure water clusters ().
In the case of cations we mainly observe the bare pyrimidine (C4H4N2)+, whereas about 30% of the
signal is due to gas phase pyrimidine present in the cluster beam. Furthermore, un-protonated clusters
(C4H4N2)(H2O)n+ as well as the protonated clusters (C4H4N2)(H2O)nH+ (n = 1 - 4) were created as
shown in figure 1. Other observed ions are protonated water clusters (H2O)mH+ (m = 5 – 8). Larger
clusters like pyrimidine dimer solvated, un-solvated, protonated and un-protonated respectively, were
also produced, but to avoid confusion are not shown in figure 1. During the measurements we were
not able to detect water clusters attached to pyrimidine fragments. These fragment clusters are also not
present in the negative ion measurements. In striking contrast to measurements of gas phase
pyrimidine and water-solvated pyrimidine, where no anionic monomers are detectable, we are able to
measure (C4H4N2)– as a fragmentation product in pure pyrimidine clusters. Furthermore we see
evidence that water is preventing the ring fragmentation of the pyrimidine.
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Inductively-coupled plasmas in molecular, electronegative gases are widely used for plasma
processing of surfaces, for instance in CMOS manufacture. The complexity of these systems is
such that they can only be described by multi-physics models which describe both the plasma
physics and the molecular collisional processes. However, there has been little rigorous validation
of these models by comparison to quantitative measurements of particle densities over a wide
range of parameter space. We have chosen to study the Cl2/O2 system partly because of the
industrial process relevance but also because methods exist to measure the density of many of the
particles present. Electron densities were measured by microwave hairpin resonator. Absolute Cl
and O atom densities were determined by Two-photon Absorption Laser-Induced Fluorescence.
We have constructed a new ultra-low noise broadband UV-visible absorption bench, which allows
the measurement of the densities of ground state Cl2 molecules and ClxOy reaction products, as
well as vibrationally excited states of Cl2 and O2.

1. Introduction
Radiofrequency-excited inductively-coupled plasmas in low-pressure (0.2-10 Pa) halogen-containing
diatomic molecules (for example Cl2 and HBr) are an archetype for the study of the dynamics of
plasmas in simple molecular electronegative gases, and are well-suited for model validation because
techniques exist to measure the absolute densities of the majority of stable and transient species
(molecules, atoms, ions and electrons) occurring in them. Simultaneous measurements of these
densities over a large range of operating conditions (gas pressure and composition, injected RF power)
provides a stringent test of models. In addition to steady-state measurements, the kinetics of creation
and destruction of transitory species can be probed by time-resolved measurements in pulse-modulated
plasmas. Such plasmas are also of great industrial importance as they are widely used for plasma
etching of nanostructures in semiconductor materials, an essential step in the fabrication of nanodevices such as integrated circuits and photonic devices. Electronegative plasmas are equally of
current interest for the development of ion-ion plasma thrusters.
Understanding these systems involves not only treating the charged particle dynamics but also the
collisional processes of the atoms and free radicals created by electron-molecule collisions. For
instance, the Hybrid Plasma Equipment Model (HPEM[1]) developed over many years by Prof
Kushner of Michigan (with whom we are collaborating) treats the motion of electrons and ions under
the influence of applied electromagnetic fields using a hybrid fluid/Monte-Carlo approach, and
couples this to a fluid chemical kinetics model. While the validity of the HPEM approach is well
established, a recent study at LPP of Cl2 plasmas[2], using state-of-the-art laser and microwave
diagnostic measurements, showed that the physico-chemical model of Cl2 used in HPEM is naive,
leading to wildly inaccurate predictions (for instance, underestimation of such basic parameters as the
electron density by a factor of 3 under some circumstances). Inclusion of processes such as electron
collisional vibrational excitation[3] of Cl2 (followed by v-T transfer), and spin-orbit excitation[4] and
quenching , is under study and appears to substantially improve the model agreement.

2. Experimental Techniques
The cylindrical plasma chamber (diameter 55cm, height10cm) is excited at 13.56 MHz (20-500 W) by
a 4-turn planar spiral antenna placed on a top window made of alumina. All other surfaces are hard
anodised aluminium. Gases are supplied via a showerhead in the top of the reactor (typically 50 sccm)
and evacuated by a turbo-molecular pump with a throttle valve to set the pressure between 2 and 100
mTorr. The electron densities are determined using the floating microwave hairpin resonator technique
as described by Piejak et al.[5], with correction for the floating sheath around the probe[6].
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Measurements were taken at the reactor centre unless otherwise stated. Atom densities were
determined at the reactor centre by two-photon laser-induced fluorescence. Chlorine atoms were
excited at 233.2nm by means of a pulsed tuneable dye laser with frequency doubling, and absolute
densities were obtained by 355nm photolysis of Cl2 molecules without plasma [7]. Spin-orbit excited
chlorine atoms were also detected by TALIF [8], and their density was added to that of the ground
state. Oxygen atoms were excited et 225.6nm, and calibrated by comparison with the TALIF at 224.3
nm from a known sample of Xe [9].
A novel broadband UV absorption bench was constructed, in order to permit the measurement of weak
absorption features over wide spectral ranges. The setup and technique used is similar to that used by
Booth et al. [10], but with the following improvements: 1) the Xe arc light source was replaced by a
laser-produced plasma source (EQ 99 from Energetiq); this source provides broad continuum radiation
(200-800nm) from a point less than 100 m in diameter with higher irradiance and far higher stability
than a Xe arc lamp, 2) Only reflective optics (parabolic and planar mirrors) are used, eliminating all
chromatic aberrations, 3) transmitted light is dispersed by an aberration-corrected spectrograph (Acton
Isoplane 320) with a choice of three gratings (300, 1200 and 2400l/mm) onto a 1024 element
photodiode array detector (Hamamatsu S3904-1024Q). This setup allows spectra over ranges of
240nm, 60nm or 30nm to be measured with shot noise and base-line stability better than 5x10-5 with
signal averaging over a few minutes.

3. Results in pure O2
Figures 1 and 2 show how the electron density and oxygen atom density vary with gas pressure and
radiofrequency power in a pure oxygen discharge. The electron density increases monotonically (and
almost linearly) with RF power, whereas with pressure it reaches a broad peak around 30-40mTorr,
and decreases slowly thereafter. Radial scans show that the electron density is always centre-peaked,
decaying slowly towards the reactor edges. In contrast, the oxygen atom density increases sub-linearly
with radiofrequency power, nearing saturation at 500W with a dissociation degree (atom density
divided by the density of O2 present before plasma) of about 20%, almost independent of pressure.
Why this should saturate, far from 100%, when the electron density is continuing to rise, will be
discussed below.
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Fig. 1. Electron density in pure O2 plasma.

Fig. 2. Oxygen atom density in pure O2 plasma.

Pure oxygen does not show significant absorption for wavelengths above 200nm. However, we did
observe significant complex absorption bands in O2 plasmas, as seen in Fig. 3. We could assign these
features to Schumann-Runge bands from highly vibrationally excited O2 molecules; fitting of the
spectra gives a vibrational temperature of around 10,000K! However, these excited molecules only
represent about 3% of the total gas density; therefore the distribution is not a simple Maxwellian. To
our knowledge, this is the first time that such vibrationally excited O2 molecules have been observed
in such low-pressure plasmas; we attribute this to the extremely high sensitivity (low baseline noise)
of our absorption setup. There are several mechanisms that can be responsible for the creation of these
highly-excited molecules. Firstly, electrons can cause vibrational excitation, either via temporary
negative-ion resonance states at low electron energy, or via electronically-excited states above 10eV
[11]. Secondly, recombination of oxygen atoms at surfaces may produce highly vibrationally-excited
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molecules[12]. However, modelling and further experiments are necessary to fully understand the
mechanism. High resolution measurements of the 013 band allows the rotational structure to be
observed. Fitting of this structure gives the rotational temperature (in equilibrium with the translational
temperature), which reaches 600K. Since the reactor is operated at constant pressure, the total gas
density is reduced by up to a factor of two by this gas heating, compared to cold (no plasma) gas at
300K. This effect is therefore a major factor in the saturation of oxygen atom density with RF power
presented above. Furthermore, higher gas temperature will greatly increase the loss rate of atoms by
recombination at the reactor walls, by increasing the diffusion coefficient (scales with T 3/2) and the
kinetic mean velocity (scales with T1/2).
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Fig. 3. Absorption spectrum of pure O2 plasma.

Fig. 4. O2 rotational temperature from absorption

4. Results in pure Cl2
The variation of the electron and chlorine atom density with Cl 2 pressure and RF power in a pure Cl2
discharge is shown in Figs 5 and 6. The same qualitatively similar behaviour is seen as for oxygen
plasmas; the electron density increases almost linearly with RF power. However, with pressure it
peaks at 10-20 mTorr then drops sharply. Radial scans show that this drop in the (central) electron
density corresponds to the onset of significant plasma-non-uniformity: the peak plasma density moves
to a doughnut-shaped region under the spiral antenna. The atom density again increases sub-linearly
with RF power, tending to saturate. However, the level at which the “dissociation degree” saturates is
pressure-dependent, reaching far higher values at low Cl2 pressure, but only reaching around 5% at
pressures above 10 mTorr.
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Fig. 6. Dissociation degree in pure Cl2 plasma.

Broadband absorption spectroscopy was used to measure the density of Cl2 molecules in the ground
[13] and vibrationally excited levels. However, in this case there is much less evidence of vibrational
excitation, the maximum vibrational temperature observed being in the region of 1000K. The
absorption spectrum of Cl2 is a continuum that does not allow the rotational temperature to be
determined. Therefore we estimated the temperature from the Doppler broadening of transitions of
argon metastable atoms (added in small quantity), measured by infrared diode-laser absorption
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spectroscopy[14]. This indicated that the gas translational temperature reaches up to 1200K, much
higher than in the case of O2 plasmas. At the same time, the absorption spectra show that the Cl2 is not
depleted by more than 50% by the plasma. However, the absorption measurements are line-integrated,
whereas the TALIF measurements are made at the reactor centre. This apparent paradox is the result of
strong spatial gradients in the reactor: cold, un-dissociated gas resides at the reactor edge, whereas in
the centre the gas is hot and more strongly dissociated.

5. Results in O2 / Cl2 mixtures
We investigated the behaviour of plasmas in Cl2/O2 mixtures as a function of composition at 10 mTorr
and 500W. An example of the absorption spectra in a 20% Cl2/ 80% O2 plasma is shown in Fig. 6.
This spectrum is composed of Cl2 absorption (centred at 330nm), ClO radicals (centred at 270nm) and
OClO (bands between 300 and 450nm). De-convolution of these spectra, and adding the TALIF data,
allows the gas composition to be determined as a function of O2 fraction in the feed-gas, as shown in
Fig. 8
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6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this work we have made a comprehensive set of measurements of transient species densities in
plasmas of O2, Cl2 and mixtures, as a function of gas pressure, RF power and composition. Many
similarities are seen between O2 and Cl2 : electron densities pass through a maximum with perssure,
and increase linerarly with RF power. Atom densities rise less than linearly with RF power, as
a consequency of substantial gas heating, and saturate at values far lower than would be expected is
the gas were cold and fully dissociated. O2 plasmas show high vibrational exciation, and rotationtranslation temperatures reaching 600K. In contrast, Cl2 shows vibrational distributions close to
equilibrium with rotation-translation temperaures, which reach up to 1200K. High-sensitivity ultrabroadband absoeption spectroscopy is shown to be a powerful technique, allowing many molecular
species, and their energy distributions, to be measured. Comparison of these results to 2-dimensional
hybrid fluid/Monte-Carlo models is in progress.
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Abstract
Development of the operating scenario for future fusion reactor requires the integrated
modelling approach addressing the critical reactor issues: plasma heating and fuelling, radiation from
impurities, MHD stability and etc. In order to demonstrate the successful operational scenario all
above mentioned physics need to be a part of a single simulation, which would also cover synergies
between various elements of the system. This task is not obvious and requires the development of the
generic modelling platform for coupling of individual validated physics codes into scientific
workflows. Such technology was developed in the frame of the Integrated Modelling Task Force. It
provides the user of the platform with the: data base structured on consistent physics objects (CPOs);
the universal access layer to this object and the engine to generate the workflows. There is also the
assistance to the users, and particularly to newcomers, on the technical aspects of the platform use.
This approach allows to build highly flexible (in terms of physics and sophistication degree) complex
scientific workflows.
The European Transport Simulator (ETS) is an outstanding example, where the integration of
very different physics is done into single discharge simulator. The ETS workflow couples individual
modules e.g. calculating the plasma magnetic equilibrium, transport of energy and particles and their
depositions by external auxiliary heating systems, impurity radiation, MHD, and allows for several
options of different physics fidelity for each of physics components. Previously, the ETS was verified
and used to analyse data from the existing tokamaks, and recently it has been applied to study the
possible scenario in a reactor scale machine.
General approach for solution of the inverse problems of plasma diagnostics with the epsilonnet technique and its use in the European modelling activities will be discussed briefly.
Contributed paper will present the overview of the platform elements, the examples of the use of
the platform based on the ETS discharge simulator. It will also discuss the plans for future
developments, particularly focusing on the areas, where the activities from Slovakian association
might be contributed.
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ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE PLASMA
CO-POLYMERIZATION OF MALEIC ANHYDRIDE AND
ACETYLENE IN DIELECTRIC BARRIER DISCHARGE
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Maleic anhydride and acetylene diluted in argon were co-polymerized in atmospheric pressure
dielectric barrier discharge (6.6 kHz driving frequency). Coating contained about 11 % of COOH
groups. Gas dynamics of argon in the DBD system was modelled in 3D for a possible
improvement of the coating uniformity.

1. Introduction
Surfaces with amine or carboxyl functional groups find applications in adhesion promotion [1],
immobilization of biomolecules [2,3], biosensors [4] and tissue engineering [5,6]. The problem of
amine polymers is their stability at air and after immersion in water. Amine-rich plasma polymerized
allylamine thin films showed a significant decrease in nitrogen concentration (N/C decreasing from
0.22 to 0.06) [7,8] and film thickness loss up to 90% after the immersion [9]. Although the
optimization of deposition conditions can lead to significant improvements in the water stability
[10,11] the reactivity of amine groups with water vapours and carbon dioxide makes it difficult to
prepare amine coatings by atmopsheric pressure plasma discharges. Carboxyl (COOH) functional
groups are very stable at air and even in water media, especially if these groups are embedded into the
organosilicon matrix. This became possible thanks to the pulsed plasma copolymerization of maleic
anhydride (MA) and vinyltrimenthoxysilane (VTMOS). As reported, up to 25% of carboxyl groups
per carbon atoms can be deposited even by atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharge (DBD)
[12]. The immersion in the de-ionised water during three hours did not induce the degradation of
COOH intensity monitored by infrared spectroscopy.
Atmospheric pressure DBD is often used for plasma processing of soft materials. It can be
operated either in filamentary or homogeneous mode [13]. Homogeneous DBD, which was discovered
and studied within last 20 years, brought new possibilities into DBD applications. If obtained in He or
Ne it is called atmospheric pressure glow discharge (APGD) [14,15]. Another type of homogeneous
DBD can be obtained in nitrogen and it is called atmospheric pressure Townsend-like discharge
(APTD) [16]. The homogeneous DBD discharge is more suitable for homogeneous plasma treatment
of heat sensitive polymers or for homogeneous deposition [17] but in varying deposition mixtures it is
difficult to avoid the filaments completely.
In this work, maleic anhydride (MA) and acetylene (C2H2) precursors were co-polymerized in
nearly homogeneous DBD plasma. The aim was to prepare plasma polymers containg a high
concentration of carboxyl groups that could be used in soft tissue engineering, i.e. without metalic
element like Si. The role of acetylene as a second precursor is in an enhancement of the plasma
coating stability if immersed in water or cell medium because a key issue is the deposition of durable
and stable coating with sufficient concentration of COOH.

2. Experimental Details
The depositions were carried out in an atmospheric pressure DBD ignited by a sinusoidal high voltage
(6.6 kHz) supplied with a tunable generator providing 12 W power input. The DBD electrodes were
two copper rectangular plates covered by Al2O3 dielectrics with the thickness of 1 mm. The gap
between the ceramic dielectrics was 1.65 mm. The bottom metallic electrode had the dimensions of
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150 mm × 60 mm, whereas the upper
20 mm × 60 mm. The upper
electrode was connected to the high
voltage and the bottom electrode was
grounded. The deposition mixture
was fed by a slit positioned at the
upper electrode. The deposition
uniformity was improved by moving
the upper electrode with the gas
supply horizontally above the bottom
electrode with the substrate. The
whole set-up, schematically depicted
in Figure 1, was enclosed in a
metallic cube with the side
dimensions of 500 mm. The metallic
chamber could be pumped by a
rotary pump in order to ensure
controlled atmosphere of the
deposition process.
Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the atmospheric pressure
Plasma copolymer layers
DBD set-up used for the deposition of carboxylwere
deposited
in
nearly
containg plasma polymers from maleic anhydride.
homogeneous mode of DBD from
the mixture of MA and C2H2 diluted
in Ar. The MA vapours were delivered into the discharge by Ar flowing through a bubbler with solid
MA pellets. The flow rate of MA was 0.40 sccm as calculated from the Ar flow of 1.8 slm through the
bubbler. The acetylene flow rate was set to 3.0 sccm. Before starting the experiment the discharge
chamber was pumped down to a pressure of 100 Pa and then filled with gases in the same ratio as for
deposition up to the pressure of 96 kPa. The deposition time was 10 minutes for all samples.
Characterization of surface chemistry of the deposited films was performed by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using the Omicron X-ray source (DAR400) and electron
spectrometer (EA125) fitted on a custom built UHV system. The narrow scan measurements were
performed at pass energies of 25 eV and the X-ray gun power was set to 270 W. The electrons take off
angle was 50°. The maximum lateral dimension of the analyzed area was 1.5 mm. The quantification
was carried out using XPS MultiQuant software [18]. The XPS C1s and N1s signals were fitted with
the Casa XPS software after subtraction of the Shirley-type background. The XPS data curve fittings
were performed in accordance with the available literature on binding energies (BE) of different
carbon environments [19]. The fitting employed Gaussian–Lorentzian (G-L) peaks with the fixed G-L
percentage 30%. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) was set to 1.85 ± 0.05 eV for all the peaks.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was measured by a commercial ambient scanning probe
microscope (NT-MDT Ntegra Prima) in a semicontact mode using commercial silicon cantilevers
NSG-10 (NT-MDT).

3. Results of Plasma Co-polymerization
According to the AFM measurements, the surface roughness of MA-C2H2 plasma copolymers
deposited on silicon wafer characterized by root mean square of heights (rms) was around 50 nm. XPS
analysis provided insight into the surface chemistry. Except hydrogen that can be determined by XPS
the film surface was composed of 72 at.% of carbon and 27 at.% of oxygen. The concentration of
oxygen in the deposited layers is relatively high compared to the atomic composition of the gas
mixture supplied into the plasma. The ratio of MA to C2H2 in the gas mixture is equal to 1:7.5 that
corresponds to O/C ratio of 0.16. Hence, the incorporation of the oxygen species into the plasma
copolymer layer is more efficient compared to the hydrocarbon species.
Further investigation of the surface chemistry was based on the fitting of the XPS C1s peak
that revealed details about the carbon chemical environment (Figure 2). The C1s signal was fitted as a
sum of five components, (i) aliphatic carbon CHx at 285.0 eV, (ii) carbon with single bond to oxygen
(C-O) chemical shifted by 1.45 eV with the respect to 285.0 eV, (iii) carbon with a double bond to
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Fig. 2 Fitting of XPS C1s peak measured on the MA and C2H2 plasma copolymers
deposited on silicon substrate.
oxygen (C=O) chemical shifted by 2.85 eV, (iv) carbon in carboxyl group (COOH) with the chemical
shift of 4.1 eV and (v) an additional component with the chemical shift of -1.0 eV. The latter peak was
attributed to the unsaturated carbon (C=C) related to an incomplete polymerization of acetylene, i.e.
only one π-bond opening. The C-O and C=O environments are the result of MA degradation, as these
moieties are not presented in the monomer structure. The density of COOH groups (11 at.%) is
comparable with the previously reported results of MA or acrylic acid plasma polymerization using
atmospheric pressure DBD [12,20-22]. It has been also reported in our previous work that this coating
can be successfully applied to electrospun polycaprolactone nanofibrous foils without damaging the
fibrous structure [23].

4. Modelling of DBD Process
Although the uniformity of the deposition was experimentally optimized by modification of gas inlet
position or shape and the upper electrode was moving horizontally above the substrate the results were
not completely satisfactory. Since experimental improvements require many trials without a good
understanding of the process the modelling of the gas flow and even better of the deposition process is
required. Therefore, we started developing a numerical model of the DBD reactor, using the expertise
achieved by modelling atmospheric-pressure plasma jets and torches [24,25]. So far, the model is
capable of describing the gas flow and the heat transfer in the device and since the device does not
possess only plane symmetries, the equations have to be solved in full 3D. The velocity field is
obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations while the temperature is calculated by solving the heat
equation. These equations are solved self-consistently.
The first modelling results were obtained for an improved geometry of the DBD that is
depicted in Figure 3. The upper electrode consists of two copper plates mounted to a thin dielectric
plate and connected to the generator. The gas supply system starts with a plastic supply pipe connected
to a rectangular buffer chamber. On the other side of the buffer chamber, there is a narrow slit, through
which the gas mixture escapes. The upper ceramics is located 1 mm above the bottom ceramics plate
with the grounded electrode.
Even the simple gas dynamics model has already delivered some interesting applicationrelevant findings. For instance, Figure 4 shows a 2D cross section through the device. It is evident that
the velocity magnitude has three maxima, one in the middle of the slit (i.e. directly underneath the
inlet tube) and two more at the ends of the slit. These additional maxima are a result of complex flow
patterns in the buffer chamber. Figure 5 illustrates these flow patterns using velocity streamlines. It is
apparent that the complex flow patterns follow from the fact that the diameter of the inlet pipe is much
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Fig. 3 A schematic view of the DBD upper electrode and gas inlet that was suggested for
improvements of the deposition uniformity.

Fig. 4 Simulated gas flow velocity in the DBD reactor for the Ar flow rate of 1550 sccm.
larger than the width of the slit. The model also suggests that the recirculation makes the gas velocity
along the slit more uniform. There is, however, still room for improvement which could be achieved
for example by changing the shape of the buffer chamber.
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We present the experimental results on burning of the high frequency discharge between a copper
pin electrode and technical water, in air, within the ranges of the voltage U = 28–75 kV, the
frequency f = 40÷100MHz, and the inter-electrode space l = 2÷20 mm. We have revealed the
essential influence of the pulse repetition frequency and the inter-electrode space on the
development, the shape, and the structure of the high frequency discharge between the copper
electrode and the technical water. We have also revealed the transition of the weakly glowing
micro-discharges inside the high frequency discharge into the multichannel spark discharge. We
have discovered a temperature decrease below room temperature in the inter-electrode gap of the
high frequency discharge with the technical water.

1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, the multitude of papers and conferences on non-equilibrium low
temperature plasmas of electrical discharges with liquid electrodes has accentuated the increasing
interest in this field of plasma physics and chemistry [1]. Study of the electrical discharges in the
liquids between the metal electrodes as well as between the metal and the liquid electrodes poses new
problems in the face of investigators and gives the new technological opportunities. A number of
applications approaching the wide practical use have already been developed: the plasma scalpel for
surgery [2], the lithotripsy (special waves causing breaking the cystic calculus) [3], and a miniaturized
chemical analyzer of liquid composition [4, 5]. The discharges in liquids and outside liquids produce
high-power UV-radiation, shock waves, and the intensive radicals (OH, atomic hydrogen, hydrogen
peroxide, etc.). This is the main reason why the above plasma types have been widely investigated
over the past few decades. However, due to the essential complexity of the plasmas of electrical
discharges with liquid electrodes, a profound understanding of their fundamental physics has still not
been achieved. By now, only experimental investigation of discharge ignition is primarily performed
and the characteristics of the DC-discharge between the solid and the liquid electrode are determined
[6–10].
High frequency discharges with liquid electrodes are applied in air and water disinfection and
might be used in other fields of industry. Nonetheless, the study of HF-discharges with liquid
electrodes is still at its beginning [10]. Investigations of the high frequency discharge between the
solid and liquid electrodes are infact absent.

Fig. 1.Layout of the experimental facility to study the high frequency discharge between the pin and
the liquid electrodes.
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Fig. 2. Spark multichannel discharge between the copper electrode and the technical water in air, at
atmospheric pressure; the interelectrode space l = 11 mm, the electrode diameter d = 5 mm.
The present work is aimed at study of the microwave electrical discharge within the ranges of the
voltage U = 28÷75 kV, the frequency f = 40÷100 MHz, and the inter-electrode space l = 2÷20 mm,
between a copper pin electrode and technical water, in the air at atmospheric pressure.

2. Experimental facility and the measurement technique
We investigated the high frequency discharge between the pin cylindrical electrode and the
technical water using a microwave generator adjusted to the frequencies of 40÷100 MHz. Figure 1
shows the functional layout of the facility. It consists of the electrolytic bath1, the electrolytic
electrode 2, the solid electrode 3,and the metal plate 4 to supply the potential to the electrolyte, the
high frequency generator 5 (f = 40÷100 MHz). The microwave electrical discharge 6 burns between
the solid electrode and the technical water. We measured the voltage by means of the KVTs-120
kilovolt meter intended to measure the DC and the AC voltages up to 120 kV. The kilovolt meter
display shows the values of the effective, the amplitude, and the averaged voltages simultaneously
thus making it possible to estimate the shape and the distortion of the measured voltage. We registered
the discharge by means of a Sony HDR-SR72E video camera with a single frame exposition of 0.04 s.
We measured the temperature distribution by means of the TemPro300 infrared pyrometer with the
error within ±1.5°С.

Fig. 3. Dependencies of the high frequency discharge voltage on the inter-electrode space:
1, f = 40 MHz, 2, f =100MHz.

3. Discussion of the experimental results
Figures 2–4 show the experimental results.
Figure 2 shows the burning of the high frequency discharge 6 between the solid cylindrical
electrode 3 and the technical water 2. Here burning are the spark discharges with the developed
rootage7 on the technical water surface. Analysis of the experimental data shows that, within the l
range from 14 mm to 20 mm, a multichannel micro-discharge is burning with a weak glow in the
inter-electrode gap, whereas at the l below 14mm or above 20 mm, spark discharges begin to occur.
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We revealed that the multichannel micro-discharge transfers gradually into the multichannel spark
discharge between the copper pin electrode and the technical water.

Fig. 4.Temperature distribution between the pin electrode and the technical water in air, at
atmospheric pressure, f =40 MHz, the inter-electrode space l = 15 mm, the room temperature
Тr = 22°С. In the cross sections l1 = 1 mm,l2 = 7 mm, l3 = 14 mm and in the rows 1–5 (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Layout of measurement of the high frequency discharge temperature distribution between the
pin electrode and the technical water in air, at atmospheric pressure, at l =15 mm, in the cross sections
l1–l3 and the rows 1–5.
Figure 3 shows the dependencies of the high frequency discharge on the inter-electrode space for
the different frequencies of the microwave generator. Within the space range 2÷14 mm, the voltage
increases almost linearly, whereas within the range from 14 mm to 20mm, the U = f(l) dependency
becomes nonlinear. This is caused by the transition of the multichannel spark discharge to the stable
weakly glowing micro-discharges. The channels of the spark discharge move chaotically over the
electrode surfaces; however, for the multichannel micro-discharge, such movement is not observed.
Comparison of curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 3 shows that the U value decreases within the investigated range
of the inter-electrode space, l = 2÷16 mm, with a pulse repetition frequency increase from 40MHz to
100 MHz. Analysis of the experimental data shows the essential influence of the pulse repetition
frequency and of the inter-electrode space on the development, the shapes, and the structures of the
multichannel high frequency discharge between the copper pin electrode and the technical water.
We investigated experimentally the temperature distribution in the inter-electrode gap of the high
frequency discharge. Figure 5 shows the layout of the high frequency discharge temperature
measurement. The experimental data are presented in the tab. 1. The temperature was measured in
different cross sections, l1–l3, of the inter-electrode gap.
Figure 4 and the table show that the minimal temperature ~19°С is observed near the technical
water surface; it is by ~ΔТ= 3°С below the room temperature (22°С). The temperature increases up to
21.5°С in the direction to the copper electrode. In the middle cross section (l2 = 7 mm), the
temperature varies from 20.5°С to 19.5°С; it is higher from the left side (rows 1and 2). The
temperature decrease below room temperature is caused by the fact that, in the process of the
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multichannel high frequency discharge burning, plasma-chemical reactions with heat absorption take
place.
Tab. 1.Temperature distribution in the high frequency discharge between the copper cylindrical
electrode and the technical water.
1 row
2 row
3 row
4 row
5 row
l1 = 1 mm
21
21.1
21.2
21.2
21
l1 = 7 mm
20.5
20.5
20.5
19.8
19.6
l1 = 14 mm
19.1
19.1
19.2
19
18.9

4. Conclusions
(1) We have studied the electrical and temperature characteristics of the high frequency discharge
between a copper pin cylindrical electrode and technical water in air at the atmospheric pressure, for
various values of the inter-electrode space and the generator frequency.
(2) We have shown the influence of the generator pulse repetition frequency and of the interelectrode space on the development, shapes, and the structure of the high frequency discharge between
the solid and the liquid electrodes.
(3) We have revealed the transition, depending on the inter-electrode space, of the weakly
glowing microwave micro-discharges to the spark discharge between the solid electrode and the
technical water.
(4) We discovered the temperature decrease below the room temperature in the inter-electrode
gap caused by the plasma-chemical reactions.
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In the paper presented results of electric steel surface treatment by low temperature plasma of
electric discharges in the electrolyte. The results of forms and structure of discharge, voltage and
current waveforms, discharge spectrum in the UV-range, metallographic analysis, surface
roughness analysis, sclerometer analysis are presented in the paper.

1. Introduction
Gas discharges with liquid electrodes are known more than a hundred years. But still now there is no
general fundamental theory which describes these discharges. Physics of processes in such kind of
discharges are very dynamic. Low temperature plasma of electric discharges with liquid electrolyte
electrodes finds wide application in different branches of industry. Electric discharges with liquid
electrolyte electrodes are used for different materials surface treatment, air and liquids sterilization.
Therefore the purpose of this work is to research the parameters of the discharge in the electric steel
surface treatment process.

2. Experiment and results
To achieve the purpose has been developed the experimental set-up which includes high-frequency
current generator which tuned to frequency 13.56 MHz, discharge chamber, electrolytic cell and
diagnostic equipment (Fig.1). Figure 2 shows different forms of electric discharges with liquid
electrolyte electrodes. The main contribution to surface treatment is due to anodic dissolution and ion
impact. Steam gas shell with micro discharges cover and treat the sample surface. Cathode spots
appear on the electrolyte surface. The main contribution to surface treatment is due to anodic
dissolution and ion impact. Figure 3 shows electric steel surface microrelief before and treatment.
Figure 4 shows results of steel surface roughness analysis.

Fig.1 Experimental set-up

(a)

(b)
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Fig.2 Electric discharge forms: (a) - steam-gas, (b) – between solid and electrolyte, (c) – between
electrolytes.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3 Electric steel surface microrelief: (a) – before treatment, (b) – after treatment.

(a)
(b)
Fig.4 Electric steel surface roughness analysis: (a) – before treatment, (b) – after treatment.
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PLASMA TREATMENT OF HOLLOW OBJECTS USING
SURFACE DBD WITH LIQUID ELECTRODES
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Department of Physical Electronics, Masaryk University, Kotlářská 2, 61137 Brno, Czech Republic
E-mail: kudrle@sci.muni.cz
A novel type of surface dielectric barrier discharge using water-solution electrodes is presented. It
generates thin layers of visually diffuse plasmas along the treated polymer surfaces. The technique
has been designed particularly to perform a plasma treatment of surfaces of polymeric tubes and
other hollow bodies which is currently a serious challenge for atmospheric pressure plasma
processing. As an example, the results of plasma treatment of PTFE tubes are discussed.

1.
Introduction
Electrical discharges generated at atmospheric pressure in and around liquids have attracted wide
scientific interest [1-4]. The water based electrolytes are the most often studied as they are promising
for a wide range of potential applications. Plasmas generated in liquid vapours have already
demonstrated their potential for surface modification of polymer materials [5-7] and are currently
tested for their capability to generate selectively functionalised polymer surfaces [7].
Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) technology is well established and widely used in industry for
various purposes. Surface DBDs (SDBDs) typically generate thin layers plasma over the dielectric
barrier surface. Eg. the diffuse coplanar surface barrier discharge (DCSBD) is extremely suitable [810] for plasma surface treatment of many materials as it produces visually diffuse plasma.
In this paper we describe a newly developed [11] device, combining both approaches. The
technique has been aimed particularly to achieve uniform atmospheric pressure plasma treatment of
inner surfaces of polymeric tubes and other hollow bodies for applications [12] as cleaning,
sterilisation, activation and coating of biomedical devices, surface modification of microfluidic
channels, etc. To illustrate the application potential of such liquid electrode SDBD and its basic
physical properties we present the example of permanent hydrophilisation of inner and outer surfaces
of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubes.

2.

Experimental

A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1a. A common laboratory PTFE tube
with an outer diameter of 8 mm and inner diameter of 7 mm was selected as a sample to be treated, as
PTFE is widely used in engineering but its hydrophobic properties often limits biomedical
applications. The polymer sample to be treated forms also the DBD dielectric barrier.

Fig.1. Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up for a treatment of the outer tube surface (a) and
the discharge photographs taken at the discharge power of 3 W (b) and 9 W (c).
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The oxalic acid solution inside and outside the tube serve as liquid electrode. The SDBD is
generated between uneven levels of the liquid inside and outside of the tube. The discharge was
excited by a sinusoidal alternating current (AC) high voltage power supply with the amplitude of 1520 kV and the frequency of 25-30 kHz.
To simulate the intended application (an industrial plasma treatment of PTFE tubes) the tube
was moved vertically with the speed of 10 cm/min continuously during the plasma treatment.
The photographs of the discharge generated on the outer tube surface are presented in Fig. 1b
and Fig. 1c.

3.

Results and discussion

The discharge uniformity increases with the input power as demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c).
For the surface treatment applications it is very important feature of the discharge. A similar behaviour
was observed in diffuse coplanar surface barrier discharges (DCSBDs) [8-10]. In contrast, in the
atmospheric pressure glow discharges (APGDs) the increasing discharge power causes a transition
from the homogeneous glow discharge mode to that of visually non-uniform filamentary discharge.
The Fig. 2 shows the temporal evolution of the discharge current during both positive and
negative polarity. The waveforms for the discharges generated over inner vs. outer tube surfaces were
very similar to each other.

Fig. 2. Discharge (over outer surface of the tube ) current waveforms taken at the negative (a) and
positive (b) half cycle maximum.

Although the plasma in Fig. 1(c) appears as an uniform diffuse discharge, in reality the
discharge consists of many short (<10 ns) micro-discharges, forming the peaks on the current
waveforms in Fig. 2. Several micro-discharges randomly form and disappear during each half cycle of
the applied voltage. The existence of these micro-discharges was confirmed also by high speed
imaging [11]. Their formation is influenced [13] by the extremely high electric field at a line of
contact between the air, water surface and PTFE surface [14]. This local field can be enhanced even
more by the AC electrowetting effect [15].
Static contact angle measurements were carried out on untreated and plasma-treated inner and
outer surfaces of the PTFE tubes. After the surface curvature corrections the results obtained for the
inner and outer surfaces were practically the same. The obtained contact angles were less than 90° and
permanent (negligible ageing effect) as demonstrated in Fig. 3. These results are comparable to those
of a low-pressure water plasma treatment of PTFE, which induces relatively deep surface modification
preventing polymer chain reorientations [16].
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Fig. 3. Effect of the plasma treatment of PTFE and its ageing during 100 days, as demonstrated by
changes in contact angle.

4.

Conclusion

The technique using liquid electrodes to generate surface dielectric barrier discharge is viable and
technically simple technique to plasma treat a dielectric hollow object. The experimental results for
PTFE tubes show its ability to operate in continuous mode and treat both inner and outer surfaces
without the use of any expensive equipment or gases. The contact angle after the plasma treatment is
comparable to other techniques and does not degrade with time.
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We performed the direct treatment of HPV-immortalized human keratinocytes, protected by a
layer of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution, with the plasma generated in flowing helium
with a plasma needle. A 4 mm scratch made on the cell culture served as the model for a wound.
The conducted systematic study has shown, that there is a maximum in the wound reduction as
a function of the plasma input power and treatment time, while the closing speed changes with the
elapsed time.

1. Introduction
The recognition that non-thermal plasmas can be useful tools for medicine has triggered numerous
investigations aiming to understand the effect of discharge plasmas on human cells. The application of
plasmas in medicine first of all target the chronic wounds, which constitute a serious problem for the
society, as millions suffer poorly healing chronic wounds [1]. Several types of atmospheric plasma
sources have been developed, such as argon plasma jet [2], plasma needle [3,4], dielectric barrier
discharge [5] and investigated its antibacterial effect [6] and the plasma species effect on cells
[1,3,7,8]. With our studies we aim to contribute to the understanding of the plasma effect on the
keratinocyte cells, which participate in the wound healing process.

2. Experimental
In the present study the effect of the plasma on the wound healing process has been studied through
the treatment of HPV-immortalized human keratinocyte cells, protected from desiccation by phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) solution, with the non-equilibrium plasma generated by a plasma needle [4,9].

2.1. Plasma Needle
As its name infers, in the case of the plasma needle the discharge is ignited at the tip of a needle. In the
present case the needle consists of a central electrode that is made of wolfram and is 0.3mm in
diameter. The needle is covered by a slightly larger ceramic tube, leaving 2 mm of the needle free,
both being placed in a glass tube of 4 mm inner and 6 mm outer diameter. The needle body is made of
Teflon. Helium is flowing between the ceramic and the glass tube. We used flow rates of 1 and 1.45
slm (standard liters per minute). The central electrode is powered by a 13.56 MHz power generator
(KJLC R601) through a matching network. Plasma is ignited between the needle and a grounded
electrode, here served by the support of the plates, which contain the cell culture, as shown in Fig. 1.
We conducted two types of the experiments, which required the use of two different types of plates.
In the first case, in the wound-healing assay treatment we used a 24-well plate, which has wells of
16 mm diameter and 20 mm height. Here the cells attached to the bottom of the well are covered with
a PBS layer of 1.5 mm thickness, and the needle is approached to 3 mm distance to the PBS surface.
In this case the tip of the needle is in line with the end of the glass tube. Consequently, the interelectrode distance is 5 mm. In this case the visible plasma glow, shown in Fig. 2, covers a 5 mm
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diameter circular area of the sample. During these treatments a glass lid was also used in order to limit
the treatment environment to predominantly helium, as shown in Fig.1.a.
In the proliferation experiments a 96-well plate has been used, which belongs to the xCELLigence
microelectronics biosensor system for cell-based assays, which provides dynamic, real-time, label-free
cellular analysis. The wells have 6 mm diameter and 10 mm height. In this case PBS layer 3.5 mm. In
order to be able to reach the PBS surface the 2 mm tip length of the needle was pushed out of the glass
tube, as illustrated in Fig.1.b. Consequently, the distance between the tip of the needle and the PBS
surface was around 4.5 mm, while the inter-electrode distance 8 mm.

Fig.1.a. Schematic representation of the Fig.1.b. Schematic representation of the
experimental set-up used in scratched cell assay experimental set-up used in proliferation
experiments.
experiments with cells treated in 96-well plates.
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Fig.2. Image of the plasma needle glow.

Fig.3. Spectra of the plasma needle ignited in the
well covered with a glass lid, which assures
predominantly helium environment.

2.2. Scratch Assay
HPV-immortalized human keratinocytes (HPV-KER clone II/15) according to the procedure
described in Ref. [10,11] were seeded in serum-free keratinocyte basal medium (KER-SFM, Gibco,
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, Waltham, MA USA) supplemented with L-glutamine and antibiotic/
antimycotic solution containing penicillin, streptomycin and amphotericin B (Sigma-Aldrich, USA).
Keratinocytes were grown at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 atmophere. With 48 h before the experiment 1105
cells were seeded into the 24-well plate (Corning, Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Before treatment a scratch
wounding was perfomed with a cell scraper of 4 mm width according to a well-established in vitro
wound-healing assay [12], as shown in Fig.4.. For plasma treatment the medium covering the
keratinocytes was replaced with PBS. The size of the scratch was observed by microscopy and
recorded subsequently by measurement of the scratch width using Adobe Photoshop. Scratch width
reduction was calculated by subtraction of scratch width at t = n hours from scratch width at t = 0 h.
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For the proliferation experiments 5103 cells were seeded into the 96-well plate.

Fig.4. Image of the scratch on the cell culture.

Fig.5. Cell death and
plasma treatment, when
200l PBS, equivalent
visualized by staining
Methylene blue.

detachment caused by
cells are protected with
to 1 mm thick layer,
the dead cells with

3. Results
As a first step we investigated the viability of the cells under different discharge and treatment
conditions, which includes the needle configuration, plasma input power, protecting PBS layer
thickness. These studies were conducted on cells seeded into 24-well plates, as well as 6-well plates
with well diameters of 16 mm and 48 mm, respectively. It has been found that in the 24-well plate a
PBS layer thicker than 1 mm is necessary to protect the cells. This is illustrated on Fig.5., where the
death of the cells can be observed on the plasma treated area in case of 1 mm PBS layer. The
distribution of the dead and detached cells show the structure of the plasma, presumably the
distribution of active species. Repeating the same experiment in the 6-well plate found that due to the
complex chemistry of the system the effect depends not only on layer thickness, but also the volume of
the solution, since in the 6-well plate the 1 mm layer appeared to protect the cells from death.
On the second step we performed the treatment of scratched assays using 300l PBS in the 24-well
plates. The evolution of the scratch has been monitored along 40 h after plasma treatment, microscopy
images being recorded at 17 h, 24 h and 40 h. Fig.6.a.-c. show the measured scratch width reduction as
a function of plasma input power for different treatment times at the three elapsed times. The evolution
of the control assay is also shown here. At each condition we took the average of the results of three
separate samples. It can be seen that at majority of conditions the scratch width reduction is higher
than in the case of the untreated assay. At higher elapsed times the best results are obtained at the
lowest investigated input power. In case of higher powers the increased proliferation obtained right
after the plasma treatment slows down with time. A similar effect can be observed also in the
proliferation experiments. Fig.6.c. shows the time evolution of the cell index monitored with the
xCELLigence biosensor for selected conditions.
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Fig.6.a.The reduction of the scratch width with Fig.6.b.The reduction of the scratch width with
17 h after plasma treatment.
24 h after plasma treatment.
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4. Conclusions
The effect of the plasma needle on the wound healing process has been investigated using HPVimmortalized human keratinocytes. The wound was modeled with a scratch made on the cell culture.
The cells protected by a layer of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution were directly treated with
the plasma generated in flowing helium with a plasma needle. We have shown that the minimum
thickness of PBS layer, which protects the cells during treatment depends on the volume of the
solution used, i.e. in larger wells thinner layer appeared to protect the cells from death. Monitoring the
reduction of the scratch width after plasma treatment for 40 h, we have found that there is a maximum
in the wound reduction as a function of the plasma input power and treatment time, while the closing
speed changes with the elapsed time.
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The contribution reports on the antibacterial efficacy of a Plasma Gun, which produces a nonequilibrium atmospheric pressure plasma that propagates through a flexible dielectric channel. The
antibacterial activity was assessed by treating liquid suspensions contaminated with
Staphylococcus aureus. Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) of the produced plasma plume was
performed in order to qualitatively analyse its chemical composition. The results here presented
for different operating conditions prove the suitability of the Plasma Gun source for antibacterial
applications.

1. Introduction
Atmospheric pressure non-equilibrium plasma sources able of propagating plasma through dielectric
capillaries over distances of tens of centimeters (Plasma Guns) [1-3] are raising great interest for their
potential in a wide range of biomedical applications, such as cancer cells treatment and endoscopic
therapies [4-5].
Since in the field of Plasma Medicine it’s nowadays established the importance of plasma induced
liquid chemistry that acts on cells (both prokaryotic and eukaryotic), such as in the decontamination of
living tissue [6-7], in the present work the antibacterial efficacy of a non-equilibrium atmospheric
plasma was evaluated on bacteria suspended in a liquid solution in order better simulate a realistic
clinical environment.
In particular, the antibacterial activity of a wire electrode flexible Plasma Gun, driven by a high
voltage micropulsed generator, was investigated by treating liquid suspensions contaminated with
Staphylococcus aureus and quantitatively evaluating the associated reduction of bacterial load; various
operating conditions were considered, in order to evaluate the effect of varying peak voltage and
treatment time. Furthermore, as Plasma Gun sources are known to generate guided ionization waves
(GIWs) that produce reactive species of oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen (RNS), holding a key role in
antibacterial efficacy of plasma treatment, when interacting with ambient air [8], Optical Emission
Spectroscopy (OES) analysis of the produced plasma plume was performed in order to evaluate its
chemical composition.

2. Experimental setup
Plasma Gun source
The plasma source adopted in this work is a wire electrode Plasma Gun developed in our laboratory.
The high voltage electrode is a tungsten wire with a diameter of 1 mm and a length of 50 mm; as the
outer electrode, a 25 mm width grounded aluminium foil wrapped around the dielectric channel was
used. Plasma generation is confined in a 100 mm long borosilicate glass tube, with inner and outer
diameters of 4 mm and 6 mm, respectively; the borosilicate glass is connected to a 200 mm long PTFE
flexible tube, transparent in the visible region of light spectrum, with the same diameters of the
previous one, where the plasma propagates, eventually producing a plasma plume at the tube outlet.
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The working gas used is 99.999% pure helium.The plasma device is driven by a micropulsed
generator producing high voltage sinusoidal pulses; in the experiments, the pulse width was set at 600
µs and the duty cycle at 6%.
In order to identify the reactive species produced by Plasma Gun source, an iCCD camera (PIMAX3,
Princeton Instruments) mounted on a 500 mm spectrometer (Acton SP2500i, Princeton Instruments)
was adopted to collect optical emission spectra in the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS) and near infrared
(NIR) regions. Exposure time was set at 20 µs and for each spectrum a set of 50 accumulations was
collected on the CCD sensor.
Bacterial liquid solution
The antibacterial activity was investigated testing the gram positive Staphylococcus aureus, which is a
common cause of skin and wound infections, but it is associated also to soft tissue, bone, joint,
endovascular and respiratory infections. For the experiments, a S. aureus suspension was prepared in
NaCl 0.9% from an overnight culture. The bacterial suspension was adjusted to approximately 107108 CFU (Colony Forming Units) ml-1 based on McFarland turbidity standards and quantitative
dilution technique. The bacterial suspension was then introduced and plasma treated in 96-wells plates
(50 µl of bacteria suspension per well). Immediately after treatment the samples were serially diluted
in NaCl 0.9%, plated on tryptone soy agar plates and incubated for 24h at 37°C to quantify the number
of viable bacterial cells. The number of bacterial cells recovered after plasma treatment was compared
to bacterial cells number of untreated samples (control). Each test was performed in duplicate.
Plasma treatment
Plasma Gun treatment of contaminated suspensions was performed for various operating conditions,
in order to evaluate the effects of varying peak voltage and treatment time; results here reported refer
to only three sets of operating conditions, as reported in Tab. 1. Briefly, all treatments were carried out
at fixed pulse frequency (25 kHz), He flow rate (3 slpm) and distance between the Plasma Gun outlet
and the liquid surface (7 mm); meanwhile, treatment time was varied between 3 min and 5 min, peak
voltage between 9.5 kV and 11 kV. A schematic of the experimental setup is reported in Fig. 1.
Tab. 1. Selected operating conditions. All treatments have been carried out fixing the pulse frequency
at 25 kHz, the He flow rate at 3 slpm and the distance between plasma propagation zone outlet and the
liquid surface at 7 mm.
Treatment
1
2
3
Control

Time [min]
3
3
5
----

Fig. 1: Schematic of the experimental setup.
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3. Results
Results for the Plasma Gun decontamination of bacteria solutions are reported in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3;
in particular, results for different scalar dilutions of treated and untreated suspensions are reported in
Fig. 2; as can be observed for the control case in Fig. 2a, the undiluted suspension was plated twice on
two separate region of the upper Petri dish. The suspension was then diluted five times and plated
thrice after each dilution; for a certain dilution, samples were plated adjacent to each other. In this way,
each line of three circular bacterial colonies in the Petri dishes reports on results for a single dilution;
the number that can be read behind the circular bacterial colonies is the dilution order (for all the
operating condition reported, dilutions were plated in the same order). For all the evaluated operating
conditions, a decrease of bacterial load in the suspension contaminated with Staphylococcus aureus is
observed; for a treatment time of 3 min, results for two different values of peak voltage (9.5 kV and 11
kV) are presented: while only a 1 log reduction was achieved at peak voltage (Fig. 2b), complete
inactivation was observed for peak voltage 11 kV (Fig. 2c). As expected, increasing treatment time
from 3 min to 5 min for the case with peak voltage 9.5 kV is shown to enhance the antibacterial
efficacy of plasma treatment, resulting in a bacterial load reduction of 3.5 log (Fig. 2d). Quantitative
measurements of the bacterial load before and after plasma treatment are reported in Fig. 3.

Fig.2: Colony Forming Units grown on Agar plates from untreated and treated suspensions in different
operating conditions (different scalar dilutions plated on the same agar plates): a) Control; b) peak
voltage = 9.5 kV and treatment time = 3 min; c) peak voltage = 11 kV and treatment time = 3 min; d)
peak voltage = 9.5 kV and treatment time = 5 min.

Fig. 3: Bacterial load after plasma treatment.
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The lower antibacterial efficacy observed when the Plasma Gun was operated at 9.5 kV can be related
to the lower intensity of the plasma generated, as can be observed comparing Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b
where the plasma produced at 11 kV is characterized by a stronger light emission. Moreover, in the
case with lower voltage the plasma was clearly visible only inside the dielectric tube and a the plasma
plume formed at the source outlet was only faintly emitting; on the other hand, for the case with higher
voltage the formation of a plasma plume at the outlet of the Plasma Gun was evident.

Fig. 4: Camera images of the Plasma Gun during the treatment: a) He flow rate 3 slpm, pulse
frequency 25 kHz, peak voltage 9.5 kV; b) He flow rate 3 slpm, pulse frequency 25 kHz, peak voltage
11 kV. Images recorded with identical camera settings.
In order to get some qualitative information on the reactive species produced in the plasma plume at
the outlet of the Plasma Gun and that interact with the contaminated liquid, optical emission spectra in
the UV, visible (VIS) and near infrared (NIR) regions have been collected. The UV-VIS spectrum for
the Plasma Gun source operated with a peak voltage of 9.5 kV is shown in Fig. 6. The OES analysis
shows that the main components of optical radiation are in the wavelength region between 280-450
nm, where the bands of excited molecular nitrogen and OH radicals are detected. Future studies will
focus on the analysis of the chemical species forming in the liquid suspension during plasma treatment,
in order to better understand the physical and chemical mechanisms behind the Plasma Gun
inactivation process.

Fig. 6: Optical emission spectrum of the plasma plume; operating conditions: He flow rate 3 slpm,
pulse frequency 25 kHz, peak voltage 9.5 kV.
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4. Conclusions
The antibacterial efficacy of a flexible Plasma Gun, developed by the Authors and driven by
microsecond pulse generator, onto Staphylococcus aureus contaminated suspensions was investigated.
Different operating conditions were selected with the aim of evaluating the effect of a variation of
peak voltage and treatment time in the decontamination process. Results highlight that for a peak
voltage of 11 kV, total decontamination after only 3 min of plasma exposure is achieved; on the other
hand, for a peak voltage of 9.5 kV, bacteria load reductions of 1 log and 3.5 log were observed for 3
and 5 min treatments. Moreover, OES results highlight the presence of N2, N2+, NO and OH in the
plasma plume region, as a consequence of mixing with the surrounding air, which are widely known to
hold an extremely relevant role in the decontamination of liquid suspensions [9].
Future studies will be aimed at the investigation of the effects of varying gas flow rate and pulse
frequency on the efficacy of the developed Plasma Gun in the decontamination of bacterial
suspensions.
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Hydrogen and deuterium molecules were investigated by the electron induced fluorescence
method in a cross-beam apparatus. Emission spectra induced by electrons with energy of 14 eV
and 25 eV were obtained. We also measured emission functions of D 2 molecule at 230, 360, and
650 nm in the electron energy range of 0-100 eV. Only continuum radiation of D2 a 3  g b 3  u





is supposed to be present there. Our results were compared to our hydrogen molecule
measurements. Only minor distinctions were observed between the spectra and the emission
functions of the two molecules.

1. Introduction
Deuterium and hydrogen molecules are of the simplest molecules and thus their study is of interest
for comparison of theoretical methods with experiments and for fundamental knowledge [1, 2]. These
molecules are very important also in many industrial branches. Astrophysicists need knowledge of D2
and H2 to study different objects such as stars, interstellar matter, atmospheres of planets and solar
wind [2,3,4]. The characteristics of the molecules and their interactions are applied also in diagnostics
of different industrial plasmas, including thermonuclear fusion plasmas in tokamaks [5, 6].
Both hydrogen and deuterium molecule were extensively studied. Extensive spectroscopic
research works were published by Richardson [7], Finkelnburg [8], Dieke [9] and his co-worker
Crosswhite, who edited Dieke’s lifetime research into two spectroscopic tables containing tens of
thousands of emission lines of H2 f10g and D2 [11].
Preliminary electron induced fluorescence measurements of deuterium molecule are presented in
this paper and the obtained data are compared with the measurements of hydrogen molecule. Study of
electron induced fluorescence radiation provides important information about collision processes such
as electron induced excitation of a molecule, electron induced ionization and excitation, electron
induced dissociative excitation, and electron induced dissociative ionization and excitation. The
present paper is focused on the fluorescence spectrum induced by electrons with energy of 14 eV and
3 
3 
25 eV, in the wavelength range of 200-680 nm, and on the emission functions of the a  g b  u
transition in D2 and H2 in the range of electron energy 0-100 eV.

2. Experiment
The emission spectra and emission functions of deuterium and hydrogen molecule were acquired
using a cross-beam apparatus, depicted in Figure 1. The reaction took place in a stainless steel vacuum
chamber, since high vacuum was required for the experiment. The vacuum chamber was pumped
down to ~ 10-8 mbar and the ambient pressure in the chamber during the experiment was ~ 1.5x10-4
mbar. We performed a check if single collision conditions were maintained. This was done by
measuring of the linearity of spectral line intensity to pressure dependence [12].
The electron beam was formed obtained by thermal emission from a tungsten hairpin filament and
formed by electrodes of a trochoidal electron monochromator (TEM) [13]. The electron beam was
energetically analyzed in a dispersion region by applied perpendicular electric field (0-10 V) and
parallel magnetic field (5x10-3 T). The fields were perpendicular to each other. The energy distribution
was intentionally worsened (~ 500 meV) to obtain higher electron current and thus measurable
fluorescence signal. The beam was then focused and accelerated to desired energy by electron lenses
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into the reaction chamber, where it collided with a molecular beam formed by effusive flow through a
capillary (d = 0.5 mm). The electron current (typically I ~ 102 nA) was measured on a Faraday cup by
a Keithley 6485 picoammeter, after it passed the reaction chamber.

Fig. 1. Cross-beam apparatus equipped with a trochoidal electron monochromator (TEM). The
fluorescence radiation is analyzed by a Czerny-Turner ¼ m optical monochromator together with a
photomultipier
The electron induced fluorescence processes that take place at the crossing of the beams, allow us
to study optically forbidden excitations, since molecular states of a different multiplicity can be
excited by an electron, while it cannot be achieved by a photon. The fluorescence photons emitted by
deuterium and hydrogen molecules were gathered by UV grade silica lens, and guided through an
MgF2 window and another UV grade silica lens, to the entrance slit of the Oriel Cornerstone 260
Czerny-Turner ¼ m optical monochromator. Some of the dispersed signal was returned to the
gathering optics by a spherical mirror with UV enhanced aluminium coating placed opposite to the
first UV grade silica lens (see Fig.1). After analyzing of the signal by the optical monochromator, the
intensity at the set wavelength (usually in the order of 100-101 photons per second) was detected by a
low-noise (0.5-2 cps), Peltier-cooled R4220P Hamamatsu photomultiplier working in the range of
190-700 nm.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of hydrogen and deuterium fluorescence spectrum induced by electrons with the
energy of 14 eV. At this energy the dissociative excitation process H2(a→b) and D2(a→b) dominate
the spectrum. The spectrum was corrected for spectral response of the apparatus.

3. Results and discussion
Preliminary measurements of deuterium molecule were done in the cross-beam apparatus
described above, and the obtained data were compared with the measurements of hydrogen molecule.
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Our interest was focused on the fluorescence spectrum at 14 eV and 25 eV in the wavelength range of
3 
3 
200-680 nm, and on the emission functions of the a  g b  u transition in the range of electron
energy 0-100 eV. The spectra were corrected for the apparatus functions. The emission functions were
energy calibrated by the peak intensity position of the 2nd positive system (0,0) of N2 line at 337 nm,
which lies at 14.1 eV [14].
The spectrum of D2 and H2 induced by electrons with energy of 14 eV is formed purely by the
3 
a  g b 3  u transition, which results in a continuum depicted in Figure 2, since the state b 3  u is
repulsive. It is supposed, that the continuum spans in the range of 120-500 nm [2, 4], though our
measurements of emission functions for both molecules (see Figure 4) suggest that it spans at least to
670 nm. It may be interesting to study possible presence of the hydrogen / deuterium continuum in the
near IR region. The shape of D2 and H2 continuum is similar. However, there exist a differences at 400
nm, where D2 continuum exhibits a low peak, while H2 not and vice versa at 460 nm. These
differences may be caused by a different of Franck-Condon factors of the involved states at the
particular molecules, as well as the noise level of the D2 measurement. To resolve this uncertainty,
further measurements are needed.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of hydrogen and deuterium emission functions of a  g b  u transition at

230 nm induced by electron impact. The observed shapes are identical.
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Fig. 5. Hydrogen and deuterium fluorescence spectrum induced by electrons with the energy of 25 eV.
The comparison of the presence of molecular bands exhibits significant differences.
Emission functions at 230 nm of the deuterium and hydrogen continuum resulting from
a  g b 3  u transition in the molecules correspond well in shape and mutual position (see Figure 3).
3

Measurements of higher quality are needed to estimate the threshold energies, though the preliminary
1 
results correspond well with the theoretical value of excitation from the ground state of H2 X  g to
3 
the a  g state. The estimate from the molecular constants of Herzberg [15] is 11.8 eV. We also

measured emission functions of the continuum at different wavelengths from 230 nm up to 670 nm,
where our detection limit lies. This was done to find out, if the continuum region ends at 500 nm as
mentioned above. Our measurements for both H2 and D2 proved, that the continuum spans further
towards the IR region, at least up to 670 nm. This conclusion was deduced from the shape and mutual
position of the emission functions depicted in Figure 4.
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Fluorescence spectrum induced by electrons with the energy of 25 eV was also measured both in
D2 and H2. The results are depicted in Figure 5. The descriptions of emission lines in the Figure 5
correspond to the lines of H2 molecule that were indentified with the help of [3, 16]. The preliminary
comparison of D2 and H2 emission lines shows good agreement of the mutual positions of some of the
lines (e.g. Balmer’s atomic lines and some Fulcher a molecular lines). Both spectra are very complex
with mixed lines of different rovibronic transitions. This is caused by the small moment of inertia of
the molecules [9]. Some molecular lines observed in the H2 spectrum are not observed in D2 and vice
versa (see Figure 5), while some lines appear to be shifted. This is expected [9] and except for other
factors may be caused by the different moment of inertia of the studied molecules. The mass
difference between the molecules is close to the factor of 2, thus higher moment of inertia of D 2 may
be a cause for compression of rotational emission lines. Further study of spectra with lower noise level
and higher resolution are needed to prove our suggestions.

4. Conclusion
Deuterium molecule was studied by the electron induced fluorescence method using a cross-beam
apparatus. Preliminary results were compared to our hydrogen molecule measurements. Fluorescence
spectra of D2 and H2 induced by electrons with energy of 14 eV were compared. Only continuum
3 
3 
radiation of a  g b  u was present and a slight difference in shape was observed. Emission
functions of the continuum were measured at different wavelengths (230 to 670 nm). The shapes of D 2
and H2 functions were considered identical and a conclusion was derived, that the continuum spans at
least to 670 nm, not only up to 500 nm as mentioned by previous works. Fluorescence spectra of D 2
and H2 induced by electrons with energy of 25 eV were also obtained. There were some discrepancies
observed between the molecular lines of deuterium and hydrogen present in the spectra.
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DISSOCIATIVE ELECTRON ATTACHMENT TO CARBON
AND NITROGEN RICH MOLECULES: DEVELOPMENTS
FROM QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY BELFAST
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Investigations into carbon- and nitrogen-rich molecules have yielded new absolute cross sections
for the processes of dissociative electron attachment and electron-impact ionization. New absolute
cross sections for dissociative electron attachment to HCCCN (cyanoacetylene or propiolonitrile)
in the range of 0–10 eV electron energy have been determined from a new analysis of previously
reported data (Graupner et al 2006 New J. Phys. 8 117). The highest cross sections are observed
for the formation of CN− at 5.3 eV and CCCN− at 5.1 eV; approximately 0.06 Å2 and 0.05 Å2
respectively. As part of the re-analysis, it was necessary to determine absolute total cross sections
for electron-impact ionization of HCCCN with the binary-encounter Bethe method; the maximum
value was found to be ∼6.6 Å2 at ∼80 eV. Dissociative electron attachment cross sections for the
three diazine molecules, the isomers of C4H4N2, have also been measured. R-Matrix calculations
for electron attachment to CO and CS have been completed and will be presented here.

1. Overview
Carbon- and Nitrogen-rich molecules have been observed in a number of environments outside of
Earth, such as comets, nebulae and in the atmosphere of Saturn’s moon titan. A very recent paper by
the team at Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) identified and mapped out the
distribution of HCN and HCCCN in Titan’s atmosphere. In particular, HCCCN “is abundant at a
[broad] range of altitudes”, from 70-600km above Titan’s surface. This information, along with the
revelation that a large number of negative ions exist in Titan’s atmosphere (Cordiner, M. A., et al.
2014 ApJL 795.2 L30), highlights the importance of having cross sections for electron scattering
processes for a complete understanding these alien environments.
Graupner et al (2006 New J. Phys. 8 117) has previously presented dissociative electron
attachment spectra for this molecule, which identified the electron energy resonance bands where
negative ions are found and the relative abundances of these ions. These measurements were made
using ERIC, the electron radical interaction chamber, which has been described previously (Field, T.
A., et al. 2005 J. Phys. B 255). In light of recent demands for better data pertaining to gaseous and
plasma processes, a reanalysis of Graupner et al’s data was done. Using some straight forward
inference methods, absolute cross sections for dissociative electron attachment to HCCCN were
obtained. As part of the re-analysis, it was necessary to determine absolute cross sections for electronimpact ionization of HCCCN with the binary-encounter Bethe method. Full details are available in
Gilmore and Field 2015 J Phys B (in press).
Similar work has been carried out for the azines, the isomers of C4H4N2. Pyridimine, the most
well-known of the azines, is a component of the nucleobases Thymine, Cytosine and Uracil. R-Matrix
scattering calculations for the azines are available for comparison and thus benchmarking of the code.
CN- was found to be the dominant dissociation channel for these molecules, occurring at
approximately 5.1 eV and 8.2 eV electron impact energies for all the azines. Hydrogen anion
formation was also observed. Further details, including cross sections and theory comparisons, will be
available in “Absolute cross sections for dissociative electron attachment to the azines” (in
preparation).
Using the R-matrix codes via Quentemol-N, potential energy curves were calculated for the
CS and CO molecules. For CS, 17 bond-lengths from 1.1 to 2.7 Angstroms were analysed (Varambhia
2010), while for CO 20 bond-lengths from 0.8 to 2.4 Angstroms were analysed. These curves were
correlated with various distinct appearance potentials for the dissociative electron attachment at
various energies (5.43 eV, 6.40 eV and 6.70eV for CS, 9.63 eV, 9.8 eV and 10.88 eV for CO).
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We present the combined experimental and theoretical study of resonant electron transfer
between the aceturic acid molecule and slow O6+ ions. Rich fragmentation is observed upon
single and multiple ionization of the molecule in the gas phase which is dominated by
CH3COOH+ and COOH+ fragment ions, respectively. On the contrary, the metastable
parent ion dissociates exclusively by the release of neutral water molecules. In the present
contribution we focus on the nature of the metastable parent ion as well as the dissociation
process. We assign the observed slow decay of the parent ion to the high stability of the cis
peptide bond conformer of the ion in contrast to the stable trans peptide bond conformer of
the neutral. The observation can have significant implications on the energy distribution in
peptides as well as on the related chemistry.

1. Introduction
The interaction of multiply charged ions with biomolecules has gained significant interest in
the last years. This is directly linked to the growing number of ion beam applications for cancer
treatment [1]. Typical ion beams used in these therapies are proton and carbon beams. However,
new therapies based on ions such as oxygen are also under development [2].
Even though the physics and chemistry of ion beam interactions with living organisms is
understood on a level that allows for the clinical use of ion beams, further progress in the cancer
treatment by ion irradiation can be expected only when the underlying processes are described
at the molecular level. Therefore, a variety of processes including both primary and secondary
particles, formed during the ion passage through the living organism, has been studied. Frequent
targets are DNA and the corresponding building blocks, since their damage is one of the main
causes for cell damage. However, it is now widely accepted that this kind of damage is provided
by secondary species such as electrons and radicals [3,4]. The mean free paths of these species
in living organisms are rather short and, therefore, primary ions have to pass in close vicinity of
the DNA. In general, this is not the case, due to the low fluence of the clinical beams. Hence,
the question arises how cell constituents, other than DNA, are influenced by ion beam
irradiation and how this may lead to the cancer cell death. An important cell constituents are
peptides. Several studies concerning the interaction of secondary species with amino acids, as
the peptide building blocks (see e.g. [5] [6]). Recently, we have studied also the interaction of
slow ions with neutral aminoacids in the gas phase and amionacid clusters [7,8]. The present
contribution extends our previous works which aims to understand ion induced processes in
peptides.
Aceturic acid is the simplest system that allows the study of peptide bond behavior. By the
use of slow ions in the present study, we have been able to selectively study the resonant
electron exchange between the molecule and the incoming ion. The resonant electron exchange
is an important reaction pathway in the ion interaction with living matter. The nature of this
interaction is of long range and its cross section rises with the charge state of the ion. Thus, the
resonant electron exchange is of fundamental importance for novel ion beam therapies which
use heavy ions (e.g. [2]).
In this contribution we will discuss how peptide bond isomerization can significantly
influence the stability of the molecule after ionization by slow ions. The observed effect can
significantly modify the energy balance in the complex biomolecular systems as well as their
reactivity.
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2. Experiment
The experiment was carried out at the COLIMACON end-station [9] placed on ARIBE
(Accélérateurs pour les Recherches avec les Ions de Basses Energies) ion beam facility in Caen.
COLIMACON is equipped with a linear time of flight mass spectrometer which can be combined with
a variety of molecular and cluster sources. In the present study, a simple heated reservoir has been
used to evaporate the molecules at temperatures of ~360K forming an effusive beam of aceturic acid
in the gas phase. This target was irradiated by pulsed beam of 16O6+ ions at a kinetic energy of 48keV
and mass spectra of the cationic products were detected. The experiments were carried out under the
coincidence conditions, thus each obtained mass spectrum consist only the products of single ion –
molecule interaction event. COLIMACON TOF mass spectrometer was designed as a Wiley-McLaren
spectrometer with an extraction region optimized for the detection of large mass range detection. The
elongated design (11 cm) results in long residence times of ions in the extraction region (up to several
microseconds). This fact can be used to analyze long lifetimes of ionic states in the way similar to ion
trap - mass spectrometer instrument.

3. Results
A sample mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. On the top of the Fig. 1 raw data are presented
including the background contribution. On the bottom of the Fig. 1 integrated intensities of the peaks
after the background subtraction are compared to the electron ionization mass spectra obtained from
the NIST database [10]. The most intense fragment after ion collision is m/z = 43 (OCNH+, CH3CO+)
in contrast to m/z = 30 after EI (CH2O+, NH2CH2+ [10]). Formation of m/z=30 ions after electron
ionization requires significant fragmentation and can not be easily linked to the peptide dissociation.
On the other hand O6+ ions seem to be highly effective in the peptide bond cleavage that results in the
formation of CH3CO+ ion. Another contribution to the m/z=43 signal is coming from the dissociation
of multiply charged ions as revealed by coincidence mass spectrometry. These ions could be assigned
to the OCNH+ structure on the basis of fragment kinetic energy analysis. The most intense channel of
the dication dissociation is then m/z =45 (COOH+).

Fig. 1: Mass spectrum of the acetruic acid after ionization by O 6+ ion impact at 48keV and comparison
of the mass spectra to the spectra after electron ionization from the nist database (bottom) [10].
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The most intriguing result of the study is
related to the neutral water release channel:
C4H7NO3+  C4H5NO2+ + H2O

(1)

The signal of m/z = 99 ion formed in the
mentioned process has long tail up to higher
masses (see Fig.2). Such tail is the typical sign
for the metastable decay of a heavier ion mass
towards the m/z = 99 fragment in the extraction
region of the TOF mass spectrometer. The
analysis of length of the tail confirms that the
dissociation occurs from the parent ion of
aceturic acid (m/z=117) in the reaction (1). We
subtract the direct dissociation signal and
background signals from the data and
transforms the observed TOF to the residence
time of metastable parent ion in the extraction
region. The fit indicates the exponential decay
of metastable ion intensity with the time
constant of ~1.2 s. However, the quality of fit
is low and, therefore, we can only conclude
that we observe the metastable ion with
lifetimes longer than 1 s.

Fig. 2: Shape of the m/z = 99 ion signal in the mass
spectra,that indicates a metastabil decay of the
parent ion. The bottom figure is the residence time
of the metastable ion in the extraction region
calculated from the data shown on the upper part of
the figure.

TI H = 0 eV

TII H = 0.17 [0.18] eV

CI H = 0.28 [0.26] eV

CII H = 0.4 [0.38] eV

Fig. 3: The conformers of aceturic acid chosen for the study. Sequential numbers of atoms are indicated
on the TI conformer picture. Relative enthalpies of formation obtained at B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) and
[G4MP2] level of thories are indicated.

To explore the nature of the reaction (1) and corresponding metastable parent ion, we perform
supporting calculations by using the GAUSSIAN 09 quantum chemistry package [11]. At first, we did
simple conformational search to find the most stable conformers of molecule in the gas phase. The
potential energy curves for the (5,2,1,7), (1,2,5,6) and (8,7,1,15) dihedral angle rotations (see Fig. 3)
were calculated by the density functional theory at B3LYP/3-21G level and the local minimum
configurations were optimized at the same level of theory. In this way, the 12 minimum energy
configurations have been reduced into 8 stable conformers.
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For the further analysis, we used the 1)
2)
two
most
stable
conformers
corresponding to the trans form of the
peptide bond and two most stable
conformers corresponding to the cis form
of the peptide bond.
These were re-optimized at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level of
theory and the validity of the solution
3)
4)
was further verified by G4MP2
calculation.
The optimized structures of the
conformers are presented in Fig. 3. The
conformers corresponding to the trans
form of the peptide bond are labeled TI
and TII and conformers corresponding to
the cis form are labeled CI and CII. The
values of relative energies of the found
neutral conformers indicate that the trans Fig. 4: Four structures of m/z=99 fragment ion
corresponding to the energetically most favorable
form of the molecule is extremely stable channels of the reaction (1). Enthalpy of the reaction (1)
in the gas phase. We also found that the is indicated under the apropriate structure and it was
hydrogen bonding between OH (13-14) calculated with respect to the most stable parent ion
and O(8) significantly stabilizes the conformer at B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level of
molecule and therefore the TI conformer theory. Red letters represent the positions of individual
is more stable in the gas phase than any O and H atoms of the released water molecule.
other conformer. Since the cross section
for slow ion interaction is not significantly influenced by the molecule conformation, we can conclude
that the ion molecule interaction in our present experiment is dominated by the ion interaction with
conformer TI.
In the second step we calculate the reaction enthalpies of nearly complete set (21 reactions) of the
possible reaction channels of the reaction (1) at the B3LYP/3-21G level of theory. The reaction
enthalpies of the energetically most favorable channels were recalculated on
B3LYP/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level of theory. Out of these, 4 reaction channels have been found to be
exothermic in respect to vertically ionized TI structure. The optimized structures of the m/z=99
fragment ion with the indication of H2O dissociation positions is on the Fig. 4. The energetically most
favorable channel results in the formation of cyclic ion with cis structure of the atoms corresponding
to the peptide bond in the neutral molecule. The combination of the fact that the trans form of the
peptide bond is the mark of the dominant reactant and the cis form of the peptide bond is the mark of
most favorable product suggests the hypothesis that the underlying reaction paths of the reaction (1)
are:
1.
Fast - direct dissociation proces after vertical ionization of TI neutral which results to the
type 2) or type 4) fragment ion formation according to Fig. 4.
2.
Slow - indirect dissociation process of TI neutral which include trans – cis isomerization of
the parent ion and results in the formation of the type 1 fragment ion. Alternatively, that
includes the proton transfer reaction between the OH group and O(8) oxygen and results in
the type 3 ion formation according to the Fig. 4.
To support our hypothesis, we perform the series of ADMP (Atom centered Density Matrix
Propagation molecular dynamic) calculations to explore the behavior of the parent ion. In the first
study we run ADMP B3LYP/3-21G calculations for vertically ionized conformers from the Fig. 3 with
only negligible amount of the total nuclear kinetic energy ~0.27eV. The 20 trajectories were computed
for each ion giving a first impression about the final behavior. The trajectories were calculated with
0.1fs step to secure the adiabatic evolution and the total length of the trajectory calculation was set for
1ps. The most of the trans conformer trajectories results in CO2 release upon fast proton transfer from
OH group to O(8) oxygen. Due to sympathetic orientation of conformer TI the proton transfer is much
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faster than in the case of conformer TII and takes only 50 fs. Conformer TII dissociates in the same
process under 200 fs. On the other side, all cis conformers remain stable for the whole 2ps period.
Clearly the stability of cis conformer in the ionic state is much higher than that of the trans conformer.
At the moment, more sophisticated calculations of the full reaction path of the reaction (1) and cis –
trans isomerization process are running to confirm our hypothesis.

4. Conclusions
Interaction of aceturic acid with slow multiply charged ions was studied for the first time. The
ionization by 48keV O6+ results in a rich fragmentation spectrum. The relatively high abundance of the
high mass fragments, in comparison to the electron ionization, means that the electron transfer process
is surprisingly soft in its nature and most probably all the chemistry is driven only by the unstable
nature of the formed parent ion and the electrostatic repulsion within multiply charged molecules. We
also observed the formation of metastable parent ions, which dissociate exclusively by neutral water
release. The water release reaction indicates that the metastable parent ion has cis papetide bond
configuration. The stability of the cis ion in comparison to the trans form was confirmed also by
ADMP calculations.
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The paper deals with ozone decomposition on selected metal surfaces (copper and iron) at
temperature varying from 10 to 85°C. Ozone concentration was determined by spectral absorption
at 253.65 nm. In the stationary regime, ozone decomposition proceeded exponentially, and it was
substantially enhanced by increasing temperature. Higher decomposition was observed on iron
surfaces. Rate constants of ozone decomposition at various conditions were calculated.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, utilization of ozone in various industrial processes is very wide and thus efficiency of its
production and transport is demanded as high as possible. Ozone is an instable gas which is very easily
decomposed to atomic oxygen especially when it can react with some compound or solid surface.
Another important parameter influencing ozone decomposition is temperature. Moreover, liquid ozone
is explosive. Therefore, storage of ozone is a quite difficult process, and thus ozone generators are
often used directly at the place of further ozone application. However, in all cases it is important to
choose appropriate material for ozone transportation from the generator to the place of ozone
consumption. Such material should not catalyse ozone decomposition and thus decrease its production
efficiency. Moreover, interaction between ozone molecules and solid materials might differ with
respect to the temperature.
The most inert material with regard to ozone decomposition is glass. However, its disadvantage
concerning construction of devices for ozone utilization is its high fragility. Other convenient
materials could be found among plastic materials, especially based on fluorinated polymers such as
PTFE [1]. On the other hand, using of rubber as a pipeline or packing is almost dangerous because it
actively reacts with ozone and it could be even ignited [1, 2]. Also using of polystyrene is impossible
for ozone transportation or storage [3]. Nevertheless, these materials still require further investigation.
Metals have been the most common materials utilized for pipelines. However, a lot of them are
strongly oxidized by ozone and thus these materials easily corrode. Some of them are even used as
catalysts for ozone decomposition in silica gel, for example silver [4] or cobalt ions [5]. This work
presents results obtained for two common construction metals: iron, and copper.
Concerning ozone thermal decomposition, it is primary described by standard kinetic laws. For
decomposing reaction 2O3  3O2, the experimentally verified equation of ozone decrease is



dcO3
d

 k c (O3 )  cO2 3  cO12

(1)

where cO3 and cO2 is ozone and oxygen concentration in time , and k c (O3 ) is the rate constant
dependent on temperature [6]. In a plasma reactor, ozone is also decomposed by heterogeneous
reactions on reactor walls, and such reactions are stimulated by elevated temperature. At sufficiently
low temperature, ozone decomposition is only negligible. Ozone maximal production is reached at
approximately 30°C. Exceeding this value, decomposition reactions prevail ozone synthesis [7].
This paper is focused on temperature effect influencing ozone decomposition on copper and iron
surfaces with different specific dimensions in order to estimate contribution of surface heterogeneous
reactions and bulk reactions on this process.
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2. Experimental set-up
Experimental apparatus was constructed according to the scheme presented by Fig. 1. It consisted of a
commercial ozone generator Lifepool (Lifetech, maximal ozone production from pure oxygen was
0.5 g/hour), a specially constructed device for ozone spectral detection, a UV lamp and a spectrometer
connected to the PC. Oxygen with purity of 99.5 % was used for ozone generation. Its constant gas
flow rate of 500 ml/min was controlled by a mass flow controller Omega FMA-A2407. As
demonstrated in Fig. 1, gas from the pressure bomb was led through the mass flow controller (8) and
the ozone generator (9) into a special cuvette (4) serving for ozone detection in a stationary regime
(Fig. 2). An optical cable (11) from the low pressure mercury lamp Sterilight (10; 253.56 nm) was
mounted to this cuvette at its axis while another cable was connected on the other side and led into the
spectrometer Ocean Optics HR4000 (12) and PC (13). The device for ozone detection itself (Fig. 2)
consisted of a tube made of selected metal material (copper or iron) with the length of 100 mm and the
inner diameter of 4 or 8 mm. A new tube was used in every experiment in order to prevent effect of
partial surface oxidation cause by ozone interaction within the previous measurement. Both ends of
the tube were closed by PTFE fronts (3) equipped by gas inlet and outlet valves and by quartz
windows. Optical cables leading from the UV lamp and to the spectrometer were mounted to these
windows. The metal tube was further wrapped into a copper plate (4) which served for the heat
transfer from a water bath (7) into which the device could not be fully immersed because of its limited
water tightness. Therefore, only the copper plate was immersed in water of appropriate temperature.
Temperature inside the tube was measured by a thermocouple (type K) installed directly in the gas
phase in the tube. The measured temperature showed out only a 10% uncertainty comparing to the set
water bath temperature.
The whole experimental procedure started with the water bath tempering to the required temperature.
In this work, ozone decomposition at 10, 25, 40, 55, 70, and 85°C was studied. When temperature
inside the tube reached the desired value, the constant flow rate of oxygen was adjusted, and the ozone
generator was switched on at its maximal value. After ten minutes, both inlet and outlet valves of the
measuring cuvette were closed. Thus a defined amount of ozone was stored inside it. Simultaneously,
UV light transmitted through the cuvette was recorded by the spectrometer using a grid with
2400 grooves per mm and software Spectra Suite.
Ozone amount in the cuvette was evaluated from the spectra obtained in the range of 240350 nm.
Especially, the spectral line at 253.65 nm was observed, and its integral intensity was used for
calculation of ozone concentration according to the Lambert-Beer´s law:

T

I
 e c x
I0

(2)

where T is the light transmission through the cuvette, I is intensity of transmitted light, I0 is intensity of
light from the UV lamp, c is the determined ozone concentration, x is the length of the tube and  is the
absorption coefficient for ozone (305.24 cm1 at 253.65 nm [8]). In all studied conditions, ozone
concentration decreased more or less exponentially as follows:
c  c0  e  k t
(3)
where c is ozone concentration in time, c0 is the initial ozone concentration, k is the rate constant, and t
is time. Therefore, rate constants of ozone decomposition were calculated from the linear parts of
curves ln c = f(t).
Ozone decomposition was studied in the stationary regime when the gas mixture containing original
oxygen and ozone formed in the ozone generator was closed in the cuvette made of selected metal
material. For comparison, two materials (copper and iron) were used. Further, the testing tubes were of
two diameters in order to obtain significantly different reaction surface to volume ratio. In the case of
the smaller diameter of 4 mm, the ratio is approximately 10 while it is only 5 when the bigger diameter
of 8 mm is used. This enables revealing the contribution of volume or heterogeneous surface reactions
on ozone decomposition in this system. The comparison is given for six temperature values in the
range from 10 to 85°C.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of experimental set-up: 1 – gas inlet to the cuvette, 2 – gas inlet/outlet valve, 3 – PTFE
front with quartz window, 6 – gas outlet from the cuvette, 7 – water bath, 8 – mass-flow controller, 9 –
ozone generator, 10 – UV lamp, 11 – optical cable, 12 – spectrometer, 13 – PC.

Fig. 2. The device for spectral ozone detection: 1 – gas inlet, 2 – valve, 3 – PTFE front with quartz
window, 4 – metal tube wrapped into a copper plate, 5 – system of holders, 6 – gas outlet.

3. Results
Ozone concentration in the cuvette was determined from the UV light absorption at 253.56 nm
providing by the mercury lamp, and it was measured continually. Due to the spectral broadening of the
measured line, an integral intensity of mercury line was used for further comparisons.
At the beginning of each measurement when ozone concentration was maximal, no light intensity was
recorded because it was fully absorbed by ozone molecules. As ozone concentration decreased due to
its decomposition, light intensity increased. According to the speed of this increase, the rate of ozone
decomposition can be estimated in the dependence on experimental conditions.
Time evaluations of mercury line intensity transmitted through the gas mixture in the copper tube are
given in Fig. 3 for both smaller diameter of 4 mm (left) and bigger diameter of 8 mm (right).
Moreover, the comparison is given for reaction temperature of 10, 25, 40, 55, 70, and 85°C. The same
experimental conditions were set in the case of iron tubes, and the appropriate results are demonstrated
in Fig. 4.
In all tested metal tubes, ozone decomposition represented by the increase of mercury line intensity is
accelerated by temperature enhancement. However, the effect of this phenomenon is different from the
viewpoint of the tube material. Generally, ozone was decomposed faster in both iron tubes comparing
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to the copper ones. On the other hand, the thermal effect is dependent on the tube diameter as well as
on the material.
Concerning the copper tubes, velocity of light intensity enhancement reached at the same temperature
is slower for the bigger diameter, i.e. for the lower surface-volume ratio (Fig. 3). This fact indicates
that the main process of ozone decomposition is its heterogeneous decay on the tube walls and no
homogeneous decay in the bulk gas mixture. In the case of iron, the situation is significantly different.
The whole degradation is substantially faster, but it is much faster when the bigger diameter is used
(Fig. 4). This means that homogeneous volume reactions in the gas phase should not be omitted for
this material although we change the surface-volume ratio. Therefore, it is necessary to create a simple
numeric model describing a time evaluation of ozone concentration which will be our future task.

Fig. 3. Time evaluation of mercury (Hg) integral intensity (line at 253.56 nm) representing ozone
decomposition in copper tubes with inner diameter of 4 (left) and 8 mm (right) in the dependence on
temperature.

Fig. 4. Time evaluation of mercury (Hg) integral intensity (line at 253.56 nm) representing ozone
decomposition in iron tubes with inner diameter of 4 (left) and 8 mm (right) in the dependence on
temperature.
As it was already mentioned above, ozone decomposition has two main reaction mechanisms: the
homogeneous decay in the gas phase and the heterogeneous decay on the solid surface (the tube wall).
The main homogeneous process in the vicinity of the metal wall is ozone reaction with oxygen
molecules:
O3 + O2  O + 2O2.
(4)
The rate constant of this reaction is in the order of 1020 cm3s1 [9]. However, rate constants evaluated
in this study are in the order of about 103 cm3s1. Therefore, it is evident that the contribution of the
homogeneous process to the whole ozone decomposition should be only negligible and the
heterogeneous decay should be the dominant process as it was confirmed in the copper tubes. Rate
constants estimated for different experimental conditions (selected material of the tube, dimensions of
the tube and temperature) are summarized in Table 1.
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Tab. 1. Rate constants of ozone decomposition for selected materials, dimensions and temperatures.
(kCu-4 and kCu-8 means the rate constant for the copper tube with the inner diameter of 4 and 8 mm,
respectively, kFe-4 and kFe-8 means the same for the iron tubes.)

T
[°C]
10
25
40
55
70
85

kCu-4
[10–3 cm3·s–1]
0.80 ± 0.18
1.3 ± 0.2
1.6 ± 0.3
2.5 ± 0.3
3.7 ± 0.4
15.0 ± 3.0

kCu-8
[10–3 cm3·s–1]
0.60 ± 0.15
1.0 ± 0.2
1.1 ± 0.2
2.4 ± 0.4
3.1 ± 0.5
4.1 ± 0.6

kFe-4
[10–3 cm3·s–1]
0.6 ± 0.2
1.7 ± 0.3
2.9 ± 0.4
4.5 ± 0.6
5.7 ± 0.5
38 ± 5

kFe-8
[10–3 cm3·s–1]
1.6 ± 0.3
20 ± 4
62 ± 7
124 ± 14
140 ± 14
150 ± 16

4. Conclusion
Ozone decomposition was studied in the dependence on temperature, and from the viewpoint of
interaction with selected metal surfaces (in the form of metal tubes with different inner diameter in
order to obtain different surface-volume ratio). Ozone concentration was determined from the light
absorption at 253.56 nm. Subsequently, rate constants for different experimental conditions were
evaluated.
It was proved that enhanced temperature accelerated ozone decomposition in both copper and iron
tested tubes. Generally, the decomposition was faster when iron tubes were used. However, the
dominance of heterogeneous processes contributing to ozone decomposition was evident only in the
case of copper surfaces. The comparison of the rate constants for different conditions did not reveal
obvious participation of homogeneous bulk reactions or heterogeneous reactions of ozone with metal
surfaces. Therefore, a new numeric model combining experimental data with theoretical assumptions
is contemporarily under development.
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The investigation of creation a positive and negative ions from dicyclohexyl phthalate molecule is
presented. Using a trochoidal electron monochromator and quadrupole mass spectrometer we
estimated a positive mass spectrum. For production of negative ions, the relative cross sections are
presented.

1. Introduction
Phthalatic acid esters (“phthalates”) are molecules used in polyvinyl chloride production as plasticizer.
The structural form of a general phthalate molecule is show in fig. 1, where R and R´ are hydrocarbons
defining the different phthalate molecules. European Union in Directive 2005/84/EC created limits for
concentration of phthalates in toys for children under 3 years old. This regulation contains DEHP
(diethylhexyl phthalate), DBP (dibutyl phthalate), BBP (benzyl butyl phthalate), DINP (Diisonyl
phthalate), DIDP (Diisodecyl phthalate) and DNOP (di-n-octyl phthalate) [1]. Moreover, the European
Chemical Agency tagged phthalates (DHP, DPP, DIPP, DMEP, DIBP, BBP, DEHP, DBP and npentyl-isopentyl phthalate) as “toxic for reproduction” [2]. The health risk of phthalates is investigated
continuously for decades and the results indicated a potential threat not only for children and humans
[3-7], but also for environment [8-11]. Analyses denote a decreasing number of products with
concentration of phthalates over recommended or enactment concentrations [12-16]. Those
concentration limits are unfortunately not created for many human products (like a food cover) and
also many countries don’t limit phthalates concentrations.
The investigation of phthalates concentration in plastics is very often made via gas chromatography
method, which is frequently accompanied by mass spectrometry. Analysis of phthalates positive mass
spectra shows an intensive product at m/z = 149 amu, which is dominant almost for all phthalates.
However those peaks which could lead to a clear determination of phthalates from each other are
much weaker. George and Prest [17] presented a gas chromatography study connected with different
ionization method than electron induced ionization, the positive chemical ionization using ammonia
reagent gas.

Fig. 1. The general structure of phthalates molecules, where R and R’ are hydrocarbons defining the
different phthalate molecules (left) and the schematic structure of dicyclohexyl phthalate (right).
In this study we present electron induced processes on dicyclohexyl phthalate (DCP), schematically
show in fig. 1. Although DCP is not one of the phthalates forbidden in the European Union, but still
can be considered as dangerous. Moreover, this molecule is one of a few of phthalates which are at
normal conditions in solid state.
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The electron induced processes, investigated in this work are divided into two parts. First, formation of
positive ions via electron ionization (EI, 1) and corresponding dissociative ionization (DI, 2), and
second, formation of negative ions via electron attachment (EA, 3) and corresponding dissociative
electron attachment (DEA, 4).
EI: AB + e- → AB+ + 2eDI: AB + e- → (A-B)+ + B + 2eEA: AB + e- → AB#DEA: AB + e- → AB#- → (A-B)- + B

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The experimental investigation of the electron induced processes on DCP was performed using
crossed electron and molecular beam apparatus (fig. 2), located at Department of Experimental
Physics of Comenius University in Bratislava [18]. The molecular beam is created by sublimation of
the vapours of the solid DCP sample via a small capillary into the reaction region. There it collides
with the electron beam, which has perpendicular orientation to the molecular beam. Electron beam is
formed using a trochoidal electron monochromator, with the resolution of electron energy used in this
study of around 200 meV. The calibration of the electron energy scale was made for EI using Ar +/Ar
reaction with threshold at 15.76 eV [19] and for EA and DEA studies using the SF6-/SF6 reactions with
peak at ~0 eV [20]. A weak electric field extracts the produced ions from the reaction region into the
ion optics of the quadrupole mass analyzer. The mass separated ions (according to m/z) are detected
with the electron multiplier.
Two different modes of operation of the experiment were applied, the first one, the mass spectrum
was recorded at constant electron energy. For positive ions standard mass spectrum was recorded at
electron energy ~70 eV. In the case of negative ions the mass spectra depend more strongly on the
energy of the electrons due to resonant character of the reactions in the energy scale (0 – 13 eV),
therefore the knowledge of the positions of the resonances for EA and DEA reaction for particular
molecule is important. In the second mode, we have measured the ion efficiency curves for particular
ions (for given m/z) as function of the incident electron energy, both for positive and negative ions.

Fig. 2. The schema of electron – molecular beam experiment.

2. Results and discussion
The investigation of creation of positive ions via EI and DI resulted into a mass spectrum shown in
fig. 3. The dominant peak at 149 amu, observed at almost all phthalates mass spectra’s [21-22],
represents the dissociation of both (R and R´) hydrocarbons and one oxygen atom from phthalate
molecule. The residual positive ion does not carry information about phthalate type. As well, the peak
at 167 amu is observed in more cases, it represents the dissociation of DCP into a
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COOH(C6H4)C(OH)2+ ion. The positive ion with m/z = 249 amu is a result of loss of one cyclohexyl
group wherein two hydrogen atoms from cyclohexyl remain on the ion. The ion at 83 amu is created
by similar process, but there a positive charge remains on cyclohexyl. The intensive peaks below 83
amu (67, 55 and 41 amu) are probably created by dissociation of cyclohexyl, because the position is
similar with cyclohexane (69, 56 and 41 amu) [19]. The positive ion of parent DCP was not detected.
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Fig. 3. The mass spectrum of dicyclohexyl phthalate at incident electron energy 70 eV.
The relative cross sections of DEA to DCP are present in fig. 5. Here, contrary to positive ions,
production of DCP- is the most intensive process, where the energy of incident electrons is close to
0 eV. At the same energy we observed products with m/z 148 and 45 amu. These ions are generated
via dissociative electron attachment as single-particle resonance process. The ion with m/z = 148 amu
have a similar character as positive ion with m/z = 149 amu. In case of negative ion, the hydrogen
located on oxygen atom is replaced by entrapped electron. Mazurkiewicz and Deinzer [23] observed
this ion as well, for different phthalates. Finally, the negative ion at 45 amu can be described as
dissociation of COO part between benzene centre and characteristic part of phthalate (R or R´), where
the hydrogen is added probably from cyclohexyl, resulting to COOH- product. From the DEA
processes discussed above we can expect that the captured electron is located on one of the oxygen
atoms.
There exist other negative ions via DEA to DCP at higher energies which are associated with core
excited resonances. Except the ion with m/z 247 amu, all of them have the threshold situated at
~4.5 eV. Here, the production of ion at 148 amu is also visible. Moreover, other new ions with m/z 77
and 121 amu were detected, both represented by dissociation of benzyl group where one hydrogen
atom is added from cyclohexyl and dissociation of benzyl group with one COO part, where also one
hydrogen atom is transferred from cyclohexyl, respectively. The resonance combined from 99 and 97
amu products is presented as well. This combination was conducted as a result of using a worse mass
resolution during the experiment. The cross section of separated ions is not presented, but
measurements indicate a similar position of resonances for both products. For mass 99 amu, the
cyclohexyl with one oxygen atom is produced, where a negative charge is probably located on oxygen.
The negative charge can by spontaneously transferred into a cyclohexyl ring where is delocalized, that
can lead to creation of double bond between oxygen and cyclohexyl carbon, whereby the two
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hydrogen atoms are dissociated. This process leads to creation of a negative ion at 97 amu. The
negative ion at 247 amu is a result of dissociation of cyclohexyl from parent molecule. This product is
formed by two resonances with thresholds at ~ 2 eV and ~ 6 eV.

Fig. 4. The visual schema of negative ion products detected by crossed – beam experiment
Mazurkiewicz and Deinzer [23] presented negative ion resonances for 7 o-phthalates. Resonance
maxima of production of negative parents are localized mostly around 0.5 eV followed by second
resonances around 1 eV. A relative cross section for o-methyl phthalate and o-butyl cyclohexyl
phthalate indicated that resonances are mostly localized into region from 0 to 2 eV. This contrast can
be associated with difference bond strength between oxygen atom and cyclohexyl and with different
electron affinity of products. The expected negative ion at 164 amu was not observed in our case,
where both cyclohehexyl´s would by dissociated.
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Fig. 5. The energy dependence of creation of negative ions.
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The reaction kinetics in nitrogen flowing afterglow was studied by optical emission spectroscopy.
The DC flowing post-discharge in pure nitrogen was created in a quartz tube at the total gas
pressure of 1000 Pa and discharge power of 130 W. The optical emission spectra were measured
along the flow tube. Three nitrogen spectral systems - the first positive, the second positive, and
the first negative were identified. It was found that N atoms are the most important particles in this
late nitrogen afterglow, their volume recombination starts a chain of reactions which produce
exited states of molecular nitrogen. In order to explain the decrease of N atom concentration, it
was also necessary to include the surface recombination of N atoms to the model. The surface
recombination was considered as a first order reaction and wall recombination probability
γ = (2.16 ± 0.07) × 10-6 was determined from the experimental data.

1. Introduction
In flowing nitrogen afterglows (post-discharges) at low pressure, a large number of nitrogen atoms is
created in the discharge or in the short-lived (pink) afterglow during collisions of nitrogen molecules
with electrons, vibrationally excited nitrogen molecules and metastable states. The nitrogen atoms are
lost by volume and wall recombination [1]. The probability of volume recombination (a three-body
collision) tends to be lower than the wall recombination probability γ. The probability γ is the ratio
between the number of atoms effectively recombining at the surface over the number of atom-wall
collisions [2]. Nitrogen late afterglow is characterized by a visible emission in the yellow part of the
spectrum, associated with the recombination of the nitrogen atoms in the gas phase.
Nitrogen post-discharges are widely used for various industrial applications such as nitriding [3],
plasma surface modification [4] or plasma sterilization [5]. Besides laboratory and technological
plasmas, the nitrogen post-discharge is studied also in connection with the kinetics of the upper Earth
atmosphere (corona borealis [6]) and the processes occurring in nitrogen post-discharges are also taken
into account in some extraterrestrial systems, for example in the Titan atmosphere [7].
This paper presents a method for obtaining the atomic nitrogen recombination probability (γ). It is
based on the measurement of 11-7 transition intensity in first positive nitrogen spectral system (FPS).

2. Experimental set-up
The flowing configuration of nitrogen DC discharge was used for the experimental study. This
experimental set-up was already used for our previous study with nitrogen [8, 9]. A simplified
schematic drawing of the experimental set-up is given in Fig. 1. The active discharge was created in a
quartz discharge tube with the inner diameter of 12 mm at the constant total gas pressure of 1000 Pa
and the discharge power of 130 W. Hollow molybdenum electrodes were placed in the side arms (at
the interelectrode distance of 120 mm) of the main discharge tube to minimize their sputtering and
also to minimize the influence of the light emitted in the electrode regions. The nitrogen gas was of
99.9999 % purity and it was further cleaned by Oxiclear and LN2 traps. The reactor system was
pumped continuously by a rotary oil pump separated from the discharge tube by another LN2 trap. The
gas flow of 800 sccm was automatically controlled by the Bronkhorst mass flow controller. The total
gas pressure in the discharge tube was measured by a capacitance gauge connected to the end of the
discharge tube. The gas temperature was 300 K.
The bulk flow velocity vg of nitrogen in the tube was calculated from the continuity equation and the
state equation for ideal gas. The calculated velocity vg was 12 ms-1. The flow analysis was performed
in the same way as in previous studies using flowing afterglow [10, 11].
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup. 1- catalyzer Oxiclear; 2- mass flow controller; 3- quartz
discharge tube; 4-capacitance gauge; 5-quartz optical fiber; 6-monochromator Jobin Yvon Triax 550;
7-CCD; 8-PC.
The distance d needed to develop a full parabolic velocity profile is given by d = 0.277 a R, where a is
the flow tube radius (0.6 cm) in cm and R is the Reynolds number. For our experimental conditions,
the Reynolds number R is equal to 184, which gives d = 31 cm. Furthermore, our experimental setup
introduced perturbations into the flow pattern at the side arms and at the nitrogen inlet. So, the flow
will be in transition between plug and parabolic flows and in this case the bulk flow velocity can be
used for the calculation of the decay time. This approach was found to be correct in previous studies
[8-10]. In present experiment the line intensities (which are proportional to the exited particle
concentrations) were measured across the diameter of the flow tube. Bolden et al. [12] have
experimentally demonstrated that this is equivalent to monitoring the concentration at the center of the
tube for fully developed parabolic flow conditions.
The optical spectra were measured by Jobin Yvon monochromator TRIAX 550 with CCD detector.
The 300 gr/mm grating was used for overview spectra in the range from 300 nm to 600 nm. The
emitted light was led to the entrance slit of the monochromator by the multimode quartz optical fiber
movable along the discharge tube.

3. Results
The optical spectra were measured as a function of position along the flow tube in the distances 30 –
52 cm from the active discharge. An example of the typical recorded post-discharge spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2. The nitrogen late afterglow emission is dominated by the
N2(B, v=11) → N2(A, v=7)
(1)
band of the first positive system at 580 nm [13], see also Fig. 2. This band is correlated with the threebody recombination process with the rate constant kvol = 4.4×10-33 cm6 s−1 taken from [14]
N + N +N2 → N2(B, v=11) + N2.
(2)
As the N2(B, v=11) state can de-excite either radiatively to the A state with a global frequency νrad or
collisionally by quenching with the nitrogen molecules (kq), the emitted intensity can be written as

I117  [ N 2 (B, v  11)] 

k vol[ N]2 [ N 2 ]
 rad  kq [ N 2 ]

(3)

where the values νrad = 1.7×105 s−1 and kq = 5×10−11 cm3 s−1 were taken from [15]. So it appears that the
evolution of the N atom concentration can be followed monitoring I11−7. For pressures higher than
133 Pa is kq[N2] >> νrad and equation (3) reduces to

[ N]  I117 .

(4)
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Fig. 2. Overview spectrum of nitrogen post-discharge.
The N atom concentration determined from this equation is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of decay
time. These N atom concentrations were multiplied by a constant so that they can be coincident at
t = 0 s (distance 30 cm from active discharge) with absolute N atom concentration determined in
previous study by NO titration [16].

Fig. 3. Time dependence of nitrogen atom concentration. Squares – concentrations determined from
Eq. (4); triangles – concentrations determined by NO titration [16]; full line – calculation from the
model with γ = 2.16 × 10-6 ; dashed line – calculation from the model with γ = 1.35 × 10-6.
The kinetic model of nitrogen late afterglow developed previously [9] was used to fit measured data
using least square method. The value γ = (2.16 ± 0.07) × 10-6 was obtained from this method.
However, the N atom concentrations determined from measurement of FPS intensity decreases faster
than the N atom concentration determined by NO titration and also faster than calculated N atom
concentration from the model in previous study [9] with the value γ = 1.35 × 10-6. This discrepancy
could be caused by incorrect determination of 11-7 transition intensity in FPS due to overlap of this
band with neighboring vibrational bands.
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4. Conclusion
The recombination of N atoms in nitrogen late afterglow was studied in flowing afterglow experiment
at pressure of 1000 Pa. The optical emission spectra were measured at different positions along the
quartz flow tube (and hence at different times of afterglow). The spectra were dominated by 11-7 band
of the nitrogen first positive system. This band is correlated with three body (volume) recombination
of atomic nitrogen and thus it is possible to determine the relative concentration of N atoms from band
intensity. Then the wall recombination probability γ for N atoms was calculated from the decrease of
N atom concentration along the flow tube and the value γ = (2.16 ± 0.07) × 10-6 was obtained.
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REACTION OF BENZYNE RADICAL ANIONS WITH ACETYLENE. A
STEP TOWARDS THE FORMATION OF PAHS IN
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS?
Michaela Obluková, Miroslav Polášek, Ján Žabka
J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of the ASCR, Dolejškova 2155/3,
182 23 Prague 8, Czech Republic
The negative ions have already been found in various extraterrestrial environments such as coma
of the comet Halley [1], ionosphere of the Saturn’s moon Titan [2] and molecular envelopes of
carbon stars [3-5]. Recently, a possible role of negative ions, namely the ortho-benzyne, in the
formation of PAH’s in the protoplanetary atmospheres has been discussed [6]. We have found that
various hydrocarbon anions are formed in the acetylene low-pressure plasma, which is present in
the chemical ionization ion source, where the acetylene molecules are bombarded by 100eV
electrons. Besides expected acetylides C2nH− (n = 1-3), also C6H4−•, C7H4−•, C8H4−• anions were
observed. Out of these, the C6H4−• was identified as benzyne anion using structurally diagnostic
methods of tandem mass spectrometry.

Following this observation suggesting
the possibility of formation of benzyne anion
from acetylene via negative ion/molecule
chemistry, a reactivity of this interesting
species with acetylene has been studied both
experimentally and theoretically. For the orthobenzyne we have found two major reaction
channels: proton transfer C6H4−• + C2H2 →
C6H5• + C2H−, (1), and C-C bond formation
C6H4−• + C2H2 → C8H5− + H•, (2). The
exothermicities of the reactions (1) and (2)
were found to be 25 kJ mol-1 and 75 kJ mol-1,
respectively. However, the branching ratio
observed (5:1 in favor of proton transfer) does
not follow the order of calculated reaction
energies. Similar reactivity was observed also
for meta- and para-benzyne. A detailed
quantum chemical study of the molecular
mechanism of these reactions revealed that this
apparent discrepancy is most probably given by
kinetic reasons.
Fig.1.: Product ion mass spectra for reactions of (a) o-C6H4˙–, (b) m-C6H4˙–, (c) p-C6H4˙– with
C2H2
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Three commonly industrially used phosphors yttrium oxide doped by europium (Y2O3:Eu), cerium
magnesium aluminate doped by terbium (CeMgAl11O19:Tb) and barium magnesium aluminate
doped by europium (BaMgAl 10O17:Eu) were selected to study their excitation by electron impact
and test new experimental setup for luminescence of powders induced by electron impact. The
20kV electron beam of the scanning electron microscope was used to induce the phosphorescence
of these compounds and the subsequent photon emission was detected by optical spectrometer.

1. Introduction
In general the term phosphor is most commonly used for inorganic synthesized phosphorescent
compounds or in a broader sense it is used to describe any solid luminescent material. The phosphor
research evolved dramatically after the World War II with the progress in the solid-state physics.
Contemporary industrial applications of the phosphors can be divided into four categories: light
sources – fluorescent lamps, display devices – cathode-ray tubes, detector systems – X-Ray screens
and scintillators and other applications such as luminous paints, etc. [1].
Phosphors are usually composed of a transparent crystalline host compound and so-called activator
which is an intentionally added impurity. The activator particles in the host compound create emission
centres as the phosphor luminescence originates in the deexcitation transitions of the activator. From
that it is evident that the efficient transfer of the excitation energy from an excited point in host crystal
to the emission centre is a crucial process. In general the excitation energy can be transferred by
migration of free particles (electrons, holes, pairs, etc.) or by quantum mechanical resonance. While
the first type is observed mostly in semiconductor-like hosts that are often used in cathode-ray tubes
the second type is active in phosphors with less mobile electrons and holes such as oxides [1].
The Y2O3:Eu phosphor is mostly used in fluorescent lamps. Its strongest photon emission is in the
spectral range between 450 and 720nm with the most intensive peak at approximately 611nm thus it is
a red emitting phosphor. All the emission lines correspond to the deexcitation of activator Eu3+ ion [2].
In general this red phosphor is considered to be the one with the highest quantum efficiency of all
lighting phosphors [3].
The CeMgAl11O19:Tb phosphor is based on Ce3+ ions acting as sensitizers and Tb3+ ions acting as
activators. The energy of from the outer source (usually UV or electron irradiation) is absorbed by
cerium ions which then transfer the energy to the terbium ions. The energy from an excited cerium ion
can be transferred to the six nearest neighbouring particles at 5.6Å [3]. For the complete quenching of
the cerium ions the terbium concentration needs to be at least 33 mole percent. During the deexcitation
the Tb3+ ions emit photons in the wavelength range from 475nm to 700nm with the strongest peak at
approximately 545nm.
Blue emitting phosphor BaMgAl10O17:Eu exhibits one broad peak in the emission spectrum between
410nm to 550nm with the maximum approximately at 450nm. This emission is caused by the
deexcitation of the Eu2+ ions. This compound is often industrially used in the fluorescent lamps [3].
The aim of this work is to test the new experimental setup for optical emission spectroscopy of
powders irradiated by electron beam. The phosphors were chosen as the first test candidates as their
photon emission is strong.

2. Experiment and results
The experimental measurements were done in the chamber of the Hitachi S-3600N scanning electron
microscope where the phosphor powder on the SiO2 substrate was irradiated by the 20kV primary
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electron beam. The electron current measured in the faraday cup reached approximately 2nA. For
optical measurements of the emission spectra the Ocean Optics HR-2000+ES spectrometer and for
photon collection near the irradiated sample Ocean Optics fibre with diameter of 600μm was used.
The spectrum was measured in the range from 200nm to 1100nm and the collection time in each case
was set to 110ms. In case of Y2O3:Eu and CeMgAl11O19:Tb phosphors such collection time led to
saturation at the wavelength corresponding to the most intensive peak so its maximum is not visible in
the shown spectra. This approach was chosen to better resolve less intense transitions in the spectra.
The spectrum of the Y2O3:Eu is divided into three parts and it is shown in the following figures 1a –
1c. The transitions were identified and labeled according to [2]. It was possible to identify various
transition of the Eu3+ ion from excitation levels 5Di (i = 0, 1, 2) to levels 7Fj (j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4). In the
spectral region 450nm – 575nm (fig. 1a.) the deexcitations from levels 5D2 and 5D1 are mixed.
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Fig. 1a. First part of the “red” phosphor Y2O3:Eu spectrum induced by electron impact. The peaks
corresponding to the transition of the Eu3+ ion are shown.
In the next figure 1b the spectral region from 575nm to 635nm is shown. In this region the most
intense radiation was detected with the strongest transition at approximately 611nm. The deexcitation
5
D0 – 7F2 of the Eu3+ ion produces spectral peak with approximately 10x higher intensity in
comparison to second most intensive transition Eu3+ (5D0 – 7F2) at approximately 632nm. In this
wavelength region (fig. 1b.) the transitions mostly from excitation level 5D0 with two weaker
transitions from level 5D1 to higher termination levels 7F3 and 7F4 are present.
In the last figure 1c the third part of the red phosphor spectrum is shown (635nm – 725nm). In this
region only the transitions from level 5D0 to higher terminating levels 7F3 and 7F4 are present.
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Fig. 1b. Second part of the “red” phosphor Y2O3:Eu spectrum induced by electron impact. The peaks
corresponding to the transition of the Eu3+ ion are shown.
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Fig. 1c. Third part of the “red” phosphor Y2O3:Eu spectrum induced by electron impact. The peaks
corresponding to the transition of the Eu3+ ion are shown.
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The emission spectra of blue and green phosphors are shown in the following figures 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of the “green” phosphor cerium magnesium aluminate doped by terbium. The peaks
corresponding to the transition of the Tb3+ ion are shown.
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Fig. 3. Spectrum of the “blue” phosphor barium magnesium aluminate doped by europium. The band
corresponds to the transition 5d – 4f of the Eu2+ ion.
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The cerium magnesium aluminate doped by terbium in our experiments contained 37 mole percent of
terbium. This composition is confirmed by our spectral measurements as there is no signal in the
region below 400nm. In this region the emission of the Ce3+ ion can be detected if the terbium
concentration is less than 33 mole percent. The transitions in the spectrum were identified according to
[4] and [5]. They correspond to the deexcitations of the Tb3+ ion from the excitation level 5D4 to 7Fj (j
= 0, 1, ..., 6). The most intense emission comes from the transition 5D4 – 7F5 at approximately 545nm.
The emission of the BaMgAl10O17:Eu form one broad band between 410nm and 550nm with the
maximum at 450nm. This radiation corresponds to the deexcitation of the Eu2+ ion from level 5d to
level 4f [6], [7].

3. Conclusions
The new experimental setup for optical emission spectroscopy of the powders excited by the electron
impact was tested with the common and industrially often used phosphors emitting in the visible
spectral region. The spectra of yttrium oxide doped by europium, cerium magnesium aluminate doped
by terbium and barium magnesium aluminate doped by europium were measured and matched to the
corresponding transitions of the activator dopants.
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Electron impact ionization (EII) of methylphenylsilane (MPS), dimethylphenylsilane (DMPS) and
trimethylphenylsilane (TMPS) was investigated using the crossed electron/molecular beam
technique. For the fragmentation products from MPS and TMPS measured in this work the
ionization energies and appearance energies were estimated and compared to the previous results
of DMPS molecule with respect to the effect of methyl and hydrogen ligands substitutions.

1. Introduction
The fragmentation patterns are important in description of electron – molecular interactions in the gas
phase for chemical reactions in plasma applications, as well as for development of new precursors.
Organo - silicon molecules are in present time used in microelectronics [1] and food industry [2].
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) application [3,4] is used with many new as
precursors for preparation of thin films. For future applications these molecules could be used also in
nanotechnological application such as Focused Electron Beam Induced Deposition (FEBID).
Fragmentation of organosilicones by electron impact is the critical point with respect to plasma based
CVD techniques. The presented study deals for the investigation of the role of organic content in
organosilicones (see Fig. 1) that differ by number of CH3 functional groups in their structure.
Methylphenyl silane (MPS) and Trimethylphenyl silane (TMPS) molecules were studied and
compared with the previously published results for Dimethylphenylsilane (DMPS) [5] obtained with
the same apparatus in the past. In general the molecular ions are not too stable under electron impact
and they rapidly form various fragments, see Fig. 2 for MPS and Fig. 3 for TMPS. The process after
the ionization depends on the energy profile of bond dissociation. We describe the mechanism, where
the bond dissociation, is preceded by electron impact ionization while radical-ion appears.

Fig. 1. Schematic structures [6] of: left - methylphenylsilane (MPS), middle - dimethylphenylsilane
(DMPS) and right - trimethylphenylsilane (TMPS).

2. Experiment
The experimental study of the electron induced processes on MPS and TMPS was performed using
crossed electron and molecular beam apparatus, located at Department of Experimental Physics of
Comenius University in Bratislava [7]. The molecular beam is created by effusion of the vapours of
the liquid MPS/TMPS sample via a small capillary into the reaction region. There it collides with the
electron beam, which has perpendicular orientation to the molecular beam. The electron beam is
formed using a trochoidal electron monochromator, with the resolution of electron energy used in this
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study of around 300 meV. The calibration of the electron energy scale was made for EI using Ar+/Ar
reaction with threshold at 15.76 eV [8]. A weak electric field extracts the produced ions from the
reaction region into the ion optics of the quadrupole mass analyzer. The mass separated ions
(according to m/z) are detected with the electron multiplier. Two different modes of operation of the
experiment were applied, the first one, the mass spectrum was recorded at constant electron energy
~70 eV. In the second mode, we have measured the ion efficiency curves for particular ions (for given
m/z) as function of the incident electron energy. The experimental thresholds for EI and DI processes
have been evaluated, which is an important information about the energetics of reaction. The
thresholds were evaluated using a fitting procedure based on generalized Wannier law [9] with the
following function:
S(ε) = b; ε ˂ AE;
S(ε) = b + a(ε - AE)d ; ε > AE
were ε represents electron energy and b,a,d are variable fitting parameters.

3. Results and Discussion
The ionization energies (IE) of MPS and TMPS were experimentally measured and estimated as
9.33±0.25 eV and 8.97±0.25 eV respectively. For MPS molecule we did not find any data in the
literature but for TMPS we have two benchmark values; 8.81±0.15 eV [10] and 9.05±0.03 eV [11].
There are some previously published values of EI for DMPS molecule; 9.04±0.06 eV [5],
8.92±0.15 eV [10] and 8.72±0.20 eV [12]. From all these data a minimal decrease of IE is observed
with increasing number of methyl ligands in this group of molecules. However, according to the
known data the IE of phenyl silane (PS) (9.09 eV [13]; 9.25 eV [14]; 9.1 eV [15]) does not fit in this
tendency.
We have evaluated the appearance energies (AE) of measured ions for both molecules; these are
summarized in table 1. The mass spectrum of MPS (fig. 2) shows typical patterns with dissociation of
H and 2H atoms (or H2) from MPS+, represented by two peaks at m/z = 121 and m/z = 120. Moreover,
the formation of (MPS – H)+ ion is more efficient than that of the parent ion. The TMPS molecule
does not show dehydrogenation reaction, we were not able to detect (TMPS – H)+ or (TMPS – 2H)+.
The bond dissociation energies of Si – H in MPS+ can be calculated as AE(MPS+ - H) - AE(MPS+) =
1.23 eV, similarly 1.32 eV for the dissociation of two H atom from MPS+. These data are supported
with our B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculations where the first H atom loss appears with 1.49 eV bond
dissociation energy, however the second H atom dissociation appears at 2.47 eV.
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Fig. 2. Mass spectrum of methylphenylsilane (MPS) recorded at incident electron energy of ~70 eV,
chemical formulas of fragments are listed above some of the peaks.
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Fig. 3. Mass spectrum of dimethylphenylsilane (DMPS) recorded at incident electron energy of
~70 eV, chemical formulas of fragments are listed above some of the peaks.
In DMPS molecule only the BDE(DMPS+ - H) of 1.38 eV [5] was determined, with a good agreement
with our theoretical result 1.30 eV. These values are significantly lower than the Si – H BDE
calculated for similar molecules but without the phenyl ligand (H3Si-H, MeSiH2-H, Me2SiH-H. Me3SiH, BDE are around 3.8 eV) [16]. The CH3 dissociation energy from MPS/DMPS/TMPS is decreasing
with the number of methyl ligands on the molecule (BDE(MPS - CH3) = 2.01 eV; BDE(DMPS - CH3)
= 1.47 eV [5]; BDE(TMPS - CH3) = 0.79 eV). (TMPS-CH3)+ is the most intensive ion in its mass
spectrum at m/z 135, see fig. 3. The same theory has been applied to compare the experimentally
obtained BDEs, for the methyl loss from MPS+ we have got 1.60 eV, from DMPS+ 1.33 eV and from
TMPS+ 1.08 eV. In the mass spectrum of MPS molecule the demethylation is followed by the loss of
both 2H/H2 from Si.
Table 2. The ionization energies for MPS, DMPS, and TMPS determined from experiment compared
with the theoretical values from B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) method.
m/z
122
121

ion

9.33 ± 0.25

MPS

(MPS-H)

+

10.56 ± 0.25

120
107

(MPS-2H)
(MPS-CH3)+

10.65 ± 0.25
11.34 ± 0.25

105

C6H5Si+

12.27 ± 0.50

78
69
59
45

m/z
150
135
121
119
107
105
93
91
77
74
73
59
53
43

AE (eV)
+

+

9.46 ± 0.25

+

C6H6

18 ± 0.50

+

SiC3H5

11.31 ± 0.50

+

SiC2H7

+

11.76 ± 0.50

+

11.28 ± 0.25

SiH2CH3

44

SiHCH3

43

+

SiCH3

11.7 ± 0.50

212

ion
TMPS+
(TMPS-CH3)+
C6H5SiHCH3+
C6H5SiCH2+
C6H5SiH2+
C6H5Si+
SiC5H5+
SiC5H3+
C6H5+
HSi(CH3)3+
Si(CH3)3+
SiC2H7+
SiC2H+
SiCH3+

AE (eV)
8.97 ± 0.25
9.76 ± 0.25
14 ± 1
15.94 ± 0.5
14.54 ± 0.25
16.93 ± 0.5
17.27 ± 0.5
15.44 ± 0.5
12.5 ± 0.5
10.69 ± 0.5
11.29 ± 0.5
11.13 ± 0.5
20.09 ± 1
11.5 ± 0.5
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Similar products were observed for DMPS molecule, the reported ions are (DMPS - 2CH3)+ and
(DMPS - H - 2CH3)+. TMPS molecule, however, has no intensive dissociation channel resulting into
(TMPS - 2CH3)+ ion. Here, the dissociation channel result into creation C6H5SiHCH3+ and C6H5SiCH2+
and C6H5SiH2+ molecules. Finally, the dissociation of all three methyl groups from TMPS ion can be
detected. From AE of this ion the bond energy of methyl group can be estimated as 2.65 eV.
On the other side the dissociation of phenyl group from MPS/DMPS/TMPS is dependent of
hydrogenation of the central silicon atom. In the case of MPS/DMPS, the dissociation results in
creation of (MPS/DMPS - C6H5)+, (MPS/DMPS - C6H6)+ and in parallel to creation of a C6H6+ ion.
Formation of (MPS/DMPS - C6H6)+ ion is in both cases more effective and energetically more
efficient than of (MPS/DMPS - C6H5)+ ion. Only for MPS the C6H5+ ion can be also visible. The loss
of phenyl can be also visible in TMPS molecule. However, the dissociation of C 6H6 was not recorded
probably due to a missing hydrogen – silicon bond. Also the inversion process results in formation of
C6H5+ ion exclusively. Moreover, fragmentation of TMPS+ results in intensive ions like HSi(CH3)3+
(instead of the expected dissociation of phenyl and one methyl group), as well as SiC2H7+ and SiC2H8+.
Finally, the intensive ion of SiCH3+ was detected for all molecules.
The pure silicon ion was uniquely detected only for MPS molecule. However, the AE of this ion
wasn’t evaluated due to the presence of atmospheric nitrogen at the same mass with IE(N2) = 15.58 eV
[8] being lower that the threshold of Si+ at the same mass.

4. Conclusions
The ionization energies and the appearance energies of some products of MPS and TMPS molecules
were estimated. The DI of MPS molecule is mainly resulting in formation of SiCH3+ ion. The DI of
TMPS molecule has intensive channels for (TMPS-CH3)+, (TMPS-CH3)2+, HSi(CH3)3+ and SiCH3+
ions. We have shown that dissociation of single CH3 ligand from all three target molecules is less
favourable for MPS molecule, probably due to a lower spatial repulsion between the ligands. The
increase of CH3 ligands on the Si atom causes the decrease of the Si-CH3 BDE Contrary, to this the
lost of hydrogen atom is visible only for MPS and DMPS with comparable energetical demand.
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The dissociative electron ionization of tetraethyl ortosilicate (TEOS) molecule was studied; mass
scans and appearance energy measurement at the threshold region were done. TEOS molecule is
widely used with PECVD technique; its potential use is possible also as a target precursor
considered for FEBID technique. The dissociation of one and three methyls, one and three ethyls,
one and all ligands was observed.

1. Introduction
We have investigated the dissociative ionization of tetraethyl ortosilicate (Si(OC2H5)4), TEOS, in the
gas phase, by electron impact. This molecule is interesting as a potential precursor molecule for
Focused Electron Beam Induced Deposition (FEBID) technique. In the past TEOS was already used
by Bulla and Morimoto [1] for deposition of thick silicon oxide layers by Plasma Enhanced Chemical
Vapour Deposition (PECVD), for integrated optical waveguide applications. TEOS has been used for
microelectronic applications, silicon dioxide film (SiO2) have been grown by PECVD method using
liquid TEOS as Si source [2,3]. Zhang et al [4] have investigated residual stress measurements and
fracture analysis in thick TEOS and silane-based PECVD oxide films.

Fig. 1. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) molecule.

2. Experimental setup
Measurements were performed with the crossed beams apparatus (CBA) [5,6] operated at the
Comenius University in Bratislava. A trochoidal electron monohromator (TEM) and quadrupole mass
analyzer (QMA) are used to generate the electron beam and detect the ionic products respectively. For
the present experiment the TEM was operated with energy resolution ~250 meV and electron current
up to 1µA at the Farraday cup placed after the reaction region. The molecular beam is obtained by
effusion from a capillary installed close to the reaction region perpendicularly to the electron beam.
Positive ions formed with electron molecular interactions are extracted by a small electric field and
recorded mass spectrometrically by QMA. After being selected according to their mass charge m/z
ratio by quadrupole, ions are detected by a multiplier. Two different modes of operation of the
experiment were applied, the first one, the mass spectrum was recorded at constant electron energy
~70 eV. In the second mode, we have measured the ion efficiency curves for particular ions (for given
m/z) as function of the incident electron energy. The experimental thresholds for EI and DI processes
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have been evaluated, which is important information about the energetics of reaction. The thresholds
were evaluated using a fitting procedure based on generalized Wannier law [7] with the following
function:
S(ε) = b; ε ˂ AE;
S(ε) = b + a(ε - AE)d ; ε > AE
where ε represents electron energy and b,a,d are variable fitting parameters.

3. Results
In the literature there is only one value for the ionization energy of TEOS molecule from
photoelectron spectroscopy. The reported value measured by Green et al. [8] represents the vertical
ionization, 9.77 eV. Our electron ionization value is close to 10.02 eV and could be also represented as
a vertical ionization process. Beside the parent M+ at m/z 208 many other positive ions are recorded in
mass spectrum which is in good agreement with spectra that NIST proposed [9]. Fig. 2 demonstrates
our measurements of mass spectra for different settings of the ion optics, optimized for the best signal
for m/z 30, 80 and 120. In all spectra the region between m/z 60 and 100 is very intensive and
populated with many fragments. As the mass of the OCH2CH3 ligand is 45 amu, it is obvious that the
composition of ions in between m/z 60 and 100 is SiO2+, SiO3+, SiO4+, and their hydrogenated
alternatives.
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There are four identical ligands which can be further fragmented either to one methyl or one ethyl
group. We have noticed several possible ways of fragmentation of TEOS molecule via dissociation of
ligand(s). First is a loss of a methyl group CH3 (one or more), which is more prominent at m/z 193
than the TEOS+ at m/z 208. On the other hand dissociation of more than one methyls from TEOS
could be identified only at m/z 163, this could be either the loss of three methyls or one lignad from
TEOS. Unfortunately the isotopic peaks around m/z 163 are not enough intensive to say that these ion
is produced from one of the two proposed ways. The same can be seen for the loss of ethyl group
CH2CH3 (one or more), this process was detected only at m/z 179 and 121, for the loss of one and
three ethyls respectively. The competitive fragmentations are also not negligible, where a CH3+ was
detected at m/z 15 and CH2CH3+ at m/z 29. Contrary to these two similar processes, the multiple
ligand loss form TEOS is characterised only by one OCH2CH3 or all four, at m/z163 and 28
respectively. However the ion m/z 28 can be Si+ (IE=8.15 eV [9]), N2+ (IE=15.58 eV [9]), C2H2+
(IE=11.40 eV [9]), CO+ (IE=14.01 eV [9]); the measured threshold around 10.88 eV is low enough to
make a conclusion that this peak consists from Si+. Alternative fragmentation paths were detected at
m/z 149, 119, 105 and 90. The dissociation of two methyls and one ethyl at m/z 149 is a very
dominant reaction at this mass range. Other mentioned ions are associated with a ligand loss also, m/z
119 is produced by dissociation of one methyl, one ethyl and one ligand, m/z 105 by two ethyls and
one ligand, m/z 90 by one methyl, two ethyls and one ligans.

4.

Conclusion

The purpose of the present experimental investigation was to determine a fragmentation pattern of
FEBID precursor tetraethyl orthosilicate. TEOS molecule was taken because according to our
knowledge there is no results on gas phase electron interaction with this molecule. We have proposed
several fragmentation ways including not only the Si-O bond break for ligand loss(es) but also the
dissociation of ligand(s) via loss of one or more methyls, ethyls.
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Relative intensities of measured fluorescence spectra of methane, acetylene, acetone and
nitromethane in the spectral range between 300 – 490 nm have been compared in this paper. The
spectra of the molecules were dominated by CH bands and hydrogen Balmer lines. Additionally
CN bands in nitromethane spectrum, and strong indications for OH bands in nitromethane and
acetone spectra were observed. Photon efficiency curves (PECs) were measured for CH (B2Σ→X2Π) (0, 0) in methane and acetylene, CN (B2Σ+→A2Π) (0, 0) in nitromethane and Hβ Balmer
line in all three molecules.

1. Introduction
Methane, acetylene, acetone and nitromethane (Fig.1 and Fig.2) are simple hydrocarbons present in
various media. A common feature of being exposed to low energy electrons in general makes them
objects of interest for investigation of fluorescence induced by electrons.
Methane, CH4, is the simplest hydrocarbon molecule, and its presence ranges from atmospheres of
Solar system’s planets and satellites [1], to plasmas in industrial technologies [2], it is used in
energetics for the production of hydrogen [3], in CVD (chemical vapour deposition) for the growth of
diamonds [4], and even in diagnostic of erosion of tokamak divertors [5].
Acetylene, C2H2, similarly as methane, can be found in atmospheres of planets, interstellar medium
and on comets [6], it is used in diamond growth [4], diagnostics of divertors erosion [5], but its
structural difference in respect to methane molecule, the π bond, makes it suitable for the examination
of conjugated polymers containing great number of these bonds and are being used for example in
semiconductor industry [7].
Acetone, (CH3)2CO, is the simplest ketone. It is a volatile organic compound widely used in different
fields of chemistry and technology, typically as solvent, a starting material in synthesis of many other
compounds building for example artificial fibers, explosives, etc. Acetone has an important feature
which is dissolving acetylene, so the acetylene can be stored and transported without a risk of
explosion. Nitromethane, CH3NO2, is the simplest nitro-compound and is widely used in industry as a
solvent, degreaser and has characteristics typical for commonly used explosives and propellants [8]. It
can also act as a human carcinogenic agent [9]. Further motivation for the research on nitromethane’s
interaction with low energy electrons is due to its abundance in the Earth’s atmosphere, where it may
influence local chemistry [10].

Figure 1. Ball models of methane, acetylene, acetone and nitromethane molecules (from left to right).
Carbon – black, hydrogen – white, oxygen – red and nitrogen – blue. [11]

2. Experimental results and discussion
Emission spectra of methane, acetylene, acetone and nitromethane in the region 300 – 490 nm (Fig.2
and Fig.3) were obtained at 50 eV electron impact energy using Electron Induced Fluorescence
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Figure 2. Emission spectra of methane (orange), acetylene (red), acetone (black) and nitromethane
(green) moleculesobtained at 50 eV electron impact energy spectral resolution of 0.8 nm(first part).
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Figure 3. Emission spectra of methane (orange), acetylene (red), acetone (black) and nitromethane
(green) molecules obtained at 50 eV electron impact energy spectral resolution of 0.8 nm (second part).
In the past we have published a detailed study of methane [13], acetylene molecule has been examined
to large extent, and for acetone and nitromethane introductory measurements have been obtained. All
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Apparatus (EIFA) [12] operating with optical resolution of ~0.8 nm. EIFA is a cross electron –
molecular beam apparatus, operating at high vacuum (10-5 mbar) and low electron current (10-7 A). An
effusive capillary producing the molecular beam and trochoidal electron monochromator or electron
gun as the source of electrons are used for the single collision experiment. After the electron/molecule
interaction, radiation from the reaction is observed through the optical system consisting of two MgF 2
windows, Czerny – Turner optical monochromator and photomultiplier with high quantum efficiency.
With EIFA we can observe spectra of molecules by setting the electron impact energy and varying the
observed wavelength (Fig.2 and Fig.3), or varying the electron impact energy at one wavelength so the
excitation functions are being recorded (Fig.4 and Fig.5).
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four molecules are hydrocarbons, so the mutual CH and H Balmer lines in region between 300 – 490
nm have been expected. Further, for acetone, which contains an oxygen atom, or rather CO functional
group, additional lines and bands are contributing to the emission spectrum. Nevertheless, high
intensity band heads originating from CO band heads are not dominant in the spectrum. In
nitromethane CN band has strong contribution to the emission spectrum, in opposite to the CO group
in acetone. Indications of OH violet band in acetone spectrum is observed, as well as in nitromethane
spectrum in region between 306 – 326 nm and is marked on the graph (Fig.2).
Filament radiation has been subtracted from raw data and subsequently multiplied by the apparatus
function so the final comparison on Figure 3 and Figure 4 could be done.
Nitromethane molecule has been studied further so the PEC for the band head of the CN violet band
CN (B2Σ→ A2Π) (0, 0) at 389 nm has been recorded. It has been compared to the measurements taken
at 387.5 nm in methane, and 387.8 nm in acetylene. In last two molecules PEC is ascribed to CH (B2Σ→ X2Π) (0, 0) with several thresholds determined by the dissociation route, while in nitromethane we
can ascribe the first threshold at about 12 eV to CN violet band head (Tab.1). Low signal to noise ratio
prevents us from determining the other thresholds. The electron energy resolution for the nitromethane
measurements is 0.5 eV, but due to the low signal to noise ratio the uncertainty of the threshold value
exceeds this value.
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389 nm in nitromethane (right axis) with intensities normalized to the 50 eV spectrum peaks (Fig.2).
On right closer look on dashed area with thresholds (see Table 1).
Table 1. Threshold energies for the 387.8 nm PECs in acetylene corresponding to CH (B2Σ-→ X2Π) (0,
0) transition, as well as 387.5 nm in methane and 389 nm in nitromethane corresponding to CN
(B2Σ→ A2Π) (0, 0) obtained in the experiment. The present values are compared with values
calculated for selected reaction channels from thermochemical data [13] [14] [15]
Molecule
Dissociation route
Calc. threshold Exp. threshold
e +C2H2→ CH(B) +CH+e
13.34 eV
14.22 eV (a)
Acetylene
e+C2H2→ CH(B) +C+H+e
16.87 eV
19.20 eV (b)
e+C2H2→ CH(B) +C++H+2e
28.13 eV
27.53 eV (c)
e +CH4→ CH(B) +H + H2 + e
12.33 eV
14.1 eV (d)
Methane
e +CH4→ CH(B)+ 3H + e
16.91 eV
15.2 eV (e)
e +CH4→ CH(B)+ 2H +H+ + e
30.52 eV
17.9 eV (f)
Nitromethane
e + CH3NO2→CN (B)+H2+H+O2+e
10.77 eV
12 eV (g)
At 486.2 nm where the peak of the Hβ Balmer in nitromethane is observed on the emission spectrum
of nitromethane (Fig.3) we obtained the excitation function presented in green compared to the
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corresponding measurements in methane (486.4 nm) and acetylene (486.7 nm). Signal to noise ratio in
nitromethane is lower than in other two measurements and only one threshold is observed.
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Figure 5. PECs of: 486.4 nm measured in methane (left axis), 486.7 nm in acetylene (right axis), and
486.2 nm in nitromethane (left axis) with intensities normalized to the 50 eV spectrum peaks (Fig.2).
On right closer look on dashed area with thresholds (see Table 2).
Table 2. Threshold energies for the 486.7 nm in acetylene, 486.4 nm in methane and 486.2 nm in
nitromethane obtained in the experiment corresponding to Hβ Balmer. The present values are
compared with values calculated for selected reaction channels from thermochemical data [13] [14]
[15]
Molecule
Dissociation route
Calc. threshold
Exp. threshold
e+C2H2→ H(n=4) +C2H(A)+ e
18.08 eV
18.75 eV(a)
Acetylene
23.62 eV
23.04 eV(b)
e+C2H2→ H(n=4) +C2+H+ e
26.27 eV
27.88 eV(c)
e+C2H2→ H(n=4) +C+CH + e
e+CH4→H(n=4) + CH3(X) + e
17.30 eV
21.0 eV (d)
Methane
e+CH4→H(n=4) + H + CH2(X) + e
22.05 eV
27.10 eV (e)
Nitromethane
e + CH3NO2→H(n=4)+CH2NO2+ e
17.28 eV
23 eV (f)

3. Conclusion
In range between 300 – 490 nm emission spectra of methane, acetylene, acetone and nitromethane
show similar structure with dominant CH bands and H Balmer lines. Methane and acetylene,
composed only of hydrogen and carbon atoms, have the most similar relative emission spectra.
Acetone and nitromethane show the indication of OH violet band, and relative intensities of the CH
bands and H Balmer lines are more similar than compared with methane and acetylene. Characteristic
CN violet band in nitromethane contributes to the emission spectrum in range between 385 nm – 389
nm. PEC at 389 nm was measured and the gained threshold at 12 eV is in correspondence with the CN
(B2Σ+→ A2Π) (0, 0) calculated to be 10.77 eV. Comparison between Hβ Balmer in methane acetylene
and nitromethane has been done, showing only one threshold in nitromethane (23 eV) compared with
three in acetylene (18.75 eV, 23.04 eV, 27.88 eV) and two in methane (21 eV and 27.1 eV).
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ROTATIONAL TEMPERATURES IN HYDROGEN AND
HYDROGEN-ARGON DC DISCHARGE
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Ro-vibrational emission spectrum of Lyman system was simulated and studied. Rotational
temperatures of Fulcher-αsystem, Lyman system of hydrogen and of the second positive system of
nitrogen were compared. Gas temperature was 440K. Influence of heavy collisions on rotational
temperature of hydrogen emission systems was considered at pressures 80 and 400 Pa. Changes of
emission spectra with amount of argon in the discharge were observed because of resonance
reactions with resonant state of argon.

1. Introduction
Discharges in hydrogen have wide applications in chemical vapour deposition growth of graphene
[1, 2], diamonds [3], in formation thin layers [4] and many others. For all applications, diagnostics of
plasma is very important and gas temperature is one of the most important parameter of plasma.
Problem of hydrogen plasma is non-thermalized molecular states at low pressures [5] and difficulties
with determination of gas temperatures from hydrogen emission spectra. We have studied emission
spectra of Lyman system and Fulcher-α system and the second positive system of nitrogen. Gas
temperature was determined from emission spectra of the second positive system and compared with
Lyman and Fulcher-α system. Influence Ar on experimental spectra was observed.

2. Experimental set-up

Fig. 1.: Experimental set-up. MFC – mass flow controller, E1, E2 – electrodes, MKS Baratron –
pressure gauge.
The experimental set-up including the spectroscopic devices is shown in figure 1. The flowing
plasma is sustained in a Simax tube (18mm inner diameter, 26 cm length). The discharge is ignited in
H2 and H2–Ar mixtures (purity grades of 99.9990% and 99.996% for hydrogen and argon,
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respectively). The gas is evacuated by an oil rotary pump. The total gas pressure is measured by a
capacitive gauge MKS Baratron controlled by a throttle valve. The flow rates are controlled by massflow MKS and AERO controllers. The total flow rate is fixed to 22 sccm for gas pressure of 400 Pa
and 4.4sccm for gas pressure of 80 Pa. The distance between the electrodes is 26 cm. Electrodes are
made from brass and they are used also as vacuum exchange labels. The discharge pulse is maintained
by a DC voltage source providing up to -2 kV, 30 mA (ISEG). We have studied the hydrogen–argon
plasma at 10 mA with different percentages of argon ranging from 0 to 90 in the mixture. The optical
signal is collected by a quartz optical fibre placed perpendicular to discharge in the middle of tube.
The collected signal is recorded with an Andor Mechelle-5000 spectrometer coupled with an Andor
iStar intensified camera in the wavelength range 200–950 nm. Resolution of Mechelle spectrometer is
λ/Δ λ = 4000. The integral light emitted from the discharge in the axial direction came through MgF 2
window and the input slit of a VUV spectrometer. The MgF2 window served for separation of
discharge tube and VUV spectrometer (McPherson) with Andor iStar intensified camera. Instrumental
function of VUV spectrometer has Gaussian profile with FWHM of 0.18 nm and wavelength range
115-300 nm.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Rotational temperature of H2 (d3Π-u)
is determined from Boltzmann distribution of rotational
Rotational temperature of
transitions of the vibrational (v’- v’’ = 2-2, 1-1) of Fulcher-α band of Q-branch. Other branches, P and
R are perturbed by higher Σ states [6].Intensities of 5 rotational lines were fitted by Gaussian profile.
Intensity of rotational line can be written as
(1)
and Be = 30.364 cm-1, αe = 1.545 cm-1[7] for

Rotational constant is

state. It is taken in account total nuclear spin due to presence orto- (
(

= 0) of H2.

= 1 for N’ even and

= 0 for N’ odd, respectively.

= 1) and para-states
is Hönl-London

factor, Trot is rotational temperature of the state.

3.2 Rotational temperature of N2 (C3Πu)

Low amount of impurities allows us to determine rotational temperature of N2(C3Πu) state.
Rotational temperature is determined by the best fit of synthetic and experimental spectra of the
transition N2(C3Πu, v’ = 0 → B3Πg, v’’ = 2) and N2(C3Πu, v’ = 1 → B3Πg, v’’ = 3) using Specair
program [8]. The typical accuracy is ±50 K.

3.3 Simulation of Lyman system of H2 (B1Σ+u)
The theoretical construction of the H2 spectra is based on the conventional description of the
diatomic molecules spectra analysis, which can be found e. g. in [7, 9]. For intensity of rotational line
can be written:

(2)
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Lyman system consists from 2 branches, P (ΔJ= -1) and R (ΔJ = +1).We did not find this kind of
simulation in any papers. But we could find several sets of different equilibrium constants available.
To avoid of possible imprecise constants, we tried to use always experimental data for simulation as
much as it was possible. Positions of rotational lines were taken from Abril et al. [10]. Wavelength of
rotational lines is proportional to difference of energies upper and lower state. By suitable difference
of two wavelengths is possible to determine requested energies
and
.
and Höln-London factors were calculated according formula (3)
(3)
Where A is Einstein coefficients and band strengths were taken from [11]. There is comparison of
simulation and experimental spectra in fig.2.

Fig. 2.: Comparison of experimental spectra (black) and simulation (red) of Lyman system.

3.4 Gas temperature
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Fig. 3: Rotational temperatures at 80 Pa (full circles) and 400 Pa (empty circles) of N 2(C3Πu) (blue),
H2(B1Σ+u) (black), H2(d3Π-u,v’=1) (green), H2(d3Π-u,v’=2) (red).
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Rotational temperatures of N2(C3Πu) state at 80 Pa and 400 Pa are close to each other. Average
value is 440 K for all measured concentration of H2. This value is assimilated with gas temperature.
Rotational temperatures of H2(d3Π-u,v’=1) and H2(d3Π-u,v’=2) are also close to each other and equal to
250 K at 80 Pa and 290 K at 400 Pa and of H2(B1Σ+u) equal to 110 K at 80 Pa and 130 at 400 Pa.
Molecular hydrogen states are not thermalized because of short time of life but rotational distribution
ofH2(d3 u-) states are very often used for determination of gas temperature if rotational levels are
populated mainly by electrons with Maxwell distribution. It is supposed that the rotational distribution
of H2(d3 u-) copies rotational distribution of ground state H2(X1Σg+). Then it is assumed that rotational
distribution of ground state H2(X1Σg+) is in equilibrium with gas temperature. Difference between both
rotational energies (H2(X1Σg+) and H2(d3 u-) ) lies in rotational constant. So
Trot(H2(X1Σg+)) = (Bυg/Bυ)×Trot(H2(d3

u ))

(4)

= Tg.

Ratio of Bυg/Bυ depends on vibration level of upper state and it is equal to 2.24 for H2(d3Π-u, v’=2)
state and equal to 2.11 for H2(d3Π-u, v’=1). If this procedure is used at our conditions we would get
100-200 K higher gas temperature depending on pressure. Real ratio of Tg/Trot(H2(d3 u-)) = 1.7 at
80 Pa and 1.5 at 400 Pa. Ratio 1.7 was measured at 133 Pa by Tomasini et al. [12].
Emission spectrum of Lyman system consists from many overlapping vibrational bands and our
resolution of spectrometer is not sufficiently low to resolve them. Technique of ratio of Bυg/Bυ is
probably not possible to use but further research have to be done, we observed ratio Tg/Trot(H2(B1Σ+u))
3.9 (80 Pa) and 3.4 (400 Pa).
Difference can be caused by lower values of rotational constants of upper state of Lyman
transitions.

3.5 Relative density of H2 (B1Σ+u, v = 3)

Fig. 4.: Emission spectra of H2(B1Σ+u) in the mixture H2-Ar in dependence of concentration of H2.
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Fig. 5.: Evolution of concentration of H2(B1Σ+u ,ν´=3) in the mixture H2-Ar in dependence of
concentration of H2.
Argon has no influence on rotational temperature in studied range of Lyman system (156.5 – 163)
nm. We observed increasing intensity of transition H2 (B1Σ+u ,ν´=3 → X1Σ+g , v=10). This behaviour
can be explained by resonance reaction of H2 (B1Σ+u ,ν´=3) states with resonant states of argon
Ar( 3P1, 1P1 ) [13]:
a) H2 (X1Σ+g , v=0, J) + Ar ( 3P1 ) → H2 (B1Σ+u ,ν´=3, J´ ) + Ar

(5)

b) H2 (X1Σ+g , v=0, J) + Ar ( 1P1 ) → H2 (B1Σ+u ,ν´=3 and 4, J´) + Ar

(6)

Relative density of H2 (B1Σ+u ,ν´=3) (normalized to density in pure hydrogen) is shown in fig. 6. We
observed expected increasing of H2 (B1Σ+u ,ν´=3) because of increasing of concentration of resonant Ar
states.

4. Conclusion
In this work, ro-vibrational spectrum of Lyman system was observed in hydrogen and hydrogenargon mixture in continuous DC discharge at pressures 80 Pa and 400 Pa. We compared rotational
temperatures of Lyman system, Fulcher-α system and the second positive system of nitrogen from
nitrogen impurities. We concluded that rotational temperature of second positive system of nitrogen is
equal to gas temperature 440 K at both pressures. States of molecular hydrogen were not thermalized.
Standard procedure for determination of gas temperature from molecular hydrogen emission systems
showed overestimation of temperature in comparison with gas temperature. This effect was observed
in Fulcher-α system. We have not found simulation of Lyman system based on the conventional
description of the diatomic molecules spectra analysis before, so further investigation has to be made
for more precise conclusions. Increasing of H2 (B1Σ+u ,ν´=3) states with increasing of amount of argon
was observed in emission spectra of Lyman system because of resonance reactions with resonant Ar
species.
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TO SOME CHLORINATED ALCOHOLS IN THE GAS PHASE
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The results of thermal electron attachment investigations by chloroalcohols: CH2ClCH2OH,
CH2ClCH2CH2OH, CH2ClCHOHCH2Cl, CH2ClCHClCH2OH and CH2ClCHOHCH2OH in the gas
phase are reported. The fundamental quantities such as rate coefficients (k’s) and activation
energies (Ea’s) for the electron capture processes were determined. We have used Pulsed
Townsend technique. Measurements were carried out in the temperature range 298K to 378K. The
obtained rate coefficients depended on temperature in accordance to Arrhenius equation. From the
fit to the experimental data points with function ln (k) =ln (A)-Ea/kBT the activation energies (Ea’s)
were determined.

1. Introduction
Ionizing radiation contributes to the formation of many secondary species along its path,
including among others large quantities of free electrons with a kinetic energy below 15 eV.
Since electron capture processes often occur at very low energy, they play an important role in
pure and applied science, inter alia in plasma chemistry, atmospheric chemistry or in gaseous
dielectrics. A detailed knowledge of these processes in isolated molecules is essential for the
understanding of more complex reactions such as electron transfer as an elementary step in chemical
reactions [1-2] or charge transfer reactions in solution (in electrochemical or biological systems).
These studies are of particular interest, since electrons despite the fact that their energy is less than the
ionization energy of many molecules, are reactive in contact with various substances ranging from
small molecules such as O2 [3] and ending at the components of DNA [4].
For several years, in our laboratory we have systematically studied the interaction of low energy
electrons with molecules that are responsible for the destruction of the ozone layer in the atmosphere
and global warming. To date, we have investigated halogenated derivatives of alkanes
(10 methanes [5-8], 17 ethanes, 12 propanes and 3 butanes) [9-12], perfluoroethers (4 molecules) [13]
and fluoroalcohols (4 molecules) [14]. The examination in the same method and in the same
laboratory of the large number of molecules which have similar structure allows us to determine
molecular parameters which are responsible for its ability to electron capture. It has been clearly
established that in the mixtures of molecule with CO2 or N2 for the halomethanes (exception methyl
bromide) includes attachment both by individual molecules and by van der Waals complexes, whereas
for the other investigated molecules only two-body processes were observed. In the case of
chloroalkanes and bromoalkanes the dependence of the electron capture rate constants on electronic
polarizability of the accepting center of the molecule (that part of the molecule which is immediately
connected with the attachment process) has been demonstrated.
At present we have started the electron capture studies on the new group of compounds chlorinated alcohols. Below, we present the data on the thermal electron attachment to CH2ClCH2OH,
CH2ClCH2CH2OH, CH2ClCHOHCH2Cl, CH2ClCHClCH2OH and CH2ClCHOHCH2OH.

2. Results and discussion
The present data were obtained by using the recently established swarm method, known as the
Pulsed Townsend technique. This technique allows us to study electron attachment processes at
elevated temperature. The experimental procedure has been described in detail previously [8]. In brief,
the electron acceptor was introduced into the chamber in the excess of carbon dioxide as a buffer gas.
The electron swarm was produced at the cathode using laser. The electron swarm moved to the
collecting electrode (anode) due to uniform electric field, through the gas mixture containing buffer
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gas and an electron acceptor. The pressures of the electron attaching gases depended on their
efficiency in attaching electrons and were chosen to reach the rate of the process equal to ca. 10 5 s-1.
The drifting electrons create a pulse change in the potential of the collecting electrode. The pulse
signal is amplified, registered on an oscilloscope and saved in a computer memory. The electron
attachment rate coefficients were determined from the shape of the output signal of the electron pulse.
We have measured the electron attachment rate coefficients(k’s) in the temperature 298 K for
CH2ClCH2OH,
CH2ClCH2CH2OH,
CH2ClCHOHCH2Cl,
CH2ClCHClCH2OH
and
CH2ClCHOHCH2OH used as attaching gases diluted with carbon dioxide. With thermal electrons they
react in a simple two-body process:
C3H8-n-mCln(OH)m+eproducts
The rate coefficients obtained in the swarm experiment correspond to total attachment processes
including all the reaction channels. All presented molecules are not very effective electron scavengers,
but we have observed the influence of numbers of substituents on increase the value of the rate
coefficients. All rate coefficients obtained for 298 K are presented in Tab. 1. To our knowledge they
have been measured for the first time. We have also measured rate coefficients in the temperature
range 298-378 K. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 1.
Tab. 1. Thermal electron attachment rate coefficients (T=298 K) and activation energies (Ea’s)
calculated from kinetic data, Trange - the temperature range applied for Ea’s determinations.
k298 (cm3s-1)
4,9±0.7×10-12
2.4±0.6×10-12
1.9±0.5×10-11
9.0±1.7×10-11
1.3±0.1×10-11

Molecule
CH2ClCH2OH
CH2ClCH2CH2OH
CH2ClCHOHCH2Cl
CH2ClCHClCH2OH
CH2ClCHOHCH2OH

Ea (eV)
0.26±0.01
0.23±0.02
0.34±0.01
0.37±0.02
0.39±0.03

Trange (K)
298-338
298-368
298-378
298-358
298-358

There are no data for thermal electron attachment for chlorinated alcohols therefore
the examination of the obtained results will base mainly on their comparison with the kinetic data
for other molecules of similar structure. For example since the rate coefficients for CH2ClCH2OH
and CH2ClCH2CH2Cl
and CH2ClCH2Cl (k=4.5·10-12 cm3s-1 [15]), or CH2ClCH2CH2OH
(k=2.0·10-12 cm3s-1 [16]) are practically the same so we can conclude that replacement of chlorine
atom by a hydroxyl group does not significantly affect the efficiency of electron-capture process.
This confirm also data for isomers (CH2ClCHOHCH2Cl, CH2ClCHClCH2OH) and
CH2ClCHOHCH2OH where rate coefficients are, within the error limits, the same order of magnitude.
The presence three substituents in the molecule at adjacent carbon atoms, regardless of whether it is
chlorine or hydroxyl group having the same meaning with respect to the electron-capture process.
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Fig. 1. The dependence of ln(k) vs. 1/T for all studied chlorinated alcohols.
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In Tab. 1 and in Fig. 1 we summarize results of measurements for investigated molecules in the
temperature range 298–378 K. In all cases we observed the increase of the rate coefficients with the
temperature according to the Arrhenius-type behavior (ln(k)=ln(A)-Ea/kBT) what suggest that the
investigated processes require some activation energies. From the slopes of the lines shown in Fig. 1
we derived the activation energies (Ea’s).
All presented values were determined for the first time, similarly as rate coefficients. However it
is unusual and surprising that higher values of rate coefficients are related with higher activation
energies. First it should be considered the impact of pollutions on the increase in rate coefficient
especially for lower temperatures. Such a case has been discussed in detail in our previous work [10].
For CH3CHClCH2CH3 was observed two different slopes for dependence of k on temperature: one for
lower (up to 340 K) and other one for higher temperatures and after purification (fractional distillation
with a bubble-cap column) there was no visible attachment at room temperature. In the case of
chlorinated alcohols we observed only one slope which denies the existence of significant amounts of
pollutants in investigated samples.
The activation energy is identified with the crossing point between neutral and anionic potential
curves where resonances are low in energy. However, due to the tunneling effect that can take place
from vibrational level below the barrier it is likely that the activation energy of the process is slightly
lower than the energy of the crossing point. The activation energy thus defines effective barrier energy
for the electron attachment process.
In our previous paper [10-11, 13-14] we have shown the linear correlation between the thermal
electron attachment rate coefficients (k’s) and activation energies (Ea’s) for chloroalkanes,
bromoalkanes and fluorinated alcohols In Fig. 2 we present thermal electron capture rate coefficients
as a function of the activation energies for chloroalcohols investigated just now together with our
previous data.
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Fig. 2. Thermal electron capture rate coefficients as a function of the activation energies:
present data, our previous data for some halogenated alkanes and fluorinated alcohols
with literature one [9, 11, 14, 17-22].
As you can see most experimental data are located practically nearby the theoretical line.
This fact proves that the activation energy is the main factor determining the rate coefficient for
thermal electron capture. Set parameters (k, Ea) for chlorinated alcohols are spaced away the
theoretical line. The better understanding of these cases that significantly deviate from the exponential
relationship between k and Ea are needed.

3. Conclusions
a) New set of the reaction rate coefficients and activation energies for electron capture by
chloroalcohols (Tab. 1) have been completed.
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b) The dependence of the thermal electron attachment rate coefficients (k’s) on the activation
energies (Ea’s) has been demonstrated.
c) The simultaneous determination of the reaction rate coefficients and activation energy seems
to elevate the reliability of the obtained values. On the other hand it can be treated as quality
indicator of the experiment.
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STUDY OF THE CH3+ + O2 REACTION AT TEMPERATURES
RELEVANT TO THE ATMOSPHERE OF TITAN
Illia Zymak, Ján Žabka, Miroslav Polášek
J. Heyrovský Institute of Physical Chemistry of the ASCR, Dolejškova 2155/3,
182 23 Prague 8, Czech Republic
Large ions of hydrocarbons were found in the ionosphere of the Saturn’s moon Titan [1, 2].
However, understanding of the observed data is not sufficient. Theoretical models of the Titan
ionosphere do not agree with observations, especially in abundances of larger negative ions. This is
due to a lack of knowledge of the rate constants of ion-molecule reactions. The overall precision of
theoretical models of planetary atmospheres has unambiguously been shown to be highly sensitive to
the uncertainties in chemical rates. The current data were obtained at room temperature and
extrapolation to the temperature of Titan ionosphere (~ 80K) is inaccurate and there are no data for the
important anions.
Therefore, the SIFT apparatus was recently modified in our laboratory. This allows the experimental
measurement of data necessary for the modeling of unique Titan´s atmosphere.
The calibration reaction of CH3+ ions with the molecular oxygen CH3+ + O2 → HCO+ + H2O was
studied at 245 – 305 K using the Selected Ions Flow Tube (SIFT) apparatus with the flow tube
thermoregulation system (see fig. 1). Ions and molecules of the reactant gas are cooled in collisions
with the helium carrier gas. Typical He number densities in the flow tube are in the range of 1021 –
1023 cm-3, so reactants are in the thermal equilibrium with reasonably good accuracy and the time of
the thermalisation is negligibly short. Measured temperature gradient does not exceed the range of ±
5 K along the tube axis.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the Variable Temperature SIFT apparatus
Measured rate constant of the CH3+ + O2 reaction (k = (4.7 ± 0.9)∙10-11 cm3s-1 at 302 ± 1 K) Is in
agreement with the previous experiments [3], value slowly decreases at low temperatures (k = (3.2±
0.7)∙10-11
cm3s-1
at
248 ± 5 K).
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ELECTROHYDRAULIC LEACHING OF ALKALI METALS
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This study was designed to check possibility of leaching of alkali metals from zinnwaldite mica
concentrate using electrohydraulic discharge technology. Electrical discharges are used in the field
of the ore processing for fine grinding of ores. Use of mica as starting material offers the
possibility to test the alkali metal leaching into solution assisted by electric discharge. Zinnwaldite
mica concentrate was obtained from the tailings pond remaining after the mining and processing of
Sn - W ores.

1. Introduction
1.1. Electrohydraulic technology
There are many physical and chemical phenomena occurring during the electrical discharge in water,
active chemical substances are formed and intensive UV radiation is generated, thanks to discharge
channel overheating, acoustic or even shock waves are formed.
This complex process is usable in broad field of applications. Electrical discharges are used in
laboratory conditions for decontamination [1] of water contaminated with organic pollutants and
sterilization of water with microbial contaminants [2]. Generation of shock waves is also used in
medical practice [3], e.g. non-invasive lithotripsy. Lastly, the shock waves can be used to disintegrate
of minerals [4].
The process of disintegration (crushing, selective crushing, milling and ultra-fine milling) with help of
the electrohydraulic effect was researched in past and is well described. Other applications of
electrohydraulic effect are usable for hemolysis [5], cleaning of pipes or metallic casts [6], pressing of
metallic parts, electrohydraulic drilling, electrohydraulic pumps, electrohydraulic propulsion [7] and
others.
Only little research has been done on use of an electrohydraulic apparatus as a chemical reactor for
leaching of desirable elements from different minerals. Information about leaching of alkali metals and
alkaline earth metals from a mineral component of soil, originate from attempts to modify soils and
electrohydraulic production of fertilizers [8]. These attempts also provided insights on how HNO 3 is
formed in aerated water within an electrohydraulic apparatus and following bonding of nitrogen with
organic matter.

2. Experiment
2.1. Impulse device description
The device used in research of impulse
leaching is composed of:
- high voltage pulse source
- leaching container with 50 mm diameter,
with two asymmetrical electrodes (needle
electrode and grounded steel bottom of the
container)
Distance between electrodes can be set in
range of 0 to 50 mm

Fig. 1. Diagram of apparatus for electrohydraulic treatment of zinnwaldite concentrate
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2.2. Methodology
Zinnwaldite concentrate was chosen as the most suitable candidate for experimental electrohydraulic
activated leaching of alkali metals. The zinnwaldite concentrate was obtained by dry magnetic
separation from tailings pond used in Sn – W ore mining and processing plant at Cínovec near Teplice,
Czech Republic.
This material has been already studied by various departments with focus on extracting zinnwaldite
concentrate [9] and alkali metals [10], mostly Li and Rb. Previous research of this material provide
broad information about various methods of leaching alkali metals and their efficiency.

2.2.1. Zinnwaldite concentrate analysis
2.2.1.1 Granulometric analysis
Zinnwaldite concentrate sample was homogenized by mixing. Sample weighting 680 g was prepared
by quartering and used in granulometric analysis, by sorting on sieves.
Particle Size Distribution of Untreated Zinnwaldite Concentrate
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Fig. 2. Particle size distribution of untreated zinnwaldite concentrate
2.2.1.2. XRD structure analysis
Following the granulometric analysis, 2 g sample was separated from the sample prepared by
quartering. The new sample was manually triturated in agate mortar to analytical fineness. This
sample was then analyzed in powder X-ray diffraction analysis to determine crystalline mineral phases
contents (presence of amorphous phases such as limonite is expected to be in negligible amount).
XDR record was obtained with PANalytical XPertPRO MPD and the results were evaluated using
X´Pert HighScore 1.0d, made by PANalytical B.V., Almelo, Netherlands.
2.2.1.3. Chemical analysis
50g sample was separated from the original sample used for granulometric analysis to determine
content of alkali metals, Li, Rb, Cs and K. The sample was fully dissolved with standard laboratory
methods and measured for content of the listed elements using Flame Atomic Absorption
Spectrometry (FAAS) on flame absorption spectrophotometer VARIAN (type 2OO HT).
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2.3. Sample preparation
A whole mica concentrate sample (after conducting granulometric, XDR analysis and measuring of
alkali metal content ), was homogenized by mixing and separated to 100 samples weighting 10g, 20
samples weighting 5 g, 100 samples weighting 2 g and 100 samples weighting 1g. These samples
serve as main batch for all experiments.

2.4. Conditions of electrohydraulic leaching
Demineralized water was used as a working medium. Experiments were conducted with voltages in
range of 20 – 27 kV at 20 Hz repetition rate with distance of the electrodes in range of 10 to 15 mm.
Experiments were conducted within range of 75 ml and 150 ml of demineralized water, with sample
batches of 1 g, 2 g, 5 g and 10 g.
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Fig. 3 – Typical voltage waveform at the discharge chamber
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Fig. 4 Typical current waveform at the discharge chamber
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2.4.1. Sample analysis after electrohydraulic treatment
Individual samples of the mica concentrate were filtered in order to separate the leachate and filter
cake. Leachate was then analyzed with Flame AAS (FAAS) to measure content of K, Li, Rb. Yield
of individual alkali metals was measured based on ratio of contained alkali metals leached out during
the electrohydraulic leaching from zinnwaldite concentrate. Dried filter cake was then analyzed with
laser granulometer Mastersizer 2000 by Malvern.

3. Experiment results
Zinnwaldite material used for experimental hydraulic leaching had determined phase composition with
XRD and content of alkali metals by FAAS. Zinnwaldite concentrate used for this research of
electrohydraulic leaching was composed of zinnwaldite, Fe- polylithionite, quartz and kaolinite
(detected by XRD powder analysis). Zinnwaldite and polylithionite make up for approx. 85% weight
percent of the concentrate and are source minerals for Li and other alkali metals of interest, mostly Rb
and K.
The content of alkali metals in untreated zinnwaldite
concentrate
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Fig. 5. The content of alkali metals in untreated zinnwaldite concentrate
Best leaching yields of alkali metals resulted from using 2g batch of zinnwaldite concentrate put in
150 ml of demineralized water at voltage of 26 kV, with 15 mm distance between electrodes and
20 Hz repetition rate of pulses, leached for 5 minutes.
Yield of alkali metals to leachate
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Fig. 6. Yield of alkali metals to leachate
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Particle Size Distribution of treated material
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Fig. 7. Graph of particle size distribution of filtrate cake
During the electrohydraulic leaching of the sample, the zinnwaldite concentrate also became finer.
Change in samples granularity is defined by coefficient of refinement, a ratio between mean value of
granularity of sample before and after leaching. Finest material with coefficient of refinement about
12.6 was also achieved under the same conditions as the highest leaching yield to the leachate. The
experiment in this sample created about 4 % (out of the whole mica concentrate) of very fine particles,
with sizes under 1 mm.

4. Discussion and conclusion
Experiments have shown that effect of hydraulic leaching on yield of alkali metals from zinnwaldite
concentrate and the changes in granularity increase with higher voltage and increasing distance
between electrodes. Effect is also increased to certain degree by increasing duration of leaching and
ratio of sample to working fluid. Reducing the amount of working fluid or increasing its conductivity
proven to be decreasing the effectiveness of the process. During the batch regime, amount of leached
sample is limited by increasing conductivity of the leachate, which affects the nature of discharge.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the
Czech Republic; Project ID: COST CZ LD 14080 and COST Action TD 1208
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1

Article examines the possibilities and conditions of the hydrogen plasma treatment application for
the iron artefacts conservation from the conservation-restoration approach. Treatment of the large
volume objects (kind of "mass conservation techniques") or big archaeological object was studied
and some experiments were performed to understand the changes in material composition and
migration of corrosion activators (chlorides, sulphates). Specific groups of samples were treated to
describe the whole process – pure artificial minerals, model samples, real archaeological samples.
Electron microscopy and XRD techniques were used to understand the transformation of ferrous
compounds.

1. Introduction – technology and conservation
This work is dealing with the possibilities and conditions of the plasma treatment application for the
iron artefacts conservation. Generally, it was proved that the application of hydrogen/argon plasma
allows reduction of chlorinated products as well as oxides from the corrosion layers of archaeological
objects [1]. Plasma chemical treatment has some advantages compare to the other methods, as
abbreviation of the conservation procedures and relative regardful of the artefacts. The corrosion
removal process is very complex and it is very important to understand well the treatment mechanisms
and to find the optimal conditions for the whole procedure.
This technology itself is well defined and verified [2 – 4], but still some important tasks are related to
the conservation issues. For these reasons, we cooperated with conservator specialists, to understand
fully the process details and its specific parameters. Our apparatus, usable for the large amount of the
treated objects (kind of "mass conservation techniques" could be applied) or for the big archaeological
object such as swords or hatchets, needs to be studied for the plasma homogeneity (i.e. homogeneity
of the process, represented by the sample temperature). Next important factor of this technique is how
to combine effectively plasma with the conservation pre-treatment and/or after treatment. An
important part of the experiments is performed also to understand the changes in material composition
and migration of corrosion activators (chlorides, sulphates).
The plasma is produced in cylindrical reactor (0.75 m3) by 13.56 MHz generator at operating pressure
of 30 Pa, total gas flow of 400 ml/min (200 ml/min H2, 200 ml/min Ar). Reactor is equipped with gas
inlets and mass flow controllers for hydrogen and argon and a pumping system. Whole technology is
fully automatized, supplied by Programmable Logic Controller unit allowing a digital recording of all
treatment parameters.

Fig. 1. Plasma reactor, model samples treated in plasma, example of treated object.
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2. Experimental
Conditions and parameters
Model iron samples or newly excavated originals used for all the presented experiments were always
pre-dried by molecular sieve only, treated in plasma reactor and cooled down in inert atmosphere.
Optical emission spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR4000) was used to monitor the process during some
measurements. Optical fibre was focused axially to the central part of the reactor. The OH radicals are
generated during the plasma chemical treatment and can be used for the process monitoring [5].
We also tried to understand the desalination process induced by plasma. As the original artefacts are
mostly contaminated by chlorides and sulphates, is quite challenging to determine and analyse the
decrease of chlorides in metal samples (solution is to use higher volume of the samples or to use
model samples with defined chloride concentration). Despite this, migration of chloride ions is
confirmed by XRD analysis.
Sample temperature during the plasma treatment
Sample temperature during the plasma treatment is one of the most important parameters, because it is
necessary to avoid the transformation of the metal phases during the eutectics transition. Moreover, the
higher temperature corresponds to the activity of the chemical species and it also helps to the
migration of contaminants. The temperature strongly depends on the supplied power, its mode
(continuous or pulsed) and on the sample position in the reactor. Generally, it would basically be taken
into account as the maximum allowed process temperature of the eutectic transformation for a
particular metal - from the phase diagrams (Fe approx. 700 °C.). However, due to the object
manufacturing technology (turbidity, carburising) specific phases are formed in the metal, which are
very important for the authenticity of the object. This means it is very difficult to determine one exact
value of the maximum allowed temperature. Because of various impurities etc., the most sensitive
material, which should be the part of the object (verified at least by X-rays analysis before the
treatment) must be taken into account. Thus contemporary practically used maximal temperature for
iron objects should not exceed about 250 °C, only.

Fig. 2. Sample temperature during 2H H hhhdfsf
h treatment. C – continuous, P – pulsed (duty
cycle 50 %).

Fig. 3. Sample temperature during H H
hhhdfsf90 min treatment, 400 W, continuous.
Coordinates present the sample position in
plasma.

The sample temperature contact monitoring system was developed and successfully tested. It allows
measurement only at one spot, but simultaneously with plasma operation. The results give the
information about typical temperature profile – growing up during about 2 hours of the process. The
maximum temperature achieved under the different electrical parameters (RF discharge generation at
200–700 W in continuous and pulsed regime) was varied between 71 and 194 °C. The application of
pulsed discharge regime could maintain the corrosion removal process at lower mean power and thus
lower heating stress affected the treated samples. The use of pulsed regime helps to regulate the
temperature but when the mean supplied power is similar (200 W/C versus 400 W/P) the achieved
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temperature is almost the same. The plasma reactor is 1.5 m long and outer electrodes surround the
cylinder in the length 1 m around its centre. Active plasma can be visually observed particularly in the
area between the electrodes, but its intensity is not homogenous. Due to this fact, we tried to determine
this non-homogeneity on the samples treatment determined via their temperature. The samples located
in several positions. Point [-20,0] presented the openings of the reactor, point [0,0] – X (start of the
electrodes), Y - centre of the reactor diameter, point [100,0] – X (end of the electrodes), Y - centre of
the reactor diameter (see the immersed sketch in Fig. 3). The highest maximum temperature was
achieved at the reactor centre as it was expected. Based on the results shown in Fig. 2, it can be
concluded that only the part of the reactor between the cylindrical electrodes can be used as the
working space for the objects treatment.

3. Results and conclusions
Treatment of pure minerals
To verify the processes leading to the corrosion removal, the pure corrosion model samples were used.
Pure lepidocrocite (β -FeOOH) was formed in laboratory, and treated together with the whole real
samples (pieces of the agricultural tools), to understand the process of the Cl- migration and mineral
reduction. Lepidocrocite is an orange iron corrosion product that is close to tone of the mineral
akaganeite. These two types of corrosion products are generally less stable compared to goethite (αFeO(OH)) or magnetite (Fe3O4). Lepidocrocite creates a secondary corrosion coating in the neutral
water during conservation (desalination process). These types of corrosion products are commonly
found on the surface at points or sockets, and they are the typical products of the so-called chloride
corrosion. Its colour allows approximately distinguish it from the black-brown corrosion products oxides with hydrated forms Fe2O3.H2O and goethite. The plasma induced reduction of lepidocrocite
and particularly of alkageneite, too, leads to the object mechanical stabilization. Experimental
observation showed that treated lepidocrocite (amount of 1 g) is visually transformed to goethite on
the powder sample surface; original lepidocrocite orange products remained unchanged in the powder
bulk. Significant amount of chlorine containing mineral akaganeite is formed. This supports the theory
of chloride ions trapping (from other real samples) at the lattice of akaganeite [6].
Tab. 1. Results of XRD analysis before and after plasma treatment of pure lepidocrocite.
L – lepidocrocite, Lh – lepidocrocite (homogenized L after treatment).
Lepidocrocite
γ-FeO(OH)

Akaganeite
β-FeO(OH,Cl)

Goethite
α-FeO(OH)

Sample

Treatment

Pure L

No

100%

-

-

Pure Lh

6h cycle

51,4 %

17,3 %

31,29 %

Treatment of model samples and archaeological samples
Two groups of samples were used for other series of experiments. At the first, the effect of the plasma
treatment of artificial corrosion layer (without the core, chlorinated) was tested. Secondary, the effect
of the plasma and separately of the temperature, only (at the same time profile as in plasma), was
studied under 6 h treatment of model corrosion layers without any metallic core and corrosion on
archaeological samples with metallic core. Archaeological samples were determined as parts of the
sickles, excavated in Brno-Žebětín, track "U Újezda" extinct medieval village from 15th century.
Layered artificial corrosion was powdered and analysed by XRD on a Bruker D8 Advance apparatus
with Cu anode (λKα = 1.54184 Å) and variable divergence screens at Θ-Θ Bragg-Brentano. The
qualitative phase analysis was done to determine the phase (mineral) composition changes due to the
plasma treatment. Simultaneously, part of the samples was analysed using a scanning electron
microscope with an energy-dispersive micro analyser (SEM-EDX). Analytical work was carried out
on electron microscope PHILIPS XL 30th. Surface micro analyses were performed on the analytical
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complex PHILIPS-EDAX. On the real samples, detailed microscopy of the chloride and sulphate nests
was performed.
Tab. 2. Comparison of XRD analysis results in dependence on the treatment procedure.

Lepidocrocite
γ-FeO(OH)
Akaganeite
β-FeO(OH,Cl)
Goethite
α-FeO(OH)
Magnetite
Fe3O4
Silica
SiO2
Albite
NaAlSi3O8
Microcline
KAlSi3O8

Corrosion
layer (before)

Corrosion
layer (plasma)

Arch. sample
(before)

Arch. sample
(plasma)

Arch. sample
(temperature)

3,5 %

-

1,5 %

-

-

3,7 %

4,2 %

-

-

-

50,3 %

44,2 %

58,9 %

69,3 %

66,0 %

42,5 %

51,6 %

9,5 %

21,8 %

13,6 %

-

-

17,4 %

6,0 %

11,9 %

-

-

7,3 %

2,9 %

6,6 %

-

-

5,4 %

-

-

Analysing XRD data (see Table 2), it was confirmed that the influence of the plasma results in the
transformation of corrosion products. The significant increase of magnetite concentration, both in
model and real samples, was observed. For model samples, lepidocrocite and goethite are transformed
in to magnetite. The results for original archaeological objects are affected by a high content of soil
silicate minerals and thus it is difficult to precede the correct methodology of the sampling for the
XRD analysis. Data are distorted by different percentage of soil minerals, but calculating the ratio of
ferrous compounds without the soil minerals confirms the formation of magnetite also for these
samples. Decreasing lepidocrocite concentration confirms the results obtained during the treatment of
the pure mineral. To better understanding these chemical processes, new experimental series using
samples of other pure minerals will be prepared.

Fig. 4. Left - clumps of chloride corrosion on the surface crusting, right - tabular sulphate crystals.
As it is shown on the Fig. 4, optical microscope helps to identify chloride nests on the surface of
sickles. Macroscopically, it is a hollow space in the corrosion layer filled with tiny crystals shining
brownish coloration. Observing these spots by electron microscopy and EDX microanalysis was
determined that it is the sulphate crystals. Chloride corrosion products were laid outside the nest.
Plasma treatment significantly decreased the concentrations of sulphates, chlorides were not identified
by SEM-EDX. In future experiments, we would like to focus on the effect of plasma applications on
the sulphate concentration. An important research would be also performed on the artificially prepared
pure corrosion minerals to understand well the effect of the transformation and migration process.
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We investigate decolourisation of Direct Red 28 (DR 28), diazo dye by plasma needle. UV-VIS
spectroscopy is employed to measure decolourisation rates. Argon flow rate of 1, 4, and 8 slm is
used and its influence on decolourisation rates is investigated. We find that the increase of the
argon flow rate increases the colour removal rate. Complete decolourisation is achieved after 210
min of treatment. This study is performed in order to investigate the prospects of using a small size,
low power consumption, non-thermal plasma source, which operates at atmospheric pressure, to
perform oxidation of organic pollutants in the water.

1. Introduction
Textile industry effluents can contain high concentrations of colorants and therefore have
significant carcinogenic influence on human health. This caused more stringent world regulations
which indicate that a complete removal of the dyes from the wastewaters is required before its
disposal into the environment. Azo-dyes represent the major class of all dyes used in textile
industry and more than 15 % of them end up in its effluents [1]. Their oxidation is very complex
because of the presence of one or more aromatic rings and sulfonate groups which typically makes
them resilient to conventional biological, physical and chemical water treatment processes. Direct red
(DR 28) diazo dye, a very toxic, mutagenic, and carcinogenic substance, has been used in dyeing
process for many years [2]. As already mentioned, standard wastewater purification processes did not
accomplish effective results and other methods had to be included [3].
The advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) are reported to be highly efficient in oxidizing organic dye
pollutants. They demonstrated high capability for decomposition of organic matter due to generation
of hydroxyl radicals (OH•) which have a very high oxidation potential (2.8 V) [1]. Plasma is
considered as one of the AOPs and represents a novel method for water treatment which is based on
abundant production of reactive species. One of the plasma sources of a simple design that can
efficiently produce reactive species at atmospheric pressure is a plasma needle.
In our previous work we investigated decolourisation and degradation of azo dye Reactive orange 16
(RO 16) using a plasma needle [4]. Decolourisation was achieved by breaking a -N=N- bond and a
complete colour removal was achieved after 60 min of treatment. In this work we investigate
decolourisation process of DR 28 diazo dye which has a different chemical structure than RO 16.

2. Experimental setup
Plasma needle consists of a body made of Teflon, a central electrode made of copper, and a glass tube.
The argon gas is fed through the glass tube and a kHz power source is used to generate plasma [4].
The dye sample is prepared with distilled water (50 mg/l, 50 ml). Molecular formula of DR 28 is given
on Fig. 1. The needle tip is placed about 4 millimetres above the sample. Magnetic stirrer (300 rpm) is
used to provide sample homogeneity. We use different argon flow rates (1, 4, and 8 slm).
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Decolourisation is monitored by UV/VIS spectrophotometry by measuring the solution absorbance at
498.5 nm after the plasma treatment.

Fig. 1. Molecular formula of DR 28

3. Results and discussion
We investigate the influence of feed gas flow rate on decolourisation kinetics of DR 28 using a plasma
needle. Decolourisation process can be interpreted with a kinetic model of a reaction which follows
the pseudo-first order kinetics:
(1)

)

(2)

where k is pseudo-first order constant rate, t the treatment time and A is dye absorbance.
Decolourization rates for different gas flows are given on Fig. 2. and the corresponding rate constant
in Tab. 1.

Fig. 2. Effects of different flow rates of argon on the decolourisation rate.
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With the increase of flow rate the volume of the plasma and the production of reactive species
increases. Increased radical production consequently leads to the more efficient decolourisation
(mainly OH•). The constant rates increase from 14.7 x 103 min-1 to 65.3 x 103 min-1 when the flow rate
is increased from 1 to 8 slm (see Tab.1. for the corresponding rate constants). Furthermore, we can see
that the rate of decolourisation is decreasing with treatment time in all cases and we can identify three
distinct regions where we apply the pseudo first order kinetic model. Rate constants for a fixed flow of
1 slm are 14.7 x 103 min-1, 7.8 x 103 min-1, and 4.3 x 103 min-1 respectfully. In the case of higher flow
rates, for example 8 slm, the differences are being more pronounced and constant rates decrease from
65.3 x 103 min-1 to 13.4 x 103 min-1 to 2.3 x 103 min-1.
Tab. 1. Decolourisation rate constants for different argon flow rates of plasma treatment
Argon feeding gas flowrates
Constant rates
1 slm
4 slm
8 slm
K1*103(min-1)
14.7
24.8
65.3
K2*103(min-1)
7.8
8.2
13.4
3
-1
K3*10 (min )
4.3
3.1
2.3

4. Conclusion
In this article we demonstrate that the plasma needle can be an efficient method for
decolourisation of the direct red DR 28 diazo dye but requires further optimization of the
treatment parameters such as gas composition, flow rate, distance from the sample surface, etc.
We find that argon flow rate has a significant effect on the decolourisation rate. The increase
of the flow rate leads to a faster decolourisation. Pseudo first order kinetic model is used to
calculate rate constants. It is found that the decolourisation is fastest in the initial stages of the
plasma treatment and slows down as the treatment continues. The dyestuff is characterized by
two azo groups as chromophores (–N=N–) which gives very intensive colour to the substance.
As a consequence, decolourisation process is significantly slower than for RO 16 which has
only one chromophore.
Authors acknowledge the support by MESTD, Republic of Serbia, project number OI41017
and III41011, and NATO Science for Peace and Security Programme, project number
EAP.SFP 984555.
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Superhard MoxByCz coatings with promising mechanical properties were prepared by pulsed DC
magnetron sputtering. Structure information obtained from XRD is not enough to optimize the
deposition process to reach stoichiometric Mo 2BC film. EDX and WDX technique does not show
sufficient resolution to distinguish Mo and B in the spectra. Rutherford back scattering it very
suitable technique to evaluate chemical composition of the whole of prepared coatings and it was
used for optimization of the coating stoichiometry.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, in the field of protective coatings traditionally coatings like TiN, TiAlN, c-BN or Al2O3
are often used to enhance tool life of cutting tools. While having high stiffness and hardness, often
brittle deformation behaviour of these coatings is observed. Crack initiation and propagation
significantly decrease the tool life and increase the cost.
Prospective coatings showing high hardness, stiffness and moderate ductility are sought for next
generation protective coatings. Such an unusual combination of properties was recently reported in
nanolaminated coatings, where often alternating layers of low and high electron densities are observed
[1,2]. Mo2BC in bulk form was synthesized and studied since 1960s [3], but the studies were mostly
motivated only by the superconducting properties of this bulk material [4]. Mo 2BC in the form of a
thick film was theoretically proposed and prepared at extreme conditions of very high temperatures [5]
or at a single setting of HiPIMS deposition [6]. Mo2BC exhibits rather large unit cell in an
orthorhombic structure [3,7] and similarities to MAX phases like high aspect ratio of unit cell [8].
Formation of solid lubricant Mo-Magnéli phases in tribological contacts in the presence of oxygen
may be expected in addition to high hardness, stiffness and moderate ductility, making these coatings
promising in the future of protective coatings. A recently published study [9] theoretically proposes an
enhancement of the materials properties if molybdenum is replaced by tantalum or tungsten.

2. Experimental details
All depositions utilized a sputtering device equipped by four confocally arranged magnetrons
accommodating 3 inch sputtering targets. All magnetron heads are aimed at a rotatable biasable
substrate holder that can be heated up to 750°C. Molybdenum, carbon and B4C targets were cosputtered simultaneously. Molybdenum and B4C targets were DC powered, while carbon target was
connected to Advanced Energy Pinnacle+ pulsed DC generator capable of pulsing up to frequency of
350 kHz. Powers to magnetrons were kept constant as well as the total pressure was kept constant at
0.1 Pa, bias and pulsing frequency were varied in order to tune the ion flux to the growing film. All the
depositions were carried out for one hour.
The chemical composition was measured by Oxford Instruments EDX detector connected to TESCAN
Mira FEG SEM and RBS.
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The RBS was measured by proton projectiles with energy 1740 and 2700 keV impinging vertically on
samples and backscattered protons analysed at 170 deg scattering angle. The energy is characteristic
for mass of struck atoms and is also diminished by energy loses by passing into and out of the layer
material [10]. The type of atoms and their depth are detectable. The analyses of MoBC layers with
classical Ruherford backscattering highlight heavy elements due to the Z2 proportion. This leads us to
use energies with enhanced non Rutherford cross sections. The advantage is the increased sensitivity
for the light elements in heavy elements matrixes.
Dual head Hysitron TI 950 TriboIndenter was used to study the mechanical properties of MoBC
coatings. The nanoscale measuring head with resolution of 1nN and load noise floor less than 30nN
was used for this study. Several testing modes were used in the range of indentation loads from 0,25 to
10mN, namely quasistatic nanoindentation, quasistatic nanoindentation with several unloading
segments and nanodynamic mechanical analysis (nanoDMA) in the range from 0,1 up to 300Hz.
Crystalline structure was investigated by X-ray diffractometer Rigaku Smartlab F with copper x-ray
tube in Bragg-Brentano configuration.

3. Results and discussion
In order to prepare stoichiometric composition a precise characterization of the chemical composition
is necessary. However, analysis of chemical properties of MoBC type films poses a challenge.
Standard EDX/WDX methods are somewhat limited when quantifying amount of carbon due to
electron beam interaction with carbon contamination on the surface of the sample in ex-situ
measurements or in the residual atmosphere in the microscope. So that carbon content is often
overestimated by these methods. Moreover the analysis of the EDX spectra of MoBC films can be a
source for error. The overall spectra depicted in Fig.1a show clearly distinct Mo L-lines, C K-line and
B K-line. However, if we enlarge the area of low energy, we can see a very significant overlap of B Kline and Mo Mγ-line (see Fig. 1b). This overlap coupled with relatively low resolution of EDX makes
EDX estimate of Mo, B and C content impossible. The problem with resolution can be overcome by
utilizing WDX equipped with special crystal for light element (Be, B) measurements. However,
relatively high uncertainty for light element quantification together with carbon quantification
overestimation still leads to rough estimates of the chemical composition only. Thus a more powerful
method of chemical analysis must be used in order to pinpoint the precise composition.

Fig. 1. a) Overall EDX spectra of MoBC film. b) Detail of low energy region showing overlap of Mo
and B lines.
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The reason for simultaneously measurements with proton energies 1.74 and 2.7 MeV is seen from Fig
2. The optimal measurements of carbon content at proton energy 1.74 MeV is visible on Fig. 3 and for
boron at energy 2.7 MeV on Fig. 4. The relatively new values for non-Rutherford cross-sections
proton-boron are used [11]. Other values of cross-sections are taken from [12]. The limits of
observation; estimation and accuracy of boron and carbon depend on ratio of signals to signal of Si
substratum at proper energy. Spectra were evaluated by SIMNRA code [13].

Fig. 2: Non-RBS cross-sections for protons. The areas around 1.74 MeV where C-crs are favourable
for carbons and around 2.7 MeV where B-cers are favourable for boron are used for RBS
measurements.

Fig. 3: RBS spectra for protons energy 1.74 MeV
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Fig. 4: RBS spectra for protons energy 2.7 MeV
The structure of the films was characterized by XRD. Comparison of XRD patterns of coatings
prepared at different pulsing and bias conditions are plotted in Fig. 5. Positions amorphous (A) and
crystalline (C) phase are reported to be 37° and 42° for stoichiometric Mo2BC phase [6]. The presence
of crystalline Mo2BC phase was proven for different deposition conditions utilizing pulsed DC
sputtering as well as DC even without the need of high temperatures.

Fig. 5: XRD patterns of samples prepared at the constant magnetron powers with differing heating,
pulses and bias. Positions of (A) amorphous and (C) crystalline Mo2BC phase are emphasized.
Samples prepared at conditions with lowest ion bombardment – no heating, pulsing or biasing – and at
highest ion bombardment with heating – 550 °C, 350 kHz (85% duty cycle) and -200 V bias were
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chosen for analysis of mechanical properties. Low measurement loads (500 μN and less) were used
due to low thickness (< 500 nm) of the coatings. Use of such low loads was possible because of low
average roughness < 0.5 nm. The sample prepared at the most gentle conditions with no heating,
pulsing or biasing had hardness of 44 ± 5 GPa with elastic modulus of 400 ± 20 GPa (H/E = 0.113,
H3/E2 = 0.570) and was composed of 8.1 at.% B, 22.4 at.% C and 69.5 at.% Mo as determined by RBS.
RBS proved that the sample is of poor stoichiometry. Further enhancement of the mechanical
properties is possible by optimization of the coating stoichiometry using RBS technique to evaluate
the coating composition. The sample prepared at harshest conditions exhibited hardness of 55 ± 5 GPa
with elastic modulus of 430 ± 10 GPa (H/E = 0.128, H3/E2 = 0.900) and was composed of 29.3 at.% B,
18.6 at.% C and 52.1 at.% Mo, again leaving space for possible optimization of stoichiometry and
enhancing its properties. Thus very hard coatings were prepared at conditions of high ion
bombardment of the growing thin film. Also H/E and H3/E2 ratio values are very promising for
achievement of moderate ductility and tribological performance.

4. Conclusions
MoxByCz coatings with promising mechanical properties were prepared by pulsed DC magnetron
sputtering. Structure determined by XRD does not provide enough information to optimized
deposition process to reach stoichiometric Mo2BC film. However, RBS characterization of chemical
composition proved to be necessary for further optimization of the deposition condition to get closer to
ideal stoichiometry. Superharndess with good H/E and H3/E2 ratios were reached, promising good
mechanical and tribological performances are expected.
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Several experiments were performed with atmospheric pressure plasma jet to develop a novel and
environmentally friendly surface cleaning and treating technology without the use of chemical
detergents in the Laboratory of Surface Techniques at the Institute of Metallurgical and Foundry
Engineering. To this end steel specimens were artificially contaminated with dimethyl-sulfoxide
and then cleaned with plasma jet in specified number of scans. A glow discharge optical emission
spectrometer (GD-OES) was used for the determination of the efficiency of plasma cleaning. The
results of this experiment proved that this novel technology outperforms the traditional (for ex.
aqueous based) surface cleaning technologies.

1. Introduction
Atmospheric pressure plasma (APP) treatments have already gained some ground in several
traditional materials processing as well as in different new high-tech industries. However, their
applications in many fields of surface treatments and engineering like atmospheric pressure surface
cleaning and plasma-polymerization are still in a developing phase, which has encouraged us to study
their possible further technical applications towards corrosion protection and surface treatments and
developing protective coatings on metals, especially on common grade and relatively cheap unalloyed
carbon steels. Cold-rolled steels, for example, are always surface pre-treated and then often coated as
well by different means, where there is also much place for further investigations to test the
applicability of possible novel variants of the APP treatment techniques [1].
For our cleaning experiments, an atmospheric pressure plasma treating equipment, the Plasmatreater
AS400 was used, which was bought from Germany and was installed in a laboratory of the Institute of
Metallurgy and Foundry. The acquisition was induced by the plan of doing experiments in the field of
different procedures by plasma flame. One of the most important possibilities for its application is
cleaning surfaces of different solid products, among them even metallic surfaces from organic
contaminants. The plasma generator is FG5000. It has a double resonance system, a state-of-the-art
IGBT and Power-MOSFET semiconductor for pulse-pause modulation and wide voltage control [2].
Measurement of cleanliness by GD-OES
For the measurement of cleanliness of steel samples, a recently installed Glow Discharge Optical
Emission Spectrometer (GD-OES) was applied. The equipment is capable to determine elemental
composition profile of solid materials vs. depth. A Horiba JobinYvonGDProfiler2 analyser was used
for the investigation of the samples as multi-layered coating systems by the advantages of its special
features:
- Depth profile analysis of solid conductive and non-conductive samples down to ~ 200 μm is allowed
- Bulk analysis of specimens is also possible to measure multi-layered or coated material systems
- With its polychromator, 46 elements can be simultaneously measured in a very short period of time
and among them there are C, H, O, N, P, S, etc. which are major elementary components of organic
substances.
- With its monochromator, further elements can be detected and measured
The GD OES measuring method chosen for determining the surface carbon contamination had the
following parameters: Power: 25 W, Argon pressure: 500 Pa [3].
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2. Results and discussion
The prepared steel (brushed and polished) specimens were cleaned in acetone by ultrasonic treatment
for 25 min at 35 degrees Centigrade. Then they were etched in a 5% HCl solution for 120 s in order to
clean the surface and increase the wetting ability, rinsed by distilled water and dried on paper wipes in
ambient conditions. Without etching, the DMSO does not wet the surface well but ran off and
coalesced.
As for the artificial surface contamination, a thin DMSO layer was obtained thru dipping the steel
specimens into the liquid DMSO then wiping up its excess. In this way we were aiming at developing
an artificial contaminant layer reproducibly. The thickness of the so prepared DMSO coverage was
approximately 0.6 μm determined by profilometric analysis [4].
The DMSO was obtained from KAT CHEM Ltd. It is weakly acidic mild oxidant. As a polar aprotic
solvent it dissolves both nonpolar and polar substances also as surface contaminants. Furthermore, it is
a good surfactant which was even used as a solvent of electrolytes for measuring the corrosion
properties of HCl on steel [5].

Fig. 1. Dipping in DMSO (a), Plasmatreater AS400 (b), dipped specimens before drying (c), plasma
cleaned and GD-OES measured samples No.3 and No.6 (d)
As our GD-OES equipment is not sensitive enough for sulphur, the measurements were based on the
well detectable carbon. The surface of each specimen was divided into two areas, one part was dipped
into DMSO, the other was left untreated, and two additional samples were set aside for comparison.
The initial surface carbon content of the untreated sides of the specimens were all determined before
commencing the plasma treatments on their other sides in order to get a feedback about the
effectiveness of the cleaning procedure (Figure 1).
The main plasma settings were the followings:
-

Frequency: 15 kHz
Distance: 9 mm
Jet slide velocity: 1 m/min
Airflow: 2 m3∙h-1
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These settings were chosen based on our huge range of tests performed with the Plasmatreater® 400
AS. We treated our specimens 1, 3, 5 and 10 times with plasma. Figure 2. shows the results of GDOES analysis of 10 times plasma treated specimens. The 1 and 3 times treated specimens did not bring
satisfactory results, but anyway shows the effect of plasma.

Fig. 2. GD OES depth profile of the plasma cleaned steel sample No.6 with different surface
conditions
As a result of the measurements, all the artificially surface loaded DMSO contaminants were cleaned
off from the steel specimens by the atmospheric air plasma jet working with a frequency of 15 kHz.
The 5 times plasma treated specimens were even cleaner than in the initial stage obtained after careful
traditional cleaning. In the case of those samples which were not dipped into the liquid DMSO, the
plasma treating yielded lower surface carbon contamination compared to the initial stage. Both of the
initial surfaces were cleaner after plasma cleaning than in the original untreated surface state. We did
not detect significant differences between the contaminated and untreated samples after plasma
cleaning. There was no further surface purification on the surface of the control samples between 5
and 10 times subsequent plasma treatments.
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We report experimental and particle-based kinetic simulation studies of low-pressure capacitively
excited oxygen plasmas driven by tailored voltage waveforms that consist up to four harmonics of
the base frequency of 13.56 MHz. We find that a DC self bias develops over the plasma due to the
asymmetry of the waveform, which provides a control over the flux-energy distribution functions
of the ions at the electrodes. The simulation results confirm the experimental observations and aid
their understanding by allowing access to the space-time dynamics of different discharge
characteristics, like particle densities, fluxes, heating and reaction rates.

1. Introduction
Capacitively coupled plasmas (CCPs) operated in various gases are important in several high-tech
applications, such as etching and deposition techniques and modification of surface properties (see e.g.
[1]). In most of these applications the flux and the energy of the ions reaching the electrode (target)
surfaces are of primary importance. During the past years a number of schemes for controlling these
ion properties separately (excitation of the plasma by two or more frequencies, use of hybrid sources,
etc.), have been proposed. One way to optimize this separate control is to use "customized" or
"tailored" voltage waveforms, which influence the density distributions and the dynamics of charged
particles.
Here we report a combined experimental + simulation study of a low-pressure oxygen CCP, which
is excited by tailored voltage waveforms that consist of a base harmonic and a number of additional
higher harmonics. The resulting "peaks" and "valleys" waveforms lead to the generation of a DC self
bias via the Electrical Asymmetry Effect (EAE) [2]. We follow the evolution of the discharge
characteristics with increasing number of applied harmonics, up to four, and compare selected
simulation results with experimental data. The experimental setup is described in section 2, while the
simulation method is presented in section 3. The experimental and simulation results are presented and
compared to each other in section 4.

2. Experimental
Experiments are performed in the DRACULA CCP plasma reactor previously described in [3] and
shown schematically in figure 1. The cylindrically symmetric reactor has aluminium electrodes with a
diameter of 50 cm, and separated by a distance of L = 2.5 cm. The bottom electrode is powered, while
the top electrode is grounded. The plasma between the electrodes is radially bounded by a large Pyrex
cylinder and a thick Teflon dielectric, thus ensuring that the plasma "sees" almost equal electrode
areas. The chamber is pumped with a rotary/turbomolecular pump system, and the pressure is
measured using both ion and Baratron gauges. Oxygen is injected into the reactor via a side port in the
chamber, and the flow rate is adjusted using a mass flow controller. The powered electrode is
connected to a class A, broad band, RF power amplifier via a 4.5 nF bias capacitor. The amplifier is
controlled using an arbitrary function generator and a PC with a LABVIEW program that creates and
sends the desired voltage waveforms. The frequency response of the reactor and the plasma impedance
in general distort this waveform, and so a Fourier transform feedback technique [3,4] is used to ensure
that the desired waveforms can be produced on the powered electrode. A SOLAYL voltage-current
probe (described in detail in Ref. [5]) is placed between the powered electrode and the bias capacitor,
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and is used to monitor the discharge current and power. The discharge voltage and DC self bias are
measured with a 100:1 high-voltage probe connected directly to the powered electrode.
The ion flux-energy distribution function (IFEDF) is measured with a HIDEN EQP mass/energy
spectrometer. The spectrometer entrance orifice is embedded in the grounded electrode and is aligned
with the axis of the reactor. In order to avoid the need to know the ion energy dependent transmission
function (which requires trajectory simulations) [6,7], the focussing electrodes are turned off and only
ions in a narrow acceptance angle of about 2o are measured.
The experimental system also allows the determination of the electron density (with a hairpin
probe) and the flux of the ions to the grounded electrode (with probes embedded in the electrode). The
results obtained for these characteristics will be discussed elsewhere, here we only present data for the
electrical characteristics (self-bias voltage) and the flux-energy distribution of ions, and compare these
characteristics to simulation results.

Figure 1. Schematic of the DRACULA plasma reactor, showing the Hiden Mass Spectrometer (A), ion
flux probe array (B), hairpin resonator probe (C), SOLAYL VI probe (D), blocking capacitor (4.5 nF;
E), RF power amplifier (F), arbitrary function generator (G), dielectric spacers between the powered
and grounded electrodes (H), and high-voltage probe (I).

3. PIC/MCC simulation
The discharge is described by a Particle-in-Cell simulation code incorporating Monte Carlo treatment
of collision processes (PIC/MCC) [8]. Our code is one-dimensional in space and three-dimensional in
velocity space. The chemistry of oxygen plasmas is fairly complicated due to the high number of
important species and reaction channels. There are different recommended sets of processes and
related cross sections / rate coefficients available in the literature [9-12]. These sets differ in many
respects: in the number of species and reaction processes considered, in the values of cross sections,
+
and in the handling of different processes. Most of the models consider electrons, O2 ions, and O¯
ions, as important charged species. The collision processes between electrons and O2 molecules
include elastic scattering, excitation to rotational, vibrational and electronic levels, ionization,
dissociative excitation, and dissociative attachment. For O¯ ions we consider elastic scattering with O2,
detachment in collisions with electrons and O2 molecules, and  identified as the dominant loss
+
channel  mutual neutralization with O2 ions. Another important loss process of O¯ ions is via their
collisions with singlet delta oxygen molecules, O2(a1g), of which the density may be significant in
CCPs. Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate the O2(a1g) density self-consistently, therefore we
neglect this process. One has to bear in mind that, consequently, our calculations may overestimate the
positive and negative ion densities, which are unfortunately not accessible in the experiment (because
+
the hairpin probe only measures the electron density). For O2 ions the charge transfer collision with
O2 is included. The presence of O¯ ions results in the formation of an electronegative bulk plasma,
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where the positive and negative ions are present with comparable densities. Under such conditions the
plasma density is determined by the balance of the negative ions, as these cannot escape to the
electrodes. In our work we adopt the reaction and cross section set proposed in [9] (also known as the
‘xpdp1’ cross section set), with some modifications. Compared to the original set (i) we replace the
elastic collision cross section with the elastic momentum transfer cross section of [13] and use
isotropic scattering in our code, and (ii) we adopt the charge transfer cross section of [10] to model ion
transport more realistically, which is crucial for the reproduction of the IFEDF at the electrodes.
The excitation (generator) voltage waveform consists of N harmonics (N = 1...4) having
amplitudes and phase angles, k and k (k = 1...N), respectively, as
N

(t)  k cos(2 k f1 t  k ) ,

(1)

k1

where f1 is the base frequency, and the amplitudes of the individual harmonics are set according to the
following equations, to achieve
 the greatest self bias:

k  0

N  k 1
2N
 ,
; 0 
N
(N 1) 2 PP

(2)

where PP is the peak-to-peak voltage. The "peaks" voltage waveforms are generated by setting all
phase angles to zero, while "valleys"-type waveforms are obtained by changing the phase angles of all

the even harmonics to k = . Figure 2(a) illustrates "peaks"-type voltage waveforms given by (1) for
different number of harmonics, for PP = 150 V. Note that the need for a balance of fluxes of positive
and negative particles on time average to either of the electrodes will shift this voltage waveform by a
constant DC self bias .

4. Results
Here we present the experimental and simulation results for p = 50 mTorr pressure. The base harmonic
frequency is f1 = 13.56 MHz. We used peak-to-peak voltages of PP = 150 V and 200 V. Figure 2(b)
shows the measured and calculated values of the DC bias. Here the bias is given in a normalized value,
as  / PP. For the "peaks"-type waveforms we find a negative bias, while "valleys"-type waveforms
result in  > 0. The magnitude of the normalized bias increases with increasing number of harmonics.

Figure 2. (a) "Peaks"-type voltage generator waveforms (note that the discharge voltage includes the
additional self bias for N > 1), for PP = 150 V. (b) Measured (EXP) and calculated (SIM) values of the
normalized DC self bias for different numbers of harmonics (N). In panel (b) the lines intend to guide
the eyes only.
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Figure 3 presents the spatial distribution of charged particles in the single frequency case (N = 1, with
PP = 200 V, in (a)) and in the case of four harmonics (N = 4, with PP = 150 V, "peaks"-type waveform,
in (b)). In the former case we obtain a spatially symmetrical distribution of the densities. At N = 4 the
sheath at the powered electrode (situated at x = 0) expands and the density peaks are shifted towards
the grounded electrode (situated at x = L). In both cases, and in the other cases that we have studied,
the plasma is always found to be strongly electronegative: the negative ion density largely exceeds the
electron density. Panels (c) and (d) display the spatiotemporal distribution of the electron heating rate,
for the two cases. We observe two important contributions to electron heating: (i) at the expansion of
the sheaths electrons are accelerated towards the bulk plasma thereby gaining energy  this is the wellknown -mechanism that is dominant in most CCPs; (ii) due to the high electronegativity of the
plasma a relatively strong electric field has to build up in the bulk, which accelerates electrons
significantly; this mode is termed as the -mode, e.g. [14]. The symmetry of the heating and cooling
patterns observed in the single-frequency case (figure 3(c)) breaks down at N > 1. The -heating
becomes very strong in the vicinity of the powered electrode (at x = 0), due to the very fast expansion
of that sheath forced by the specific waveform, while at the grounded side heating is much weaker
during the expansion phase (see figure 3(d)). Heating in the bulk also occurs mainly when the sheath
at the powered electrode is expanding.

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of charged particles: (a) single frequency case (N = 1, PP = 200 V) and
(b) with four harmonics (N = 4, PP = 150 V, "peaks"-type waveform). Corresponding space- and timeresolved electron heating rates (c) and (d), with important contributions indicated. The powered
electrode is situated at x = 0.
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+

Finally we compare the flux-energy distributions of the O2 ions at the grounded electrode, for
different conditions. Figure 4 shows both experimental data and simulation results, for the case of 3
harmonics and PP = 150 V. At the low pressure (50 mTorr) considered here, the sheaths are weakly
collisional, so that a significant fraction of the ions arrives at the electrodes with an energy
corresponding to the maximum sheath voltage. The experimental and simulation results are in good
agreement. The IFEDF can be changed to a great extent by varying the excitation waveform, in
particular a change between the "peaks" and "valleys" waveforms changes the maximum ion energy
by a factor of 3 in the case of use of three consecutive harmonics in the excitation waveform, as shown
in figure 4. The small differences in the locations and the shapes of the peaks are due to the
imperfections of the model.

Figure 4. Measured (symbols) and calculated (solid lines) ion flux-energy distributions at PP = 150 V,
with an excitation waveform consisting of three harmonics.
This work was supported by the Hungarian Fund for Scientific Research (OTKA) via the grant
K105476, and by Agence Nationale de la Recherche project "CLEANGraph (ANR-13-BS09-0019).
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We report on an experimental and modelling study of the breakdown of hydrogen in static (DC)
and radio-frequency (RF = 13.56 MHz) electric fields. For the simulation of the breakdown event,
a simplified model is used, where only electrons are traced by Monte Carlo simulation. The
experimental data of DC breakdown are used for determination of the effective secondary electron
emission coefficient. A very good agreement between the experimental and the calculated
breakdown characteristics is found for the RF case.

1. Introduction
The complex phenomenon of gas breakdown has been attracting considerable attention from the
beginning of gas discharge research [1]. For DC excitation the details of the underlying processes are
quite well understood, thanks to a large number of experimental and theoretical studies for different
gases and conditions, e. g. [2-5]. In the case of RF excitation both the experiments, as well as the
calculations are more complicated compared to the DC scenario. For conditions when the electron
oscillation amplitude in the RF field is smaller than the electrode gap, gas phase charge reproduction is
dominant and the effects of surface processes (electron reflection and secondary electron emission) are
negligible. When the oscillation amplitude and the gap size become comparable (at low pressure
and/or lower frequency), surface processes start playing a role too.
The electrical breakdown and discharges in hydrogen have been a subject of intense research due to
the wide usage in a various technological processes: thin-film deposition, etching, cleaning, etc. [6-7].
The breakdown in hydrogen has been previously studied both for DC [8,9] and RF fields [10,11].
More recent studies of direct-current gas discharges also concentrated on micro plasma sources for
which the breakdown phenomena at small electrode gaps was investigated [12]. The measured
breakdown characteristics in the RF field can be also used for the determination of the electron-drift
velocity in hydrogen [13].
Our aim here is to carry out a study of the breakdown phenomena in hydrogen, both
experimentally and by kinetic simulations based on the Monte Carlo (MC) technique [14], to provide a
deeper understanding of the relevant effects. Most of similar studies for RF fields were reported for
noble gases in ref. [15] and for synthetic air in our previous work [16]. As far as we know there is no
published work using the same approach for the case of hydrogen.

2. Experimental
The schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 1. The geometrically symmetric discharge
cell consists of two stainless steel electrodes (diameter: D = 7.5 cm) placed inside a glass cylinder at a
distance of L = 1.0 cm from each other. The cell is completely geometrically symmetric and connected
to a vacuum system using 6 mm inner diameter and 30-40 cm long glass tubes in order to minimize
stray capacitances that could introduce an asymmetry and, thus, influence the measurements. Before
the experiments, the cell is pumped down to < 10-6 Torr by a turbo molecular pump (TMP). We use
5.0 purity hydrogen gas (H2O ≤ 3 ppm, O2 ≤ 2 ppm, CnHm ≤ 0.5 ppm, N2 ≤ 5 ppm) at a slow flow (2-6
sccm), regulated by a flow controller. For further purification a cryogenic trap (filled with liquid
nitrogen) is used. Before starting the breakdown measurements, the electrode surface is cleaned by
running (~5 mA) DC discharges with both polarities for about 10 min. To check the cleanliness of the
cell, the DC discharge emission spectra was recorded in a wide spectral range (250-800 nm). No
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noticeable traces of water vapour (OH bands) were observed. For the DC measurements the high
voltage is established by a PS325 (Stanford Research Systems) power supply, interfaced with a
computer via GPIB. For the radiofrequency measurements (f = 13.56 MHz) we have built a highvoltage push-pull oscillator similar to that described in ref. [17]. In the experiment the two electrodes
are driven by the generator with potentials U1 = U0sin(2 π f t) and U2 = -U0sin(2 π f t), respectively.
When the breakdown event occurs, the breakdown voltage is defined as the peak value of the
difference of two potentials, VBR = 2U0. The actual voltage on the cell is measured by two voltage
divider probes (Agilent 10076B), connected to two inputs of a digitizing oscilloscope (PicoScope
6403B). The breakdown event is detected by several methods: (a) the detection of the light of the
plasma using a broad band photodiode (58–262 Edmund Optics). (b) A change of frequency of the
high voltage oscillator (or sudden drop of the voltage amplitude) due a change of the impedance of the
cell. (c) Observing an increase of the power consumption of the RF oscillator. More detailed
information about the experimental set-up and the measurements methods can be found elsewhere [16].

Fig. 1. Schematic of the breakdown cell and the vacuum system

3. Simulations
DC case
For DC breakdown, surface processes play a critical role and cannot be neglected. Different species
such as photons, electrons, ions and metastable can contribute to secondary emission at the cathode.
For the conditions covered here ions are expected to have the major impact. Unfortunately, the data
availability for an energy dependent electron yield for H2+/H+ ions and different metals is very limited.
Therefore, we have combined the experimental and modelling studies to derive the effective secondary
electron yield, γ*, defined as a ratio of the electron current to ion current at the cathode and it basically
accounts for the contributions of the other species (electrons, photons, metastables). In our simulation
code only electrons are traced using Monte-Carlo technique [14], which provides a fully kinetic
description under the condition of nonlocal transport. The simulation is three dimensional in velocity
space and one dimensional in real space. We trace electrons emitted from the cathode along their path
to the anode. The initial number of electrons is 3×103. The cross section used for e- - H2 collisions are
taken from ref. [18]. The reflection probability of electros from the electrode surface is taken to be ρ =
0.2 [19]. Following the additional electrons created in ionizing collisions, we simulate a high number
of complete electron avalanches to reach a good level of statistics. In the simulation, it is assumed that
all ions created between the electrodes reach the cathode due to their directed motion caused by the
electric field. The simulations are executed for the experimentally measured values of breakdown
voltage and pressure to determine the secondary yield as ratio between the number of emitted electrons
and incoming ions.
RF case
In contrast to the DC case, in RF simulations the time dependent evolution of the electron density is
followed. To greatly reduce the computational time, here we still trace electrons only. In the RF field,
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ions due to their mass respond only to the time-averaged field, which is zero (no space charges are
presented). Thus, the motion of the ions in the cell can be taken as diffusive. Considering only the
lowest order of the diffusion mode in the cylindrical geometry, the fraction of ions, fi, that reaches the
electrodes can be easily estimated. When ion is created a new electron is emitted from one of the
electrodes with a probability γ fi in the next RF cycle at a random time. At the beginning, for a fixed
set of conditions, we seed 3×103 electrons in the centre of the electrode gap. The simulation time is set
to 500 RF cycles and the number of electrons in continuously monitored. The time dependent density
during the last 250 cycles is then fitted by a straight line. The breakdown event is recognized when the
slope of the line is near zero.

4. Results
DC case

Fig. 2. Breakdown voltages obtained in the experiments in DC mode by two different methods (VR –
voltage ramp and LCL – low current limit). Paschen curves obtained in previous studies [7-9,11] for
different electrode materials are also plotted.
Figure 2 shows the experimental data obtained in DC mode and data obtained in some earlier works.
Two methods were applied in the measurements of the breakdown curve: (i) VR – voltage ramp
method, where for the given pressure voltage is slowly increased (0.5-1.5 V s-1) until the breakdown
event occurs; (ii) LCL – low current limit method, proposed by Phelps and Jelenkovic [20], where the
breakdown voltage is determined as a sustaining voltage of a Townsend discharge in the limit of zero
current. The data obtained by these methods show a high degree of consistency results. It can be
clearly seen that the right part of the curve is also in good agreement with results of previous works.
Usage of different electrode materials and their cleanliness can explain deviations at the left part of the
Paschen curve. The measurement gives a location of the Paschen minimum at VBR,min = 290 V and pL =
1.2 Torr×cm, which is comparable to that obtained by Carr [9]. The main purpose of the
measurements is to obtain the effective electron yield, γ*, as a function of E/p using our simulation
code. Calculated values of the yield are shown in figure 3. The smallest γ* (~0.008) is obtained for low
E/p and it increases significantly towards to high E/p values. The present data are quite different from
those obtained by Klas et al. [12] for molybdenum electrode and small gaps. The deviation can be
explained by dependence of the effective yield on the electrode material and on the gap size as at high
E/p, e.g., field emission from the cathode cannot be neglected.
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Fig. 3 Effective electron yield, γ*, as a function of E/p. The open circles represent data studied for
small gaps and molybdenum cathode by Klas et al [12].
RF case
The experimental breakdown curve measured at f = 13.56 MHz together with data measured in earlier
studies are shown in figure 4. The shape of the curve can be explained in the following way: (i) at high
pressures the amplitude of electron oscillations is smaller than the gap size and, therefore, the
properties of the electrodes do not play a role. For precise description of this region only gas-phase
processes have to be taken into account. (ii) At lower pressures, when the amplitude of the oscillations
becomes comparable with the gap length, electrons can reach the surfaces and only a small fraction of
them can be reflected back and create avalanches towards the opposite electrode. The bending point at
p = 3 Torr and VBR = 350 V shows the region where the ion impact electron emission becomes
dominant. A more detailed analysis of the breakdown curve behavior for different gasses, gaps and
frequencies can be found elsewhere [8,16,21].

Fig.4 Comparison of the experimental breakdown voltage values with simulation results. The dashed
line represents experimental results measured by Githens [11] at f = 11 MHz and L =1 cm. The solid
line is from Lisovskiy and Yegorenkov [10] at f = 13.56 MHz and L = 2 cm.
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As it has been mentioned before, the motion of ions in the RF field can be taken as diffusive and,
therefore, γ*(E/p) at E/p → 0 are expected to be applicable. In the simulations to reproduce the
measured BD curve, the secondary electron yield is taken to be γ* = 0.008 - the lowest value of γ*
obtained for the DC case. The results obtained from the simulation (see figure 4) show that, despite of
the simplifications of our model, the measured curve can be accurately reproduced up to the bending
point (pL = 3 Torr×cm and VBR = 350 V). The slight deviation from the measured data at this point can
be explained by the fact that hydrogen ions are quite light and apparently can gain some energy from
the electric field and the energy dependence of γ has to be taken into account.
Considering only gas-phase processes and reflection of the electrons from the electrodes we could also
precisely reconstruct the experimental curve (for pL > 3 Torr×cm) measured by Githens [11] at f = 11
MHz. The horizontal shift of the 11 MHz curve toward higher pressures (with respect to the curve
corresponding to 13.56 MHz) is due to the fact that at lower frequencies electrons oscillate with higher
amplitude and, thus, more of them can be absorbed at the electrode surface. By increasing a gap size
the effect is opposite to the low frequency scenario, here less electrons can reach the electrodes and the
breakdown curve shifts to the low pressure direction (see, Figure 4). The large deviation of the
measured curve by Lisovskiy and Yegorenkov [10] from the calculated curve for L = 2 cm is not
clearly understood. According to the simulation results, at pL > 2 Torr×cm, the charge reproduction is
dominated by gas phase reactions only and the breakdown voltage is not dependent on the surface
parameters. Taking into account this fact, the deviation can be explained only by some systematic
error or by presence some impurities in the measurements.

5. Conclusions
We have carried out a combined experimental and kinetic simulation study of the breakdown in
hydrogen under DC and RF (13.56 MHz) excitation. The experiments have been performed for
pressures up to 30 Torr and with L = 1 cm gap size, using a glass cell with plane parallel stainless steel
electrodes.
A simulation model has been developed that traces the electrons at the kinetic level. Based on this
model the effective electron yield, as a function of the reduced electric field, γ*(E/p), has been
determined from the measured DC Paschen curve. Despite the simplifications used in the model, the
simulations showed that the whole breakdown curve can be quite accurately reproduced adopting a
constant effective electron yield γ* = 0.008.
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Experiments and particle-based kinetic simulations were performed to obtain the equilibrium
levitation height of dust particles in plane parallel electrode discharges in low pressure argon gas,
established by combined RF and DC excitation. The computed values were compared to
experimental data. The good overall agreement of the simulation results and the experimental data
serves as verification of our gas discharge, dust charging, as well as dust force balance models.

1. Introduction
Layers of dust particles are routinely generated in low-pressure gas discharges and many of their
properties (structure, phase transitions, collective excitations, and transport properties) have
thoroughly been investigated. For a range of conditions (properties of the dust particles and
characteristics of the discharge plasma) a single layer of dust particles can be levitated, the position of
which is defined by the balance of the forces acting on the particles. This position can be tuned by
changing the characteristics of the plasma that surrounds the particles and serves as a source of
charging of the dust [1-4].
The position of the dust layer can easily be determined experimentally by side-on observation of
the system. Parallel to experiments, theoretical models of the dust charging, combined with a
discharge model, make it possible to calculate this position. Our aim is here to examine the validity of
such a model via measuring and calculating the position of a dust layer in a radiofrequency (RF)
discharge in the presence of an additional DC bias that allows manipulation of the equilibrium position.

2. Experiment
In our experiments two flat aluminium electrodes with a diameter of D = 170 mm were placed
horizontally, at a distance of L = 55 mm from each other, inside a glass cylinder, as shown in Figure 1.
The lower electrode was powered via a coaxial feedthrough by an RF power supply operating at f RF =
13.56 MHz. We applied a peak-to-peak voltage Vpp = 200 V at p = 1.8 Pa argon pressure and Vpp =
175 V at p = 3.6 Pa, at a gas flow of approx. 0.1 sccm. A separate power supply, connected to the
powered electrode via a RF choke made it possible to introduce an external DC bias. We note that due
to the high degree of symmetry of the electrode configuration the DC self bias of the plasma was
below 1 V.
Melamine-formaldehyde (MF) spherical micro-particles with a radius of rd = 2.19 m were
dropped into the discharge plasma through a small opening in the centre of the upper, grounded
electrode. This opening was covered with a 400 lines per inch stainless steel mesh, to confine the
plasma between the electrodes and to provide a proper boundary condition for the modeling studies.
The particle cloud was illuminated through a side window with a vertical light sheet from a 532 nm,
200 mW laser source. We used a Jai Pulnix RM-1405 CCD camera, which was equipped with a 50
mm focal length photographic lens that imaged the light scattered from the dust particles. The
levitation height was determined from the recorded images after performing a pixel to mm length
calibration.
Conditions for reproducible measurements were reached after applying a daylong pumping
followed by 10 minutes DC discharges with both positive and negative voltages applied to the lower
electrode, with approximately 7 mA current. These DC discharges served to pre-condition the
aluminium electrodes by sputtering, as this material has a high affinity for surface oxidation, resulting
in large and unpredictable variations of the surface properties, like secondary electron emission yield
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and electron reflection ability. This preparatory procedure provided the necessary cleanliness of the
system, which had a base pressure of about 2×10-6 mbar.

Fig. 1. Schematics of the experimental setup

3. PIC/MCC simulation
The discharge was described by Particle-in-Cell simulation incorporating Monte Carlo treatment of
collision processes (PIC/MCC) [5-8]. The code considers one spatial dimension and traces about
2105 superparticles, representing electrons and argon ions. We assume that the density of the dust is
low, i.e. the presence of the dust has no influence on the discharge characteristics. This approach –
although it breaks the complete self-consistency – avoids the problems that arise because of the
extremely different timescales of the motion of electrons, ions, and the dust particles [9,10]. For the
interactions of charged particles with electrode surfaces we account for secondary electron emission
(with  = 0.15) and the reflection of electrons (with probability of  = 0.5).
The main aim of our simulations is to determine the position xd, where the dust layer settles in
the discharge. We expect this position to be in the vicinity of the sheath / bulk boundary above the
lower electrode of the discharge, at a position defined by the balance of the vertical forces acting on
the particles (we neglect the dust-dust interaction, due to the low dust density, so only vertical forces
are important). We contemplate the following three forces to be important: gravity, electrostatic, and
ion drag forces.


The force due to gravity is given as
Fg  md g ,

(1)

Fel  E(x) qd ,

(2)

where md is the mass of the dust particles.


The electrostatic force is



where E(x) is the time-average of the electric field at position x (as obtained from the PIC/MCC
simulation of the discharge without dust) and qd is the dust charge. The calculation of this force needs

the determination of the charge of the dust particles, qd. For that, the first step is to calculate the
floating potential, φd. For the determination of φd we apply the method of [11], which is based on the
 interaction (collisions) between electrons and ions with the dust particles, described by cross sections
that correspond to the Orbital Motion Limited (OML) approximation. We assume that a dust particle is
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located at each grid point (xk) in the simulation and carry out calculations for the floating potential at
all grid points. We emphasize that this is only needed to determine one of the forces, Fel, as a function
of x, and finally the real position of the dust layer will be determined by the balance of the three forces
listed above. The calculation of the floating potential, φd, proceeds in the following way: we run the
PIC/MCC simulation for one RF cycle, and meanwhile calculate the electron and ion fluxes to dust
particles (e and i), by summing for all electrons and ions, respectively:



 ,  (x ),

e (xk )  We vp nd (x)  ed p ,  d (xk ) ,
p

i (xk )  Wivpnd (x)  id
p

p

d

k

(3)
(4)

where W denotes the superparticle weight, vp is the velocity of the p-th electron or ion, nd is the dust
density, ed and 
id are the electron-dust and ion-dust collision (“collection”) cross sections [12]. The
floating potential of the dust particles is found iteratively, by the requirement that (3) and (4) become

equal in the stationary
state, at all positions. φd(xk) is changed by ± 0.05 V after each RF simulation
cycle at each position to reach the above mentioned requirement. Having obtained φd(xk) the
equilibrium dust charge is found adopting the simple “capacitor model” according to which:

qd  4  0 rd d (xk ).

(5)

From this known value of the charge we can calculate the electrostatic force, with spatial dependence,
Fel(x).




Ion drag force.

This force results from the momentum transfer from the ions flowing to the dust particles [13]. It
consists of two parts: (i) ions absorbed by the dust particles, and (ii) ions deflected by the charge of the
dust particles. The two corresponding force components are called the “collection force” and the “orbit
force”:

Fi (x)  Fi,coll(x)  Fi,orb (x) .

(6)

The usual way to handle these processes is to adopt the binary collision model. We proceed with the
calculation based on the model of [13]. The required data (drift and mean velocities of the ions) are
readily available from thePIC/MCC simulation.
Finally the equilibrium position of the dust particles is derived from the force balance:

Ftot  Fel (xd )  Fg  Fi (xd )  0 .

4. Results

(7)

First we illustrate the general
characteristics of the discharge plasma. Figure 2 shows the spatial

distribution of the ion density, obtained from the PIC/MCC simulation, for Vpp = 200 V, at p = 1.8 Pa.
Besides the "base case" when the discharge is driven by a pure harmonic RF voltage waveform, we
also display simulation results for two cases, when a DC voltage is superimposed at the driven
electrode (external DC bias). While in the “pure” RF case the density profile is symmetrical, a
superimposed DC bias shifts the peak as the sheath expands at the negatively biased electrode. As a
consequence of the increased sheath length the bulk region of the plasma shrinks and the peak density
decreases.
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Figure 2. Ion density profiles of the RF and the RF+DC plasmas, for Vpp = 200 V, at p = 1.8 Pa.
Next we illustrate (in Figure 3) the spatial dependence of the different force components described
above, for conditions Vpp = 200 V, at p = 1.8 Pa, with VDC = 0 V and VDC = -100 V. The panels of the
figures show only a part of the electrode gap, where the model is expected to be valid. ( We note that
the OML theory breaks down deep inside the sheath, leading to non-physical solution.) Among the
components of the ion drag force (6), the orbit force is found to be dominant, and the collision force is
negligible. The equilibrium levitation position at VDC = 0 V – found as Ftot(xd)=0 – is xd = 0.86 cm.
When a negative DC bias is applied, the levitation height clearly increases as dictated by the increased
sheath length at the powered electrode. The levitation position at VDC = -100V becomes xd = 1.69 cm.
The floating potential and the charge of the dust particles at the levitation height was found to be
d  -9 V, and qd  13800 C, respectively.

Figure 3. Spatial dependence of the different force components, for conditions Vpp = 200 V, at p = 1.8
Pa, VDC = 0 V (left panel) and VDC = -100 V (right panel). The arrows indicate the equilibrium
levitation positions for the respective conditions.
In the experiment as well as in the simulation the DC bias was scanned over a wide range. The results
of these scans, carried out at the two different gas pressures, are given in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Equilibrium position of the dust layer as a function of the DC bias, VDC, for conditions: Vpp =
200 V at p = 1.8 Pa (left panel) and Vpp = 175 V at p = 3.6 Pa (right panel).
We find a good agreement between the experimental and calculated values of the levitation height for
both sets of data obtained at the different gas pressures. This agreement confirms that the simulation
method (and code), as well as the charging and force balance models adopted in the work describe the
plasma + dust system considerably well, and that they are applicable for the range of conditions
covered here. Moreover, we confirm that the external DC bias is found to provide a solid control over
the position of the dust layer.

This work has been supported by the Hungarian Fund for Scientific Research (OTKA) via grants
K105476 and NN103150.
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We have developed an experimental Franck-Hertz cell, which operates on the basis of
photoemission. The electrical characteristics of this cell have been measured in argon gas over a
wide range of pressure. The experiment, and in particular the electron kinetics, is analyzed via
Monte Carlo simulation. A good agreement is obtained between the cell’s measured and calculated
electrical characteristics, the peculiarities of which are understood by the simulation studies.

1. Introduction
It was about 100 years ago when James Franck and Gustav Ludwig Hertz carried out their famous
experiment [1] that demonstrated the quantized nature of atomic energy levels. Their work was
awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1925.
In their experiment Franck and Hertz studied the behavior of electrons under the effect of electric
fields, in the presence of mercury vapor. Their experimental cell had a cathode-grid-anode
configuration. They launched electrons from a thermionic cathode in the first region of their
experimental cell and accelerated them by a variable voltage (Vcg > 0). In the second region of the cell,
which was separated from the first region by a wire grid, a decelerating voltage (Vga < 0) was applied.
Franck and Hertz measured the anode current Ia as a function of Vcg at a constant value of Vga. The
measured current had a peak-valley structure with a periodicity of Vcg = 4.9 V. This nature of the
Ia(Vcg) characteristic was explained by the multiple excitation processes by individual electrons. Light
emission from Hg vapor at λ = 253.7 nm has also been observed, which wavelength corresponds to an
excitation energy of 4.9 eV.
The correct description of the Franck-Hertz (FH) experiment, which intends to go beyond qualitative
explanations, requires a treatment at the level of the kinetic theory [2] due to the appearance of
nonequilibrium effects [3] in the electron transport. Considering the fact that all previous works, that
we are aware of, have dealt either with an experiment (without a rigorous kinetic analysis) or with the
kinetic description of the phenomena taking place in FH cells (without a rigorous comparison to a
recent experiment), a combined experimental and kinetic modeling study could provide a more
complete physical picture of the electron kinetics in FH cells. Our aim is to carry out and present such
a study [4].

2. Experiment
The scheme of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Our experiment differs in one major aspect
from the original FH setting: We use the photoelectric effect to emit electrons from the cathode. To
induce photoemission we use a frequency-quadrupled diode-pumped MPL-F-266 nm-3 mW laser
providing λ = 266 nm radiation with a single-pulse energy of 1.5 μJ, in ~ 6 nsec pulses, at 2 kHz
repetition rate. By eliminating the need for a heated cathode we can ensure a uniform gas density
distribution inside the FH cell, which makes modeling more straightforward.
The cathode and anode electrodes are made of aluminium; they have a diameter of 61 mm and a
thickness of 8 mm. A magnesium disk with 15 mm diameter is inserted into the center of the cathode,
to serve as the source of photoelectrons, due to its high quantum efficiency, ηMg ≈ 5 × 10−4. To
suppress photoemission (originating from scattered light) from the cathode outside the Mg disk, as
well as from the anode, these surfaces are covered with thin (50 μm) molybdenum plates, expected to
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have a significantly lower photoelectric yield than Al (ηAl ≈ 3 × 10−5) when the Mo surface is not
treated.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental set-up
The grid (wire mesh) is held at xg = 14.9 ± 0.2 mm height above the cathode surface by an Al cylinder,
to which it is electrically connected. This cylinder surrounds the cathode and the anode, and holds the
latter, by ceramic spacers, at a distance dga = 7 ± 0.2 mm above the grid. Using a proper mesh is
crucial in the experiments. We use a rectangular Ni mesh with T = 90% geometric transmission, with
square openings and 70 lines/inch density, manufactured by Precision Eforming LLC (type MN17). A
high transmission is needed for acceptable signal intensity. A high density minimizes the effect of
uneven potential distribution in the plane of the mesh and the penetration of the electric field from
either side of the grid into the other side. Such effects have a smoothing effect on the FH
characteristics and would complicate the treatment of the grid in the simulation. The thickness of the
mesh is about 7 μm.
The FH cell is situated in a vacuum chamber (described in details in Ref. [5]). To enhance the purity of
the system: (1) the vacuum part of the apparatus is pumped down by a turbo-molecular pump to ~10−7
mbar and is heated to ∼100 ◦C by heating tapes, for several hours, preceding the measurements, (2) the
experiments are conducted using 6.0 purity argon gas with a slow flow (< 10 sccm), and (3) prior to
entering the vacuum chamber, the gas is fed through a cold trap filled with liquid nitrogen.
With direct illumination of the cathode by the laser beam we observed the effect of Coulomb
collisions of photoelectrons that showed up as a smoothing effect (decreased modulation) of the FH
characteristics due to the energy spreading of the electrons. To avoid this effect we use for
illumination a beam of the laser reflected from a quartz plate, resulting in ∼10% of the initial intensity.
The voltage Vga is set to a fixed value −3.05 V, while Vcg is scanned between 0 and 55 V. The anode
current Ia is first amplified by a Keithley 427 current amplifier (shown schematically as a current
meter in Fig. 1) and is sampled by the National Instruments (USB-6251) card controlled by LabView
software running on a personal computer. During the course of measurements data obtained for 80 000
pulses are averaged at each value of Vcg. We measure the FH characteristics in relative units, as it was
not possible for us to carry out an accurate absolute calibration of the system.

3. Simulations
The kinetic analysis of the experiment is based on Monte Carlo (MC) simulation (see, e.g., Ref. [6]),
in which a high number of electrons is traced as they proceed under the effect of the electrostatic field
and under the effect of collisions with the atoms of the background gas.
The electrostatic potential distribution U inside the discharge cell has a cylindrical symmetry. In the
calculation of U the fine structure of the grid is not resolved and a zero mesh thickness is assumed.
The electrons emitted due to the photoeffect are assumed to have Gaussian initial energy distribution
centered at 0.5 eV and having a standard deviation of 0.15 eV, constrained between 0 and 1 eV. The
direction of the initial velocity of photoelectrons is randomly chosen over a half sphere. Typically 105
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primary electrons are released from the cathode for each set of simulation conditions. We assume the
gas temperature to be 300 K.
The electrons move (in three-dimensional space) under the effect of the electric field E = −∇U
between the collisions with the background gas atoms and with the surfaces. The simulation employs a
fixed time step Δt in the integration of the equation of motion. The probability of a collision between
each electron and the gas atoms (using the cold gas approximation),
(1)
P = 1 − exp[−nσtot(ε)vΔt ],
is checked in each time step (see, e.g., Ref. [6]). Here σtot is the total cross section of the electron with
an energy ε at time t , n is the density of the background gas and v is the velocity of the electron. Using
the cross sections of Hayashi [7] we take into account the elastic scattering of electrons from Ar
atoms, electron impact excitation to 25 electronic levels, as well as ionization. The collision
kinematics follows the procedures given by Nanbu [8]. Electrons created in ionization processes are
also followed in the same way as the “parent” electrons. Quantities of interest (velocity distribution,
mean electron energy, etc.) are sampled in each time step.
The electrons are traced until they get absorbed by any of the surfaces: at the cathode, at the anode, at
the confining cylinder, or at the mesh. The reflection from all these metal surfaces is assumed to be
elastic and to have a probability that depends on the angle of incidence (θ):
R(θ) = R0 exp[c(1 − cos(θ)],
(2)
where c is constant chosen in a way that R(90◦) = 1. Our calculations indicate that the best agreement
with the experimental data can be obtained when R0 = 0.7 is used.
The effect of the mesh can be accounted for in the simulation in a simple manner, by assigning a
transmission coefficient T. We take T to be the geometric transmission (90%). Whenever an electron
crosses the mesh plane it is transmitted with a probability T and a reflection process [characterized by
a reflection coefficient given by (2)] takes place with a probability 1 – T.

4. Results
The FH characteristics have been measured in the pressure range between p = 0.25 and 4 mbar. A
series of these characteristics (comprising five different pressure values) are shown in Fig. 2. Before
discussing our results we first comment on the accuracy of the measurements. Within recording one
series of FH characteristics we have rechecked points when data collection was accomplished. With
this procedure we confirmed that our system was stable within ±2% over the data recording period for
the whole series of FH characteristics. When we checked the day-to-day reproducibility of the
measured data we have observed some change of the magnitudes of the FH characteristics, most likely
due to the slow change of the quantum yield of the Mg disk used as the photocathode. The ratios
between the characteristics measured at different pressures (at given voltages), however, were found to
remain within ±10%. Note that, as we measure the FH characteristics in arbitrary units, it is their
ratios that are the important quantities.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the measured (solid lines) and calculated (dashed lines) Frank-Hertz current
current-voltage characteristics at different pressures.
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A general feature of the FH characteristics is a sharply increasing current when Vcg approaches |Vga|.
As the initial energy of photoelectrons is between 0 and ~1 eV (the UV photon energy is the 4.7 eV,
while the work function of Mg is 3.7 eV) anode current starts to flow at Vcg ≈ |Vga| −1 V. Following a
domain of high current we observe a sudden drop of the current that can be associated with the
excitation of the first energy level of Ar. The highest value of relative drop of the current near the first
excitation energy is observed at 1 and 2 mbar. The qualitative explanation for this observation is aided
by considering the values of the electric fields in the FH cell.
At the highest pressure of 4 mbar the accelerating reduced electric field E/n is quite low (e.g., E/n ≈ 7
Td at Vcg = 10 V, 1 Td = 10-21 Vm2), so the elastic collision causing low energy loss is the dominant
process. At medium pressures less energy is deposited in elastic collisions, but the excitation occurs
primarily only to the lower-lying levels of Ar. Therefore at these conditions peaks in the electron
energy spectrum are expected to be sharp, resulting in a high modulation depth of the FH curves. At
the lower pressures (where E/n reaches values up to ∼600 Td at the highest Vcg) ionization takes place
as well, and this, together with the excitation of a higher number of levels results in a significant
broadening of the electron energy spectrum and in a decrease of the modulation of the FH curves,
especially at higher accelerating voltages.
The calculated FH current-voltage characteristics, at all different pressure values covered in the
experiment, are also shown in Fig. 2. In the simulation the anode current is measured in arbitrary units,
as the ratio of the number of electrons absorbed at the anode and the number of photoelectrons leaving
the cathode. As the current is also measured in arbitrary units in the experiment, a scaling factor F is
used here to match the two current values; i.e., we compare the values of F.Ia,calc to those of Ia,meas.
Note that we use the same scaling factor for all the conditions (pressure, cathode-grid voltage), and we
do not use any additional fitting parameters to match the experimental and simulation results.
Repetitive calculations resulted in FH characteristics that differ less than 2% from each other at any
pressure and voltage values.
A very good general agreement is obtained between the two sets of curves, which verifies our model
and justifies its assumptions. Furthermore, it is this agreement that gives confidence in the additional
simulation results for which no direct comparison with experimental data is possible. In the following
we will present such results characterizing the electron kinetics in the FH cell.
Figure 3. shows the dependence of the mean energy of the electrons, the electron-impact excitation
rate Sexc and the electron-impact ionization rate Sion on the spatial position (x) and accelerating voltage
(Vcg) at pressure values of 0.25 mbar and 4 mbar. These distributions represent radially averaged
quantities.

Fig. 3. The mean energy of the electrons (left column), the electron-impact excitation rate (middle
column) and the electron-impact ionization rate (right column) as a function of position measured
from the cathode (x) and the accelerating voltage (Vcg) calculated for two pressures: 0.25 mbar (top
row) and 4 mbar (bottom row). The position of the grid, xg = 14.9 mm, is indicated by dotted
horizontal lines.
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At the pressure of 4 mbar the patterns of all distributions are much more regular than those at the
pressure of 0.25 mbar. Under the relatively low E/n conditions here, excitation occurs mostly to the
few lowest-lying levels of Ar atoms, and the ionization rate is very small (note the different color
scales in the panels of Fig. 3.). At this pressure the mean energy of the electrons at the grid and at the
anode is strongly modulated by Vcg, in agreement with the deep modulation of Ia, observed in Fig. 2(e).
At the lowest pressure the patterns of the excitation and ionization rates widen and the modulation on
the mean energy decreases strongly. At this pressure and high Vcg values (i.e., at the highest E/n
values) Sexc and Sion take comparable values, and, as electrons are born in a wide spatial domain, the
periodic modulation in Ia disappears, as seen in Fig. 2(a).
Figure 4. shows the rate of the different types of inelastic collisions taken into account in the
simulations as a function of the accelerating voltage Vcg. The Ar excited levels are indicated by the
values of NAr = 1…25, ionization is indicated by NAr = 26. At the pressure of 4 mbar the majority of
the inelastic collisions correspond to the excitation of the levels with NAr < 5 and the ionization has a
low probability. At the pressure of 0.25 mbar the excitation occurs to the higher-lying levels of Ar and
the ionization becomes the dominant process at high Vcg.

Fig. 4. Relative number of inelastic collision leading to excitations of Ar atoms to different levels
(NAr = 1-25), as a function of the accelerating voltage, Vcg. NAr = 26 corresponds to the ionization
process of argon atoms.

5. Conclusions
We have carried out a combined experimental and theoretical (modeling) study on a Franck-Hertz cell
with plane-parallel electrode configuration. Our experimental cell operated on the basis of
photoemission.
In the experiment we have recorded the anode current-accelerating voltage characteristics of the cell in
argon gas, at different pressures between 0.25 and 4 mbar. This range of pressure covered highly
collisional conditions with significant elastic collisional energy losses (high pressures) as well as
conditions when the ionization rate becomes comparable to the excitation rate (low pressure and high
Vcg).
Our modeling study has been based on Monte Carlo simulation, which provided an exact description
of the electron kinetics under nonequilibrium (nonhydrodynamic) conditions for electron transport,
typical for FH settings.
The experimental cell characteristics have been reproduced rather accurately by the modeling
calculations. The cold cathode operation achieved in the experiment allowed the assumption of a
uniform gas density distribution in our modeling studies. The simulations made it possible as well to
obtain the spatial variation of the energy distributions of the electrons, their transport parameters, and
the rates of excitation and ionization processes.
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A comparative experimental study of the high pressure direct current (DC) and alternative
current (AC) microdischarges over wide range of frequencies in Hydrogen have been
carried out in this work. In a high vacuum chamber filled with pure Hydrogen gas the
microdischarges have been generated between two plan-parallel molybdenum electrodes.
The breakdown voltages from the Paschen curves were measured as a function of the gas
pressure (from 50 mbar up to 930mbar) and the frequency range (from 100Hz up to
13.56MHz) while the electrode distance was constant at 100 μm.

1. Introduction
In many applications, the non-equilibrium plasma sources operating in the glow mode, are highly
desired [1, 2]. However, at high pressure, the stable diffuse glow discharge can transit to an arc [3, 4].
In order to stabilize such a high-pressure plasma, one of the ways is to spatially conﬁne it to the
dimensions below 1 mm [4]. Plasma in these dimensions we call microplasma. Many mechanisms and
phenomena occurring in microdischarges are not clearly understood. Especially AC microdischarges
are not examined enough. The microdischarges have been applied in different fields of technology in
recent years. The most applied field are chemical synthesis, material processing, plasma medicine etc.
[5-7]. Therefore the knowledge of the physical phenomena occurring in the microdischarges, are very
important [8-12]. The Paschen’s law describes the electric breakdown of the discharge. In this law the
breakdown voltage depends on the product of pressure and the distance between electrodes - pd. In
microdischarges different mechanism responsible for electric breakdown in gases, start to play a role
in comparison to standard macroscopic discharges [10-12]. These processes are related to the high
electric fields and thus deviations from Paschen law are observed. The main goal of this work is to
study the breakdown phenomena of high pressure microdischarges over wide range of frequencies in
Hydrogen. Comparison to the breakdown phenomena between low frequency AC and high frequency
AC discharges are presented.

2. Experimental apparatus
In Figure 1, the schematic view of the experimental apparatus is shown. It consists of vacuum chamber
with four glass window and two xyz and tilting manipulators of electrodes. The electric discharge was
generated in hydrogen with purity 99.999% between two plan-parallel molybdenum electrodes
covered by glass. The diameter of the electrodes was 3.8 mm respectively.
The distance between the electrodes was set by micrometer linear feedthrough. The Paschen curves
and the Current-Voltage waveforms were measured by 300MHz oscilloscope (Agilent Technologies
DSO5032A), connected to high-voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A) and to current probe (Pearson
2877) for frequency range from 100Hz up to 13,56MHz. For such a wide range of frequencies three
different power supplies were used. For the frequency range from 100Hz to 10kHz the power supply
consists of wave generator connected to an acoustic amplifier and then through the high voltage
transformer and 100kΩ resistor to the discharge tube. For the frequencies between 10kHz and 4.3
MHz homemade high frequency generator was used. The third source was a high frequency generator
(400W) connected with Dummy load for 13.56MHz. Moreover, direct current (DC) measurements
were carried out for comparison to AC microdischarges.
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Figure 1: Vacuum chamber for microdischarges with different type of sources.

3. Results and discussion
The breakdown voltages of the microdischarges were studied in this experiment according to three
parameters (pressure, distance between electrodes and frequency). In Figure 2, the breakdown voltage
has been measured as function of pressure and frequency at constant electrode distance of 100 μm.

Figure 2: Breakdown voltages Vamp for different pressures at the electrodes distance of 100μm.
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As it is seen from the figure, the highest values of the breakdown voltages were measured for the DC
electric field if Vamp was taken for the AC discharges. If we consider the AC voltage amplitude, the
breakdown voltage for DC and AC are more or less identical, if the frequency is not very high and the
breakdown voltage is weakly dependent on the frequency. But at higher frequency the electrons with
high drift velocities are lost on the walls but the ions are trapped in the gap since their drift velocity is
significantly lower than of the electrons [13]. In Fig. 3 is shown the typical current-voltage waveform
of the discharge at 4,3MHz and in Fig. 4 you can see the comparison of current-voltage waveforms
before and after the breakdown at 10 kHz. We compared the waveforms at 350 mbar at constant
electrode distance of 100 μm. The dash waveform represents the current and voltage when discharge is
off, and the strong lines represent waveforms when discharge is on. The waveform indicates a
capacitive discharge.

Figure 3: The current-voltage waveform of the discharge at frequency 4.3 MHz.

Figure 4: Current-voltage waveforms before (dash line) and after (solid line) the breakdown at frequency 10
kHz.
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4. Conclusion
The experimental results have shown the differences in electrical properties of high pressure AC
microdischarges in Hydrogen. At low frequencies (from 100Hz up to 10kHz) no significant effects on
breakdown voltages were measured. The frequency is sufficiently low such that a large fraction of
electrons and ions reach and are lost to the electrodes each half cycle before the polarities are reversed.
When the discharge is ignited both waveforms are exhibit minor distortion. This scenario is
qualitatively similar to the dynamics in DC discharge. Every half period the current waveform has one
or two peek which represents the breakdown and that time the voltage between the electrodes are
decreased due to lower resistance.
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The gliding arc discharge plasma reactors are known as a source of non-equilibrium plasma at
atmospheric pressure. In the present study, the high speed camera has been used for imaging of
discharge propagation and subsequent calculation of the velocity of discharge propagating
generated in mini GlidArc reactor at different flow rate and composition of working gas mixture.

1. Introduction
The gliding arc (GlidArc) is a source of low temperature plasma, that is often effectively used for
the process of disposal and treatment of different gaseous pollutants [1-5].The basic gliding arc is an
arc discharge generated between two diverging electrode, that is blown along the electrodes by very
fast transverse gas flow. The gas nozzle is placed between the electrodes in their axis of symmetry.
The arc initiates at the shortest gap between two electrodes and after that is elongated by the fast gas
flow from its initial position [5-7]. As the arc is elongated, its current is at its maximum and the
voltage at the minimum. (quasi-thermal regime).. The elongating arc demands more power to be
sustained, until it reaches the maximum that the power supply can provide and then subsequently
drops on both plasma and external resistance. This is the transition point for the regime of GlidArc
operation [5, 6]. Due to continuous gas flow, the length of the arc continues to grow, but the power
supplied by the source is insufficient to balance the convective energy losses to the surrounding gas
and discharge disappears.
"Mini GlidArc" reactor that we used in the experiment has small discharge space, where initial
distance between electrodes in the ignition point can be equal to one tenth of a millimetre . The reactor
allows many possible adjustments and settings, e.g. continuous change of distance between the
electrodes. The electrodes move axially and radially with respect to the axis of symmetry of the
electrodes and the gas nozzle. The discharge mechanisms of “Mini GlidArc” are alike the traditional
GlidArc. One of the key parameters determining the amount of generated active particles in the plasma,
is the shape and size of the arc discharge.
Plasma reactors with gliding discharge can be operated with DC, AC and pulsed power supplies
[4]. The "Mini GlidArc" reactor is supplied by high voltage power supply with no separate ignition
system, which can deliver certain part of the energy in the single cycles of plasma. The reactor has the
possibility to work in different conditions, e.g. in various gas mixtures containing nitrogen, oxygen
and carbon dioxide. This work objective was to identify the factors affecting the length and
propagation velocity of the discharge.

2. Experimental
Measurements were made in the setup shown in Fig. 1. AC high-voltage power supply was
applied to supply the Mini GlidArc plasma reactor. The flow and composition of the gas mixture was
adjusted by gas flow controllers. High speed camera Casio EX-F1 capable to shoot 1200 frames per
second was used to capture the discharge between electrodes to be able to the evaluate the discharge
propagation and calculate its velocity. For accurate processing of ten consecutive images of the
discharge were used and video editing and graphics processing programs were applied.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
The sequence of images in Fig. 2. shows individual steps of the discharge propagation
between electrodes in the gas mixture of 30% of O2 in N2 (total gas flowrate 7 L/min). The duration of
the discharge calculated on the basis of the results from the high speed camera was approximately 8.33
ms.

Fig. 2. Sequence of images of the gliding arc propagation taken by the high speed camera
(30% of O2 in N2, 7 L/min, 1200 fps).
Measurements were made for nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and mixtures of these gases. Examples
of images obtained for different mixtures are shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Effect of gas mixture (exposure time 1/4 s).
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Fig. 4. Vertical position of the discharge propagation in different gas mixtures and at the
constant flow rate.
Fig. 4. depicts the vertical position of the discharge front in different gas mixtures of nitrogen,
oxygen and carbon dioxide and at constant total flow rate of approximately 6.60 l/min.. As can be seen
on the figure, the composition of gas mixtures had no significant effect on the discharge propagation.
At the last stages of the discharge the propagation slows down, which is correlated with the uneven
fading of the discharge at the end of its life cycle.

Fig. 5. Velocity of the discharge for constant gas flow rate and different gas mixtures.
The discharge propagation velocity along the electrodes is shown in Fig. 5. and is similar for
any gas flow rate. The highest velocity of electric arc discharge can be observed at the beginning of
the cycle, while with the slight growth of the arc volume , its velocity decreased. The end of the
recession curve is correlated with its disappearance.
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Fig. 6 Vertical position of the discharge propagation for different flow rates (N2).
Figure 6 shows the results obtained for the different gas flow rate in nitrogen. Increase of the
flow rate resulted in significant elongation of the arc, which could be explained by the strong influence
of gas-dynamic forces on the shape of the discharge. This was particularly evident in the final stage of
discharge, for example 67% flow rate increase (from 2.19 l/min to 3.66 l/min) allowed 68% increase
in length. Uncertainty of the front propagation was calculated and is displayed as the standard
deviation in Fig. 7. For most of the measurements, the uncertainly increased with time and length of
discharge, due to the more complex shape of the arc during the final stages of its propagation.

Fig.7. Uncertainty of measurement as the standard deviation for two flow rates (N2).
Fig. 8. shows the change in velocity of the discharge during its life cycle. Increasing the flow
rate also caused greater ranges of calculated velocity results for several series of discharges in oxygen.
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Fig. 8. Velocity of discharge for different flow rates (O2).
Vertical velocity of the discharge was calculated from the average change in vertical propagation
of the discharge in time. In general, velocity decreased in time. In some cases (for example: 3.7 l/min,
3,69 l/min), increase of the velocity was observed in the middle of discharge propagation. It may be
the result of changes in the shape of the arc, which appeared to be more stretched in its central part.
For all mixtures and flow-rates, the lifetime of the discharge was the same. Thus, it depends
mainly on the power parameters, such as frequency.

3. Summary
By using the high speed camera we characterized the gliding arc discharge in various gas mixtures
and in the range of flow rates to measure its propagation velocity, height, and length. The obtained
results show that the main factor affecting the length and velocity of the discharge is the gas flow rate.
Different mixtures of gasses do not effect the height of the discharge and its life time depends mainly
on the power parameters. The results may allow not only to determine the optimum gas flow rate for
maximum performance, but also the operating point for the various required distances from end of the
“Mini GlidArc” reactor.
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Electron guns are reliable ion sources in Mass Spectrometry. For atmospheric pressure ionisation
(API) ions source we are developing electron source with membrane interface to the atmosphere.
Here we present our first device based on Si3N4 membrane 100 nm thick.

1. Introduction
Electron guns are devices used to generate electron beams. The electron guns are used in plenty of
applications, such as ion source in mass spectrometry (MS), electron welding, electron microscopy
and many others. The electron guns are operated in vacuum. At atmospheric pressure, electrons
interact with the gas and undergo ionisation reactions and subsequent thermalisation. Most common
source of the electrons at atmospheric pressure is a photocathode irradiated by UV light of suitable
wavelength [1]. Recently, vacuum electron guns with nanomembrane vacuum-atmosphere interface
(window) developed of 300 nm thickness, which allow transport of keV electrons from vacuum to
atmosphere [2 - 4]. Such electron sources are suitable as replacement for radioactive ion sources based
on β radiation and could be applied for API in MS, ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) or other analytical
methods at atmospheric pressure (e.g. excitation fluorescence, electron swarm experiments…)[5].
Our plan is to develop similar non-radioactive Source of Electrons at Atmospheric Pressure (SEAP),
which would allow transmission of electrons at lower energies as reported in previous studies [2 - 4].
We plan to apply three times thinner windows Si3N4 as in above cited works (100 nm thick), this
would allow transmission of electrons to the atmosphere below 8 keV. Following chapters present the
design and first results.

2. Experimental setup
The SEAP consist of two important parts i) vacuum located electron gun, ii) nanomembrane (window)
as interface between vacuum and atmosphere. For beginning we just used very simple electro gun
consisting of hairpin filament (company), cylindrical electrode and anode with sealed Si3N4 membrane
of 100 nm thickness and 1 mm site (square shape). In the Figure 1 is the schematic view of the SEAP
and also electric scheme for the measurements. In previous works [2 - 4] the researcher already used
membranes from this material (Si3N4) thick 300 nm and area of window 1x1 mm2 and achieved good
results regarding operation of SEAP, however, electron transmission only at electron energies above
8 kV was efficient.

Fig. 1 Experimental setup of electron gun
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The filament was heated by current of 2.3 A, what result in temperature of about 2600 K and thermal
emission of free electrons with distribution of energy (maximum at 1 eV) [6]. These electrons are
accelerated to anode connected to HV source (see, Fig. 3). In the middle of anode is drilled hole
(diameter 1.5 mm) and from atmospheric site we have stuck the Si3N4 window. The Figure 2 left panel
show the anode with window. Role of cylindrical electrode around the filament in Fig. 3 is to focus
electron flux to membrane. Electrons with sufficient kinetic energy can penetrate through Si3N4
membrane to air at atmospheric pressure and ionize it. According to [1] penetration depth of 10 keV
electrons in air is maximally 2 mm. The positive ions generated by SEAP are collected by a shielded
ion collector. The measure ion current was in order of 10-7 – 10-12 A. The secondary electrons
generated by ionization of air are attracted to the positive HV electrode.

Fig. 2 Left: Image of transparent 100 nm stick window, when filament is heated, Right: Image of
vacuum part of electron gun.

3. Results

Fig. 3 Dependence of ion current in air and acceleration voltage at different grid potentials
In the Figure 3 we can see our very first measurements of the ion current generated by electron beam
in air at atmospheric pressure as function of the acceleration voltage (AV) applied by HV source. The
distance between anode with Si3N4 window and the ion collector was 6.5 cm during all three
measurements (no special reason for this distance). We expected continuous increase of the ion current
with increasing AV. In lower range of AV we observed a distinguished local maximum peaking
between 2 – 2.5 kV. At this peak ion current reached values from 0.1 nA up to 1 nA. In the AV range
3.5 - 4 kV there was a minimum and at AV above 4 kV we have observed a gradual increase in ion
current. At present time we do not have yet explanation for this phenomenon, but we will try to
resolve it in our further studies.
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Fig. 4 Rise of Ion current with increase of emission current from filament
In the Figure 4 we present the dependence of the ion current in air on the electron current emitted from
the tungsten filament. Above emission current of 15 μA, the ion current was saturated, but already at
5 μA, the ion current at collector achieved almost 60 % of the saturated value. We suppose this effect
could be caused by the surface charges created on Si3N4 window, which repulses most of electrons
approaching from the filament. Similar saturation effects were observed also in earlier studies. Data in
the Figure 4 were measured at AV = 6 kV.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we present recently constructed SEAP source and very first results We have succeeded
to generate first electrons at atmospheric pressure and the ion currents generated by these electrons
were in the order 1 - 10 nA. Which are acceptable values for an API source for IMS. We have
observed electron transmission already at relatively low accelerating voltages 2 – 2.5 kV where the ion
current exhibits a distinguished local maximum. The first result we consider promising and in future
we plan to improve the SEAP in order to use it in different application in field of MS, IMS, electron
drift and electron induced fluorescence.
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A 5-channel neutral particle analyser has been refurbished for use on the Compass tokamak in
Prague. This paper provides brief description of the diagnostic method, the analyser, and presents
results of the calibration of the instrument. The calibration involves both simulation of ion
trajectories using the Simion program and calibration measurements using an auxiliary ion source.

1. Introduction
Neutral particle analysis (NPA) is a well established plasma diagnostic method. It has been used since
early tokamak experiments in 1960's. The method is based on measurement of kinetic energy of
neutral atoms emitted from a high-temperature magnetically confined plasma. In the analyser, the
neutral atoms are ionized by flying through a stripping cell and their energy is evaluated using an
electrostatic analyser coupled with an array of detectors. The primary use of NPA is measurement of
the ion temperature and ion energy distribution function. The NPA may also include magnetic field
sector for mass separation of the analysed particles. In this case, it provides additional information on
H-D or D-T isotope ratio and measures ion energy distribution for each species individually [1, 2].
The analyser used in this work was built by the Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute of the Russian
Academy of Sciences in 1974 and was previously used on the CASTOR tokamak in the Institute of
Plasma Physics, the Czech Academy of Sciences (IPP). Currently, IPP intends its use at the Compass
tokamak [3]. To achieve this objective, the analyser needs to be refurbished and fitted with new
control and data acquisition electronics. The analyser is being refurbished at the Comenius University.
It has been equipped with channeltron detectors and first tests using an auxiliary ion source have been
performed [4].

2. Simulation of ion trajectories
In order to simulate ion trajectories in the analyser, the geometry of all electrodes and the whole
analyser was digitized from photographs of the respective parts of analyser using the LibreCAD
program. The geometry was than imported into the Simion® program. This program uses finite
difference method to calculate trajectories of charged particles in electric and magnetic field.
Potential on the deflection electrode was set to be the same as in the calibration measurements and
potentials of guiding electrodes for each channel were optimised for the best ion transmission.
Example of the simulation is shown in the Figure 1. The ions were flown from a single spot
corresponding to position of the auxiliary ion source used in the calibration measurements. Initial
energy of ions was varied while potentials on all electrodes were fixed. In this way, the energy range
covered by each channel was evaluated for a given deflection voltage.
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Fig. 1. Ion trajectories calculated for various ion energies using the Simion program.

3. Calibration of the analyser
Schematics of the setup used for the calibration is shown in Figure 2. The ion beam is generated by an
auxiliary ion source using thermal evaporation of an alkali salt from a heated metal substrate. The ions
were accelerated to desired kinetic energy by a positive potential applied to the substrate. The purpose
of the calibration was to determine the energy range of each detection channel for a given voltage
applied on the deflection electrode. This was achieved by measurement of ion count registered on a
selected detection channel as a function of the accelerating voltage, while potentials on the deflection
electrode as well as guiding electrodes were kept constant. The acceleration voltage was controlled by
Multi channel scaler (MCS), Ortec. The MCS also registered ion count at given acceleration voltage.
Ions were detected by type VEU-6 channeltrons, Gran, Russia. The signal was conditioned by the
Model 113 preamplifier, Ortec, and shown on Agilent DSO5032A oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was
used also as a discriminator, its TTL trigger output was coupled to MCS to count the ions registered at
given ion energy. The measurement was done for all channels at the same deflection voltage. The
calibration was performed in the energy range up to 800 eV. This range was limited by isolation of the
floating heater power supply.

Fig. 2. Schematics of the setup used for calibration.
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Two examples of calibration measurement are shown in Figure 3. Both measurements were done at
deflection voltage of 71.3 V. Opening of the entrance slit was adjusted to 4 mm and 2 mm,
respectively. Figure also shows energy range of the each channel resulting from simulation at the same
deflection voltage.

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental energy spectrum with the numerical simulation.
Reasonable agreement between the simulation and measurement has been observed for the energy
range of the first four detection channels while the 5th channel ions were registered at lower energies
than predicted by the simulation. It is also seen that reduction of the entrance slit from 4 mm to 2 mm
results in more than 50% signal loss for all channels. The signal reduction is the most significant at the
first channel where no ion flux could be registered with 2 mm slit. Consequently, the slit had to be
opened to at least 3 mm to register some ions. The unproportional loss of signal at reduced entrance
slit may be caused by misalignment of the entrance slit with respect to the stripping cell.
Energy range of the each channel was studied as a function of deflection voltage, see Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Energy range of the each detection channel as a function of the deflection voltage.
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The calculated results exhibit the expected linear dependence. Measured data follow the same trend
except of the 5th channel at the highest deflection voltage. Data from the analyser documentation [5]
are also shown.
Although all detection channels are operational, the results indicate that accuracy of both ion energy
and ion intensity measurement needs to be improved prior to use of the analyser at the Compass
tokamak.
This work was supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency under Contract No.
APVV-0733-11 and VEGA grant agency, project Nr. 1/0514/12.
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To conduct qualitative and quantitative studies using LIBS technique, a method of encapsulation
of pollen assisted by plasma was developed and achieved. The methodology required the
deposition of a monolayer of pollen on a calibrated hydrophilic surface. This latter was achieved in
several steps involving a polymerization RPECVD and a treatment step in the LRA. Moreover,
optimal setups of measurements of pollen samples using the LIBS technique such as energy of
laser per pulse, gate delay and gate width were studied and found. Subsequently, the selected setup
parameters were tested for two pollen samples, lilium and hibiscus rosa-sinensis. On the basis of
analysis of measured data it was shown that LIBS is a suitable method for pollen samples analysis.

1. Introduction
Today, the pollen is the subject of many studies, due to the allergenic effects but also to its
participation in the transport of many pollutants.
This work aims to propose a study of the quantitative and qualitative analysis of pollen samples using
the Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) technique. Based on optical emission
spectroscopy, this method allows the analysis of elementary composition of ablated samples. To
perform analysis by LIBS on small sized samples like pollen grains, it is necessary to develop a
method of pollen immobilization based on a process of surface modification by plasma to control and
quantify the distribution of pollen. This methodology of encapsulation requires the deposition of a
monolayer of pollen on a calibrated hydrophilic surface. This latter requires several steps involving the
polymerization of the 1,1,3,3-tetramethyldisiloxane (TMDSO) by Remote Plasma Chemical Vapour
Deposition (RPECVD) 1-4 and the treatment steps in the Lewis-Rayleigh-Afterglow (LRA) of
nitrogen discharge, characterized by high nitrogen atoms concentration 5.
Several studies mentioned the use of LIBS for the analysis of plants. Most of them showed that LIBS
coupled with supporting procedures such as principal components analysis (PCA), linear discriminant
analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis is suitable for distinctive study between bacterial spores,
molds and pollen or can classify several type of plants pollen 6-9. Based on these studies and thanks
to the advantages of LIBS, like the minor or no sample preparation, high speed of data acquisition and
minimal damage to the sample, we assumed that the LIBS method is also useful in analysing samples
of pollens.
The analysed pollen samples were prepared at the Institute of Electronics, Microelectronics and
Nanotechnology of Lille and analysed by LIBS at the Department of experimental physics of Faculty
of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics in Bratislava.

2. Experiments
The experimental set up of the RPECVD reactor for plasma polymerization is shown in Fig. 1(a). The
nitrogen (grade 99.99%) flow (1.8 NL/min) was excited by a microwave discharge in a fused silica
tube. By a continuous pumping (roots pump Pfeiffer), the reactive species flow from the discharge to
the deposition chamber located 1 m from the discharge in the LRA. The main reactive species in this
latter zone which is free of charged particles are nitrogen atoms in the ground electronic state N(4S)
5. The TMDSO monomer (Sigma Aldrich, grade 97%) premixed with oxygen or nitrogen
(grade ≥ 99.5%) was introduced in the LRA region through a coaxial injector. Flows of N2, O2 and
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TMDSO were controlled at 550 Pa by means of MKS mass-flow controllers. The deposition step was
always preceded by a pre-treatment in the LRA in order to clean the substrate and to desorb
contaminants. The deposition step begins with the introduction of the monomer (premixed with
oxygen or/and nitrogen) leading to a plasma polymerized organosilicon film (called pp-TMDSO). At
last, the deposited film was treated in the LRA in order to modify its surface properties.
Pollen grains were deposited on polypropylene (PP) substrates prepared according method shown in
section 3.1. (Goodfellow, 1.220.9 mm3). Water contact angles (w) were measured using a PGX+
goniometer. The analyses were performed by deposition of deionized water droplets (3 L) on
considered surface.
Fig. 1(b) shows the scheme of the experimental apparatus implemented for LIBS analysis. For the
plasma creation a Q-switched Nd: YAG laser (Brilliant EaZy, Quantel) with a modul for generating
second harmonic at 532 nm and maximum energy of 165 mJ per pulse was used. Laser pulse duration
was 4 ns. Echelle spectrometer (Mechelle ME 5000, Andor Terchnology) with intensified CCD
camera (iStar, Andor Technology) were used for detection of plasma emission. The spectral resolving
power of the spectrometer is λ / Δλ = 4000 and the range of recorded wavelengths is 200 - 975 nm.
Optical elements, such as mirrors, lenses (Thorlabs, BK7) and optical fibre (Ocean optics, quartz),
were used for focusing laser pulse and collecting plasma emission.

Fig. 1 Scheme of the RPECVD reactor (a) and LIBS (b) experimental set up.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Sample preparation
The aim of the study being to perform a quantitative analysis of pollen, it is necessary to be able to
prepare samples with various concentrations of pollen. To reach this aim, a calibrated wettable area
(w= 0°) was created on a superhydrophobic ppTMDSO surface (w =160°) deposited on PP samples.
These surfaces with adjustable wettability were created by a treatment in the LRA. The pollen
dispersed in an aqueous solution was then deposited on this surface in order to obtain a monolayer and
encapsulated prior analysis.
The procedure of sample preparation before their LIBS analysis includes 6 steps schematically shown
in Fig. 2:
 Step 1) Before its introduction in the plasma reactor, the PP substrate was sonicated with ether for
3 min in order to clean it. The w value, initially about 85°, reaches 54°after this degreasing step.
 Step 2) The pre-treatment step in the LRA during 15 minutes allows to increase the wettability of
the PP and leads to a w value equal to 27°.
 Step 3) A super hydrophobic deposition film was obtained with N2, O2 and TMDSO flows
respectively equal to 20, 5 and 2.1 sccm. In these conditions, w reaches 160°.
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Step 4) The calibrated wettable area is created using a mask with a hole ( = 8 mm) placed on the
superhydrophobic film. The masked sample is then treated in the LRA during 17 min. In these
conditions, the calibrated area shows a w value equal to 0°.
Step 5) Pollen monolayers (see Fig. 3) are then performed. Lilium pollen is dispersed in water by
means of a vortex and 9 L are collected using a micropipette and deposited on the calibrated
hydrophilic surface. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show that it is possible to obtain monolayers with different
concentrations. These ones could then be determined using a counting chamber.
Step 6) The last step before the LIBS analysis is to encapsulate the monolayer of pollen in order to
allow the transport of samples and to limit contamination. So after water evaporation at room
temperature, the pollen is covered with a film of pp-TMDSO obtained under standard conditions
i.e. with flows of TMDSO and O2 equal to 5 and 25 sccm, respectively 3.

Fig. 2 Methodology of samples preparation

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3 Images of pollen monolayers obtained from optical microscopy.
3.2. LIBS analysis
In this work, we focused on determine optimal parameters of LIBS apparatus in order to analyse
pollen samples, like the minimum laser power, optimal gate delay and gate width of the spectrometer
window. For this purpose, a sample of the polymer surface without pollen, i.e. a PP substrate
submitted to the steps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, was used. This ”white” sample was used in order to avoid the
destruction of samples with pollen, as we found out, that using the maximum power of Nd: YAG laser
samples of pollen can be damaged.
At first, the optimal value of minimum laser energy per pulse was studied. The following
measurements were realised at a constant value of the gate delay and width (both 1 μs) and the laser
power was changed. Energy of laser was changed by the setup of FLQS (Flash lamp Q-switched
synchronization), FLQS = 170, 160, 150, 140, 130, 120, 110 μs. Seven different spectra with seven
different values of laser energy per pulse, using a number of accumulation equal to 10, were recorded.
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The optimal laser energy per pulse was at FLQS = 130 μs. It was the minimum energy at which it was
possible to study emission spectra of the samples.
Thereafter, optimal gate delay and width values of the spectrometer window were looked for. In this
case, the laser energy per pulse was set at FLQS = 130 μs while the gate delay (GD) and gate width
(GW) were changed: GD = GW = 0,2; 0,5; 1; 2 and 5 μs. The optimal setup was chosen as GD = GW
= 2 μs for obtaining the best signal to noise ratio.
After finding the appropriate parameters, we made test measurements in which two samples of pollen:
lilium and hibiscus rosa- sinesis, were used. The samples contained of layer of Si with cyanoacrylate
coating along with pollen. On the basis of previous findings the delay between the acquisition and
plasma collection was set to 2 μs, using values of GW of 2 μs and FLQS of 130 μs. Each spectrum
was recorded with an accumulation of 10 measurements. Elemental composition of the samples was
determined from quantitative analysis. Pollen samples contained elements such as Ca, Mg, K, Na, Al,
Si, N, O, C and H. Si was shown as the main component to the signal, because it formed the samples
base. The presence of O and N elements is related to the fact, that the measurements were realized
under ambient atmosphere. The C, N and O elements are also related to the presence of cyanoacrylate
layer. The elements: Ca, Mg, K, Na and Al are components from the pollen itself.
For distinguish pollen samples a differential spectrum, which together with the original spectra of the
individual samples is shown in figures 4, was used. Differences especially concerning the following
elements: Mg, Ca and K were found. It shows that it is possible to differentiate individual pollen
samples from each other by following these elements, a subject we will focus on in a future work.
Moreover, we planed to perform quantitative analysis of pollen samples using the LIBS method as a
continuation of this recent study. This task will present an original point of view on the problematic of
quantification of pollen.

Fig. 4 Experimental spectra of the sample of polymer surface without pollen (a) and pollen samples
and differential spectra (b).

4. Conclusion
In this study, a method of immobilization of pollen assisted by plasma to control and quantify the
distribution of pollen in order to perform analysis by LIBS technique was developed and achieved.
The methodology of encapsulation requires 6 steps: 1) the degreasing step of the PP substrate ; 2) the
pre-treatment step in the LRA ; 3) the super hydrophobic film deposition obtained from
polymerisation RPECVD ; 4) the calibrated wettable area creation step realised by the treatment of the
masked sample in the LRA ; 5) the pollen monolayers deposition step and 6) the pollen encapsulation
step with a pp-TMDSO film. For the LIBS analysis, optimal setups of experimental measurements of
pollen samples such as energy of laser per pulse, gate delay and gate width were studied and found.
For this purpose, a PP substrate submitted to the steps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 (i.e. a sample without pollen)
was used. Indeed, the high power of laser can damaged the samples of pollen. Subsequently, the
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selected setup parameters were tested for two pollen samples, lilium and hibiscus rosa-sinensis. On the
basis of analysis of measured data it has been shown that LIBS is a suitable method for pollen samples
analysis.
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LIPID MODIFICATIONS BY COLD ATMOSPHERIC PLASMA
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In plasma medicine, cells and bacteria are treated with cold atmospheric plasma that create
reactive species both in the gas and in the liquid phase. A dogma of membrane biophysics is, that
any externally applied substance has to interact or overcome the most outward interface of a cell to
its environment -the membrane- before a cellular reaction takes place. Therefore the membrane is
the first cellular target of reactive species during plasma treatment of eu- and prokaryotes. We
used model systems composed out of lipids to investigate the effect of plasma treatments on
cellular membranes. We studied the modification of important biophysical parameters of the
membrane by plasma treatment. The observed effects on a membrane model representing
eukaryotes were significantly reduced compared to the effects on a model representing
prokaryotes. The findings help to understand the observed lower susceptibility of eukaryotes
compared to prokaryotes against plasma treatment.

1. Membrane as first cellular target
A new and emerging field of applied plasma physics is the usage of cold atmospheric plasma (CAP)
sources for the purpose of medical treatments. A plasma treatment leads to diverse effects on tissue
and cells depending on the exact type of plasma source as well as operating parameters. Also indirect
treatment, meaning plasma-treatment of liquids which are subsequently brought into contact with cells,
results in cellular effects. Observed biological effects include growth modulation, induction of
apoptosis or, especially at higher treatment times, necrosis; but the underlying molecular mechanisms
are unclear.

Figure 2: Schematical presentation of the pathway of reactive species from plasma to cell via gas and
liquid phase. As it is the interface to the environment, the membrane is the first cellular interaction site.
The plasma sources create a “cloud” of highly reactive species in the gas phase due to interaction of
ionized feed gas species with surrounding molecules. If liquids are treated, reactive species like OH
radicals, superoxide anion radicals, hydrogenperoxide as well as nitrate/nitrite, indicating peroxynitrite
production, are formed in or incorporated into the plasma-treated liquid. This “cocktail” of highly
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reactive oxygen or nitrogen species (ROS, RONS) is capable of inducing biological effects including
lipid peroxidation which leads to significant modifications of the biophysical properties of lipid
bilayers (lipid whisker model [1]).
Based on a dogma of membrane biophysics, the first interaction site of any externally applied
substances including ROS / RONS in plasma-treated liquids is the cellular membrane. Proteins and
lipids are the constituents of cell membrane, the later responsible not only for the structural properties
e.g. barrier function but also involved in signalling (“lipid signalling”) by raft/domain formation.
To get insight into the mechanisms of plasma-treatments on cells, we investigated the effects of
plasma-treated (plasma source: kinpen (figure 2)) biological relevant liquids on liposomes and solidsupported bilayer.

Fig. 2: Left: picture of kinpen with visible plasma effluent at the nozzle of the pen-type hand-held unit.
The power supply is in the background, the gas supply unit is not shown. Right: a technical schema of
the kinpen showing the electrode configuration.
By means of electron spin resonance spectroscopy, small angle x-ray and dynamic light scattering, xray reflectometry, patch-clamp, atomic force microscopy, and fluorophoric agents the influence of
plasma-treatments on ROS/RONS generation, bilayer thickness, domain formation, liposome size and
zeta-potential, and fluidity was investigated. Furthermore, we found that plasma-treated liquids can
induce lesions in lipid bilayers as well as in HaCaT cells.
Based on our experimental findings and literature, a detailed molecular mechanism for the observed
formation of transient lesion is proposed [2], which is based on the concepts of Hancocks selfpromoted uptake [3], the umbrella model for lesion formation [4] and the lipid whisker model for
oxidized membranes [1].
To investigate the observed phenomena, that bacteria shown a higher susceptibility against plasma
treatment than eukaryotic cells, we investigated the effect of cholesterol -which is a constituent of
eukaryotic membranes but not of prokaryotic organism- on plasma-induced modification of
biophysical parameters of reconstitute model membranes. The results indicate clearly, that the
influence of plasma-treatments on lipid membranes is dramatically reduced or modified if cholesterol
is part of the membrane. This could explain the observed susceptibility differences of pro- and
eukaryotes.
The authors acknowledge the funding by the BMBF (03Z2DN12) within the ZIK plasmatis at the INP
Greifswald.
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DC-driven transient spark (TS) discharge operated in air in contact with water (phosphate
buffered solution (PBS) or deionized water) was used for the treatment of mammalian cells (Vero
line normal cells, HeLa line cancerous cells), dsDNA, protein (Bovine Serum Albumin) and
enzyme (pepsin). Two systems using different methods of water treatment were used: water
electrospray and water electrode. Direct exposure of cells to the discharge and indirect exposure to
discharge activated gas flow were compared, as well as the effects of TS discharge and pulsed
plasma jet in helium used in parallel experiment. The cells were analyzed for viability and
apoptosis. Viability of cells was evaluated by trypan/methylene blue staining, apoptosis by
complementary analysis using Annexin V and Propidium iodide, while DNA, protein, and enzyme
concentrations were evaluated by UV absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy.

1. Introduction
Cold atmospheric pressure plasmas generated by various electrical discharges have been successfully
tested for various biological and biomedical applications over the past decade. Thanks to ionizations,
dissociations, excitations, production of various chemically active species and reactions occurring at
relatively low gas temperatures, the plasmas can efficiently kill bacteria, or even spores and biofilms
that are generally very difficult to inactivate. Plasmas are very suitable for bio-decontamination,
disinfection and sterilization of surfaces, medical instruments, water, air, food, and even living tissues.
Despite many reported positive effects of the plasmas, their interaction with living cells and
microorganisms remains still relatively not well understood.

2. Experimental
The objective of this work was to study the plasma interaction with living cells and selected
biomolecules (DNA, protein, enzyme). The plasma was generated by DC-driven transient spark (TS)
discharge in atmospheric pressure air [1] in contact with water – either phosphate buffered solution
(PBS) or deionized water (DI). Elementary processes in the plasma were investigated and linked to the
biophysical response of normal cells (Vero line, monkey kidney cells) and cancerous cells (HeLa line,
human cervical cells) and effects on DNA, protein (Bovine Serum Albumin) and enzyme (pepsin).
Direct plasma exposure was compared with an indirect exposure of the water to the plasma activated
gas flow. The effects of TS discharge were compared with the results obtained with He pulsed plasma
jet in parallel experiment.
Two systems of TS discharge using different methods of water treatment were used. The first
system, water electrode system (WE), with a point-to-plane discharge geometry consisted of high
voltage needle electrode placed above the inclined grounded plane electrode (Fig.1a). The water was
run through a narrow channel in the plane electrode and circulated by a peristaltic pump with various
flow rates (up to 30 mL/min). The second system, water electrospray system (WS), also with point-toplane geometry, consisted of high voltage hypodermic needle placed above the grounded mesh
electrode with water delivered into the discharge zone via the hollow needle with a constant flow rate
(0.5 mL/min), depicted in Fig. 1b and described in detail in [2]. Both systems were operated in
atmospheric pressure air, with electrode distance 1 cm, frequency up to 4 kHz and the treatment time
up to 20 min. Direct exposure of cells to the TS discharge systems was compared to indirect exposure
to discharge activated gas flow using the setup depicted in Fig. 1c. The reference system of the pulsed
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plasma jet was of a dielectric barrier discharge type generated in He with the constant gas flow rate,
described in detail in [3].

a

b

c

Fig. 1. Experimental setups of WE (a) and WS (b)
systems for direct plasma exposure; and system for
indirect exposure to the plasma activated gas flow (c).

The cells were analyzed for viability by trypan/methylene blue staining, and for apoptosis by
complementary analysis using Annexin V and Propidium Iodide. The concentrations of DNA, protein,
and enzyme were evaluated by UV absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. The chemical analysis
of treated water solutions was performed too and concentration of hydrogen peroxide, nitrites and
nitrates, peroxynitrites, and dissolved ozone were measured, as well as acidity, conductivity and
temperature of the solutions.

3. Results
This section presents the main results of direct and indirect plasma exposure of cells, DNA, protein
and enzyme to TS discharge. Fig. 2 shows the results of direct treatment of TS discharge on viability of
HeLa cells. The initial concentration was approximately 500,000 cells/mL of PBS. Comparison of WE
and WS systems (Fig.2a) shows similar lethal effect obtained in both systems. i.e. 51-56 %
cytotoxicity. In general, cell viability decreased with increasing treatment time and discharge power.
The maximal cytotoxicity of 93.5% was observed for 20 min treatment time and 4 kHz (Fig.2b).
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Fig. 2. Viability of HeLa line cells after direct
exposure to TS discharge: a) comparison of WS and
WE systems efficiency at 1 kHz after 10 min
treatment, b) efficiency of WS system after 10 min
at 1 Hz and 4 kHz.
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Direct exposure of the cells to the discharge was compared with the indirect exposure of the cells to
the discharge activated gas flow (30%O2 in N2, 0.5 L/min) delivered via syringe needle in point-toplane geometry with mesh electrode placed 1-2 mm above the water surface. Fig. 3 shows the viability
of both Vero and HeLa cells after several minutes of indirect exposure. Stronger effect of plasma
exposure was observed for HeLa (cancerous) cells than Vero (normal) cells. In general, lower
cytotoxicity was observed for the indirect exposure compared with the direct exposure. In case of
HeLa cells, 71% of cells were found still alive after 4 min of indirect exposure and 24 hours of
incubation. The incubation is the time interval the cells were allowed to grow in an incubator after the
plasma exposure to enter to the log phase, after which they were detached and re-suspended in PBS.
Longer incubation time usually resulted in smaller overall cytotoxicity. Incubation time also affected
the apoptotic behaviour of cells before their final death (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Viability of Vero
and HeLa line cells after
2 and 4 min of indirect
TS plasma exposure
[12.5 kV, 2 kHz].
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Fig. 4. Viability and apoptosis of HeLa line cells
after 4 min of indirect treatment and 4h and 24 h
of incubation [TS, 12.5 kV, 2 kHz].

The apoptosis was analysed by complementary tests using Annexin V and Propidium iodide. The
results showed an increase of the number of apoptotic cells after 4 hours (26%), which were
responsible for the increase of dead cells after 24 hours (32%). The effects of TS discharge and pulsed
plasma jet were compared in parallel experiments. The jet was operated in helium (3 L/min) and used
to treat HeLa and Vero cells for 4 min (applied voltage 4-8 kV, frequency 1-4 kHz). Maximum
cytotoxicity of the plasma jet (29%, HeLa) was found comparable with indirect TS discharge exposure,
but smaller compared to the direct exposure of TS discharge.
TS discharge was also used for the treatment of various biomolecules normally present inside the
cells, including DNA, protein and enzyme. Fig. 5a shows the effect of TS discharge on the solution of
DNA (9 ng/L of DNA, 2 mL DI, flowrate 5mL/min) in WE system. The concentration of DNA
100%
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Fig. 5. Concentration of DNA in WE system (a) and protein
(BSA) and enzyme (pepsin) in WS system after direct
exposure by TS discharge (b).
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analysed by UV spectrometry (260 nm) increased in time as a result of DNA fragmentation. Similar
characteristics were also obtained for different initial concentrations of DNA and applied voltages.
Likewise DNA, solutions of BSA and pepsin were exposed to TS discharge of different power and
treatment time. Their concentration was monitored by UV (268 nm) and fluorescence (exc 285 nm,
 em 340 nm) spectrometry. Fig. 5b shows the decrease of their concentration (1mg/mL, 3 mL DI, 0.5
mL/min) as the function of the applied voltage in WS system. Similar tests performed in WE system
showed even stronger effect.

4. Summary
DC transient spark discharge operated in air in contact with water was used for the treatment of cells,
DNA, proteins and enzymes. Direct exposure of cells to the discharge in water electrode (WE) and
water electrospray (WS) systems was compared with indirect exposure of cells to TS discharge
activated gas flow and He pulsed plasma jet. WE and WS systems showed similar cytotoxicity that
increased with treatment time and discharge power. The maximal cytotoxicity of 93.5% was observed
for 20 min treatment time and 4 kHz. The results also demonstrated apoptotic behaviour of cells.
Stronger effect of plasma exposure was observed for cancerous than normal cells; and for direct
exposure than indirect exposure. The cytotoxicity of the plasma jet was found comparable with
indirect TS discharge exposure, but smaller compared to the direct exposure of TS discharge. The
treatment of DNA, protein and enzyme in DI solutions showed increase of DNA fragmentation and
decrease of concentration of biomolecules with discharge treatment time and power. Thus, the results
successfully demonstrated the potential of TS discharge as the efficient for bio-medical applications.
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Vicinal compounds were grafted on different polymer foils previously treated (activated) in
plasma discharge. Properties of the sample surfaces change significantly before and after plasma
treatment and compounds grafting and they were studied using various methods to characterize
changes in surface chemistry, polarity, wettability, etc. Representatives of unmodified and
modified polymers were used for in vitro study of adhesion and proliferation of vascular smooth
muscle cells.

1. Introduction
Polymers are well known and useful for their excellent bulk properties. They are frequently employed
in industry, biotechnology, tissue engineering studies, medicine, etc. However, the inert nature of most
polymer surfaces may limit their use. Surface chemistry, polarity, roughness and morphology strongly
influence cell adhesion, proliferation and they are important for many potential applications of
polymers in medicine and related fields [1].
Many modification techniques have been developed to improve surface properties of polymers.
Grafting of plasma treated polymers with vicinal compounds is expected to provide new materials of
excellent properties for potential usage in tissue engineering.
In this work some selected vicinal compounds were grafted on polymer foils previously activated by
plasma. Surface properties changed significantly and were studied using various methods, by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, electrokinetic analysis, goniometry, atomic force microscopy.
Representatives of unmodified and modified polymers were used for in vitro study of adhesion and
proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells. Plasma treatment and cysteamine grafting improved
dramatically surface cytocompatibility [2].

2. Experimental
Materials
The following polymers in the form of foils supplied by Goodfellow Ltd., UK were used in this study:
polyethylenetherephthalate (PET, 23 μm thick foils, density 1.30 g cm-3), polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE, 25 μm, 2.20 g cm-3), polyvinyl fluoride (PVF, 50 μm, 1.37 g cm-3), polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF, 50 μm, 1.76 g cm-3), polystyrene (PS, 30 μm, 1.05 g cm-3), poly L-lactic acid (PLLA, 50 μm,
1.25 g cm-3). The high density polyethylene (HDPE, 40 μm, 0.96 g cm-3) and low density polyethylene
(LDPE, 30 μm, 0.92 g cm-3) were supplied by Granitol Ltd., CR. Tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS,
TPP Switzerland) substrate was used as a control for cytocompatibility test of VSMCs. For grafting
the following vicinal compounds were employed: (i) 2-aminoethanol (OH-(CH2)2-NH2) and (ii) 2aminoethanethiol (cysteamine, HS-(CH2)2-NH2) by Sigma-Aldrich, Czech Republic.
Plasma treatment
The samples were firstly treated in DC Ar plasma in Balzers SCD 050 at room temperature (RT) under
the following conditions: gas purity 99.997 %, flow rate 0.3 l s-1, pressure 10 Pa, electrode distance 50
mm, its area 48 cm2, chamber volume approx. 1000 cm3, plasma volume 240 cm3, discharge power 8.3
W, treatment times were 120, 240 and 480 s.
Chemical grafting
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Immediately after the plasma treatment the samples were inserted into water solution (2 wt. %) of
cysteamine or 2-aminoethanol for 24 hours. Then the samples were rinsed by methanol and dried by
inert nitrogen and then at Petry dishes for 48 hours.
Used analytical methods
Properties of all samples, pristine polymers, polymers treated by the plasma and polymers treated by
the plasma and then grafted with vicinal compounds were characterized using different methods.
Surface chemistry was characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, chemistry and polarity by
electrokinetic analysis and by goniometry, roughness and morphology by atomic force microscopy.
Electrokinetic analysis (determination of zeta potential) of all samples was accomplished on SurPASS
Instrument (Anton Paar, Austria). Samples were studied inside the adjustable gap cell in contact with
the electrolyte (0.001 mol dm-3 KCl) at RT. All samples were measured four times at constant pH (pH
= 6.0) with a relative error of 10 %. For determination of the zeta potential the streaming current and
streaming potential methods were used and the Helmholtz–Smoluchowski (HS) and FairbrotherMastins (FM) equations were applied to calculate zeta potential [3].
Surface concentrations of elements on sample surfaces were measured by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Omicron Nanotechnology ESCAProbeP spectrometer was used to measure
photoelectron spectra (typical error of 10 %). Exposed and analyzed area had dimension 2x3 mm2. Xray source was monochromated at 1486.7 eV with step size 0.05 eV. The spectra were measured
stepwise with a step in the binding energy of 0.05 eV at each of the six different sample positions with
respect to the detector axis, at angle 0° (perpendicularly to sample). The spectra evaluations were
carried out by CasaXPS program.
Surface wettability was determined by measurement of contact angle of samples. Surface contact
angle of distilled water was determineded by goniometry, i.e. the static (sessile) water drop was
measured at RT at ten positions on two samples of each polymer using a Surface Energy Evolution
System (SEES, Masaryk University, Czech Republic). The contact angles were evaluated using SEES
code. Experimental error is 5 %.
Surface roughness and morphology of samples were examined by AFM method using VEECO CP II
setup (tapping mode). Si probe RTESPA-CP with the spring constant 20-80 N m-1 was used. It was
proved by repeated measurements of the same region (2x2 µm2 or 10x10 µm2 in area) that the surface
morphology did not change after five consecutive scans.
Cell adhesion, proliferation
The adhesion and proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) on selected samples were
studied by in vitro method described in detail earlier [2].

3. Results and discussion
Electrokinetic analysis provides information about surface chemistry and surface charge. Both of these
are important for cell adhesion. Fig. 1 shows the results of zeta potential values for PTFE treated by
plasma and grafted with vicinal compounds. It is evident the zeta potential depends on the polymer
surface properties and it changes after the plasma treatment and also after vicinal compounds grafting.
Plasma treatment results in a cleavage of original bonds (e.g. C-H, C-C, C-O), and creation of new
reactive places on the polymer surface (“free” radicals, double bonds and new chemical groups, e.g.
carbonyl, carboxyl and ester groups) [4]. Due to this plasma treatment leads to changes in the surface
charge, chemistry and polarity and to change in zeta potential too. More pronounced results are
obtained after vicinal compounds grafting. The most dramatic increase of zeta potential was obtained
on PTFE plasma treated and grafted with cysteamine. It may be due to (i) different amount of grafted
cysteamine and also (ii) the preferential bonds of cysteamine (via -SH or -NH2 group) to surface [2,5].
Probably the cysteamine is bonded with the higher amount and even preferentially via -SH group
with ”free” -NH2 group, which creates a positive charge on the surface in the presence of KCl water
solution (-NH2 + H2O  -NH3+ + OH-) and as a result zeta potential increases to more positive (less
negative) values.
The same results were obtained by other methods of characterization, by XPS, goniometry and AFM.
All of them are presented in Tabs.1 and 2. XPS measurement confirmed the successful grafting both of
vicinal compounds (presence of amino groups on surfaces). Also plasma treatment leads to surface
chemistry change, the presence of oxygen groups increases.
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Fig. 1. Zeta potential of PTFE surfaces, unmodified (pristine), modified by plasma (plasma), etched by
water (H2O) and grafted with solutions of OH(CH2)2NH2 a SH(CH2)2NH2 [5].
Tab. 1. Atomic concentrations of C(1s), O(1s), F(1s), S(2p) and N(1s) measured by XPS method at
angle 0° on (i) pristine polymers (pristine), (ii) polymers treated by plasma (plasma), (iii) polymers
treated by plasma and etched by water (H2O) and (iv) subsequently grafted by vicinal compounds
OH(CH2)2NH2 and SH(CH2)2NH2 [5].
Sample
C(1s)
O(1s)
F(1s)
S(2p)
N(1s)
30.4
69.6
Pristine
35.9
5.9
58.2
Plasma
36.8
6.0
57.2
H2O
36.5
4.1
56.9
2.5
OH(CH2)2NH2)
41.3
7.1
44.7
3.1
3.8
SH(CH2)2NH2
Tab. 2. Contact angles of water droplets determined by goniometry and surface roughness obtained by
AFM of (i) pristine polymers (pristine), (ii) polymers treated by plasma (plasma), firstly of the fresh
sample (fresh) and also sample aged for 14 days (aged), (iii) polymers treated by plasma and etched by
water (H2O) and (iv) subsequently grafted by vicinal compounds OH(CH2)2NH2 and SH(CH2)2NH2 [5].
Roughness Ra [nm]
Sample
Contact angle  [°]
13.8
Pristine
125.0  2.6
9.7
Plasma (fresh)
65.5  10.7
9.7
Plasma (aged)
92.3  3.5
10.0
H 2O
79.4  4.8
20.0
OH(CH2)2NH2)
86.4  8.6
11.6
SH(CH2)2NH2
90.3  3.6
The cytocompatibility of prepared samples were tested using the vascular smooth muscle cells
(VSMCs). Fig. 2 presents the photographs of adhered (1st day after seeding) and proliferated (6th day
from cultivation) VSMCs on pristine selected polymers (left side) and with cysteamine grafted
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polymers previously treated by plasma (right side). It is evident the cytocompatibility of grafted
polymers are better in comparison with those on pristine polymers.

Fig. 2. Photographs of VSMCs adhered (1st day) and proliferated (6th day after cells seeding) on
pristine and plasma treated for 120 s and subsequently grafted with cysteamine HDPE, PET, PLLA
and PTFE [2].

4. Conclusions
Plasma treatment and vicinal compounds grafting lead to the dramatic changes in surface charge,
chemistry and polarity and also roughness and morphology of the polymer foils under study. Plasma
treatment and/or grafting of vicinal compounds improve the surface cytocompatibility. The modified
polymers with enhanced biocompatibility may be of interest for applications in biomedicine and some
other related fields.
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RF-powered atmospheric pressure plasma jet was applied for changing surface properties of
rubber-modified styrenic polymers on the example of high-impact polystyrene. We have utilized a
zero dimensional chemical kinetic model to identify the dominant particle species generated by our
device in experimental conditions. Influence of the plasma treatment on HIPS surface wettability
was discussed.

1. Introduction
Surface properties of polymers can be party adjusted using physical and chemical techniques such as
ozone treatment, UV grafting, plasma treatment, flame treatment or chemical wet oxidation [1-4].
Plasma treatment enabling advanced oxidation processes gained special attention because of its
simplicity and fastness [5,6]. Atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ) can be a convenient tool for the
decontamination and modification of treatment of polymer surface properties. The paper presents basic
data concerning application of APPJ for high-impact polystyrene (HIPS) surface treatment. Global
model is applied for determination of species generated in plasma zone [7-9].

2. Experimental set up and results
Proposed experimental set-up consisted of gas and liquid dosing sub-system, electrical discharge
generating sub-system, control and data acquisition sub-system, and chemical and biological analyzing
sub-system.
A

B

Fig. 1. Atmospheric pressure plasma jet (A) and its electrical supply (B).
The main part of the device, which is presented in Fig. 1A, was RF-powered changeable rod
electrode of tungsten or acid-proof stainless steel. The electrode was powered by a regulated RF
supply (AG 1021 RF generator, T&C Power Conversion) via impedance matching network (Fig. 1B).
It was possible to power plasma reactor with frequencies from 10 kHz to 20MHz [10, 11].
Gas temperature was measured using uninsulated K-type thermocouple with electronic
temperature compensation multimeter. AFM (NT-MDT Ntegra Spectra) was used for observation of
the surface structure of the samples.
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In order to understand the underlying operating principles of the present system and to optimize its
performance in applications, it is important to know the chemical kinetics of the reactive multi-species
plasma. As a first attempt, we have utilized a zero dimensional (0D) time-dependent chemical kinetic
global model and simulation code to solve the governing rate equation for the time derivative of the
species concentrations in the present study. Global (volume averaged) models are computationally
efficient in identifying the overall relevant reaction channels, however they are limited, e.g. with
respect to account for the spatial distribution, diffusion and convective transport of particles. The
applied global plasma chemical kinetics model is identical in terms of reaction scheme and numerics
to the model previously used to explore the detailed plasma chemistry in a core plasma region (plasma
zone) of an exemplar micro-scale rf-driven APPJ [7-9]. Conditions for the model were as follows:
(total) gas pressure: 0.1 MPa (atmospheric pressure); gas temperature: 72 °C; gas constitution: heliumoxygen-mixture (He 59.95% and O2 40.0%) with ambient humid air (N2 (78.25%), O2 (20.97%), CO2
(0.03%), H2O (0.75%)). The humid air fraction to the total He+O2 mixture is 0.05% and the relative
humidity of air is 50%. The extended reaction scheme comprises 1360 elementary reactions among 65
species.
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Fig. 2. Temporal evolution of major neutral reactive species in the core plasma region.
Fig. 2(A-C) shows the temporal evolution of pronounced reactive neutral species in the core
plasma region. The global model revealed that the most pronounced neutral species are reactive
oxygen species. The O3 density gradually increases and reaches a value of 8x1016 cm-3 during 2 ms.
The maximum O2(1D) density at the jet's nozzle is 9x1015 cm-3. The O-atom density reaches a value of
1x1015 cm-3 at the exit of the core region. The densities of atomic oxygen metastable O( 1S) and
molecular oxygen metastable O2(1S) are smaller than the O-atom and O2(1D) densities by orders of
magnitude at the exit of the core. The global model indicates that the reactive species, H, H xOy, NOx
and HNOx resulting from the humid air impurity appear during residence time of 2 ms even at the
small humid air fraction. Those reactive species will make significant contributions to the afterglow
chemistry. The main ion species are molecular oxygen ions, i.e. O4+, O2− and O4−. The global model
suggests that the dominant reactive species is O3 in the present APPJ with the significant admixture of
O2 to the feed gas He.
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Ozone was also main active compound detected experimentally, what is in a good accordance with the
simulation results. Ozone concentration was measured in dependence on the gas type, gas flow rate,
power and the type of electrode via continuous gas sampling from sealed container. Achieved ozone
concentrations ranged 0.82g/m3 (at 50 W and 40%O2/60%He feed gas mixture). Ozone along with
temperature and UV irradiation had a crucial influence on modification of HIPS surface, possible
reaction steps are depicted in Fig. 3 [12, 13].

Fig. 3. Selected paths of oxidation of HIPS [12, 13].
APPJ enabled regulation of temperature of outlet gas and the lowest temperature limit was slightly
below 40oC. Experimental results in dependence of the gas flow rate at P = 50 W, f=14.23 MHz with
60%He/40%O2, are depicted in Fig. 4. Obtained results show obvious simple dependence of
temperature decrease with increasing the distance from the reactor.

Fig. 4. Gas temperature measurement in APPJ.
APPJ was used for the treatment of HIPS surfaces. The measurements of static water contact angle for
HIPS were performed for the operating voltage, frequency and power of 500 V, 14.355 MHz and 40W,
respectively. Measurements were made for three mixtures of gases: helium with oxygen, argon with
oxygen and helium with air. During the measurements, the reactor was directed perpendicularly to the
surface of the sample.
Immediately after plasma treatment, one 10 μl water drop was injected into a treated surface for
calculating the average contact angle from pictures made by CMOS camera.
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Fig. 5. The dependence between contact angle and treatment time for different distances from the end
of reactor.
The results obtained at various distances from the end of reactor (Fig. 5) show significant influence of
distance for treatment times less than one minute. For two minutes the angle was the same for all
distances, which could allow more freely treatment objects with more complex surfaces. After one day,
the contact angle started to return to its previous value, which is particularly evident at longer
exposure times. This may indicate that the effect of plasma treatment in the material is not too deep,
and the process is reversible.

3. Summary
According to performed global model simulations and experimental data ozone is the most
important oxidant generated in plasma zone in helium/oxygen feed has mixture, which can react with
the sample surface.
Obtained results allow to conclude an effective change in static water contact angle through
the use of the radio frequency APPJ source. Significant changes in the angle could be seen for
treatment time of 15 seconds, which may be important in reducing the cost of modifying low cost
materials such as HIPS.
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In this work an influence of bovine serum albumin proteins grafting on the surface properties of
plasma treated polyethylene and poly-L-lactic acid was studied. The interaction of the vascular
smooth muscle cells with the modified polymer surface was determined. The surface properties
were characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Atomic force microscopy, nano-LC-ESIQ-TOF spectrometry, electrokinetic analysis and goniometry. It was proven, that proteins bond on
the plasma treated high-density polyethylene and poly-L-lactic acid surfaces. Since the proteins are
bonded to the substrate surface they can stimulate the cell adhesion and proliferation.

1. Introduction
Tissue engineering (TE) is a discipline which includes both creation of the new tissue, design and
realization of the cells on substrates. Substrates play a key role in creation of cell environment. To
guide the organization, growth and differentiation of cells in TE constructs, the biomaterial scaffold
should be able to provide not only a physical support but also the chemical and biological clues
needed in forming of functional tissue [1].
Polymeric materials have been widely studied as a substrates for tissue engineering due to their unique
features such as mechanical properties, high availability, low cost and relatively easy design and
production. But only few polymers provide the biocompatibility necessary for the cells in vitro and in
vivo [1].
Polymer surfaces are often modified by thin layers of protein like collagen or fibronectin to improve
their cytocompatibility [1]. Bioactive molecules influence also the growth factors and regulate the
cells adhesion, migration and proliferation. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is a globular protein that is
used in numerous biochemical applications. BSA can be used like reference (model) protein which
properties are compared with other proteins. BSA is also inclusive in the protein part of the various
media used for operations with cells. BSA was chosen as a representative proteins present in cell
culture as a supplement to increase the growth of cells and increase overall cell health.
In this work the influence of bovine serum albumin (BSA) protein grafting on the surface properties of
the polyethylene (HDPE) and poly-L-lactide acid (PLLA) was studied. HDPE was chosen like the
representative of the non-polar/non-biodegradable polymer. With its very simple structure containing
only carbon and hydrogen atoms this polymer can serve as a model material. PLLA was chosen as a
polar/biodegradable polymer, whose cell affinity is often compromised due to the hydrophobicity and
low surface energy [1,2]. The surface properties were characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, nano-LC-ESI-Q-TOF mass spectrometry, atomic force microscopy, electrokinetic
analysis and goniometry. One of the motivations for this work is the idea that due to cell interaction
with the substrate the proteins form interlayer between cell and the substrate surface [2].

2. Experimental
Material’s and chemical modification
The experiments were performed on high-density polyethylene (HDPE) foil (thickness 40 µm, density
0.951 g·cm-3, Granitol a.s. CR) and biopolymer poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA) foil (50 µm, 1.25 g·cm-3,
Goodfellow, Ltd.)
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The surface modification of polymer substrates consisted of plasma treatment and subsequent grafting
with proteins. The samples were modified by plasma discharge on Balzers SCD 050 device. The
parameters of the deposition were: DC Ar plasma, gas purity 99.995 %, flow 0.3 l·s-1, pressure 8 Pa,
power 3 W, electrode distance of 50 mm, time 300 s.
Immediately after treatment, the activated polymer surfaces were grafted by immersion into water
solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA, concentration 2 wt. %, Sigma Aldrich) for 24 hours at room
temperature (RT). The excess of non-bound molecules were removed by consequent immersion of the
samples into distilled water for 24 hours. Samples were then dried at RT for 13 hours.
Used analytical methods
The surface wettability was determined by water contact angle (WCA) measurement immediately after
modification and after 17 days using distilled water (drop of volume 8 μl) at 20 different positions and
Surface Energy Evaluation System..
The presence of the grafted proteins molecules on the modified surface was detected by nano-LC-ESIQ-TOF mass spectrometry. Samples were inserted in Petri dish. 10 µl solutions (2 μl trypsin,
concentration of 20 μg·μl-1 in 100 μl 50 mmol·l-1 NH4HCO3) were applied on the sample surface. In
the inside perimeter of Petri dishes, pieces of wet pulp were placed, in order to avoid drying of the
solution on the surface of foils, and consequently the dish was closed. After 2 hours of the molecules
cleavage new peptides were concentrated and desalted by reverse phase Zip Tip C18 at RT.
The presence of the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen atoms in modified surface layer was detected by Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The spectra of samples were measured with Omicron
Nanotechnology ESCAProbeP spectrometer. This elemental analysis was performed 17 days after
modification of the samples.
Study of the changes in surface morphology and roughness of samples were examined 17 day after
modification by atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a VEECO CP II device (“tapping” mode,
probe RTESPA-CP, spring constant 20-80 N∙m-1). The surface roughness value (Ra) represents the
arithmetic average of the deviation from the centre plane of the samples.
The electrokinetic analysis (zeta potential) of samples was examined using SurPASS Instrument,
(adjustable gap cell, 0.001 mol∙dm-3 water solution of KCl, pH = 6.3, RT). The values of the zeta
potential were determined by two methods, a streaming current and a streaming potential and
calculated by Helmholtz-Smoluchowski and Fairbrother-Mastins equations [3]. Each sample was
measured four times with the experimental error of 5 %.
Biological test of adhesion and proliferation
For cell culture experiments, evaluation of cell number and morphology, three pristine and modified
HDPE and PLLA samples were used for analysis by randomly chosen fields. The adhesion and
proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) on selected samples were studied by in vitro
method described in detail earlier [2].

3. Results and discussion
It was shown, that the presence of the grafted protein on the modified samples was proved using mass
spectrometry. First five peptides (for HDPE) or four others (for PLLA) detected on the grafted HDPE
and PLLA, resp. [2]. Protein that was identified by the largest number of peptides was BSA in both
cases, as expected. Furthermore the work [2] inclusives other analyzed proteins which come from the
cattle (cow, Bos Taurus) and sheep (Ovis Aries) that have been identified at least with nine peptides.
The other founded proteins come from probably commercially supplied BSA (purity 96 %). Although
the samples were grafted with BSA and therefore proteins from other species would not appear on the
surface of samples, it is possible to explain their identification on the basis of similar amino acid
sequences between even-toed ungulate (artiodactyls).
Surface morphology and roughness of samples were examined by AFM. From the scans shown in Fig.
1 it is evident that the treatment of foils leads to an increase of surface roughness and morphology
change. This can be caused by a different ablation rate of crystalline and amorphous phase [4]. It is
also evident that in the case of HDPE the plasma treatment caused the highlight of the lamellar
structure, in the case of PLLA it resulted in creation of granular structure. The subsequent grafting by
the BSA leads to different surface arrangements of both polymers. The lamellar structure of HDPE is
maintained but it is noticeably lower and finer in comparison with plasma treated one and the surface
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roughness considerable decreased. In the case of grafted PLLA, the granular morphology is
maintained but the “tops” are sharper and narrower than only plasma treated one and surface
roughness increased.

Fig. 1. AFM images and surface roughness Ra of the pristine (HDPE, PLLA), plasma treated (/300)
and subsequently grafted (/BSA) samples of polymer foils. [2].
Numbers of the cultivated VSMCs on the pristine and BSA grafted HDPE and PLLA for 2, 4 and 6
days from seeding are shown in Fig. 2 [2]. On the 2nd day after seeding the number of the VSMCs was
significantly lower on the pristine HDPE in comparison with HDPE grafted by BSA. From the 2nd day
to the 4th day after seeding, the intense increase of the VSMCs on the grafted HDPE was detected. On
the contrary the number of cells cultivated 4 days from seeding on the pristine HDPE was comparable
with the 2nd day. Between the 4th and 6th day, the cell‘s proliferation on the grafted HDPE slowed
down, probably due to reaching the cell’s confluence. In the case of pristine HDPE, from the 4 th to 6th
day the VSMCs started to proliferate and after 6 days of cultivation they reached the number ca 22 000
cells cm-2, which is considerably less than number of cells on grafted HDPE (ca 85 200 cells cm-2).
The cells cultivated on the grafted HDPE were better spread, spreading areas were larger in
comparison to the pristine. After 6 days from cultivation, the cells cover homogeneously the surface of
the grafted HDPE .
The explanation of biocompatibility improvement of surface after plasma modification and protein
grafting is connected with surface chemistry change, especially with amino groups presented on the
modified surface. It is known that the major proteins (especially proteins of fetal bovine serum) as
well as cell membranes are negatively charged under physiological pH. The adhesion of cells with
negatively charged membranes may be facilitated by electrostatic interactions and the better cell
adhesion may be expected on positively charged surfaces [5]. The surface charge (of solid substrates
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and of cells) significantly determines both cell-cell and cell-solid interactions. In low ionic strength
environment, the adhesion is influenced mostly by electrostatic interactions between surfaces, where
the surface chemistry, surface functional groups and surface charge play the important role, while with
increasing ionic strength (increasing concentration of surrounding) grows the importance of non-polar
(hydrophobic) interactions [6]. Also it was presented earlier for human umbilical vein endothelial cells
or for human fibroblasts [7] that better protein adsorption occurs if the surface contains -NH2 groups.
Adsorbed proteins play a major role in the attachment of anchorage-dependent cells through their
binding to integrins [7].

Fig. 2. Illustrative photographs of the VSMCs cultivated on the pristine and BSA grafted HDPE for 2
and 6 days [2].

4. Conclusions
It was proven, that during interaction of BSA protein with the plasma treated HDPE and PLLA it is
grafted on their surfaces. Chemically bonded BSA protein was confirmed with XPS, mass
spectrometry, AFM, electrokinetic analysis and goniometry. These results have the significant
contribution to understanding of cell and substrate behaviour during the cell interaction with
chemically active polymer in tissue engineering field. Due to plasma treatment and subsequent BSA
grafting to polymer surface the cell adhesion and proliferation can be stimulated due to the presence of
active functional groups on surface which improve the electrostatic interactions between substrates
and cells.
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In this work the ability is presented of ion mobility spectrometry with corona discharge as an
ionization source to analyse liquid samples. Using the direct liquid sampling technique for ion
mobility spectrometry is be presented. This technique was applied for detection of amino acids,
such as leucine, phenylalanine, serine and glycine. The measured positive ion mobility spectra of
these amino acids are presented.

1. Introduction
Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins and they are essential for many life processes. Their
most important tasks include optimal transport and storage of all nutrients. A majority of diseases can
be traced back to metabolic disturbances linked with amino acids. These are the reasons why it is
important to have an analytical instrument for qualitative and quantitative analysis of amino acids [1].
Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) is an analytical technique based on the movement of ions of at
gaseous sample in a homogeneous electric field and drift gases which is determined by the size, mass,
charge and shape of the ions [2], [3]. A schematic of the prototype apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The
instrument has an inlet through which gaseous compounds enter the ionization region - consisting of
an ionization source and a reaction chamber. There are many types of ionization sources, one of them
is the corona discharge (CD) [4]. After introduction of gaseous compounds these samples are ionized
by the reactant ions. The product ions pass through a shutter grid which controls the passage of the
ions into the drift tube. Inside the drift tube the ions are guided by the homogeneous electric field at
atmospheric pressure [3].

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the CD IMS instrument: 1 - drift gas inlet, 2 - gas outlet, 3 - ion collector, 4
- sample inlet, corona discharge (CD), shutter grid (SG), drift tube (DT).
The drift velocity is given by the formula vD = KE, where K is the ion mobility and E is the intensity of
the electric field. The ion mobility can be expressed also by the formula – K = lD2/tD U - where lD is the
length of the drift tube, tD is the drift time of the ions and U is the voltage. The ion mobility depends
not only on the ion size, mass, charge and shape but also on the collision cross section of the drift gas
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and, thus, on the type of the drift gas and density and temperature. Therefore, correction to the
standard conditions (273°K, 1010 mbar) is made and the resulting value is reported as a reduced
mobility K0 given by formula [2], [3].
K0 = 273Kp/1010T .
IMS is a simple, fast, and very sensitive technique for analysis of a wide range of compounds. Because
of the above, IMS has found a wide use for detection of volatile and semivolatile chemical compounds
such as explosives, narcotics and chemical warfare agents [2]. The implementation of electrospray
ionization (ESI) to the IMS technique results in ability of this technique to analyse nonvolatile samples
dissolved in a liquid sample [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, ESI usually requires methanol or another
solution for sample analysis and these, solutions can bring about changes of the compounds as well as
decrease the sensitivity of the instrument. In this work we will present a new technique suitable for
direct liquid samples (DLS) analysis. This new technique allows direct liquid sampling into the ion
mobility spectrometer without using methanol or other special solutions. This allows to analyse
biological samples in their naturale conditions. In addition, DLS is a technique which allows
regulation of the flow of the sample during the measurement.

2. Experiment
The CD-IMS apparatus used in this study was constructed in the laboratory at Comenius University,
Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics. A corona discharge ionization source in point-toplate geometry was used as an ionization source. The drift tube was held at a constant temperature of
45°C. Table 1 summarizes the operating conditions under which the IMS spectra were taken.
Tab. 1. Operation parameters of IMS instrument
IMS drift tube length
electric voltage
IMS operating temperature
drift gas flow rate
carrier gas flow rate
material of drift gas
material of carrier gas
SG pulse width
IMS operating mode

11.05 cm
6.43 kV
318 K
1 l/min
600 ml/min
purified air
purified air
5 µs
positive

All amino acids used in this work were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further
purification. Water and methanol were used as solvents. The samples were prepared by weighing out
known quantities of amino acids and then dissolving them in deionized water or in a solvent consisting
of water and methanol. The sample concentrations were 1 mg/ml. Then they were diluted again for
every individual experiment as required. The final sample concentrations are given separately for
every individual spectrum.

3. Results and discussion
DLS-CD-IMS performance figures for amino acids in two different solutions
Initial investigations were designed to determine the effect of methanol used as a solution for
electrospray ionization IMS measurements of amino acids upon their drift times and reduced
mobilities. Two similar proteinogenic amino-acids Leucine (Leu) and Phenylalanine (Phe) - were
analysed. Both are nonpolar, hydrophobic and essential amino acids. Both amino acids were
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sequentially dissolved in two solutions. The first solvent consisted of 0.9 ml of methanol and 0.1 ml of
deionized water and the second solvent was only deionized water. Positive mode CD-IMS spectra for
Leucine (Leu) dissolved in both solutions are plotted together in Figure 2. The molar mass of Leucine
is 131.17 g/mol. Sample concentrations are 0.5 mg/ml for both cases. Constant temperature 45°C was
maintained inside the drift tube. The spectra were obtained by direct liquid sampling, which a new
technology allowing regulation of the flow of the vapour sample injected into the ion mobility
spectrometer. A flow of 100 µl/min was used in both spectra.
2

tD = 5.07ms K0 = 1.596 V/sm
2
tD = 5.17ms K0 = 1.556 V/sm

Ion yield (arb. units)

14

7

Leu in methanol
Leu in deionized water
0

5

6

7

8

Drift time (ms)

Fig. 2. Ion mobility spectrum obtained by direct liquid sampling CD-IMS analysis of Leucine in two
different solutions in purified drift air.
The measured drift time of Leucine in methanol is tD = 5.17 ms and the corresponding reduced
mobility is K0 = 1.556 V/sm2 . The measured drift time of Leucine in deionized water is tD = 5.07 ms
and the corresponding reduced mobility is K0 = 1.596 V/sm2. The difference between the two reduced
mobility values is 0.04 . The graphs in Fig. 2 show the effect of methanol shifting the drift time to
higher values. Similar results are presented in Fig. 3 with Phenylalanine. These spectra plotted
together in Fig. 3 are obtained by positive mode CD-IMS using direct liquid sampling with a flow of
60µl/min at constant temperature 45°C. The first spectrum belongs to Phenylalanine dissolved in
deionized water and the second one to to Phenylalanine dissolved in methanol. The molar mass of
Phenylalanine is 165.17g/mol. Sample concentrations are 0.1 mg/ml for both cases. The measured
drift time of Phenylalanine in deionized water is tD = 5.36 ms and the corresponding reduced mobility
is K0 = 1.51 V/sm2. In the case of Phenylalanine in methanol two peaks appeared in the spectrum: the
first is on the position with drift time tD = 5.48 ms and its corresponding reduced mobility is K0 = 1.48
V/sm2 and the second peak is on the position with drift time tD = 8.497 ms and its corresponding
reduced mobility is K0 = 0.95 V/sm2. The second peak is probably a result of a clustering process. This
second peak is visible only in the spectrum of Phenylalanine in methanol. A shift of the main peak to
higher values of the drift time occurs again in the case of methanol. A difference of 0.03 was
determined between the two reduced mobility values for the main peak.
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Ion yield (arb. units)
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K0 = 1.51 V/sm

Phe in deionized water
Phe in methanol
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80

K0 = 0.95 V/ms

tD = 5.48ms
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K0 = 1.48 V/ms
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40

6
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10
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Fig. 3. Ion mobility spectrum obtained by direct liquid sampling CD-IMS analysis of Phenylalanine in
two different solutions in purified drift air.
Application of direct liquid sampling CD-IMS to some polar amino acids
The above described results were measured on nonpolar hydrophobic essential amino acids. For
completion of the investigation some polar amino acids were analysed. Glycine (Gly) and Serine (Ser)
are polar nonessential proteinogenic amino acids. The molar mass of Glycine is 76 g/mol and the
molar mass of Serine is 106 g/mol. Positive mode CD-IMS spectra for these two species are plotted
together in Fig. 4. The spectra were obtained using direct liquid sampling with flow 60 µl/min at
constant temperature 45°C. Sample concentrations were 0.2 mg/ml.
Tab. 2. Molar mass (MW) and reduced mobilities of four amino acids obtained with
and drift
purified air. Matz and Hill (2001) used electrospray ionization, in our case direct liquid sampling was
used.

amino acid

MW

Glycine
Serine
Leucine
Phenylalanine

76
106
132
166

K0 (V/sm2) in
measured by ESI, Matz
and Hill (2001)
1.851
1.734
1.526
1.448

K0 (V/sm2) in drift purified air
measured by direct liquid
sampling
1.858
1.778
1.596
1.51

The measured drift time of Glycine in deionized water is tD = 1.922 ms and the corresponding reduced
mobility is K0 = 1.86 V/sm2. The measured drift time of Serine in deionized water is tD = 4.556 ms
and the corresponding reduced mobility is K0 = 1.78 V/sm2. In Table 2, the reduced mobilities
measured with deionized water as a solvent using direct liquid sampling in purified air are compared
with reduced mobilities measured with ESI technique. The values are in very good agreement with
the literature values. As seen in Table 2, the effect of methanol which is used in ESI-IMS is evident.
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Fig. 4. Ion mobility spectrum obtained by direct liquid sampling CD-IMS analysis of Serine and
Glycine dissolved in deionized water in drift purified air.

4. Conclusions
The drift times and reduced ion mobilities of two polar and two nonpolar amino acids were determined
by corona discharge ion mobility spectrometry using direct liquid sampling. It has been demonstrated
that this new technology of evaporated and injected liquid samples to an ion mobility spectrometer is
sufficiently precise for analysis of amino acids. By virtue of this technique the effect of methanol onto
amino acids spectra, which is observed in electrospray ionization, has been eliminated.
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Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is an analytical technique used to characterize gaseous ions based
on their mobility in a weak electric field. In this work introduction of the sample by electrospray
and subsequent ionization by corona discharge (CD) is employed to analysis of the model samples
of organic acids (malic, tartaric, lactic and citric) and the wine samples by IMS.

1. General aspects of IMS
IMS is an analytical technique based on the separation of ionized molecules with respect to their
different mobilities in the gas phase. This technique is characterized by fast and reliable analysis of
ionized analytes, as well as low cost, portability and relatively easy manipulation of IMS
instrumentation [1]. It is for these reasons, that IMS has found application in the detection of
explosives, chemical warfare agents, pharmaceuticals, food industry and analysis of biomolecules [24].
Molecules have to be ionized prior to the analysis by IMS in order to achieve separation and detection.
Ionization is usually achieved by radioactive sources, e.g. 63Ni. Nevertheless several ionization
techniques have been employed to IMS as a suitable substitution for radioactive materials, such as
photoionization, electrospray ionization, CD or matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization [1].
CD offers relatively high signal intensity, the possibility of changing the reactant ions, simple
instrumentation and applicability to a wide range of analytes, including liquids [5]. The advantages of
ESI are the possibility of direct analysis of liquid samples, retaining the molecular information and in
some cases formation of multiply charged ions [1].

2. Experimental
Instrumentation characteristics of CD-IMS used in this work are described in details elsewhere [6].
This instrument is composed of: (i) an ionization chamber, where the CD is located and ionization
takes place; (ii) a shutter grid; (iii) a drift tube, where the separation of ions occurs; and (iv) a
detection unit.
Several aspects of the CD ionization process have been studied, e.g. geometry of CD, distances of
electrodes and gas flow directions. Point to ring geometry was employed for introducing the sample
into the IMS. Analyzed liquid samples were introduced into IMS via the stainless steel capillary
heated to 470 K. This capillary was placed in front of another capillary at which the potential of 3 kV
was applied. Negative CD was employed as an ionization source, while air was used as a drift gas.
Model samples of organic acids (malic, lactic, tartaric and citric) were prepared from chemicals of p.a.
purity. Wine samples studied were purchased at a local store.

3. Results and Discussion
Electrospray was used in order to introduce liquid sample to the capillary. Although electrospray is
usually used for ionization of the sample, in our case it was used only for transformation of liquid
sample to vapour and droplets. Ionization by CD was used for creation of charged particles. This type
of sample introduction allows sample ionization in both positive and negative polarity. Main
advantage of positive polarity is that the primary ions are quickly converted to stable ions H3O+(H2O)n
or NO+(H2O)n ions [7-9]. Compared to positive polarity, negative polarity is more complicated, due to
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sensitivity of negative CD to many parameters, such as gas composition (air, synthetic air, and
impurity level), gas flow, time period between ion formation and their detection (CD gap dimensions),
pressure, temperature and discharge power related to concentration of neutral and radical species in
CD gap [5]. Negative polarity was employed for studying of organic acids, due to the character of
analytes.
Two operation modes of CD with different gas flow conditions were used for the generation of
negative reactant ions: (1) reverse gas flow mode and (2) standard gas flow mode. In the first mode
gas flow has the opposite direction to the direction of the ion movement in the CD gap. This mode is
used for a removal of neutrals and radicals from the CD gap and for generation of “soft” reactant ions,
e.g. O2- [6]. When operating in reverse gas flow mode the gas exit in the reaction region was closed,
the gas exit located behind the CD gap was used and the drift gas flowed through reaction region.
Under these conditions the IMS was operating in single flow regime. The standard gas flow mode is
characterized by the same direction of gas flow and ion movement in the CD gap and is used for
generation of reactant ions, e.g. NO3-, N2O2- and NO3-.(HNO3). When operating in this mode the gas
exit was located in the reaction region, therefore the IMS was operating in dual flow regime [5]. The
selective formation of reactant ions can lead to higher sensitivity and selectivity in IMS.
Introduction of the sample by electrospray with CD ionization and IMS separation was used for direct
analysis of wine samples. Studied analytes included organic acids primary found in wine (tartaric,
malic and citric), as well as some other organic acids formed during winemaking or storage process,
e.g. lactic acid. As shown in the CD-IMS spectrum, we were able to confirm the presence of various
organic acids in wine samples, e.g. malic acid (Fig. 1).

Wine sample
Malic acid
Background

Fig. 1. CD-IMS spectrum of wine sample.

4. Conclusion
In this work the sample introduction by electrospray for fast analysis of liquids by IMS was presented.
Ionization process by CD was optimized in order to achieve selective generation of reactant ions and
applied to analysis of organic acids. This combination of sample introduction and ionization can be
furthermore applied to other similar analytes and has the potential to be coupled with separation
techniques, such as high performance liquid chromatography or capillary electrophoresis.
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This research was focused on an interaction between reactant ions (RI) produced from corona
discharge as an ionization source and molecules of well known explosive 2,4,6- Trinitrotoluen
(TNT) by method ion mobility and mass spectrometry (IMS-MS). The IMS device has worked in
standard gas flow mode with dominant RI N2O2-, NO3-, NO3-.HNO3 and NO2-.HNO3 or NO3.HNO3 only. The response of sample TNT on present RI resulted in generation of various
interesting species. The major product represented proton abstracted anion (TNT-H)-. The rest of
generated ions were ascribed to degradation of TNT by neutrals and radicals formed by the CD .

1.Introduction
Nowadays, the increasing worldwide terrorist threads have made it necessary to detect all variety of
explosives such as TNT, RDX, PETN in order to secure protection for important places such as
airports, embassies, governmental buildings, public or holy places, power stations, dams, etc.
Currently a wide variety of methods are available for explosives detection, for instance IMS, ITMS
(Ion Trap Mobility Spectrometry), chemiluminescence, mass spectrometry, UV, thermo-redox [1],[2]
or Raman spectroscopy [3]. Each of these techniques has some specific limitations. The world-wide
and the most commonly applied detectors are the IMS-based instruments. The IMS is an instrumental
technique applied for chemical analysis, an object of many research works for almost 40years and a
method that has been systematically used in practice for 20 years. Different substances are
distinguished on the basis of velocity of ions, which varies depending on compound and they are also
moving in electric field in the gas. The velocity of compounds is proportional to the mobility
coefficient which depends on the mass, shape and dimensions of ions [4].
The IMS devices are equipped with different kinds of ionization sources, for instance 63Ni emitter,
corona discharge, secondary electrospray ionization source [5]. The 63Ni source is the most common
used source because of its long-term stability and reliability in ion chemistry. However, there have
been rising financial and operational reasons to discontinue use of these sources and implement
nonradioactive source like corona discharge. This source is constructed in many various
configurations (e.g. point-to-plane geometry). The advantages of this source include not only greater
ion current, long-term stability but also easy maintenance [5].
In our work, corona discharge ion mobility-orthogonal accelerated time of flight (CD-IMS-oaTOF)
was applied for detection of explosive TNT. The reactions of this compound with multiple RI as N2O2, NO3-, NO3-.HNO3, NO2-.HNO3 have been investigated in details. To reach a generation of all possible
product ions two different power modes of CD in IMS have been set.

2.Experiment
The CD-IMS-oaTOF was described in our previous research [6]. The IMS operated at atmospheric
pressure at temperature 353 K. The length of the drift tube was 8.25 cm and the typical intensity of the
drift tube was 495 V/cm. The Bradbury-Nielsen type of shutter grid operated with pulse width 110 µs
with frequency 50 Hz. The hybrid IMS-oaTOF device has been working in three analytical modes, in
single IMS, in single TOF and in two-dimensional mode with both spectrometers working
synchronically together. The IMS has been working in standard gas flow mode where gas outlet is
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located in the reaction region of IMS and the gas flows through the CD in the same direction as is the
movement of the ions in CD gap. The CD in geometry point to plate was applied as an ionization
source in this study. The discharge power with 10 and 50 µA has been applied due to ability of CD to
produce different variety of RI. If the CD was operating in low power mode (10 µA), the main RI
generated from the ionization source were N2O2-, NO3-, NO3-.HNO3 and NO2-.HNO3 [7] while the
further increase of the discharge power up to 50 µA caused formation only RI NO3-.HNO3 ions [7].
Zero air as a CD gas flow was set to 0.2 l/min, zero air as a IMS drift gas flow was set to 0.8 l/min and
zero air as a gas flow of 50 ml/min transported the sample TNT into the reaction region of IMS.

3. Results and discussion
As it was mentioned before, in standard gas flow mode the neutrals and radicals are removed to the
reaction region of IMS and influence the interaction between RI and molecules of sample. This
interaction can end up in decomposition of investigated species.
3.1. RI of corona discharge N2O2-, NO3-, NO3-.HNO3 and NO2-.HNO3
The RI N2O2-, NO3-, NO3-.HNO3 and NO2-.HNO3 with reduced mobility 2.37 cm2.V-1.s-1, 2.29 cm2.V1 -1
.s , 2.11 cm2.V-1.s-1 and 2.02 cm2.V-1.s-1 depicted in figure 1a produced from CD have been present
when the CD operated under low discharge power 10 µA [7]. An addition of TNT with concentration
2ppb to the IMS caused formation of major peak with reduced mobility 1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1. This peak
was by mass spectrometric analysis assigned to proton abstracted anion (TNT-H)- detected also in
previous works [5][8]. We suppose that presence of neutrals and radicals caused interaction with TNT
and there have been observed new species with reduced mobilities 1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1, 1.39 cm2.V-1.s-1,
1.32 cm2.V-1.s-1, 1.2 cm2.V-1.s-1, 1.12 cm2.V-1.s-1 and 1.08 cm2.V-1.s-1 seen in figure 1a for TNT
concentration 2.3ppm. Related mass spectrometric scan shown in figure 1b indicates except for the
dominant ions of m/z= 226 Da also presence of ions with m/z =197 Da, 201 Da, 213 Da, 243 Da, 259
Da, 275 Da, 289 Da, 305 Da, 377 Da, 423 Da and 439 Da. Based on two dimensional IMS-MS
analysis depicted in figure 1c the ions of m/z= 197 Da, 201 Da, 213 Da, 226 Da and 243 Da, were
ascribed to IMS peak of reduced mobility 1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1, the ions of m/z= 259 Da and 275 Da were
attributed to IMS peak with reduced mobility 1.39 cm2.V-1.s-1, the ions of m/z = 289 Da and 305 Da
were assigned to IMS peak with reduced mobility 1.32 cm2.V-1.s-1, the ions of m/z= 377 were ascribed
to IMS peak with reduced mobility 1.2 cm2.V-1.s-1, the ions of m/z = 423 Da were attributed to IMS
peak with reduced mobility 1.08 cm2.V-1.s-1 and the ions of m/z= 439 Da were assigned to IMS peak
with reduced mobility 1.12 cm2.V-1.s-1.
As mentioned before the dominant ions of m/z= 226 Da were ascribed to proton abstracted
anion (TNT-H)-, the ions of m/z= 197 Da were attributed to (TNT-NO)- [9], the ions of m/z= 243 Da
were assigned to oxygen adduct ions (TNT+O)- [9] and presence of ions m/z =213 Da was ascribed to
loss of NO group from [TNT+O]- adduct. Based on our best knowledge, there are not any information
about appearance of ions m/z= 201 Da and we also do not offer any relevant explanation about
composition of these species. The IMS peak with reduced mobility 1.39 cm2.V-1.s-1 is composed of
ions m/z= 259 and 275 Da and ascribed to (TNT+O2)- and to (TNT+O3)- adduct ions, respectively.
Based on the 2D analysis (fig 1c) the IMS peak of reduced mobility 1.32 cm2.V-1.s-1 is composed of
the ions of m/z= 289 Da and 305 Da. The presence of both ions we ascribe as a direct consequence of
the presence of neutrals and radicals in reaction region. The ions of m/z=289 Da were assigned to
(TNT+NO3)- adduct ions while the species of m/z= 305 Da were ascribed to (TNT+NO4)- adduct ions.
It seems reasonable to attribute the peak with reduced mobility 1.2 cm2.V-1.s-1 to the ions clusters
(TNT-H)-.(TNT-N2O3) where the (TNT-N2O3) is fragment product of TNT [10]. The radicals and
neutrals should be responsible also for the loss of N2O3 group from TNT. The last visible peak with
reduced mobility 1.12 cm2.V-1.s-1 is composed of ions m/z= 439 Da. We suggest that these species can
be (TNT-H)-(TNB) ions where the TNB are molecules of 1,3,5-trinitrobenzen formed from the
decomposition of TNT by ozone. The last IMS peak with reduced mobility 1.08 cm2.V-1.s-1 is
composed of ions m/z= 423 Da. We ascribe these ions to (TNT-H)-.(TNT-NO) clusters and loss of
group NO was caused by radicals and neutrals.
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Fig.1 TNT response on RI N2O2-, NO3-, NO3-.HNO3 and NO2-.HNO3 a) response for 2ppb and 2.3ppm
b) related MS spectrum for TNT concentration 2.3ppm and c) two dimensional IMS-MS spectrum for
2.3ppm of TNT.
3.2. RI of corona discharge NO3-(HNO3)
The reactant ions NO3-(HNO3) have appeared in corona discharge operated in standard gas flow mode
when the power of CD was increased up to the 50 µA. The reduced mobility of these ions is 2.02
cm2.V-1.s-1 as it can be seen in figure 2a. The related mass spectrum approves the presence of ions
m/z=125 Da and m/z =62 Da which were attributed to the ions NO3-(HNO3) and ions NO3- as a
product of fragmentation NO3-(HNO3) clusters.
The small concentration of TNT (2ppb) resulted in formation of dominant peak with reduced mobility
1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1 and m/z= 226 Da. These ions are proton abstracted anions (TNT-H)- and it confirms
previous results reached with lower power of CD. The created peak in IMS with reduced mobility 2.29
cm2.V-1.s-1 and related m/z= 62 Da was attributed to the ions NO3- which were formed by the loss of
NO2 group from TNT molecule and in next step formed. The further increase of TNT concentration
resulted in formation of peaks with reduced mobilities 1.59 cm2.V-1.s-1, 1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1, 1.39 cm2.V1 -1
.s , 1.32 cm2.V-1.s-1 and 1.11 cm2.V-1.s-1 as we can see from figure 2a. The mass spectrometric scan
shown on figure 2b indicates except for the dominant ions of m/z= 226 Da also the presence of ions
with m/z= 211 Da, 243 Da, 259 Da, 275 Da, 289 Da, 305 Da and 437 Da. By the two dimensional
IMS-MS analysis shown on figure 2c were the ions of m/z= 211 Da assigned to IMS peak with
reduced mobility 1.59 cm2.V-1.s-1, the dominant IMS peak of reduced mobility 1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1 is
composed of ions with m/z= 226 Da and 243 Da, the ions of m/z= 259 Da and 275 Da belong to IMS
peak with reduced mobility 1.39 cm2.V-1.s-1, the IMS peak with reduced mobility 1.32 cm2.V-1.s-1 is
composed of species with m/z= 289 Da and 305 Da and the last IMS peak with reduced mobility 1.11
cm2.V-1.s-1 is composed of ions with m/z=437 Da.
Ions with m/z= 211 Da were assigned to (TNT-O)- adduct ions and we suppose that degradation of
TNT to these ions occurs similarly as in Fenton process [11]. The IMS peak with reduced mobility
1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1 is composed of ions with m/z=226 Da and 243 Da which were ascribed to (TNT-H)and (TNT+O)- anions. Another peak with reduced mobility 1.39 cm2.V-1.s-1 is composed of ions with
m/z= 259 Da and 275 Da and these ions were previously identified as (TNT+O2)- and (TNT+O3)anions. The IMS with reduced mobility 1.32 cm2.V-1.s-1 is composed of ions with m/z= 289 Da and
305 Da and ascribed to (TNT+NO3)- and (TNT+NO4)- anions. The last appeared peak with reduced
mobility 1.11 cm2.V-1.s-1 and m/z= 437 Da has not been previously mentioned and it seems to be
reasonable to assign it to species (TNT-H)-.(TNT-O) clusters.
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Fig.2 TNT response on RI NO3-.HNO3 a) response for 0,2ppb and 6ppm b) related MS spectrum for
TNT concentration 6ppm and c) two dimensional IMS-MS spectrum for 6ppm of TNT

4. Conclusion
Our research was focused on the response of TNT on multiple RI generated by CD in IMS-MS
instrument. In standard gas flow mode the operation of CD was divided into two sections based on CD
power. If the CD operated in low discharge power with 10 µA, the dominant RI observed were N2O2-,
NO3-, NO3-.HNO3 and NO2-.HNO3 ions. The response of these RI on TNT molecules resulted in
generation of many species, where the major observed products were proton abstracted anions (TNTH)-. The generation of other product ions was ascribed to degradation of TNT by the neutrals and
radicals produced from CD. If the CD worked under high discharge power with 50 µA, the only RI
ions generated from the discharge were NO3-.HNO3 clusters. The response of NO3-.HNO3 ions on TNT
resulted also in formation of (TNT-H)- ions as dominant species. Similarly as in case of CD operated
under low discharge, the response on TNT molecules was accompanied by the formation of many
other interesting species. However, the nature of these species was significantly different and it was
explained by the higher generation of radical and neutrals generated from CD operated under high
discharge power.
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1

In this work we will present laser desorption technique for surface explosives detection by ion
mobility spectrometry (IMS) equipped with corona discharge (CD) ionization source. Three Laser
Diode Modules (LDM) with wavelengths 445 nm, 532 nm and 665 nm were used in our
experiment, desorbing sample directly from the surface without any pre-treatment. The reached
limits of detection (LOD) were 86 pg for 2,4,6 trinitrotoluene (TNT), 305 pg for
cyclotrimethylene-trinitramine (RDX) and 1,22 ng for pentaerythritoltetranitrate (PETN). These
LOD were achieved directly, but after including limiting factors of laser desorption, theoretical
LOD were 500 fg for TNT, 1,3 pg for RDX and 5,2 pg for PETN.

1. Introduction
In our society threats from groups with radical attitude increase every day. Therefore it is very
important to develop a quick and easy method to trace explosives and dangerous weapons. IMS is
commonly used technology to detect explosives due to its high sensibility, quick response and
relatively low price. The most used ionization source in the world is radioactive 63Ni [1], which is
often unavailable on markets. In our laboratory CD in point to plane geometry is used. CD is doped
with carbon tetrachloride, which leads to react ions Cl-, increasing sensibility of IMS [2]. Another
factor important in detection of explosives is the sampling technique. In our previous work we used
thermal desorption and achieved LOD for TNT 350 pg. Laser desorption was first used by Huang et
al. [3], who achieved LOD 300 pg for TNT using pulsed laser. In our work cheaper LDM with various
wavelengths for estimated LOD will be used for three used explosives TNT, RDX and PETN. Later
we will discuss the desorption mechanism, limitations of this technique and we will determine
theoretical LOD.

2. Experiment
The IMS used in our experiment (Fig 1.a) was build from 12 stainless ring electrodes isolated by
Teflon rings. As a ion source CD in point to plate geometry was used. The gas outlet was located
behind the CD in order to remove neutrals. Atmospheric air purified by molecular sieve traps with
typical flow 1,2 l/min was used as a drift gas. Bradbury-Nielsen type of SG with opening time 60 s
was located at the third electrode. The length of drift tube was 12,1 cm and electric field intensity was
462,8 V/cm. IMS was heated to 386 K to minimize memory effect. The sample gas flow was 0,9 l/min
through stainless capillary, which was heated to 356 K for the same reason as the IMS. The operation
parameters of IMS instrument are summarized in Table 1.
Atmospheric pressure chemical ionization mass spectrometer (APCI-MS), which was modified from
IMS-oaTOFMS [4] was used to estimate limits of detection. CD used in APCI-MS was designed in
the same geometry as in IMS in order to obtain comparable results. Drift gas flow and sample gas flow
was similar as in the IMS experiment.
Three LDM with wavelengths 445 nm, 532 nm and 665 nm were used in our experiment. The power
of the LDM was 500 mW for 445 nm and 300 mW for 532 and 635 nm. Each LDM desorbed sample
directly from the explored surface (stainless needle) from the same distance.
Explosives obtained from Slovak Department of Defense were weighed out and in case of TNT
diluted in methanol and in the cases of RDX and PETN first in acetone, then in methanol to
reach required concentration. This solution was sampled by 1 μl syringe, the volume of which
was released on the needle tip. After evaporation of the solvent the needle tip was inserted in front of
the capillary and explored for tracks of explosives.
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Fig. 1. a) The schematic view of CD-IMS instrument, b) photograph of the LD unit (1-LDM, 2focusing lens, 3-investigated surface), c) schematic view of APCDI-MS instrument.
Drift tube length
Electric field intensity
SG pulse
Drift gas flow
Sample gas flow
Drift tube temperature

12.1 cm
462.8 V/cm
60 μs
1.1 L/min
0.9 L/min
386 K

Drift tube pressure
Used resolution
CD current
445nm LASER diode
532nm LASER diode
635nm LASER diode

≈455 mbar
≈30
20 μA
500 mW
300 mW
300 mW

Tab. 1. Operation parameters of IMS instrument.

3. Results and discussion
In IMS spectrum (Fig 2.a) we can see reactant ion peak (RIP) with drift time 2,76 ms and reduced ion
mobility of 2,96 cm2.V-1.s-1. The corresponding mass spectrum (Fig 2.b) shows that this peak is
composed of Cl-.(H2O)n (n≤8) clusters. In IMS spectrum of a mixture of all three explosives (Fig 2.a)
we are able to identify TNT as (TNT-H)- ion with drift time 5,07 ms and reduced mobility of
1.61 cm2.V-1.s-1 with m/z = 226. The response for RDX leads to the formation of peak Cl-.RDX with
drift time 5.3 ms, reduced mobility of 1.54 cm2.V-1.s-1 and m/z = 257. Response for PETN leads to the
formation of Cl-.PETN with drift time 6.39 ms, reduced mobility 1.27 cm2.V-1.s-1 and m/z = 351. We
are able to identify peaks with reduced mobility of 2,45 cm2.V-1.s-1 and 2,02 cm2.V-1.s-1, which we
assign to Cl-.(NO)2 and Cl-.(NO)3 clusters [2].

Fig. 2. a) IMS and b) MS spectrum of investigated explosives.
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Reached LOD for each explosive and LDM can be seen in table 2. The highest sensitivities for
TNT and RDX were achieved with green LDM, while for PETN with red LDM. Blue LDM
with higher power showed the lowest sensitivity. IMS spectra of LOD are in figure 3. In other
works using laser desorption [5] it was concluded that heating of the surface is the main effect in
laser desorption. We assume that the absorption of laser light also plays an important role, because we
did not reach the lowest sensitivity with one LDM. With this observation we can support desorption of
special substance by choosing LDM with proper wavelength. This can result in additional selectivity
to IMS.

Fig. 3. Measured sensitivities for a) TNT, b) RDX, c) PETN.
Tab. 2. Reached LOD for explosives.
TNT
RDX
PETN

445 nm (500mW)
600 pg
6500 pg
5000 pg

532nm (300mW)
86 pg
305 pg
1400 pg

635nm (300mW)
520 pg
1315 pg
1220 pg

After measuring the time of desorption we find out that relevant parts of the samples of TNT
(Fig 4.a) and RDX (Fig. 4.b) evaporate in 8 s, while the desorption time for PETN (Fig 4.c) is
6 s. After considering that duty cycle of IMS is 0,272 s we can calculate theoretical LOD as 3
pg for TNT, 14 pg for RDX and 42 pg for PETN. Another important factor is the area of
desorption (Fig. 4.d), which is 5 times smaller than the area of the needle tip. If we are able to
desorb whole area, we can reached new theoretical LOD as 0.6 pg for TNT, 2.8 pg for RDX
and 8.4 pg for PETN.

Fig. 4. The desorption profiles measured by APCI-MS of a) TNT, b) RDX, c) PETN, d)
comparison of the area desorbed by LDM with needle tip, e) desorption profile of 25 ng of
PETN reached when the needle tip was continually moving under the focal point of LDM.
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4. Conclusion
The CD-IMS instrument supported with laser desorption was presented in this work. For TNT and
RDX LOD were reached using green laser and for PETN with red laser. Directly reached LOD were

86 pg for TNT, 305 pg for RDX and 1,22 ng for PETN. After including limiting factors of
laser desorption as desorption time and area of desorption we can establish theoretical LOD as
0,6 pg for TNT, 2,8 pg for RDX and 8,4 pg for PETN.
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Corona discharge-ion mobility spectrometry with an orthogonal accelerated time of flight (CDIMS-oaTOFMS) apparatus has been used as a potential method for detection of 2,4,6Trinitrotoluene (TNT). The ion mobility spectrometer with corona discharge as a ionization source
was operated in two modes in standard and reverse mode. In the reverse mode trinitrotoluene
responded with two peaks. (TNT-H)- (m/z=226) with reduced mobility equal to 1,55 cm2V-1s-1 and
TNT- (m/z=227) and reduced mobility of 1,50 cm2V-1s-1.

1. Introduction and experimental
Detection of all kinds of explosives in a days when terrorism is omnipresent and is a real threat
became extremely important. It is crucial to ensure the safety in places like airports, public utility
buildings, embassies, places of worship, etc. 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene commonly known as a TNT is a
yellow-coloured solid which is used in chemical synthesis, but TNT is best known as a explosive
material. The explosive yield of TNT is considered to be the standard measure of strength of
bombs and other explosives. Despite TNT was used during The World War I it is still widely used
by the military all over the world.
In recent years many methods of detecting explosives has been reported e.g. X-ray
screening[1], neutron and γ-ray spectroscopy[2], LC-MS[3], SPME-HPLC[4]. Due to the low
detection limit IMS has proved to be an ideal method for the detection of trace level of explosives.
Other advantages which make IMS appropriate for detecting explosives are: fast response (order
of milliseconds), simple design and portability.

Figure 1. Schematic of the IMS-oaTOFMS apparatus.
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The IMS-oaTOFMS instrument used in this study is shown in figure 1 and was fully described
in [5,6]. The experiment was carried out at atmospheric pressure in negative polarity with drift
field equal to 543 V/cm. Apparatus was operated in two modes. Standard mode when drift gas
flow rate was set at 1,2 L/min, sample gas flow rate at 0,1 L/min and corona discharge gas flow at
0,1 L/min. The gas outlet was located in the reaction region. Reverse mode with following
parameters: drift gas flow rate- 1,2 L/min, sample gas flow rate- 0,1 L/min, gas outlet was
positioned behind the CD gap.

2. Results
Reverse mode

Figure 2. The TNT response in reverse gas flow mode. a) IMS spectrum at 308 K b) corresponding MS
spectrum c) relative intensity of TNT- and (TNT-H)- depending on IMS drift tube temperature d) relative
intensity of TNT- and (TNT-H)- as a function of IMS drift field.
There are three peaks in the IMS spectrum (figure 2a) which correspond to reactant ion peaks
(RIP) created in CD. First peak with reduced mobility 2,37 cm2V-1s-1 corresponds to N2O2- (m/z=60).
Mass spectrum (figure 2b) shows four additional reactant ions peaks (m/z=32, 50, 76, and 94) this fact
reflects another peaks in IMS spectrum with reduced mobilities of 2,27 cm2V-1s-1 and 2,2 cm2V-1s-1 which
can be assigned to several molecules O2-, O2-.(H2O), N2O3-, N2O3-.(H2O). Sample of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
responded with two peaks with reduced mobilities of 1,54 cm2V-1s-1 and 1,50 cm2V-1s-1. Mass spectrum
of TNT as it has been proved [7] is characterized by two peaks, m/z=226 and m/z=227 which correspond
to (TNT-H)- and TNT- respectively.
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Reverse mode with CCl4 as a dopant

Figure 3. The TNT response in reverse gas flow mode with CCl2 as a dopand a) IMS spectrum at 324 K
b) related MS spectrum to IMS spectrum, c) relative intensity of (TNT-H)- and TNT∙Cl- ions depending
on IMS drift field intensity d) relative intensity of (TNT-H)- and TNT∙Cl- as a function of IMS drift field
temperature.

A we can see from figure 3, there are two characteristic peaks in the IMS spectrum (figure 3a) which
correspond to (TNT-H)- and (TNT)∙Cl- with reduced mobilities of 1,54 cm2V-1s-1 and 1,37 cm2V-1s-1
respectively. Mass spectrum (figure 2b) apart from typical for TNT ion with m/z=226 (TNT-H)- shows
also peak with m/z=262 which corresponds to (TNT)∙Cl.
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In this work we demonstrate the detection of 2,4,6-Trichloroanisole (TCA) from cork stopper
without any pre-separation or pre-concentration. The TCA was identified by its peak with reduced
ion mobility of 1.66 cm2.V-1.s-1.

1. Introduction
The wine industry and consumers themselves deem that wine aroma is an important attribute
of product quality. The presence of halo-anisoles is an enological problem in wine industry because of
their low sensory threshold. TCA, particularly the 2,4,6-TCA isomer, is considered as main substance
responsible for unpleasant odour of wine also known as “cork taint”, mentioned in some researches
[1,2]. This musty, mouldy odour of tainted wine originating from the cork material is directly detected
by consumers of wine and is defined as similar to wet cardboard, mushrooms, earthy smell, etc [1].
Detection problem of this semi-volatile compound is associated with low concentration at
which this analyte is present in wine or cork. Hence, in many methods it is substantial for detection of
2,4,6-TCA to retrieve suitable pre-concentration, pre-separation and sensitive analytical device for
measuring signal intensity. Several analytical methods have been proposed for the proper
concentration determination of the compounds responsible for tainted wine flavour [1,3,4].
Considering the physic-chemical properties of semi-volatile compound 2,4,6-TCA, a novel gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) method, focused on this compound residues in white
and red wine was reported by S.H. Patil [3]. The efficiency of 2,4,6-TCA analysis was affected by few
factors, including extraction solvent type chosen (toluene in this case) and particularly its volume. The
detection limit of this compound reached value of 0.0083 ng.mL-1. This technique offers distinct
advantages, but it still does not dispose of such sensitivity as ion mobility spectrometry. Ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS) is an analytical technique that characterizes molecules by their gas phase mobility
and is frequently used for detection of various kinds of explosives, drugs and narcotics. IMS provides
fast and high sensitive response to presence of not only explosives, but also toxic chemicals. In
addition, ion mobility spectrometers are comparatively inexpensive and provide spectra in
milliseconds range. These advantages make IMS device suitable for investigation of volatiles
compounds in different fields [5]. Several studies have been focused on detection of presence of 2,4,6TCA in wine with IMS [1,4].
In this work we will demonstrate the detection of TCA directly from the cork stoppers in
analytical time 5s.

2. Experiment
The IMS instrument developed at Department of Experimental Physics in collaboration with
MaSaTECH and modified for TCA detection from the cork stoppers was used in this experiment. The
2,4,6 –Trichloroanisol as a reference compound was obtained from Sigma Aldrich. The cork stoppers
were obtained from Orlando Teodoro - Universidade Nova de Lisboa. The cork stoppers were in three
different concentration: 1. Corks stoppers with TCA concentration 19ppt (determine via the GC-MS),
2. Cork stoppers with TCA detected by the smell and 3. Cork stoppers with unknown concentration.
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3. Results and discussion
The IMS spectrum without any sample is show on figure 1. From this spectrum we can see the
dominant reactant ion peak (RIP).

Fig. 1. The IMS spectrum without any sample.
The IMS response of pure TCA (Sigma Aldrich) is shown in Figure 2. From this figure we can see that
the response of IMS instrument results in formation several peaks.

Fig.2. IMS response on TCA.
The slowest peak with reduced mobility 1.66 cm2.V-1.s-1 was evaluated as a TCA peak. This value of
reduced mobility is in very good agreement with values reported in previous work [1]. The analysis of
the cork stoppers with TCA concentration 19ppt determined by GC-MS technique results in
immediate detection of TCA is presented in the Figure 3.
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Fig.3. The IMS response on the cork stopper with TCA concentration 19ppt.

It has to be pointed out that analytical time required for TCA detection from the cork stoppers was less
than 5 seconds with memory effect less than 4 seconds. The detection of TCA from cork stoppers with
unknown TCA concentration will be also demonstrated at conference.

4. Conclusion
In this work we have demonstrated that the IMS instrument has ability to detect TCA from cork
directly without any pre-treatment of the material. The analytical time required for analysis of cork
stoppers was less than 5 second. These first results are very promising and allow a hope for future
applications in industry.
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